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i. 

ABSTRACT 

This thesis attempts to arrive at a phonematic analysis of 

Spoken Iraqi Arabic (SIA) based on theories of the functional 

school of linguistics. It falls into two parts: 

PART'ONE comprises six chapters and it presents an outline 

of functional linguistic theories with special emphasis on phonology. 

ChApter'One deals with the historical background of functional 

linguistics with particular reference to F. de Saussure (the founder 

of modern linguistics), some principal members of the Prague School, 

and A. Martinet (the leading figure in neo-Praguian functionalism). 

Chapter Two treats of the notion of 'function' and the functions 

of langu . age as viewed by F. de Saussure, K. Uhler, JX Koffnek, 

J. von Laziczius, N. S. Trubbtzkoy, and A. Martinet. ' 'ChApter Three 

and Chaptbi-*Four explain some basic functional notions such as the 

phoneme, the relevant feature, phonemic content, variant, contrast, 

opposition, the archiphoneme, neutralization, and defective distribution. 

Chapter'Five deals with various methods of 'phonemic diagnosis' (e. g. 

the commutation test) with particular reference to Trubetzkoy's 

rules for monophonematic or polyphonematic evaluation. Chapter Six 

classifies oppositions into 'distinctive oppositions' versus 'non- 

distinctive oppositions, and further presents 'logical' as well 

as 'phonological' classifications of 'distinctive oppositions'. 

PART TWO comprises seven chapters and it presents anapplication 

of the functional phonological theory to SIA. * Chapter*Seven is an 

introduction giving an account of the Arabic dialect'studied in this 
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thesis, the segmental and non-segmental notations used in this 

Part, the basic sound differences between CA (Classical Arabic) 

and SIA, and a critical survey of previous non*-functional analyses 

of SIA. 'ChApt6r'Eight tackles certain phonological problems in 

SIA, viz. Itafxim(, '-teldid', the phonolo ical status, of-1j] and 9j 

[w], [tj] and [d3l, diphthongs, vowel length, and vocalic lip- 

posture (presenting previous views as well as my own. views on them). 

Chapter-Nine deals with the SIA phonemes and their realizations, 

showing the oppositions whereby each phoneme is phonetipally 

realized. -'. ChAOtdi-*Ten defines each phoneme in terms of relevant 

features and then classifies the SIA phonemes into groups on the 

basis of their relevant 4atures. ' Chapter*Eleven, provides tabular 

and multi-dimensional representations of the. SIA consonant as well 

as vowel systems. -ChaptOr'TWelve presents a method for measuring 

the 'functional load' of each phoneme; it provides tables showing 

the number of distinctive oppositions that each phoneme forms with 

the other phonemes of the SIA phonological system in word-initial, 

word-medial and word-final positions followed by statistical 

conclusions as to which phonemes have the highest functional load 

in the system, and so. on, and which of the three word positions is 

the position of maximum differentiation. Finally, *Chapter'Thirteen 

investigates cases of neutralization and cases of free variation. 

It also accounts for the archiphonemes which are said to occur 

in the position(s) of neutralization of the respective oppositions 

in addition to their relevant features and their symbolization. 
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I. 

INTRODUCTION 

This thesis is basically a phonematic analysis of the 

Arabic dialect spoken in Iraq. Phonematics, according to A. 

Martinet, "treats of the analysis of the utterance into phonemes, 

of the classification of these phonemes, and of the examination 

of their combinations in forming the significantia of the 

language. 110) The significantia of the dialect under investi- 

gation (i. e. the primary data for the present research) are 

SIA words. By 'word' is meant "an autonomous. syntagm formed of 

non-separable monemes" (p. 106). This designation also includes 

autonomous monemes such as /bet/ 'house' as well as non- 

autonomous monemes such as /min/ 'from', /Izqj; q/_'onI. Since 

'phonematics' is the main, concern of this research, I shall 

not deal with 'prosody' in any detail. By 'prosody' is meant 

"all the facts of speech which do not fall within the phonematic 

framework" (p. 75). 

Of the various trends in phonological theory, the 

functional approach is the one adopted in this research. The 

functional theory presented and applied in this thesis is that 

of the Praguians and subsequently the neo-Praguians. More 

specifically, the views discussed and followed in this thesis 

(1) A. . Martinet, Elements of General Linguistics, London: Faber 
& Faber Lýd., 1964, p. 56 (translated by E. Palmer from the French 
original ldments de linguistique gdndrale, Paris, 1960). 
Throughout this thesis, page references are made to the English 
translation. In this introduction, further references to 
Elements. *.. cit are given after quotations -in the te)ýt. 
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are chiefly those of Trubetzkoy (a Praguian) and Martinet (a 

neo-Praguian), two of the most outstanding leading authorities 

on functional linguistics in general, and functional phonology 

in particular. 

Since there is still a great deal of room for research on 

Arabic in general and SIA in particular, especially from a 

functional point of view, an outline of the functional theory 

has been contained in this thesis. sp as to constitute the 

foundation upon which the actual phonematic analysis will be 

based. To the best of my knowledge, the present research forms 

the first attempt at a proper functional analysis of the 

phonology of SIA, which, I hope, will initiate other attempts of 

this kind in the near future. (') Therefore, I have decided to 

devote PART ONE of this thesis to. the history and theory of 
functional linguistics. which will-provide the basis for the 

actual phonematic analysis of SIA which. will constitute PART TWO 

of this thesis. 

The aim of PART ONE of this thesis is to acquaint the 

reader with the Prague School; how it was established, its 

pioneering members, the theories it has adopted from F. de 

Saussure (the founder of modern, i. e. structural, linguistics) 

(1) As a matter of fact, the only available functional study 
concerning SIA is J. Cantineau's review of M. Y. von Wagoner's 
Spoken Iraqi Arabic. See BSL, 49/2 (1953), pp. 148-150. Cantineau 
is, in my opinion, th. e leadiiTg authority on the functional 
linguistics of Arabic (Classical as well as dialectal). Of his 
vast number of publications on Arabic linguistics and phonetics, 
see fftudes de linguistique-arabe, Paris, 1960. 
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and Russian Linguistics, and its original contributions to 

linguistics as spelled out by its principal members (e. g. 

Trubetzkoy, Vachek, and Trnka). It also casts light on the 

views of neo-Praguians as represented by Martinet. In addition, 

it shows how Trubetzkoy and Martinet diverge in thought con- 

cerning some basic notions like 'neutralization' and'archiphomene'. 

It also draws attention to the difference in theory and practice 

between functional linguistics and the other schools of struc- 

tural linguistics (especially Jakobson's 'distinctive-feature 

theory'). 

-The aim of PART TWO, on the other hand, is to apply the 

theories expressed in PART ONE to SIA so-as to arrive,, at a 

functional phonological analysis. The method of research 

adopte d in PART TWO is based on the application of the 

'commutation test' to. the data I have collected. The commu- 

tation test is applied to all the possible sounds (or combi- 

nations of sounds) as they occur in SIA words (native as well 

as loan words) in, the three most common positions, namely word- 

initially, word-medially and word-finally. This test helps the 

researcher to establish a tentative phoneme inventory of the 

dialect studied. Once a phoneme inventory is established, each 

phoneme is defined in terms of 'relevant features' on the basis 

of the oppositions it forms with the other phonemes of the 

SIA phonemic system. Furthermore, the commutation test also 

helps to pinpoint the cases where certain oppositions never occur 

in certain positions (i. e. 'neutralization'), the cases where 
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certain phcnemes never occur in certain positions (i. e. 'defective 

distribution'), and the cases where certain phonemes or variants 

of one and the same phoneme are used erratically without causing 

any meaning difference between the words concerned (i. e. -'free 

variation'). The commutative, series implementing the commutation 

test also help to work out an important aspect of the individual 

SIA phonemes, viz. their 'functional load' which indicates the 

degree of distinctive utilization of the respective phonemes in 

the whole of the phonemic system as well is in the respective 

sub-systems (i. e. the consonant system or the vowel system as the 

case may be). It is obvious from what I have said above that 

'opposition' is the essence of phonological existence. There- 

fore, the position (or context) where there occur more distinctive 

oppositions than in the other positions investigated is called 

the position of 'maximum differentiation'. This too has been 

investigated in this thesis. This thesis also studies some 

phenomena that play an important role in the phonology of SIA, 

e. g. Itafximl (commonly known as 'emphasis') and 'taldid' 

(commonly known as'gemination), and whether or not they fulfil 

.a distinctive function in the phonology of SIA. 
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PART ONE: 

FUNCTIONAL THEORY 
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Chapter One 

FUNCTIONAL LINGUISTICS 

1.1. Historical Background_ 

Functional linguistics is one of the various trends in 

'structural linguistics' - the name given to 'modern linguistics' 

founded by the Swiss scholar F. de Saussure (1857 - 1913). In 

the 1920's there were highly encouraging conditions for estab- 

lishing a structural linguistic school in Prague making use of 

both eastern and western linguistic trends coupled with the 

Czech tradition. As a result, the Prague School of Linguistics 

(usually referred to in French as Le Cercle Linguistique de 

Prague) was founded. between the two world wars. 

It is evident that the Prague School was influenced by 

Saussure's thought. 
-Nevertheless, 

Saussure's thought was not, 

as some might think, the only source of inspiration for the 

Prague group; most of the inspiration came from Russian 

linguistics, and some of the Prague theories were, as we shall 

realize later, original dev*elopments. As , far back as the 

1880's, the Prague philosopher T. G. Masairyk had already stressed 

the significance of a synchronic description of language and 

had developed a theory of the teleological development of 

language. Though-the Prague School and the other-schools of 

structural linguistics had some features in common, they 

greatly differ in their principles and procedures. In order 
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to keep these various schools of structural linguistics distinct 

from each other, therefore, Prague linguistics, for example, was 

called 'functional linguistics'. V. Mathesius (the founder of 

the Prague School) was the first to use the name 'functional 

linguistics'. (') The first serious step on the way tolfunctional 

linguistics' was taken by V. Mathesius (1882 - 1945) shortly 

before 1920, when he worked out a synchronic, functional des- 

cription of language. Having already seen the strong and weak 

aspects of the two scientific approaches. ip linguistics (current 

at the time), viz. the historical and the synchro. nic approaches, 

Mathesius tried to arrive at a synthesis of the good sides of 

both approaches, which later resulted in the establishment of 

'linguistic characterology'. 
(2) The Russian influence on Prague 

linguistics was deeply felt with the arrival-of the three famous 

Russian linguists: R. Jakobson (born in 1896), N. S. -Trubetzkoy 

(1) Mathesius also used a purely functional definition of the 
phoneme from the start. In his "La structure phonologique du, 
lexique du tcheque moderne", in A Prague School Reader in 
Linguistics (PSRL) compiled by J. Vachek (Bloomington, 1 64, 
pp. 156 - 176T-, we read: 

"Les Materiaux de la phonologie consistent en-des 
elements phonologiques fondamentaux appeles phonemes, 
c-a-d. des sons (simples ou composites) qui ont une 
valeur fonctionnelle et en des dl&ents phonologiques 
modificateurs, c-a-d des qualites des sons (ou-series 
de sons) qui on elle; -memes une valeur dgalement 
fonctionnelle". (p. 157) 

(2) See V. Mathesius, "On'Linguistic Characterology with 
Illustrations from Modern English", in PSRL, pp. 59 - 67. 
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(1890 - 1938) and S. I. Karcevskij (1887 - 1955). (') The 

Linguistic Circle of Prague (LCP) was established in October 1926 

on the initiative of V. Mathesius who became its President. Among 

the founding members (besides Mathesius, Jakobson, Trubetzkoy and 

Karcevskij) were B. Trnka (born in 1895) and B. Havranek (1893 - 

1978). Among the others who contributed to the Circle's 'activi- 

ties were J. M. KoTrinek (born-in 1899), J. Vachek (born in 1909), 

L. Novak (born in 1908), A. V. Isacenko (1911 - 1978), J. KramSV 

(born. in 1913) and F. DanevS (born in 1919). Furthermore, among 

the foreigners who contributed to the Circle's publications were 

the Dutchman A. W. de Groot, the Austrian philosopher and psycho- 

logist K. Bjhler, the Yugoslav A. BeliC', the Englishman D. Jones, 

and the French linguists L. Tesniere, r. Benveniste and A. 

Martinet. Pragueýphonology was spread all over Europe by the 

efficient and vigorous efforts of the most creative and dynamic 

members of the LCP, namely Trubetzkoy and Jakobson. 

In 1928, the First International Congress of Linguists was 

held at the Hague, and a year later the First Conference of 

Slavic Philologists was held in Prague, At: the Conferenqe, the 

very first volume of the Circle's official publication, Travaux 

du Cercle Linguistique de Prague (TCLP), was'presented. It 

(')Karcevskij was influenced by Saussure and that is how Saussure's 
distinction between -11anguel and 'parole' and his emphasis on 
'associative relations' (now generally substituted by 'paradigmatic 
relations' because of the psychologistic implications inherent 
in Saussure's term) became important to Prague phonology as we 
shall see later. 
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included nine theses which expressed the Circle's interests and 

desired lines of research in Slavic linguistics. At the same 

Conference, Jakobson presented his Remarques, O) 
which was the 

first attempt towards an explicit discussion of the problem of 

diachronic phonology within the Prague conception of the term.. 

In 1930, an International Conference of Phonology was held in 

Prague. The contributions to this Conference as well as a 

"projet deýterminologie phonologique standardisde" 
(2) 

which the 

participants had. agreed on, appeared in TCLP 4 (1931). On this 

occasion an International Association for Phonological Studies 

was established and its constitution was approved at the Second 

International Congress of Linguists (Geneva, 1931). In 1932, 

the first meeting of the Association coincided with the First 

International Congress of Phonetic Sciences held in Amsterdam. 

The LCP worked very actively until Hitler occupied 

Czechoslovakia and Austria during which time the Circle lost its 

best members. Trubetzkoy died of a heart attack in 1938. Jakobson 

on the other hand, fled to Denmark in-the spring of 1939 and later 

to Norway, but he had to flee further to Sweden when the Germans 

occupied Norway. In 1941, Jakobson left Sweden for the U. S. A. 

where he obtained a position at Columbia University in New York, 

(1) R. Jakobson, Remarques sur 114volution phdnologique du:! russe 
comparde a celle des autres langues slaves, (= ICLP, Z, 19Z9). 

. (2) TCLP, 4,1931, pp. 309 - 323. 
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and later became Professor at Harvard and M. I. T. Furthermore, 

Mathesius, the Circle's President, died in 1945 and the Circle 

was dissolved in the early fifties. Nevertheless, the Prague 

tradition was adopted by the Linguistic Association and the Group 

for Functional Linguistics at the Academy. The. co-operation 

between these two organizations resulted in a new Prague publi- 

cation called Travaux Linguistiques de Prague (TLP) which first 

appeared in 1964. From then on, the Prague tradition has been 

carried on by B. Trnka and J. Vachek and to a large extent by the, 

neo-Praguians, i. e. A. Martinet and his followers. The neo- 

Praguians' contributions to functional linguistics are mainly 

contained in their journal La linquistique, which has recently 

become the official organ of the International Society of 

Functional Linguistics. (') 

Although there are plenty of books and articles on the Prague 

School; history and theory, Trubetzkoy's GrundzUge der'Phonologie 

(= TCLP, 7, Prague, 1939) has been and will remain the chief 

statement of Prague phonology. On the other hand, Martinet's 

6ements de linguistique getherrale (Paris, 1960) expressesthe 

basic notions of neo-Praguian functional linguistics- The ideas 

of Trubetzkoy and Martinet will be the main concern of this and 

the following chapters. 

(1) The formation of an International Society of Functional 
Linguistics was proposed and adopted on the second day of the Third 
International Colloquium of Functional Linguistics (Saint-Flour, 
30th June-3rd July 1976), and the participants expressed their wish 
that the journal La linguistique should be made the official organ 
of the proposed Society. ConsEq-uently, a provisional committee, 
composed of Jeanne Martinet, Georges Mounin, Jan Mulder, Don G. 
Stuart, Andree Tibouret-Keller and Henriette Walter, was formed to 
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1.2 Theoretical Background(') 

Although Trubetzkoy and many members of the LCP were 

interested in a wide variety of literary and cultural subjects, 

phonology seemed to be their main concern and their influence 

on it was felt to be more than on any other field; so much so 

that sometimes people mean by 'Prague School theories' simply 

its 'phonological theories'. But we must not forget that the 

Circle's interests were phonology, grammar as well as structural 

literary analysis. The theories of the LCP are best represented 

in the scientific contributions of its members, especially its 

official publications, the most important of which is TCLP(1929- 

1939 )ý2) 

At the First International Congress of'Linguists (The Hague, 

1928), Jakobson presented the theses(3) which made the LCP known 

abroad for the first time. According to these theses, the 

contd., from previous . paqe: . pave the way for putting this prop- 
osition into effect. _Theýe scholars' efforts resulted in the 
establishment of the proposed Society with its headquarters at the 
ýcole Pratique des Hautes rtudes, the Sorbonne, 47, rue des 5coles, 
75005 Paris. For details see 

, 
La linguistique, 13/1,1977, pp'. 5f. 

(1) The account in this section is only a brief statement of the 
theory and general pattern of the LCP. For a detailed account, see 
the following sources in particular: 

(a) J. Vachek, PSRL (1964), and The Linguistic School of Prague 
(LSP), Bloomington an-d-London: Indiana University Presss l9bb. 

(b) J. Krdmsky, The Phoneme, Kdnchen, 1974, and 
(c) Eli Fischer JOrgensen, Trends in Phonological Theory, 

Copenhagen, 1975. 

(2) G. C. Lepschy's statement that TCLP appeared during the period 
1929-1938 (see his Survey of Structural L, inguistics, London 1970. 
p. 54) is mistaken, since the eighth (i. e. last) volume of TCLP 
entitled ýtudes phonologiques dedi4es ý la memoire de M. L-e7r-ince 
N. S. Trub-e-f-Roy appeared in 1939 (the sevenfh volume being Tru5-e, -Fz- 
koy1: s-Grundz1Uge. --, 1939). 
(3) See R. Jakobson, S. Karcevskij and N. S. Trubetzkoy, ý'Propositions" 
Actes'du Premier Congres International de Linguistes, The Hague 1928. 
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phonological theory should satisfy the following: 0) (a) setting 

phonological systems, (b) accounting for the significant differ- 

ences between sounds, (c) finding correlations, i. e. oppositions 

like p/b., b/d, k/S-M (d) working out general laws' concerning 

the structure of phonological systems, and (e) accounting for 

historical change which presupposes a teleological development 

of the system. The theses were jointly signed by Jakobson, 

Karcevskij and Trubetzkoy. Trubetzkoy later elaborated these 

ideas in a series of articles, some of which-appeared in TCLP. 

Particularly important, too, is the first volume of TCLP (1929) 

which contained the afore-mentioned nine theses, the collective 

work of the LCP. The first three of these theses reflected the 

Circle's interests, and the following six theses were'an indica- 

tion of desired lines of research in Slavic Linguistics. * In 

1930, as mentioned b efore, an International Conference of Phoný-. 

ology was held in Prague and on that occasion an International 

Association for Phonological Studies was established with 

affiliated circles throughout Europe. Subsequently, the Prague 

contd. from previous'-age: (Part of this collecti 
- 
on of 

pro'positions is included in Jakobson's SW, 1, pp. 3 - 6). 

(1) See Eli Fischer-JOrgensen,. Trends in Phonological Theory, 
Copenhagen, 1975, p-20- 
(2) In her Trends..., 1975, p. 20, Fischer-JOrgensen wrongly calls 
theselcontraFs-ts'. I say 'wrongly' because 'contrast' (in the 
Praguian sense of the term) can. only refer to syntagmatic relations 
whereas the relations between each pair of phonemes quoted is 
supposed to be paradigmatic and so it must be called 'opposition' 
instead of 'contrast'. For details on the difference between 
'contrast' and 'opposition', see 4.1. of this thesis. 
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theories became the subject of lively discussions in many parts 

of Europe. As a result, they were accepted by a good number of 

linguists from different partsýof the world (mainly the Continent) 

such as A. W. de Groot and W-ýývaAWijk (from Holland) and A. 

Martinet'(from France). Besides, the Swede B. Malmberg was 

strongly influenced by the Prague School, but at the same time 

ive was'influenced by the Copenhagen School (i. e. glossematics). 

and so cannot be considered., a*true Praguian. 

As mentioned earlier, the LCP dealt with a wide variety 

of linguistic aspects and problems. For instance, the Circle 

made use of and elaborated Saussure's distinction between 

'langue' and 'parole'. The study of sounds of-'langue' is, 

according to Praguians, phonology and the study of sounds of 

'parole' is phonetics. Furthermore, the LCP maintained the 

parallelism between 'phonology'Pphonetics' and 'form'/'substance'. (l) 

Prague phonology also made use of the dichotomy 'syntagmatic'/ 

-paradigmatic' which was later associated with 'contrast'Poppo- 

sition' as we have already noted. The Circle concentrated on 

language development in the phonological description of language 

and so LCP operated with the dichotomy 'synchrony. '/'diachrony' 

(1) As we shall see later, the parallelism between 'phonology'/ 
I. phonetics', 'form'Psubstance' and 'Sprachgebildel/'Sprechakt' 
(the last two terms are Trubetzkoy's)is controversial. See 
Fischer-Jorgensen's Trends..., pp. 22f and Vachek's LSP, pp. 19ff. 
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but the Praguians stressed the fact that "synchrony should not 

be identified with statics". 
0) Another aspect of Prague theory 

is that it treats language as a 'system of systems'. The 

definition of language as 'a system of systems' was tackled by 

the Soviet academician V. V. Vinogradov in a lecture given in 

Prague in 1957. But this dictum briefly summarized what Prague 

linguists (especially Mathesius) had felt since the late twenties. 

This was manifested in one of Mathesius's statements contained 

in his Czech paper on. t. he phonological structureof Modern 

English (1929); (? )" Prague' phonology also treats of the two 
(3) faces of the linguistic sign, viz. Isignifiant' and 'signifid' . 

Ming functionalists the Prague School members often talked 

about the functioning of language in terms of-communication, 

representation, expression and appeal . 
(4) In connexion with the 

Prague theories, one may also come across the so-called 'function 

(1) J. Vachek , LSP, p. 27. See also V. Mathesius, 110 potencial- 
nosti j evO jaz_YFo_vych11, Vestnfk Kr&l ýeskd. spoleýnosti nauk, 

_trfda 
filosoficko-historiCkg, (Prague, 1911),. (English translation 

"On the Potentiality of the Phenomenon of Language", in PSRL, pp. 
1-32). In this article Mathesius uses the expression "From-'statics' 
to'dynamics'll to mean, and this he. puts in brackets, "from syn- 
chrony to diachrony". Furthermore, Wade Baskin, in his trans- 
laiion of Saussure's Cours ... Uses the terms 'static linguistics' 
or 'language-states' _('TtEas de langue') to refer to Isynchronic 
linguistics'. We read: "Synchrony and diachrony designate. respec- 
tively a language state and an evolutionary phase" (Course. p. 81). 
In addition, the terms 'static' and 'historical' (0ý__e_ve_n'evol- 
utionary') are used in Course as alternatives to Isynchronic' 
and'diachronic' respect-5-e-T-y. (See Course... pp. 81,101,140f). 

(2) See V. Mathesius, "K fonologickdmu systdmu moderni angliftiny", 
tMF, 15 Prague, 1929, pp. 129-139. 

(3) F& details see Vachek, LSP, pp. 30ff. 
(4) On the different functions of language., - see Chapter Two of 
this thesis. 
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of the structure of functions' dealt with by P. N. Bogatyrev in 

1937. (1) 

In brief, therefore, a Praguian phonological analysis of 

language, which is the main concern of this thesis, treats of 

phonemes, their relevant features (paradigmatics), their combi- 

nations in words and sentences (syntagmatics) and, furthermore, 

it treats of prosodic facts such as intonation, tones-and accents. 

Phonology and Phonetics 

The distinction between 'phonetics' and 'phonology' is 

generally associated with the distinction between 'sound' and 

'phoneme'. (2). From the standpoint of the Junggrammatiker (i. e. 

the Leipzig School of Linguistics),, sounds are considered as 

purely physical (i. e. acoustic and physiological) phenomenai. 

Other standpoints consider sounds as simultaneously physical 

and mental aspects (i. e. as psycho-physical facts). Prague 

linguists would, in my opinion, be in favour of the former 

point of view which is represented by J. Baudoulfn de Courtenay's 

conception of 'sound' as a purely physical phenomenon and of the 

(1) See P. N. Bogatyrev, "Funkcie Kroja naMoravskom slovensku, " 
Spicy Ng roolopisndho Odboru Matice Slovenskej, 1. For an 
account of this work, see LSP, pp. 36ff. 

(2) On the distinction between 'sound' and 'phoneme', see 
V. -Br4ndal, "Sound and Phoneme" in P. 2nd ICPS (Cambridge, 1936), 
pp. 40 - 45. 
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'phoneme' as a mental concept. 
0) Baudou; n de Courtenay, there- 

fore, was the first to make a distinction between two kinds of 

sound study: lphysio-phonetics' and 'psychophonetics', "a 

terminology subsequently criticizedaidlater replaced by 'phon- 

ology' and 'phonetics' re. spectively.,, 
(2) Saussure, on th*e' 

other hand, makes the following distinction between 'phonology' 

and 'phonetics' (see Course .... p. 33): 

"The physiology of sounds (German Laut - or 

Sprachphysiologie) is often called phonetics 

(French phondtique, German Phonetik). To me this 

name seems inappropriate. Instead, I shall use 

phonology. For phonetics first designated - and 

should continue-to designate - the-study of the 

evolutions of sounds. Two absolutely distinct 

disciplines should not be lumped together undee 

the same name. Phonetics is a historical science; 

it analyses events and , changes, and moves through 

time. Phonology is outside time, for the articulatory 

mechanism never changes. " 

(1) BaudoWn (a pioneer of phonology) developed this concept in 
his Russian inaugural lecture. Although this lecture was 
published, it remained inaccessible to most European linguists 
primarily because it was written in Russian. See R. ' Jakobson, 
"Jan BaudcKLI#%de Courtenay", in Slavische Rundschau, 1,1929, 
pp. 809-812 (esp. p. 810)- reprinted in Portraits 6f Linquists, 
edited by T. A. Sebeok, 1, Indiana University Pre-ss, 1966, pp. 
533-537. 
(2) Christiane A. M. Baltaxe, Trubetzkoy and the Theory of_Distinc- 
tive Features (Ph. D. Thesis), University of California, Los 
Angeles ( ), 1970, p. 73; published under the title Foundations 
of Distinctive Feature Theory, Baltimore, 1978. 
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Saussure goes on to say: 

"The two studies are distinct but not opposites. 

Phonetics is a basic part of the science of language; 

phonology... is only an auxiliary discipline and 

belongs exclusively to speaking... ". "(Lbid) 

The term 'phonology' was first used in its new Praguian 

sense in the first two volumes of TCLP which appeared in 1929. 

K. Buhler's article on phonetics and phonology (in TCLP, 1,19297 (1)) 

was referred to by B. Malmberg. Malmberg says that "Uhler 

considers phonetics to be as dependent on phonology... as 

phonology is on phonetics". 
(2) 

As mentioned before, an International Association for 

Phonological Studies was founded in 1930 with Trubetzkoy as its 

President. At the Second International Congress of Linguists 

(Geneva, 1931), a plenary session was devoted to phonology for 

the first time. Furthermore, in the opening speech of the First 

International Congress of Phonetic Sciences (Amsterdam, 3-8 July. 

1932), J. van Ginneken stated that phonology is "the crowning 

of the whole-work". 
(3) ''That is to say, phonology synthesizes 

(1) This is apparently a mistake on Malmberg's part since BUhler's 
article on phonetics and phonology appeared in TCLP, 4,1931, pp. 22-53. 

(2) B. Malmberg, New Trends in Linguistics, Stockholm, 1964, p. 208. 

(3) J. van Ginneken, "La tendance labiale de la race mdditerra- 
ndenneet la tendance laryngale de la race alpine", in P. 1st ICPS, 
La Haye: Nijhoff, 1933, Op. 76-130 (esp. p. 106f). 
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the results of all phonetic sciences. Phonology had quickly 

established itself asan important part of linguistic studies. 

In twentieth-century linguistics, phonology has proved to be 

particularly fruitful and this is mainly due to the work of the 

LCP. The Circle wanted to establish a new branch of linguistics 

called 'phonology'; so much so that it would be independent of 

'phonetics'. This arose from Saussure's distinction between 

'langue' and 'parole' accepted by the Prague linguists. To 

present the problem more clearly, one has to refer. to the defini- 

tions of the terms 'phonology' and 'phonetics' as given in the 

Circle's ! 'Projet... " (1931): 

It Phonologie... - Partie de la linguistique 

traitant des phdno4nes phoniques au point 
de vue de leurs. fonctions-dans la langue .... 

Phonetique... - Discipline auxiliaire de la 

linguistique traitant des pheqomenes, phoniques 

du langage, abstraction faite de lebrs 

fonctions dans la langue. "(p. 309), 

This distinction was accepted by Trubetzkoy in his Principles. 

He made the distinction even sharper when he maintained that 

lphonetics'. is a 'mere' natural science, auxiliary to linguistics, 

while he granted 'phonology' the much more respectable status of 

a part of linguistics. He also adopted Saussure's dichotomy 

(1) See N. S. Trubetzkoy, 
-Principles 

of Phonology, Berkeley and 
Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1969, pp. 5ff. 
(Baltaxels English translation of Trubetzkoy's German original 
GrundzUge.... 1939). 
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'form'/'substance' (now corresponding to 'function'/'physical 

phenomena') for which Trubetzkoy used the terms 'Sprachgebildel/ 

'Sprechakt'. Moreover, Trubetzkoy equated 'Sprachgebildel/ 

'Sprechakt' with Saussure's Ilanguel/'parole'. 

Jakobson, on the other hand, did not fully accept the 

formulation given in "Project". In his 1939 paper('), he rejected 

the parallelism between 'phonology'/'phonetics' and 'Sprachgebilde'/ 

'Sprechakt' because, he believed, the phoneme must also be 

r6lized in speech performance. But, on the other hand, he 

accepted the parallelism between 'phonology'/'phonetics' and 

Iforml/Isubstance'. In the above paper, we read (trad. A. R. ): 

"The relation between the phoneme study and in 

general phonology, on the one hand, and phonetics 

on the other, is in no way parallel to the relation 

between the study of Ilanguel ("Sprachgebildelehre") 

and the study of 'parole' (Sprechhandlungslehre") 

but is parallel to the relation between the study 

of 'form' and the study of 'substance'. " (p. 310) 

The separation between 'phonology' and 'phonetics' is 

still an open question. This separation was criticized by 

many scholars such as E. Zwirner (in his, 1939 article ý(2) 

(1) The paper was read at the University of Copenhagen in 1939, 
but was first published in 1962 in Jakobson's SW, I(pp. 2807ý10) 
under the title "Zur Struktur des Phonems". 

(2) See E. Zwirner, "Phonologie und Phonetik", AL, 1, pp. 29-47. 
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Fischer-JOrgensen (Trends .... 1975) and A. Martinet (in 1949)(1) 

who conceives of 'phonology' as 'functional phonetics' which is 

in line with the actual practice-of the Prague phonological 

theory. In his later writings, Jakobson adopted Martinet's 

conception of phonology as 'functional phonetics' and used it to 

bridge the gap between phonology and phonetics (which he had 

emphasized in his early writings) in his theory of 'distinctive- 

feature analysis'. However, 'Vachek (a leading figure in Praguian 

linguistics) maintains that phonology and phonetics should be 

separate sciences, although he admits that "their mutual relation 

is much more complex than the radical line drawn in the early - 
twenties was likely to reveall,. 

(2) 

1.4 F. de Saussure 

F.. de Saussure (the founder of modern linguistics) was born 

in Geneva in 1857, a year after Sigmund Freud (the founder of 

modern psychology) and a year before Emile Durkheim (the founder 

of modern sociology). Son of an eminent naturalist, Saussure 

was educated in Geneva and spent a year at the University before 

moving to Leipzig to study with the Junggrammatiker, the most 

active school of linguists and philologists at that time. In 

(1) See A. Martinet, Phonology as Functional Phonetics, London: 
Oxford University Press, 1949, reprinted 1955,19TT-. -TThree 
lectures delivered at the University of London in 1946). 

(2) J. Vachek, LSP, p. 43. In this connexion, Vachek refers to 
Trnka's Czech paýp--er entitled (trans. ) "On the Present State of 
Phonological'Studies", in Slovo a Slovesnost, 6, Prague, 1940, 
pp. 164 - 170 and pp. 203 ---M. 
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1878 the Swiss scholar published his brilliant M6moire(l), and 

was awarded his doctorate a year later. From 1881 - 1891 he taught 

grammar and comparative philology at the'tcole pratique des hautes 

etudes in Paris', and served as Secretary of the-Linguistic, Society 

of Paris. In 1891 he was recalled to the University of Geneva 

where he was named Professor of Indo-European Linguistics and 

Sanscrit in 1901. From 1907 until his death in 1913 he was also 

named Professor of General Linguistics. 

It was only after his death (1913) that Saus'sure's insights 

were made accessible to an audience larger than the circle of his 

own students. In 1916 C. Bally and A. Sechehaye published an 

elaboration of the lecture notes taken by several of Saussure's 

audience at three courses held between 1906 and 1911. This 

publication which was entitled. Cours de linguistique g6ndrale . 
(2) 

has been and will always be considered as Saussure's masterpiece. 

In his Cours, Saussure defines those distinctions that have 

provided the basis for all subsequent linguistic studies. These 

distinctions are best summarized by a series of dichotomies 

(1) F. de Saussure, M4moire sur le syst6me primitif des vUelles 
dans les langues indo-europdennes, Leipzig, 18/8 (reprinted in 
Recueil des publications scientifiques de Ferdinand de Saussure, 
Gen6ve, IM). 
(2) F. de Saussure, Cours de linguistique g6ndfrale (edite'd by C. 
Bally & A. Sechehaye i, n collaboration with A. Reidlinger), Paris- 
Lausanne, 1916 (Wade Baskin's English translation-Course in 
General Linguistics, New York, 1959). Tullio de Ma-u-ro-Tas pub- 
1-ished a critical account (Paris, 1973). In 1957, R. Godel 
published a very important book on the manuscript sources of the 
Cours, and in 1967, R. Englar began the publication of a monume"n- 
TaT-critical edition of the Cours. 

. 
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such as Isynchronyl/ldiachrony', Ilanquel/lparolel (i. e. language 

/speech or speaking), 'paradigmaticsl/lsyntagmatics', 'signifiant'/ 

'Signifid' (i. e. significans/significatum or signifier/signified), 

and 'form'/'substance', and by notions such as the arbitrary 

character of the 'linguistic sign'. 

1.5 Principal Members of the Prague School. 

This section presents a biographical-account of those members 

of-the Prague School who contrýbuted most to the Prague theories. 

(a) V. Mathesius (1882 - 1945)was a Czech linguist who was 

born in Pardubice (Bohemia) and studied at Caroline University 

in Prague. There he became lecturer in 1909 and Professor of 

English in 1912. He'was interested in'English literary history 

as well as , general linguistic' p*roblems. ' He-was pioneer of th*e- 

synchronic approach to language study'. He worked out the so- 

called 'linguistic characterology'. Until his death, he was 

President of the Linguistic Circle-of Prague (LCP). ', Most of 

all, he was the founder of the LCP. 

(b) S. I. Karcevskij (1887 - 1955) was'a Russian linguist 

who studied at Geneva and so he was strongly influenced by the 

ideas of the Geneva School of Linguistics. Inýthe mid-twenties, 

he lived in Prague and became closely associated with the 

Prague School. After 1928 he was Director of the Institute-of 

Slavic Studies in Geneva and Professor at Geneva University. - 

(1) This account is based on "Appendix 1" to Vachek's LSP(1966, 
pp. 122-136), where the, main works of the respective s_EFolars 
are given. 
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He was one of the founding members of the LCP. 

(c) R. O. Jakobson (born in 1896) is a Russian linguist who 

was born in Moscow and was strongly influenced by the Russian 

linguistic schools of Baudoin de Courtenay, F. F. Fortunatov, and 

L. V. ýýerba. ! 4! He came to Prague in the early twenties. He 

became Professor at Brno University (1933 - 1939), but he had to 

leave Czechoslovakia at the time of Nazi occupation. In the 

U. S. A. he became Professor of Slavic Languages at Harvard 
- 

University and Professor of General Linguistics at M. I. T. Apart 

from being interested in linguistics and the theory of literature 

he was also inspired by modern painting and architecture. 0) 

In linguistics he was mainly interested in phonology, problems of 

structural grammar and the development of child speech. He was 

one of the founding members of the LCP and its first Vice-Presi- 

dent. At the First International Congress of Linguists (The 

Hague, 1928), Jakobson drafted the "Propos. itions" which made 

LCP known abroad for the first time. Surprisingly enough, 

Jakobson is no longer a member of the Prague School for he 

switched to a new trend of phonological description called 

'distinctive-feature analysis'. He is now retired. 

(d) N. S. Trubetzkoy (1890 1938) was a Russian linguist 

who was born in Moscow and studied at the University of Moscow 
(2) 

and the University of Leipzig His scientific career started 

(1) See Fischer-JOrgensen, Trends .... 1975, p. 20. 

(2) See Appendix III "Autobiographical Notes on N. S. Trubetzkoy", 
in Trubetzkoy's Principles..., -1969, pp. 309 - 323 (related by 
R. Jakobson). 
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at the age of fifteen and before leaving school he had already 

written a number of articles on ethnography. He later, studied 

Philosophy and Linguistics. He was Professor of Slavic Phil- 

ology in Rostov, Sofia and Vienna. He was an indirect victim 

of the Nazi occupation of Czechoslovakia. He was a friend of 

Jakobson's and shared his interest in the-development of the 

phonological pattern of language. This made him a distinguished 

member of the LCP, and one of its founding members. He was also 

President of the-International Association for Phonological 

Studies (founded in 1930). 

, (e) B. Trnka (born in_1895) is a Czech linguist who was 

born at Kletetnd near Humpolec (Bohemia) and studied in Prague 

under V. Mathesius. In the mid-twenties-he was appointed 

lecturer'and in the early thirties Professor of English at 

Caroline University in Prague. 'He is mainly interested in 

phonology, structural morphology and syntax. He was one of the 

founding members of the LCP and its long-time Honorary Secretary. 

- (f) J. Vachek (born in_1909) is a Czech'linguist who was 

born in Prague and studied at Caroline University (in Prague) 

under, V. Mathesius and B. Trnka. - After World War II, he was 

appointed lecturer and, in 1947, Prof essor of English at Brno 

University. He has been Senior Research Worker at the 

Institute of the Czech language of the Czechoslovak Academy of 

Sciences since 1962. He is mainly interested in general and 

historical phonology of English and Czech, structural grammar 

of English and Czech, and the theory of written language. He 

has been a leading member of the LCP since before the war. 
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1.6 A. Martinet 

A. Martinet was born on 12 April 1908 in Saint-Alban-des- 

Villards (Savoie). He studied at the'9cole pratique des hautes 

J. etudes', the Taculte des lettres de Paris', and the University 

of Berlin. He took his degree in the field of. Germanic 

Linguistics. For his Ph. D. degree, he produced two theses: 

(a) La g&ination consonontique-d'. ori2ine expres-sive. dans, les 

langues germaniques (Copenhague, 1937) and (b) La phonologie du-, 

mot en danois (Paris, 1937, ý, and in BSL, 38/113,1937, pp. 169- 

266). In 1938 Martinet was appointed Director of Studies at the 

'rcole pratique des hautes etudes'., From 1946 to 1948 he was 

Director of the International AdxiliaryLanguage Association in 

New York. From 1947 to 1955 he was Professor of Linguistics and 

Head of the Department of Linguistics at Columbia University in 

New York. -From 1955 until his retirement in 1978 he was 

Professor at the Universitd Ren6, Descartes (Paris V), as well as 

Director of Studies at the'6ole pratique des hautes 6tudes'. 

In addition, he is a member of (a) The Royal Academy of Denmark, 

(b) the Academy of Sciences of Finland, (c) the Academy of 

Sciences of Norway and (d) The Royal Society of Letters in 

London. From 1966 - 1967, 
-furthemore, 

he became President of 

the European Society of Linguistics. 

A. Martinet is a figure of great prestige-in the develop- 

ment of contemporary linguistics. He is a true functionalist 

andý as I have'mentioned earlier in this chapter, I consider him 

and his group (e. g. G. Mounin, E. Buyssens, T. Akamatsu) as neo- 
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Praquians since Martinet made some very interesting contributions 

to the elaboration of Prague theories such as the theory of 

'neutralization and archiphoneme'. Martinet spread the knowledge 

of his phonological theories through his writingsM and his 

teaching as holder of the first Chair of Phonology at the Itcole. 

pratique des hautes L'Itudes' in Paris. Whilst teaching at 

Columbia University, furthermore, he was "one of the driving 

forces of the Linguistic Circledf New York and of its journal, 

Word, on which he impressed, in the first yeors of its life, an 

identifiable stamp which gave---it an original place in the field 

of American linguistics. , (2 ) He also presented a summary and 

at the same time a very acute criticism of Hjelmslev's theories 

of Iglossematics'. (3) 

(1) See for example (a) Martinet, "La phonologie"i FM, 6,1938, 
pp. 131 - 146, and (b) Martinet,, "Ou en est la phonol-ogie? ", 
Lingua, 1,1947, pp. 34 - 58 (partly reprinted in Martinet's 

J. La linguistique synchronique: etudes et recherches, Paris: 
Presses Universitaires de France, 1965, pp. 59---76). 

(2) G. C. Lepschy, A Survey of Structural Linýuistics, London: 
Faber and Faber, 19/U (reprinted 19/Z), p. IUJ. 

(3) See A. Martinet, "Aik sujet des fondements de la th6or'je 
linguistique de Louis Hjelmslev, " BSL, 42/124,1942 - 5, pp. 
19 - 42, which is a summary and cr: iitical discussion of L. 
Hjelmslev's Omkring serogteoriens prundloeggelse, KObenhavn, 
1943 (English translation by F. J. Whitfield, Froleýomena to a 
Theory of Language, Supplement to IAAL, 19/1, Baltimore, TM - 
revised edition, 1961). 
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Martinet's interests cover a wide range of linguistic 

aspects, e. g. synchronic phonology, diachronic phonology, syntax 

and general linguistics. (') Of all his interesting theories, 

the theory of 'double articulation' 
(2) is most original and 

famous. According to this theory, language is doubly articulated. 

On the one hand, the first articulation of a ltnquistic utterance 

analyzes human experience into monemes which are two-faced units 

-monemes have an expression (or vocal form), i. e. 'signifiant',. 

and'a content (or meaning), i. e. 'signifie'. The second arti-ý 

culation, on the other hand, analyzes the signifiant of monemes 

(i. e. the outcome of the first articulation) into phonemes and 

tones and accents. In other words, the second articulation 

only affects the expression (i. e. the-'signifiant') of a 

Tinguistic utterance. Martinet's other phonological theories 

and notions will be. dealt with later in this thesis. 

ý1) On 'diachron'ic phonology' see, for example, -Martinet's 
conomie des changements phonetiques: traite de phonologie 

diachronique, Sv! itzerland, 1955; on 'synchronic phonology, see 
for example his La linguistique synchronique... cit; on 'syntax' 
see for example Studies in Functional Syntax, MUnchen, 1975; 
and on 'general linguistics' see for example hi_ý7 Elements ... cit. 

(2) On Martinet's theory of 'double articulation' see for example 
his "La double articulation linguistique", TCLC, 5,1949, pp. 
30-37, and his "Arbitraire linguistique et doVble articulation", 
CFS, 15, '1957, pp. 105 - 116 (both articles are reprinted with 
ýo_me modifications in his La linguistique synchronique ... Cit, 
pp. 11 - 35). See also his-Elements.... cit, pp. 22ff. 
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Chapter Two 

FUNCTIONS OF LANGUAGE 

Introduction 

Before going into any details concerning the various 

functions of lanVage, I wish to emphasize the fact that 'function' 

is a key notion in the theories of Praguian-; and neo-Praguian,; 

linguistics (i. e. functional, linguistics, in general). As 

mentioned before, Mathesius gave a purely functional definition 

of the phoneme as early as 1929; 13 ) In addition, 
'Trnka (2) talks 

about the 'true function of phonemes' which is, according to him, 

only distinguishing phonemes from one another and not showing* 

word meaning difference. He also states that most members of 

the LCP emphasized the 'functional' role of language which is 

conceived of as a system representative of the linguistic 

community's needs for communication and expression, and so is 

bound to un dergo change to account for new needs. This reveals, 

though roughly, the importance that the Prague. linguists attach 

to'function' in their phonological theory in particular. Neo- 

Praguian linguists, furthermore, attach great importance to 

'function' and this is evident from the titles that Martinet, 

among other neo-Praguians, gives to his works, e. g. Phonol . ogy as 

(1) See footnote 1 on Page 7 of this thesis. 
(2) See B. Trnka and Others, "Prague Structural Linguistics", in 
PSRL, 1964, pp. 468-480. This short article is the English version 
of the Russian paper which was published in Voprosy jjazykoznan 'ija, 
3,1957, pp. 44-52. It presents views of thýe-following Prague 
linguists: - B. Trnka, J. Vachek, P. Trost, S. Lyer, V. Pol6k, 
0. DuchdZek, J. Wmský, J. Noseck, M. Rensk', V. HoFejge, ' 
Z. Wittoch and L. Dulkov&. 

y 
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Functional Phonetics (London, 1949), A Functional View of Language 

(Oxford, 1962), Studies in Functional Syntax (MUnchen, 1975). 

In his Elements (p. 53), Martinet says that "the aim of phonol- 

ogical analysis is to identify the phonic elements of a language 

and to classify them according to their function in that 

language" (emphasis added). Having shown the importance of the 

notion of Ifunction'An Praguian and neo-Praguian linguistics, 

I shall proceed to present views, on this matter, of linguists 

like Saussure, BUhler, Trubetzkoy, Martinet, etc. 

2.2. "Function" as Implied by F. de Saussure 

What is. of prime importanceýin-linguistics is, in my opinion, 

what notions the linguist operates with and not what terminology 

he uses. Thi. s is why I think that it would be unfair not to make 

reference to F. de Saussure in connexion with what is, in Prague 

linguistics, called ! function'. Though Saussure does not use 

the term 'function', one can deduce his functional view of the 

linguistic sign. throughout his Course. This is particularly the 

case with Saussure' s treatment of what he calls the'value'(i)of 

the linguistic sign. If we go deep into Saussure's conception 

of'vallue', we can rightly, in my view, conclude that it corres- 

ponds to what we now know as 'function'. In his Course (p. 110), 

Saussure cites the comparison of chess as an illustration of 

his conception of 'value'. We read: 

(1) For Saussure's notion of 'value', see Course, pp. 110f, 
114f and 117f, 
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"Take a knight for instance. By itself is it an 

element in the game? Certainly not, for by its 

material make-up - outside its square and the 

other conditions of the game - it means nothing 

to the player; 'it becomes a real, concrete element 

only when endowed with value and wedded to it. 

Suppose that the piece happens to be destroyed or 

lost durihg a game. Can it be replaced by an 

equivalent piece? Certainly. Not only another 

knight but even a figure shorn of any resemblance 

to a knight can be declared identical provided 

the same value is attributed to it. "(emphasis 

added). 

After the example of chess, Saussure goes'on, to talk about 

semiological systems which obviously include 'language'. 

In this connexion, he says that "in semiological systems like 

language, where elements hold each other in equilibrium in 

accordance with fixed rules, the notion of identity blends 

with that of value and Vice versa" (ibid). Together with the 

notion of 'value$, Saussure treats of the notions of 'unit', 

'concrete 6ntity', and 'reality' which operate within the domain 

of the notion of 'value'. (') Throughout his Course, we notice 

that Saussure attaches great importance to the notion of"valuel: 

in my opinion value is'of prime importance" (p. 111). More- 

over, one can sense Saussure's functional treatment of the 

(1) For the terms 'linguistic units', 'concrete entities', and 
'reality', tee Course, pp. 103f, pp. 102f and pp. 109 and 181 
respectively. 
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phoneme which he conceives of as having a differentiating aspect. 

This holds particularly true when Saussure (Course, pp. 117f) 

talks about the opposition and-differences between different 

linguistic signs in a given language. Accordingly, one can 

infer that the notion of 'opposition' is, in Saussure's view, 

prior to the notion of 'phoneme'. In other words, phonemes can 

only be determined by means of opposition. In Course (p. 119) 

Saussure writes: 

"Phonemes are characterized not, as one might. 

think, by their own positive quality but simply 

by thefact that they are distinct. Phonemes 

are above all else opposing, relative and 

negative entities. "(emphasis added) 

2.3. K. BUhler's "Organon Model"' 

It is worth mentioning that the ba, sic functions of language 

were first dealt with by psychologists and not linguists . 
0) 

In this respect, the man to refer to with all respect and 

gratitude is the Austrian psychologist, K. BUhler. In a lecture 

delivered at the Tenth Congress-of Psychologists'(Bonn, April 

1927), BUhler formulated his views on the functions of the 
(2) 

phonic element. 

(1) This is stated by. A. V. Isatenko in his article "On the 
Conative Function of Language", in PSRL, 1964, pp. 88-97 (esp. p. 88). 
Isatenko originally published this liiFrt-icle under the title 

"0 prizyvnoj funkcii jazyka", in Recueil Linguistique de 
Bratislava, 1,1948, pp. 45-57. -- 

(2) See K. Buhler's (a)"Axiomatik der Sprachwissenschaft", in 
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Rohler conceives of language as an 'organ' which enables 

somebody to tell somebody else something about objects. That is 

to say, in any communication situation a speaker, a listener 

(or an addressee), and the content of the utterance are the 

indispensible constituents. These elements constitute B*Ohler's 

'organon model' which has proved to be of great help in modern 

linguistic-analysis. According to this lorganon model', any 

'linguistic sign' has three characteristic relations: the first 

is between the sign and the speaker (Sender); the second between 

it and the hearer (Emp-ringer); and the third between-it and the 

object (Gegenstande und Sachverhalte). As far as the speaker is 

concerned, the sign is a 'symptom' (Anzeichen, Indicium), whereas 

it is a 'signal'(Signal) from the hearer's point of view, and it 

is*a 'symbol' (Symbol) as regards the object. Each of these 

three relations functions linguistically differently from the 

others. In other words, the functions of language are to be 

dealt with on three different planes. Firstly, if the linguistic 

sign is conceived as a 'symptom', it is said to fulfil an 

'expressive' function (Ausdrucksfunktion'' or'Kundgabefunktion' 

in BUhler's terminology), as in the case of English interjections 

contd. from previous-page: -Kant-Studien, 38, pp. 40ff (esp. pp. 74 & 
90), and (b) Sprachtheorie, Jena, 1934'(esp. p. 28). Buhler's 
theory of the functions of language is based on the work Logische 
Untersuchungen, (3rd ed. ), 1922, by the philosopher EdmunT-ff-uss, 7e--r1. 
BUhler's -tForough investigation has been referred to by many 
scholars. See for example (a) Trubetzkoy I Principles, pp. 14ff, ' 
(b) Malmberg, New Trends.... pp. -205ff (esp. p. 207) and (c) Malm- 
berg, Structural Lingui-ýtics and Human Communication (2nd ed. ), 
New York, 1967, pp. 159-164 (esp. p. 160). 
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like oh and A which are symptoms of a certain psychical or 

physical state. Secondly, if the linguistic sign is conceived 

as a 'signal', it is said to fulfil an 'appellativel (or Icona- 

tive') function (Appellfunktion), as in the case of English 

interjections li ke hey and hello which function in speech as 

'signals'. Finally, if the linguistic sign is conceived as a 

'symbol', it is said to fulfil a 'representative' (or'referen- 

tiall) function (Darstellungsfunktion), as in the case of a noun 

like house which is a symbQl. of the corresponding object. 

IsaEenko(l) makes the point 
. that the linguistic sign may-fulfil 

two or even three functions at the same time, but, he adds, only 

one of these functions is dominant in a given example. BI)hler's 

theory of the different functions of the linguistic sign (i. e. 

hislorganon model') can be summarized by the following figure: (2) 

I Gegenstande und Sachvarhalte 

T 
-ý(i. e. ! objecýtF 

_T 

Representation ("SYmbol) 

nguistic 
sign 

.1 -* 
- -. 

0 %% % 

Se 

1) 

4 ý'qe 

., 0, Elt: 1 

(1) See A. V. -Isaftnko, op. cit. 
(2) In this figure, I have retained the German labels . found in 
Bidhler's orjginal model in addition to the English translations 
I have used in-the text. For BOhler's original model, see his 

, 
Sprachtheorie .... p. 28 and his "Axiomatik... "' pp. 74 and 90. 
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2.4. J. M. Wfnek's Views 

KoT-inek's views on the functions of language are different 

from B'Ohler's. He formulated his views in an article published 

in 1941(l). According to him, 'linguistic functions' should be 

identified with what he calls 'linguistic styles'. Therefore, 

he divides linguistic utterances into three types on the basis 

of whether they reflect 'Truth', 'Beauty' or 'Good'. As a 

result, KoIr'Inek distinguishes the following three linguistic 

styles: (a) the 'logical' style which focusses on 'Truth' and 

is identified with the 'representative' function, (b) the 

'aesthetical' style which focusses on 'Beauty' and is identified 

with the 'expressive' function and finally (c) the 'ethical' 

style which focusses on 'Good' and is identified with the 

'conative' (i. e. appellative) function. 

2.5 J. von Lazi czi us's Views 

J. vonLaziczius(2) was the first to feel-it necessary that 

the 'expressive' and 'conativel aspect's of linguistic utter- 

ances should be'analyzed systematically. Nevertheless, he 

himself basically dealt i4ith symptomatic (i. e. - expressive) 

aspects only. In other words, he dealt with expressive and 

conative aspects as though they were one and the same thing. 

(1) See J. M. KoMnek, "O. jazykodm stylu" (On Style in Language), 
in Slovo a Slovesnost, 7,1941, op. 28-36. 

(2) See J. vonLaz-iczius,, "Probleme der Phonologie", in yUar7 
ische JahrRucher, 15. 
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According to Laziczius, three separate types of phonic 

elements are to be distinguished in the system of language: 

(a) phonemes, which fulfil., all three functions('), (b) emphatics, 

which are said to fulfil the first two functions (i. e. the 

expressive function and the conative function) but. lack the last 

function (i. e., the representative function), and (c) variants,, 

which, he thinks, can only fulfil an expressive function. The 

way in which Laziczius distinguishes between 'emphatics' and 

1 (2) 
variants' is rejected by Trubetzkoy However, Trubetzkoy 

admits that it was Laziczius who first called attention to the 

need for a phonological study of BUhler's three functions. 

2.6. N. S. Trubetzkoy's Views 

In his Principles, Trubetzkoy makes the distinction between 

66hlerls three functions relatively clearer. Nevertheless, he 

admits that "it is not always easy to distinguish the means of 

appeal from the means of expression" (p. 22). What Trubetzkoy 

conceives as being focussed -in conation (i. e. appeal) are not 

the speaker's personal feelings but the provocation of certain 

sentiment or emotion on the part of the listener. 

Trubetzkoy gives a detailed account of each of the three 

functions and the relations between them. In his Principles 

(1) Namely, the expressive, the-appellative and the representa- 
tive functions. See Lazicziusi-"A New Category in Phonology%. 
in P. 2nd ICPS, Cambridge University Press, 1936, pp. 57-60 
(reprinte T. A. Sebeok (ed. ), Selected Writings of Gyula 
Laziczius, The Hague, 1966, pp. -59-63). 
(Z) FO rubetzkoy's vieýis on this matter, see his Principles.. 9 
P. 23; see also section 2.6 of thi. s thesis. 
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(pp. 23ff), Trubetzkoy considers the problem of whether or not 

all three of the planes discussed by'BýIiler above, belong to the 

sphere of phonology. Hý has no doubt of the relevance of the 

representative plane to phonology', 6ut suggests that. the rele- 

vance of the expressive and appellative planes is less certain. 

According to Trubetzkoy (and obviously B. dhler), the expressive 

function of human speech characterizes the speaker, i. e. it 

tells the hearer something about the speaker (e. g. which 

particular human type he/she belongs to, -his physical and 

mental characteristics, etc All these features about the 

speaker are detectable from his voice, vocabulary, and the 

entire style of his speech (i. e. choice of words and sentence 

structures). As one might realize, some of the foregoing 

characteristics do not belong within the phonological means of 

expression and so they are eliminated When considering the 

means of expression that belong to the "phopic aspect of the 

formal system of signs which constitutes the system of language" 

(p. 16). Therefore, what belong; to the "phonology of expression 

are only the "conventionally determined" means serving to 

characterize the speaker linguisticaIly. To enlarge on and 

clarify the term 'conventionally', Trubetzkoy adds that "only 

those phonic means that characterize speakers as belonging to 

particular types or groups of persons, important for the 

existence of the particular speech community, are specified by 

convention" (Lbid). The phonologically rele. vant characteristics 

ded6cible from: the speaker's_speech are dealt with in sufficient 

detail-by Trubetzkoy. These relevant characteristics are, as 

Trubetzkoy states; age group, social class, sex, degree 
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of education, occupational group, city dwellers or peasants, 

region of origin, etc. All those features are important for the 

internal grouping of the speech community and for the content 

and form of verbal interaction. Trubetzkoy appreciatively refers 

to the excellent study of the function of folk costumes by P. 

Bogatyrev(l). I highly approve of the reference Trubetzkoy 

makes as Bogatyrev's study casts light on the actual relevance 

of the expressive function to phonology. It makes it quite 

clear which features of a costume are relevant to folklore and 

which are not; only the conventionally determined form of the 

costume is relevant (or important). The properties "skinny, 

fat, tall, small" are only important to the tailor but, -not to 

folklore. Trubetzkoy puts forth the warning that "one mutt be 

careful, however, not to confuse formal differences with 

differences that are innate or developmental" (p. 18). Accord- 

ingly, the case of phonological speech defects is not a matter 

to be dealt with in the phonology of expression. One has to 

realiie that conventional phonic means of expression do not 

necessarily reveal the real character of the speaker but how he 

would like to appear in a particular situation. The phonologi- 

cal means of expression that characterize a specific group of 

speakers, within a speech community, constitute'a system which 

may be regarded as-the style of expression of the given group 

(e. g. occupational style which differs from one occupational 

group to another). - 

(1) See P. Bogatyrev, "Funkcie Kroja na Moravskom slovensku", in 
Spisy Na roolopisn6ho Odboru Matice Slovenskej, 1,1937.. 

UNIVERSITY 
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"Permissible sound substitution" is a special type of 

phonological means of expression (p. 19). In every speech 

community there are some sounds used by a few speakers as 

alternatives of certain sounds used by all average speakers 

because they dislike them. This 'dislike' might be due to some 

common speech defect0) or sometimes a kind of 'fad'. The 

more often these substitutions are adopted or used, the more 

they become the personal means of expression of those speakers. 

Sometimes certain phonological mýahs can fulfil an expressive 

function as well as a representative function at the same time. 

This becomes clear when we have a group of speakers whose 

speech may be differentiated from the usual speech pattern in 

neglecting a distinctive phonological opposition, or vice-versa 

(i. e. in showing a distinctive phonological opposition that 

does not exist in the speech of other groups of speakers). 

In the phonology of 'appeal', on the other hand, we have 

means of expression whereby the speaker evokes certain sentiments 

or feelings in the hearer. What is essential on this plAne is 

that the hearer be impressed irrespective of whether the speaker 

experiences those sentiments or whether he only creates them. 

Here the speaker does not mean to, reveal his own feelings but 

he intends to provoke those feelings on the part of the hearer. 

(1) In Arabic (esp. in SIA), for example, Irl is usually 
realized as an al. veolar flap, but is sometimes substituted-by 
a velar fricative by'some speakers due to a speech defect, which 
they may have been born with. The various r- substitutions are 
referred to by Trubetzkoy-in connexion with-European'languages, 
see Principles, p. 19. 
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One has to make a clear distinction between phonological means 

of appeal and any natural emotional expressions. As an example 

of the function of appeal, Trubetzkoy cites the German word 

"schschUUn! " when said in rapture. In this example, the exag- 

gerated lengthening of the consonant and vowel is considered 

to be linguistic, i. e. "glottic" (see Principles--, p. 21). I 

find it appropriate to explain what Trubetzkoy means by "glottic". 

Any feature is said to be 'glottic' if it accounts for the 

following: (a) being observed only in linguistic, not extra- 

linguistic, expressions, (b) having a certain function, and 

(c) being conventional in nature like all other linguistic means 

that fulfil definite functions. Such phenomena are, therefore, 

part of the phonology of appeal.. The cited example, then, can 

signal rapture as well as irony. The task of the phonology 

of appeal is "only to determine those conventional phonic marks 

by means of which emotionally. tinged_speech is distinguishdd 

from emotionally neutral, tranquil speech" (P-22). As mention- 

ed earlier, Trubetzkoy admits the difficulty of distinguishing 

the appellative means from the expressive means, and hopes that 

future research might make the distinction clear within the 

various styles of speech. He thinks that all three functions 

. of language are interrelated and mixed'in the concrete speech 

event and that it is the hearer that analyses-this complex 

into its components, each of which has only one function, each 

of these functional elements being associated and identified 

with a certain element of the system of language (p. 23). 
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Concerning the overlapping between the means of expression and 

the means of appeal, Trubetzkoy suggests that two separate 

branches of phonology should be established, viz. the phonology 

of expression and the phonology of appeal. 

The phonology of representation, on the other hand, would 

cover a wide area leaving a small'amount of factual material to 

the other two branches of phonology proposed by Trubetzkoy. In 

addition, the phonology of expression and. the phonology of appeal 

would have certain features-in common'which the phonology of 

representation would lack. As an illustration of this, 

Trubetzkoy states that the problem of separating natural features 

from conventional features, which exists in the phonology of 

appeal and expression, has no relevance or significance to the 

phonology of representation (p. 24). Owing to the sharp dividing 

line between means of expression and means of appeal, on the one 

hand, and means of representation, on the other, the investi- 

gation of the expressive and appellative phonic means is assigned 

to a special branch of phonology called "phono-stylistics" which 

could, according to Trubetzkoy, be sub-divided into "stylistics 

of expression" and "stylistics of appeal", on the one hand, and 

"stylistics of phonetics" and "stylistics of phonology" on the 

other. Though the phonological description of a given language 

(or dialect) must account for the stylistics of phonology of 

both the expressive and the appellative functions, yet its 

proper object must still be the phonological study of the plane 

of representation. In so doing"phonology need not be divided 
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into a phonology of expression, a phonology of appeal, and a 

phonology of representation" (pp. 24f). The term "phonology" can 

therefore be exclusively concerned with the study of sounds 

belonging to the plane of representation of the system of 

language, whereas 11stylistics of phonology", which is part of 

"phono-stylistics", deals with the study of the expressive and 

appellative means of the system of language. 

On the plane of representation, Trubetzkoy. (Principles .... 

pp. 27f) talks about another'set of functions that. phonic elements 

can fulfil. He thinkt that all phonic elements serve to 

designate the lexical meaning of'a given sentence. but not all 

of them fulfil the same function. Therefore, he distinguishes 

three different functions that different phonic elements may 

fulfil. Firstly, the "culminative" function serves to inform 

the listener how many units there are in a given utterance. 

For example, this function is fulfilled by "primary stress" in 

German and English as the-number of primary stresses in a 

German sentence (similarly in an English sentence) corresponds 

to-the number of units it has. Sec9ndly, the "delimitative" 

function signals the boundary between units, i. e. -At shows where 

one, unit ends and the next starts. This function is, for 

example, fulfilled by the initial glottal stop before vowels in 

a moneme in German; it is also fulfilled. by an accent in Czech 

which is bound (i. e. fixed) - an accent in Czech always falls 

on the initial syllable. Finally, the "distinctive" function 
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(or meaning-differentiating function, as Trubetzkoy also calls 

it) serves to distinguish between different semantic units. In 

German, for example, the minimal pairs 'Tist"/"Mist" (English: 

list/dung or dirt) and "Mast"/ "flacht" (English: mast/might) 

fulfil. a distinctive function as the substitution of [I]by [m] 

or [s] by [x] results in changing the meaning of the respective 

words. Since language is, as stated before, a means of communi- 

cation, Trubetzkoy rightly thinks that it is for linguistic 

communication that a distinctive function is indispensible. In 

other words, it-is in a broader context of the necessity of 
linguistic communication that a distinctive function is absolute- 

ly necessary; the culminative and delimitative functions being 

expedients. 
(') Trubetzkoy describes the culminative and 

delimitative functions as being "convenient ancillary devices" 

(Principles .... p. 28). 

2.7 A. Martinet's Views 

As mentioned earlier, Martinet (Elements..., p. 53) believes 

that "the aim of phonological analysis is to identify the phonic 

elements of a language and to classify them according to their 

function in that language', (emphasis added), which clearly shows 

that the notion of 'function' is the basis of Martinet's. 

linguistic theory. In Martinet's view, the main function of 

(1) 1 fully agree with Trubetzkoy (and Martinet, as we shall see 
in section 2.7 of this thesis) on this matter, which is why I 
shall concentrate on the "distinctive" function. in the course of 
my analysis of the phonology of the SIA word (i. e. in Part Two 
of this thesis). 
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language is communication. 
(') He thinks, and I quote, that 

"language... is conceived essentially as an instrument of 

communication"(Elements..., p. 17). It is a well-known fact that 

language changes with time in orddr to satisfy the needs of 

communication of a given speech community. Communication takes 

place wherever man is faced with a situation where he has in 

his mind some thoughts to communicate to the listener by means 

of language. However, I believe that language is not the only 

means of communication. 
(2) 

-To Marti'ne*t, language has an 

"aesthetic" function which is so closely related to its communi- 

cative and expressive functions (see Elements...., p. 19). In 

connexion with linguistic communication, Martinet talks about 

"linguistic evolution" which is based on man's tendency for 

"least effort", i. e. reducing his mental and physical effort to 

the minimum compatible with maintaining satisfactory linguistic 

communication. 
(3) 

Martinet's views on the functions of phonic elements are 

different from Trubetzkoy's due'to the fact that Martinet's. 

views are based crn his theory of "double articulation" which is 

(I)On the notion of 'communication', see Martinet's Elements.., 
pp. 17f, 167f and . 

169f. 
(2)There are other Isemiotic' systems by means of which communi- 
cation can be achieved. 'Non-verbal' communication c'an-be 
achieved by means of semiotic systems such as the system of 
'traffic signals'. Semiotic systems other than the language 
system elude the framework of what Martinet calls "double arti- 
culation! '. For informatfon on 11semiology" (or "semiotics"), see 
Saussure's Course.... pp. 16f and 68. 
(3) On "language economy" in terms of I'leasteffort" accbunting 
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the cornerstone of his linguistic theory in general. Therefore, 

Martinet distinguishes three "fundamental" functions (see 

Elements-, pp. 53f). The essential phonological function of 

phonic elements is, in Martinet's view, their "distinctive" 

(or "oppositional") function. (') The phonic elements of a given 
language (or dialect) are said to fulfil a "distinctive" 

function "when they contribute to the identification, at one 

point of the spoken chain, of one sign as opposed to all the 

other signs which could have figured at that point if the 

message had been a different, one" (jbid. p. 53), as in the case 

of the French sign /bier/ in the utterance 'Vest une bonne 

bi6re". 
- 

The sign /bier/ "is identified as such by its four 

successive phonemes, each of which plays its part by the fact 

that. it is distinct from all other phonemes which could have 

figured in this context" (ibid), On the other hand, the phonic 

elements of a given language (or dialect) may fulfil a 

"contrastive" function (2 )"when they help the hearer in analy- 

sing the utterance into successive units" (ibid), as in the 

contd. froM p-revious page: for "linguistic evolution"see Martinet's 
Elements-, pp. 167ff. 
(1) Martinet's conception of the "distinctive" function is the 
same as Trubetzkoy's and both scholars rightly think-that it is 
the "distinctive" function that is indispensible for linguistic 
communication. 
(2) Martinet's notion of "contrastive" function may cover that 
of "demarcation" (see Elements..., p. 53. ) as well as "culmination" 
(see Elements .... p. 87-))-. --I-n-fTis Phonology as Functional 
PhonJE'ics... cit, Martinet considers the function of-'an accent 
in Czech-as being "not only culminative but demarcative, as it 
shows without ambiguity where each word begins" (p. 12). 
Furthermore, Martinet's I'demarcative" function corresponds, in 
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case of "the accent in general and particularly in a language 

like Czech, where the accent occurs regularly on the first 

syllable of every word" (jbid). Martinet also mentions the 

example of the English Phoneme /h/ "which, in addition to its 

essential distinctive function (hill, as distinct from ill, bill, 

pIll, etc. ), has also one of demarcation, since /h/ cannot, in 

traditional vocabulary, appear anywhere except at the beginning 

of a*monemell (ibid). Finally, the "expressive" function "serves 

to inform the-hearer about the state of mind of the speaker 

without recourse to the scheme of the double articulation" 

(pp. 53f), as in the case of the lengthening and exaggeration of 

French /p/ in "impossible" in "cet enfant est impossible" which 

jimay be interpreted as an indication of irritation, whether real 

or feigned" (p. 54). (')' 

I 

contd. from-previous- page; my. opinion., to Trubetzkoy's "delimitative" 
function-, see section 2.6 of this thesis. 

(1) This example is not tR.. Pe confused. with Trubetzkoy's 
example of German "schschoon. " (see section 2.6 of this thesis) 
which Trubetzkoy considers as fulfilling an appellative 
function. The two scholars' different interpretations of 
seemingly similar examplesii, s, in my view, due to the reference 
Martinet makes (and Trubetzkoy never does) to "double articu- 
lation" in his definition of the "expressive function" (cited 
in this section of the thesis). Martinet's views on the 
functions of phonic elements apparently neglects What Býhler 
and subsequently Trubetzkoy call the "appellativell function. 
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Chapter Three 

BASIC FUNCTIONAL NOTIONS - (A) 

3.1. The Phoneme 

In the literature on functional linguistics, the reader 

comes across different approaches to the concept of the 'phoneme'. 

This indicates that the definition of the phoneme had undergone 

a great deal of alteration and evolution beforeAt reached its 

present state. Therefore, I shall give a brief'sketch of the. 

various definitions proposed by a number of functionaliS'ts-An 

order to explicate the matter. 

Initially, the phoneme was approached from a psycholo- 

gistic angle. This is obviously due to the Saussurean and 

Russian influenceM on Prague linguistics, as I have remarked 

before. In his Course, Saussure conceives of what he calls 

the 'phoneme' (2 
as the "sum of the auditory impressions and 

articulatory movements, the unit heard and the unit spoken, 

each conditioning the other" (p. 40). Moving from Saussure to 

the Polish philologist (also a pioneer of phonology) Baudou'; n 

de Courtenay, we find that*Baudoin (3)defines the phoneme as 

(1) By'Russian influence' I mean the influence exerted on Prague 
linguistics by the Kazan School of Linguistics represented by 
J. Baudouin de Courtenay and L. V. ýUrba. 

(2) Though Saussure used the term 'phoneme', hp was, in fact, 
talking about what is known today as the 'speech sound'. See 
Tullio de Mauro's view on this point in his critical edition of 
Saussure's Cours (Paris, 1973). 
(3) See J. BaudoueAde Courtenay, Pr6ba teorji alternacyj fone- 
tycznych, Cracow, 1894 (German version, Versuch einer TFE'®rie 
phonetiFcher Alternationen, Strassburg, 1895. 
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"a psychical image of a sound"(6i. ne-Lautvorstellung) which arose 

by way of merging into one the psychical(l) images of individual 

sounds representing that phoneme. In other words, Baudouincon- 

ceives of the phoneme as a 'mental' concept as opposed to sound 

which is purely physical. On the other hand, L. V. wSlEerba, in 

his well-known monograph on Russian vowe1s, defines the phoneme 

as "the shortest general sound image of a given language which 

can be associated with images of meaning and can differentiate 

words". 
(2). In- this definition which is still under the spell 

of association psychology(ý) as in ýterbals Court expose de la 

prononciation russe (1911, p. 2), the distinctive function of 

the phoneme was clearl y stressed for the first time. (4) 

The abpve definitions of the phoneme clearly, make refer- 

ence to psychology. They were adopted by Prague linguists like 

. 
(5 ) The psychologistic spell is felt Trubetzkoy and Jakobson. 

(1) By 'psychicall is meanflacoustic and motoric'. 
(2) L. V. ýEerba, Russkije glasnyje, St. Petersburg, 1912, p. 14. 
(3) In his New Trends ... cit, Malmberg defines "association 
psychology" as "the Urend in psychology which regards intel- 
lectual and emotional phenomena as being governed by a network 
of associations between various elements" (footnote 2 on p. 204). 

(4) See LSP p. 44. The 'distinctiveness' of the phoneme is 
implied F; Heerbals 

word 'differentiate'. 

(5) 1 wish to repeat, however, the fact that Mathesius used a 
purely functional definition of the phoneme right from the 
start. See his (a) "Ziele und Aufgaben der Vergleichenden 
Phonologie", in Xenia Pragensia, 1929, pp. 432-445, where 
phonemes are de ed as sounds that possess a functional 
validity in the analyzed system, (b) "La structure phonologique 
du lexique du tcheque moderne", TCLP, 1,1929, pp. 67-84 
(reprinted in PSRL, pp. 156-176), iýn_d (c) "On the Phonological 
System of Mode-rn-English", in Donum natalicium Schrijnen, 
Nijmegen - Utrecht, 1929, -pp. 46-5j, where he. says that "basic 
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in Trubetzk6ýls definftion of 1929 in his famous paper 

on the phonological systems of vowels, 
(') 

where he uses the 

term "Lautvorstellung" (i. e. phonic idea or image). The 

Baudoinian influence is manifested in the definition of the 

phoneme included in the 1929 theses (TCLP,, 1, pp. 7-29) which 

were presented to the First Conference of Slavic Philologists. 

In these theses, phonemes are defined as "des images acoustico- 

motrices le plus simples et significatives dans une langue 

donnie"(pp. 10f). 

The psychologistic bias was frequently criticized in the 

C LCP's meetings (especially by the Ukranian scholar D. yzevýky-j 

and the Austrian psychologist K. Buhler (2 ) 
at the First Inter- 

national Conference of Phonology, 1930). In 1928, furthermore; 

the'notion of 'image' was eliminated by N. F. Jakovlev who 

(contd. from previous page).. phonological elements shortly called 
phonemes, are sounds endowed with functional values ... 11(p. 47). 
A similar definition to this is referred to in KrSmský's The 
Phoneme ... cit (p. 33), but is said to be included in Mathesius's 
7__FunKCnf linguistika" [Functional Linguistics] in Sbornik I 
sjezdu profesor8 filosofie, Praha, 1929. For the definition 
included in (b) aFove, see footnote I on P, 7 of-this thesis. 
Furthermore, in-his Czech paper "Fon-etika jeji podstata a 'roj" VY 
[Phonetics, its Essence and Development] in Veda a Zivot, 7,1940, 
pp. 23-30, Mathesius defines the phoneme as "a functionally 
relevant sound which is the basic unit of the phonological 
analysis of speech in contradistinction to 'sound in general' 
which is the basic unit of phonetic analysis of speech" (KrdMsky, 
op. cit, pp. 33f). 
(1) See N. S. Trubetzkoy, "Zur allgemeinen 7heorie der phonolo- 
gischen Vokalsysteme, " TCLP, 1,1929, pp. 39-67 (reprinted in 
PSRL, pp. 108-142). 
(2) See (a). D. ty'le'vskyj, "Phonologie und Psychologie", TCLP, 4, 
1931, pp. 3-22, and (b) K. BUhler, "Phonetik und PhonolCgFile, 
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defines the phoneme as "any sound feature that can be extracted 

from the spoken chain as its shortest element used to difler- 

entiate meaning units". 
(') Trubetzkoy, too, strongly rejects 

any use of psychologistic expressions like 'image', 'linguistic 

consciousness', 'psyche', 'sensory perception', etc. We read: 

"All these psychological expressions are not 

appropriate to the nature of the phoneme, and 

must therefore be refused... Recourse to 

psychology in the definition of the phoneme 

must be avoided, for the phoneme is a linguistic 

and not a psychological concept. Any reference 

to 'linguistic consciousness' must be eliminated 

from the definition of phoneme... The phoneme is, 

above all, a functional concept that must be 

defined with respect to its function. -Such 
definition cannot be carried out with psychologistiC 

notions ... The phoneme can be defined satisfactorily 

neither on the basis of its psychological nature 

nor on the basis of its relation to the phonetic - 

variants, but purely and solely on the basis. of 

its function in the system of language. " 

(Principles..., pp. 37-41) 

(contd. from previoLs page).. TCLP, 4,1931, pp. 22-53. Further- 
more, Buhler, in his paper "O'sy-c-Fologie der Phoneme" (in 
P. 2nd ICPS, 1936, pp. 162-169), defines the phoneme on the basis 
of its tion in the system of language. To him, that is, 
the phoneme functions as "Lautmal am W6rt-korper"(i. e. vocal 
mark on the body of the word) 
(1) See N. F. Jakovlev, "Matemýtiftskaja formula postrojenija 
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Trubetzkoy's rejection of the terms 'linguistic consciousness' 

and 'psyche' arose from W. van Wijk's use of them in his defi- 

nition of the phonemeM which reads: 
"The phonemes of a language form a category 

of linguistic elements whi. ch are present 

in the psyche of all members of the 

speech community. " 

He adds that phonemes "are the smallest units sensed as not 

further div 
. 
is ible by linguistic consciousness" (Sprachbewusst- 

sein = linguistic consciousness). 
(2) 

A. W. de Groot (3) 
gives a fairly functional definition of 

the phoneme. 
(4) We read: 

contd. from previous page:... alfavitall in Kulltura i pis' 
mennost' Vostoka, 1,1928, p. 46. 
(1) The definition. to be quoted is Baltaxels translation of van 
WikjIs definition of the phoneme contained in his De Nieuwe 
'Taalqlds (1936, P. 23) and quoted by Trubetzkoy in his Principles 
(pp. 38f). 
(2) Transformationalists still operate with what they term as 
'linguistic intuition' whose conception is, in a sense, similar 
to that of 'linguistic consciousness' used by W. van Wijk. On 
the notion of 'linguistic consciousness' seetlso (a) A. Mirambel, 
IEssai sur la notion de"conscience linguistiquel, "in J. Pýych., 
55,1958, pp. 266-301, and (b) H. Weinrich, "Phonemkoll'isionen 
und phonologisches Bewusstsein, " in Sdppl. to Phonetica, 4,1959, 
pp. 45-48. 
(3) See W. de Groot, "Phonologie und Phonetik als Funktions - 
wissenschaften, " TCLP, 4,1931, pp. 116-147 (esp. p. 125). 
(4) But see Principles (pp. 43f) where Trubetzkoy criticizes de 
Groot's Use of the term Irecognition' which is a psychological 
process. Trubetzkoy also suggests that the differential, i. e. 
distinctive, function of the phoneme-is more important than that. 

. of recognition or identification (which is the essential function 
of the phoneme in de Grootlsýview). The latter function, for 
which de Groot uses the term "Wi. eder tr kemung", is described by 
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"The phoneme is ... a phonological symbol. ic sign 

which has a self-evident function, The essential 

function of the phoneme is the following: to make 

possible or facilitate, if need be, the recog- 

nition and identification of words or parts of words 

that have symbolic value by means of the fact 

that the phoneme itself is recognizable and 

identifiable. Phonemes may be defined as the 

shortest fractions of sound sequences that have 

this function. " 

In 1934, L. Novak formulated a new definition of the 

phoneme which-reads as follows: 

it Par lphonbmesl- on entend les 416ments les 

plus petits de la langue non susceptibles 

dletre partagds davantage et qui se voient 

ddgag4s grace au croisement simultand de 

toutes les fonctions interhes de la langue 

projetges sur la forme de la meine langue 11 
. 
(1) 

contd. from previous pape. -... Vachek (in his "Several Thoughts on 
Several Statements of the Phoneme Theory, " American Speech, 
10/4,1935, pp. 243-255) as 'positive funcf-ion'. on the meaning 
of 'positive function' as compared with 'negative function', 
KrSmský (The Phoneme... cit, p. 50) writes:. 

The positive function of a phoneme is best 
realized if the meaning of the form containing 
it becomes changed owing to its omission (call: 
all), whereas the negative function of a phoneme 
comes best to light if the meaning of the form 
containing it becomes changed owing to its sub-,, 
stitution by another phoneme (call: tall, etc. 

(1) This definition originated in 1934 in an unpublished 
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A similar formulation to NovSk's (1934) and Sterba's (1912) 

quoted above is found in Trubetzkoy's Principles (p. 35). 

Trubetzkoy'sformulation reads as follows: 

'Nonological units that, from the standpoint 

of a given language, cannot be analyzed into 

still. smaller successive distinctive units 

are phonemes. Accordingly the phoneme is 

the smallest distinctive unit of a given 

language", (emphasis-added) 

As Trubetzkoy himself states (see Principles, p. 44, footnote 4), 

the definition just quoted was first, contained in R. Jakobson's 

Remarques 
... cit. (1929, p. 5). Jakobson writes: "Tous termes 

d'opposition phonologique non susceptibles d'etre dissocies--en 

sous-oppositions phonologiques plus menues sont appele's phonkes" 

(emphasis added). This is the definition which reappears in a 

slightlydifferent wording in the "Projet" (TCLP, 4,1931, p. 

311) where the phoneme is conceived-as, "Unite phonologique non 

susceptible d'gtre dissocide en unites phonologiques plus 

petites et-plus simples" (emphasis added). Neither the 1931 

definition (contained in the "Projet") nor Trubetzkoy's 

definition (quoted above) gained enough ground because they 

both stressed the 'indivisibility' of the phoneme into smaller 

units of the same kind. More specifically, the "Projet" 

contd. from previous page. -... manuscript and was'included in Novak's 
paper " zakladnim otazkam 9trukturalneho jazy ko spytu" [On 
Fundamental Questions of Structural Linguistics], in Sbornik 
Matice slovenskej, 15,1937, p. 13. Finally it appear-e-d-5FFis 
French article "Projet d1une nouvelle definition du phoneme, 11 
TCLP, 8,1939, pp. 66-70 (esp. p. 68). 
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definition was highly disapproved of by Vachek in his 1936 

article, 
O) 

where he makes it clear that the phoneme is 

analyzable into smaller significative elements called 'distinc- 

(2) tive features' In this article, Vachek makes a sharp 

distinction between the notions: phonological unit, phonological 

opposition, and phoneme. Consequently, he proposes the 

following definitions to replace those contained in the "Projet" 

(see PSRL, p. 148): (3) 

"Phoneme: a part of the members df, the complex I 

phonological opposition, a part which may be 

dissociated into simultaneous, but not into 

successive phonological units ... 
Simple Phonological Opposition: a minimum 

phonic opposition capable of serving, in the 

given language, for the differentiation of 

intellectual meanings ... 

Complex Phonological Opposition: a non minimum 

phonic opposition of analogous capacity... 

(1) See J. Vachelý, "Phonemes and Phonological Units"s TCLP 
6,1936, pp. 235-239 (reprinted in PSRL, 1964, PP- 143-1-49T. 
(2) The term 'distinctive feature' is also used by transform- 
ationalists but their conception of it is different from that 
of the Praguians and neo-Praguians. Therefore, I suggest that 
the alternative term 'relevant feature', which is also used by 
functionalists, should be used instead to avoid any misunder- 
standing. 
(3) Vachek also gives the French wording of the definitions 
he proposes so as to replace the original French. wording con-. 7 
tained in the ýProjetll. For Vachek's French wording, see PSRL 
p. 148. 
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Phonological Unit: a member of a simple 

phonological opposition... " 

In the above paper, Vachek also makes reference to theAefinition 

he gav .e in his 1935 paper (i. e. his "Several Thoughts... ") by 

stating that the definitions of the phoneme which are contained 

in both papers do not contradict each other. In the 1935 paper 

the phoneme was defined as a "a signal-like counter of the 

language which becomes manifested in actual speech by means of 

(two or more) sounds which are (1) related in character, and 

(2) mutually exclusive as to their phonic surroundings; all 

exceptions to (2) must be accounted for on morphematic grounds 

only" (p. 250). The wording of this definition dates, as Vachek 

- states, from 1932.0) Compari'ng his 1935 definition with that 

of 1936, Vachek states that they both refer to one and the same 

thing and that each of them has its own advantages and dis- 

advantages (see PSRL, pp. 147f). 

Trubetzkoy, later in his Principles (namely on p. 36), 

recognizes the divisibility of the phoneme into simultaneous 

properties which he calls "relevant properties" (i. e. relevant 

features). Accordingly, he defines the phoneme as "the sum of 
(2) 

the phonologically relevant properties of a sound (Lautgebilde),., 

(1) See J. Vachek, "Prof. Daniel Jones and the Phoneme, " in 
Charisteria Gu. Mathesio oblata, Prague, 1932, pp. 25-33. 

(2) For the sake of clarity, I quote the German wording as 
contained in Grundzidge (GUttingen 1939, p. 35): "Man darf sagen, 
dass das Phonem die 6 amtheit der phonologischen relevanten 
Eigenschaften eines Lautgebildes. ist". The French wording 
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This definition, in fact, goes back to as early, as 1932 when 

R. Jakobson(l) defined the phoneme as "a set of those con- 

current sound properties which are used in a given language to 

distinguish words of unlike meaning" (p. 231). Although. this 

definition first appeared in 1932, it was not widely known then 

due to its unusual place of publication. But in the mid- 

thirties and after Trubetzkoy adopted it in the formulation 

quoted above, it started gaining more and more ground. - In 1940, 

Trnka (2) 
wanted to remove deficiencies of both of Trubetzkoy's 

definitions (contained in Principles and quoted above) by 

proposing the following formulation to replace Trubetzkoy's: 

"In a given language system-the phoneme is the smallest total 

of phonologically distinCtive qualities which together with 

other such totals forms a word" (emphasis added). 

In conclusion I wish to note that all the later Praguian 

definitions of the phoneme have two features in common: (a) 

contd. from Brevious page.., (contained in Cantineau's trans- 
I-Mfon-Frincipes..., Paris, 1949, p. 40) is, on the other hand, 
comparatively less clear; it reads: "... le phon6me est la 
comme des particularit6s phonologiquemenf--p-e--rTi-nentes que 

-comporte une imagephonique". 
J. (1) See R. Jakobson, "Fondma, "An OttU*v slovnik nauc-ny' nove 

doby, Part 2, vol. 1,1932, p. 608. THe definition to be quoted 
ii-s-found on p. 231 of Jakobson's English translation of the 
above article under the title "Phoneme and Phonology" contained 
in his SW, 1, pp. 231f. 
(2) See B. Trnka, "0 sou'Casnem stavu'badanl' ve fonologii"[On 
the Contemporary State of Phonological Studies] in Slovo a 
Slovesnost, 6,1940, pp. 164-170 and 203-215. ihe E-ngT-isF-- 
translation of Trnka's definition proposed in this article, 
which is to be quoted, is contained in Krifmský's The Phoneme.. 
cit, 1974, p. 40. 
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their regard for semantic criteria (evidenced by the stress laid 

on the differentiation of meaning), and (b) the attention they 

pay to the phonic facts implementing thepphoneme (evidenced by 

the reference, explicit or implicit, to 'phonic opppsitions'-or 

to 'relevant qualities of sounds'. At this point, I find it 

necessary to introduce the neo-Praguian viewpoint on the defi- 

nition of the phoneme as manifested in Martinet's Elements 

(p. 25), among other neo-Praguian works, from which I quote the 

following: 

Like every sign the moneme is a unit with two 

facets, one the significatum,. its meaning or 

value, and the significans itself in its phonic 

forms. The latter are composed of units of the 

second articulation, to which we give the name 

phoneme. 11(emphasis added). 

3.2. The Relevant Feature 

As stated in the previous section, Trubetzkoy's second 

definition of the phoneme (PrindiPles, p. 36) has been gaining 

more and more ground, and it-is the one I shall adopt in 

defining the SIA phonemes. The notion of 'relevant properties' 

(i. e. relevant features) constitutes the very essence of this 

definition which reads: " ... the phoneme is the sum of the 

phonologically relevant properties of a sound (Lautgebilde)". 

The notion of the 'relevant feature' has also 6een-utilized by 

what I have called the Ineo-Praguians' (i. e. Martinet and his 
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group). The widespread use of the term 'relevant feature' by 

many scholars makes it inevitably necessary to explain what the 

term means. 

The concept of what was later termed the 'relevant feature' 

had been proposed by R. Jakobson as far back as 1932 (see below) 

but "its systematic analysis was sketched in Jakobson's publi- 

cations of 1938 - 1941" (Kr&ýský, op. cit, p. 111) and "its 

deepening was done in the post-war years" (ibid). In his 1932 

article (SW, 1, p. 231),, Jakobson used the notion of 'relevant 

feature' for the first time in his conception of the "phoneme as 

"a set of those'concurrent sound properties which are used in a 

given language to distinguish words of unlike meaning". (emphasis 

added). The underlined part of this definition forms Jakobson's 

conception of relevant features. However, I wish to note that 

"what is typical of Jakobson's position ... is not the analysis 

of phonemes into distinctive [i. e; relevant, A. R. ] features, 

but the binary character of the latter". (') 

(1) G. C. Lepschyl, Survey ... cit, p. 96. The -,, '., binary' character 
of Jakobson's disti_Fc-`tive features gave rise to the theory of* 
'distinctive-feature analysis' developed in the U. S. by Jakobson, 
Chomsky, Halle and others. Moreover, Lepschy (ibid, p. 107) 
remarks that "Martinet.... emphatically rejects TaFo-bson's theory 
that there is a universal inventory of distinctive features and 
that these are all binaFy-11 (emphasis added). In other words, 
the 'binarity' and 1-u'niversality' of Jakobson's distinctive 
features are the two basic points of difference that set the 
Praguian (and subsequently the neo-Praguian) and the American 
theories of 'distinctive features' apart. For this reason, I 
have previously recommended that the term 'relevant feature' 
should be used instead of 'distinctive feature' in connexion 
with functional (i. e. Praguian and neo-Praguian) phonology. 
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In the light of the revised definitions of 'phonological 

unit' and 'phonological oppositiop. (simple and complex)' pro- 

posed by Vachek in his 1936 article mentioned above (see LSP, 

p. 45 and PSRL, p. 148), we can conclude that the relevant 

feature is conceived as a phonological unit and consequently a 

member of a simple phonological opposition (the phoneme being 

member of a complex phonological opposition). According to , 

Vachek, that is, the relevant feature is-the smallest distinc- 

tive (or siqnificative) element in the phonology of a given 

languaqe. This definition can best be illustrated by the 

English opposition between make and bake which is said to be., 

valid, not because /m/ is different from /b/ but because only 

one property (i. e. feature) in each is different from the 

corresponding one in the other (viz. "nasal" as opposed to 

"non-nasal", respectively); other features of /m/ and /b/ 

being exactly the same. 

On the other hand, Trubetzkoy (Principles .... p. 66) 

apparently conceives of 'relevant features' as "those properties 

which are common to all variants of a phoneme and which distin- 

guish-it from all other phonemes of the same language, especially 

from those that are most closely related"') (emphasis added). 

Furthermore, Trubetzkoy (Principles..., pp. 92-227) gives an 

(1) To the best of my knowledge, nowhere in Trubetzkoy's works 
can we find a direct definition of the 'relevant feature'. 
Nevertheless, the definition quoted is included in Trubetzkoy's 
definition of 'phonemic content' (see section 3.3 of this thesis). 
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exhaustive account of the types of what he calls 'distinctive 

phonic properties' (i. e. rel evant features). (') 

In 1954, B. Trnka (2) 
conceives of 'relevant features' as 

"all features of the phoneme which are a reflexion of its 

position or of contiguous phonemes in the word"(3) (emphasis 

added) . 

The neo-Praguian conception ofýthe 'relevant feature' is, 

in my opinion, best found in Martinet's works. In his La 

linguistique synchronique ... cit, Martinet conceives of the 

'relevant feature' as "un ensemble de caracteristiques phoniques 

distinctives qui ne se trouvent dissociees nulle part dans le 

systeme... 11 (p. 138). That is to. say, a relevant feature is a 

'complex' of distinctive phonic characteristics. Martinet 

illustrates this definition through his treatment of relevant 

features such as "bilabial" and "voiced" (i. e. "bilabiality" 

and "voicing", respectively, in Martinet's termi, nology)in 

connexion with English. He quite rightly states that the 

relevant feature "bilabial" presupposes not only an occlusion 

effected by means of the two lips, but a whole working of the 

complex of the oral and pharyngeal organs. The relevant 

(1) For a summary of the different types of relevant features, 
see Lepschy, op. cit, p. 59; see also section 6.4 of this thesis. 
(2) See B. Trnka, "Ur6ovanf fonemu" [On Determining the Phoneme] 
in Acta Universitatis Carolinae, 7, Philogica et historica, 1954, 
pp. 16 - 22. 
(3) This is KraLmskýls'English wording of Trnka's definition of 
the 'relevant feature'. See Kramský, op. cit. p. 67. 
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feature "voiced", on the other hand, involves not only glottal 

vibration, but a certain degree of articulatory energy and 

probably other characteristics-wh*h coul-d be decisive, at 

least. in certain contexts. In other words, "bilabialý'designates 

what is common in the behaviour of the English phonemes /p/, 

/b/ and /m/ in the different contexts in-which they occur, and 

which distinguishes them from "non-labial!! phonemes (e. g. /t/, 

/d/ and /n/, respectively); , voiced"', on the other hand, 

designates what i"s'common ip the behaviour of the English 

phonemes /b/, /v/, /d/, etc., and which distinguishes them 

from the corresponding "voiceless" phonemes (i. e. /p/. /f/. /t/, 

etc., respectively), and does not necessarily imply, in all 

the realizations, glottal vibration. Moreover, Martinet (ibid, 

pp. 138f) makes the point that "le terme quidesigne un tra*it 

distinctifýl) doit toujours_6tre compris comme conventionnel 

et non descriptif". That is, the term which designates a 

relevant feature must be conventional (i. e. traditional) and 

ityll(2) non-descriptive, e. g. "voicing", "bilabiality", "lateral 

This, as Martinet believes, enables all linguists to identify 

(1) On the notion of 'relevant feature' (i. e. 'trait distinctif' 
or 'trait pertinent' in French), see also T. Akamatsu, "De la 
notion de 'trait pertinent" en phonologie, "in Linguistique 
fonctionnelle 

-: 
ddbats et perspectives, Paris: Presses Universi- 

taires de France, 1979, pp. IU9-]ZU. 
(2) Martinet uses terms like "voicing", "bilabial ity", "lateral- 
ity", etc. instead of "voiced", "bilabial ...... lateral", etc., 
respectively. However, I have used and will continue to use 
the latter set of terms which are used more frequently by 
functionalists, but which are alsoýmeant to be-non-descriptive 
as long as they are used within inverted commas. 
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immediately what is meant by each of them. He also asserts that 

a relevant feature should always be considered as being used 

within inverted commas: 'Ila meme o'u' Von se dispensera de cette 

precaution". (Ibid, p. 139). Martinet goes on to talk about 

phonemes which, in a given language, can be distinguished from 

the other phonemes of the same system by means of only one 

relevant feature, as he puts it. (') Among other examples, he 

cites the French phoneme /l/ which is characterized by the one 

relevant feature "laterality" (i. e. "lateral" in my terminology). 

He suggests, therefore, that it will be quicker to say that 

French /l/ is "I" since I'laterality" is a purely conventional 

term. 

The 'distinctiveness' of the 'relevant feature' comes 

best to light when we compare, as Martinet does, English utter- 

ances like make it and read it. In this example, we notice 

from the reactions of the addressee that each of these uiter- 

ances has a different meaning. This meaning (i. e. semantic) 

difference is associated with a phonic difference, viz. [meik] 

being different from[ri: d]. The phonic differenýe will be 

smaller if we compare make it. with check it; this time the 

difference being [mei-1 as opposed to Itle-1. If we proceed 

(1) When we want to distinguish between two phonemes (and ulti- 
mately two words), at least two relevant features should be 
involved; one possessed by each of the respective phonemes. 
French /I/ is distinguished from the other phonemes. of the 
system by the relevant feature "lateral" as opposed to what- 
ever relevant feature(s) the other phoneme involved has. In 
SIA for, example, /I/ is distinguished from /. o/ by means of the 
pair of relevant features "lateral" and "vibrant", respectively. 
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with our comparison further, the phonic difference becomes 

smaller still; i. e. the difference between make it and take it, 

for example, is reduced to [m-] as opposed to [t-]. The 

minimum difference we can get is when we oppose make it to bake 

it; the phonic difference (and in turn the semantic difference) 

being created by only one relevant feature of the first segment 

(i. e. phoneme) in each utterance, i. e. /m/ and /b/, respectively. 

In other words, although /m/ and /b/ share the features "voiced" 

and "bilabial", what keeps them (and in turn the respective 

utterances) apart is merely the relevant feature "nasal" 

possessed by Iml as opposed to the relevant feature "non-nasal" 

possessed by /b/. These features are said to be "relevant". 

because they operate di. stinctively. in the given language, i. e'. 

English. 

The above account serves as a brief statement of what is 

meant by the term 'relevant feature' which is of prime import- 

ance in phonological description in general and in this thesis 

in particular. In-my opinion, therefore, the relevant feature 

is the minimal sound property capable, in a given language, of 

distinguishing phonemes from each other, and consequently 

creating a semantic difference between the corresponding utter- 

ances. The. conception of the 'relevant feature' will become 

clearer when I have dealt with other functional notions like 

'phonemic content'. 'phonological opposition', etc, which are 

closely related. to it. It will become particularly clear 

when I deal with the phonematic analysis of Spoken Iraqi 
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Arabic (SIA) in Part Two of this thesis. 

3.3. Phonemic Content 

The term 'phonemic content' is usually associated with 

N. S. Trubetzkoy. The concept of 'phonemic content' results 

from the theory of phonological (i. e. distinctive) opposition, 

and its determination is based on the position of a given 

phoneme in the system of distinctive oppositions of the language 

in question. According to Trubetzkoy, 'phonological opposition' 

is the basic concept of any phonological analysis. This is 

what Trubetzkoy (Principles..., pp. 67f) has to say in this 

connexion: - 
"It should be remembered that in phonology the 

major role is played, not by the phonemes, but 

by the distinctive oppositions. Each phoneme 

has a definable phonemic content only because 

the system of distinctive oppositions shows a 

definite order or structure. In order to 

understand this structure, various types of 

distinctive oppositiJons must be studied". 

Since it is essential in a phonological description of a 

given language (or dialecf) that "the phonemic content of each 

individual phoneme must be determined... " (Principles..., p. 66), 

let us see how the concept of 'phonemic content' has been 

defined. Trubetzkoy -(Lbid), with whom the term is usually 
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associated, conceives of 'phonemic content' as "all phonologi- 

cally distinctive properties of a phoneme, that is, those 

properties which are common to-all variants of a phoneme and 

which distinquish it from all other phonemes of the same 

language, especially from those that are most closely related" 

(emphasis added). As an illustration of this definition, 

Trubetzkoy gives the example of German /k/. In this connexion 

he points out that its feature 'velar' is irrelevant as it is 

not shared by all of its variants (e. g. before /i/ and /U/ it 

is realized as 'palatal'). Nor is the feature 'dorsal' enough 

for the definition of its phonemic content since /g/ and /x/, 

too, are 'dorsal'.. As an alternative to these inadequate 

definitions of the phonemic content of German /k/, Trubetzkoy 

defines it as being "tense nonnasalized(l) dorsal occlusive" 

(Lbid). That is to say, as Trubetzkoy puts it. '(2) 

II ... only the following properties are distinctive 

for the German phoneme k: (1) complete occlusion 

(as opposed to "ch"); (2) blocking of the entrance 

to the nasal cavity (as opposed to "ng"); (3)tight- 

(1) By "nonnasalized" we should understand "non-nasal" since the 
former term refers to what is known today as 'secondary (as 
opposed to 'primary') articulation'. 'Secondary articulation' 
must not be confused with Martinet's 'second articulation'. 
(2) In my understanding of this quotation, the symbols Trubet- 
zkoy uses are meant to be 'phonemic' although they are the 
symbols used in ordinary German orthography. The inadequacy of 
Trubetzkoy's phonemic and/or phonetic transcription throughout 
his Principles can, in my opinion, cause the reader serious 
misunderstanding and ambiguity as we shall see later in this 
thesis. 
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ening of the muscles of the tongue and 

simultaneous relaxation of the muscles of 

the larynx (as opposed to "g"); (4) parti- 

cipation of the dorsum (as opposed to "t" 

and "p"). k shares the first of these four 

characteristics with t, j2, tz, pf, d, bi 

m, n, and M; the second with 1, t, d, p, 

and b; the third with 
. 
2, t, ss, and f; and 

the fourth with. 2, -ch, and ng". (pp. 66f) 

What is significant here is that only the sum total-of the 

four relevant features mentioned above is possessed by German 

/k/ alone. Moreover, Trubetzkoy makes the point that phonemes 

cannot be defined in terms of phonemicýcontent unless they 

have. already been classified in the system of phonological 

oppositions that exist in a given language. In other words, 

the determination of the phonemic content of a phoneme is 

governed by its position in the phonemic system of the 

language under investigation. 

3.4. Phoneme/Variant 

We have-seen that the phoneme is the sum of the relevant 

features of a speech sound, and that the 'phoneme' and the 

'relevant feature' are distinctive concepts in phonology. This 

implies that a speech sound also has some irrelevant features 

which are, by definition, non-distinctive. 
- 

This is clearly 

stated in Trubetzkoy's Principles (p. 36), where he says that 
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"any sound perceived and produced in the concrete act of speech 

contains, in addition to thephonologically relevant properties, 

many others that are phonologically irrelevant" (emphasis added). 

Since such a sound also contains phonologically irrelevant 

features, it cannot be simplistically considered a phoneme, as 

a phoneme has only the phonologically relevant features of the 

corresponding speech sound(s). "But insofar as such a sound 

also contains the phonologically relevant properties of a 

*specific phoneme, it can be. considered the realization of this 

phoneme" Qbid). From the functional point of view, which is 

our concern, the sounds-implementing a given phoneme are con- 

sidered as its 'phonetic variants'. 
(') 

While most scholars would deal with only two categories 

in phonology, viz. phonemes and variants, j. von Laziczius 

introduces a third category, vloý- emphatica, which he places 

between phonemes and variants. He deals with these three 

categories in his 1936 article (i. e. "A New Category ... cit", 

pp. 60ff in T. A. Sebeok (ed. ) Selected Writings... cit) where 

he makes the. following distinction between them: he defines 

"phonemes" as "sign-elements which have an equal importance in 

the functions of representation, appeal, and expression"; 

"emphatica" as "sign-elements with a double function: their 

role is limited to the expression and the appeal"; and the 

(1) On the difference between the Praquian conception of 
'phonetic variantapd the Anglo-American counterpart 'allophone', 
see LSP, pp. 51f. 
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"variant" is defined as "a sign-element with one single function: 

expression" (e. g. the Hungarian expression [vimberl and [ember] 

both mean 'man' on the representation plane, but they are 

different from the point of view of expression-and appeal). In 

my opinion, LazicziuS'scategories of "emphatica" and "variants" 

are usually included under one category, viz. 'phonetic variants', 

by mostfunctionalists. This is evidenced by Trubetzkoy's 

rejection of Laziczius's distinction between the two categories 

(see Principles.... p. 23). 

Trubetzkoy (Principles .... p. 37), furthermore, conceives of 

a 'speech sound' (i. e. 'phonetic variant') as "the sum of all 

distinctive as well as non-distinctive properties occurring at 

a specific point in the sound flow" (emphasis added). This 

definition implies that "a phoneme can be realized by several. 

different speech sounds". (ibid) called the phonetic variants of 

the given phoneme. As an illustration of the different reali- 

zations of phonemes, Trubetzkoy treats of the various variants 

of the German phoneme /g/. To start with, he gives the following 

as its phonologically relevant features: "complete closure 

between dorsum and palate, accompanied by raising of the velum, 

relaxation of the muscles of the tongue, and unaspirated plosive 

release of the closure" (Lbid). What he gives as phonologically 

irrelevant features of German /g/ are "the place where the 

dorsal-palatal closure must take place and the position of lips 

and vocal cords during closure" (jbid). This is why it is 
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possible for German to have "voiced, semivoiced, and completely 

voiceless. a sounds (even in those German-speaking regions where 

mediae are voiced as a rule), rounded velar. 9 sounds..., un- 

rounded velars..,, unrounded strongly palatal sounds..., 

moderately palatal sounds .... etc. " (Lbid). All these different 

_Q7 
sounds in German are regarded as realizations (i. e. variants) 

of one and the same phoneme, viz. /g/, because each of them 

contains, in addition to the phonologically relevant features, 

a number of the phonologically-irrelevant features which cannot 

be associated with phonemes. Our decision that all these phonet- 

ically different 27 sounds in German are variants of the same 

phoneme is not arbitrarily made but based on opposition. 'In 

other words, if the opposition between-the different 27 sounds 

in German is distinctive (i. e. phonological), the respective 

sounds should be assigned to different phonemes. But, this is 

not the case in Ger! nan, i. e. the opposition between the different 

97 sounds is non-distinctive, and so the respective sounds should 

be considered as variants of the same phone me /g/. (') In his 

LSP, Vachek states that "the variants implementing the phoneme 

are mutually exclusive 
(2 ) 

as to their respective positions in 

concrete language contexts" (p. 52) and as an example he mentions 

clear and dark 1- sounds in modern English. 

(1) For the various methods of 'phonemic diagnosis', i. e. whether 
two or more sounds are assigned to one or more phonemes, see 
Chapter Five of this thesis.. 
(2) In connexion with Imutual'exclusion', Vachek (LSP, p. 53) 
refers to what the Bloomfieldians call 'complementary istri- 
bution'. He writes: 
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Let us give a brief survey of the various Praguian views 

on variants (definition and classification). In accordance 

with the Russian tradition, the "Project" contains two types of 

variants: Ivariante fondamentale' (i. e. fundamental or principal 

variant) and Ivariante accessoirel (i. e. secondary variant); 

the former being least dependant on the environment and occupy- 

ing the position of maximum differentiation (it is also said 

to be free from any emotional colouring). The term Ivariante 

fondamentalel was used by Jakobson as-early as 1929 tSW, 11, p. 15) 

but it was not contained in the later writings of the Prague 

group (not even in Principles). Furthermore, Jakobson (LW, 1, 

p, 227) talks about 'optional variants' which occur in the same 

environment without giving rise to any change in word-meaning. 

On the other hand, 'combindtory variants' are said to occur in 

different environments but the exchange of one of them for 

another, again, is non-distinctive. He states that different 

sounds can be variants of the same phoneme depending on "the 

style of speech and/or on the phonetic environment in which 

the phoneme occurs" (p. 231). He goes. on to say that "the 

contd. from previous page... 
This fact of mutual exclusion, viewed from a somewhat 
different angle, can be termed as 'complementary 
distribution'- this conception implies that a phoneme 
distributes, so to speak, its variants so as to fill; 
up all types of positions in which the said phoneme 
can occur. This aspect of the procedure has been 
particularly emphasized by the American scholars of the 
Bloomfieldian group who, indeed, made complementary 
distribution the pivota-V idea of all iinýuistic analysis. 
they Fid this at the expense of other cfiteria commonly 
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difference between such sounds is determined by external factors 

and hence cannot serve to distinguish word meanings" (Lbid). 

On the other hand, Trubetzkoy (Principles .... pp. 46-51) 

mentions two main types of variants: 'optional' and 'combinatory' 

He notes that 'optional variants' ". occur in exactly the same 

environment and are interchangeable without a change in the 

lexical meaning of the word" (p. 46). Then he sub-divides 

optional variants (from the standpoint of their relation to 

the speech norm) into 'general' and 'individual' variants. 

'General variants' are defined as "variants that are not 

regarded as speech defects or deviations from the norm and can 

therefore be used by the same-speaker" (Lbid); on the other 

hand, "individual variants...,. are distributed among the various 

members of the speech community" (p. 47). Only one of the latter 

type of variants is regarded as -"normal", "good", or "model" 

pronunciation, whi-le the rest, a_re regarded as regional, social, 

or pathological deviationsJrom the norm" (ibid). From the 

viewpoint of their function, #optional variants' are sub- 

divided into 'stylistically relevant' and 'stylistically - 

irrelevant' variants. The former serve to differentiate 

between different styles of speech, e. g. between an excited 

emotional style and a carelessJamiliar style; the latter, by 

comparison, have no function at all, 'i. e. they can be inter- 

contd. from previous pa5e. -j. used by the Prague group, s. uch 
as eseecially phonic similarity and distinctive 
functioning".. 

__(emphasis 
added) 
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changed "without-any change in the expressive or the conative 

function of speech" (p. 48). (l) 'Conbinatory variants', the 

second major category of variants, are defined by Trubetzkoy 

(Principles .... p. 49) as "two sounds of a given language, 

related acoustically or articulatorily, [which, A. R. ] never 

occur in the same environme6t". Compared with some of the 

optional variants (viz. 'stylistically relevant' variants) 

which function on the appellative as well as the expressive 

planes), combinatory variants fUnction on the representation 

plane only. 
(2). 

. Kramsky' (The Phoneme.... pp. 35-37) gives a survey of 

Trnka's contribution to the phoneme theory: definitions of the 

'phoneme' and 'variant', and types of variants. KrAsky states 

that in a paper published in 1931 (3 ) Trnka defined the 'phoneme' 

as "every sound that is capable of semantic differentiation" 

(p. 35), and the 'variantas "a sound not capable of semantic 

distinction and in the given language system it is identified 

with a certain phoneme" (jbid). In this paper, Trnka disting- 

uishes two types of variants: main and secondary, and says that 

(1) For examples of the various types of''optional variants', 
see Trubetzkoy's Principles, pp. 46-48. 
(2) For examples of 'combinatory, variants', see ibid, pp. 49f. 
(3) See B. Trnka, "T9snop'isnd soustavy a fonologie" [Shorthand 
Systems and Phonology], in Tgsnopisne listy, 56 (nos. 5-8), 
1931, pp. 29-39. 
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"for the understanding of speech only the main variants(') are 

important which in the linguistic consciousness of speakers 

stand for a whole family of sounds" (Lbid). Fdr 'secondary 

variants' he distinguishes two subtypes: (a). Icombirfatory' 

variants which are conditioned by neighbouring sounds, and 

(b) 'stylistic' variants which-are peculiar to a certain style 

of speech. Kramsky' also refers to Trnka's monograph of 1935 (2) 

where Trnka presents another set of definitions. In thts mono- 

graph, Trnka defines 'phonemes' as "the fundamental Iiinguistic 

oppositions which cannot be analyzed into smaller units" (p. 5). 

On the other hand, 'variants' are defined as "the sounds by 

which a phoneme is phonetically realized" (ibid). In connexion 

with the types of variants, Trnka distinguishes the foTlowing: 

(a) 'combinatory' variants which are the phonetic realizations 

of a phoneme, which occur in exclusive positions, in each of 

which only one variant can be used" (Lbid); and (b) 'stylistic' 

variants which are "substitutes of the normal sounds according 

to different styles or modes of the language" (p. 6). Af they 

occur only in some of the combinations in which the phoneme 

occurs, they are called 'stylistic combinatory variants'. 

(1) Since the above article was published in Czech and Krdmskj 
does not give any explanation of the term 'main variant', no 
accurate explanation can be offered here. However, my guess is 
that this term corresponds to what is known to non-functionalists 
as the "principal allophone". 
(2) See B. Trnka, A Phonological Analysis of Present-Day Stan- 
dard English, Prague 1935, pp. 5f, see also its revised new 
edition (Tokyo, 1966) pp. 3-6. -' - 
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In a 1937 article, (') furthermore, Trnka states that "the 

difference between sounds having functional validity (phonemes) 

and sounds without functional validity (variants) is a linguis- 

tic-fact observed not only by our linguistic consciousness but 

also by morphological analogy which always interferes with 

phonemes only". In a paper published in 1939, (2 ) Trnka writes: 

-.. we must first point out that the phonetic realiz- 

ation of secondary combinatory variants is dependent 

on their phonetic neighbourhood, that is. -to say, 

secondary combinatory variants are mostly realized 

by products of'a complete assimilation of the place 

or other relevant features of the articulatory 

complex representing a phoneme. 11(p. 25) 

In addition, in his 1954 article mentioned on page 59 (i. e. 

I, Urcovani ... cit',! ) Trnka says, and I quote Kramsky"s English 

wording (see The Phoneme-, p. 67), that "the sounds that 

possess the same sum of relevant features and simultaneously 

different irrelevant features, are positional variants (e. g. 

the nasals n and a in Czech)". 

See B. Trný4, "Význam funkýnjho jazykozpytu pro Vyu'covani 
modernim jazykum" [On the Importance of Functional Linguistics 
for Modern-Language Teaching], Slovo a Slovesnost, 3,1937, 
pp. 236-241. The English wording to be quoted is found in 
Kr4mský, -opxit, p. 37. 

(2) See B. Trnka, "On the Combinatory Variants and Neutrali- 
zation of Phonemes" in P. 3rd ICPSj Ghent, 1939, pp. 23-30. 
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0# Kramský also makes reference to an article Vachek published 

in 1933, (') where Vachek distinguishes two types of variants, 

namely. fundamental and combinatory. Vachek goes on to define 

these terms by saying that "the fOndamental variant of a phoneme 

is that sound of the group whose dependence upon the neighbour- 

ing phonemes in the context is least; the combinatory variants, 

on the contrary, appear to be limited to (or, less precisely, 

conditioned by) a specific phonic environment" (p. 83). 

Martinet (Elements .... pp. 66-68) expresses his views on 

'variants' which are, -in my opinion, representative of neo- 

Praguian thought. 
(2) We read: 

We speak of combinatory or contextual variants 

when we take note of the difference in the 

manifestations of one and the same phoneme in 

different contexts; 'that is to say, when the 

difference is so striking that it could lead, 

as is the case in Spanish for. tal-and [d],. to 

non-identical descriptions. .... To say that 

a phoneme has no variants or that it has 

two, three or more, is to hiake 
.ý 

(1) See J. Vachek, "What is Phonology? " in English Studies, 15, 
1933, pp. 81-92; see also LSP, p-51. 
(2) On the neo-Praguian views on types of variants, see also 
T. Akamatsu, I'Varientes", in La linguistique, guide alphabdtigue, 
Dend&l , Paris, 1969,, pp. 386-3-9F. - 
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the mistake of transposing reactions peculiar 

to the describer into the system of the language 

under description. ... The combinatory variants 

of a given phoneme are said to be in comple- 

mentary distribution. ... There are other 

phoneme variants than. combinatory variants. The 

French phoneme /r/ is 'throaty' with some 

speakers and 'rolled' with others. We then 

speak of individual variants. ' In the case of 

the actor who 'rolls' his r's on the stage but 

uses theýlthroaty' procunciation elsewhere, 

we may rather speak of loptional'variants.. But 

variations may also be conditioned. There are 

some French people who use*the rolled /r/ in 

trýs and the throaty variety in fer, that is 

why they exhibit individual variants with a 

combinatory conditioning. "(emphasis added) 

The functional views on 'variants' and their types have 

been summarized or presented by linguists who are not pure 

functionalists. For example, B. Malmberg(l) distinguishes 

two types of variants: combinative and free variants. He 

goes on to say that"if the choice of a certain variant of 

phoneme is automatically conditioned by certain phonetic rules, 

(1) See the chapter entitled 'Phonology and the Prague School' 
in Malmberg's New Trends ... cit, pp. 74-97. 
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the variant is called combinative. ... Variants other than 

combinative are-free" (p. 79). 

On the other hand, Fischer-JOrgensen, (') too, makes 

reference to variants. She distinguishes two types of variants: 

combinatory and facultative variants. She remarks that the 

former occur in different environments and the latter, on the 

contrary, occur in the same phonetic environments. 

In conclusion, I think that phonemes can be realized by 

two main types of variants: combinatory and. 2ptional variantsý2) 

Combinatory variants are conditioned by phonetic context, 

whereas optional variants are not conditioned by phonetic 

context and so can occur in the same phonetic contexts contrary 

to combinatory variants which can never occur in the same 

phonetic contexts. Moreover; combinatory variants are said to 

be in complementary distribution. A final, word must be said.. 

What is characteristic of all variants is that they bear no 

distinctive value, i. e. they do not affect the meaning of the 

given words if interchangeably used, in a given language. 

(1) See Eli Fischer-Jorgensen, Trends ... cit, p. 25. 

(2) By '. pptional variants' I mean 'free' as well as 'stylistic' 
variants (whether slylistically relevant or stylistically , 
irrelevant); see Chapter Nine of this thesis. On 'free vari- 
ation' between realizations of different phonemes, see sections 
13.6 - 13.17 of this thesis. 
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3.5. Implication of the Previous Notions in Saussure's Course. 

If one reflects on what Saussure says concerning what he 

calls 'linguistic identity' and 'linguistic entity', one feels 

inclined to relate these terms to what are in Prague terminology, 

called 'phoneme' (and in turn 'phonemic content'), 'variant' and 

'relevant feature'. It is not quite a one-to-one relationship. 

In this connexion, I am particularly referring to Sauss ure's 

examples of the two 118.25 p. m. Geneva-to-Paris" trains that 

leave at twenty-four-hour intervals' (Course, 'p. 108) and the 

street that is demolished and rebuilt but is still said to be 

the same (see Course, pp. 108f). Let us first see what Saussure 

says in connexion with these two examples and then draw. our 

conclusions in functional phonological terms. 

, 
As regards, the example of trains, Saussure writes: "We 

feel that it is the same train each day, yet everything - in the 

locomotive, coaches, per sonnel - is probably different" (p. 108). 

This is so, Saussure thinks, because both.. trains share the same 

hour of departure, route, andfrequency of service which pertain 

to the identity of the train.. The functional phonological 

interpretation of this example can be expressed as follows: 

people usually think of trains as a means of transportation 

which serves to take them from one place to another according 

to a fixed time-table which shows the time". of departure and 

arrival, route and frequency of service. That is to say, what 

. people think of is something having those features that pertain 
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to the real function of a particular train. By means of these 

features, a certain train is distinguished from al. 1 other 
. 

trains that have completely different features. To be more 

specific, this particular train is, functionally speaking, the 

only one that has all the features mentioned above. Since these 

features serve as the distinctive properties (or characteristics) 

that keep the respective train distinct from all the other trains 

in the same system (i. e. the system of passenger trains), they 

can, phonologically speaking, cbrrespond to what functionalists 

would call 'relevant features'. The analogy would be as 

follows: the "8.25 p. m. Geneva-to-Paris" train constitutes. a 

distinct member (i. e. a phoneme) of the system of passenger 

trains (i. e. the respective phonological system). It follows 

that any other train (in a concrete sense) that has, among other 

features, all the relevant features established above (which 

constitute the 'phonemic content' of the established phoneme) is 

to. be regarded as a realization (i. e. variant) of the same 

phoneme established above. Since the two trains mentioned by 

Saussure have the same sum of relevant features, they Are 

considered, from a functionalist point of view, as two variants 

of the same phoneme. According to the above definitions of 

variants, variants can, in addition to the phonologically 

relevant features, have other features that are-phonologically 

irrelevant and which do not pertdin to the distinctive funbtion 

of the corresponding phonemes. With regard to the actual 

example cited by Saussure, I-can say that the locomotive, 
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coaches, personnel, etc. are but irrelevant features insofar as 

the identity (i. e. the functional identification of the train) 

is concerned. 

The above argument can be. given in connexion with Saussure's 

example of the street (being demolished and rebuilt but still 

said to be the same street). Concerning this example, Saussure 

remarks that it is still thought of as "the same street even 

though in a material sense, perhaps nothing of the old one 

remains" (Course .... p. 108). He goes on with his example as 

follows: 

Why can a street be completely rebuilt and still 

be the same? Because it does not contribute a 

purely material entity it is based on certain 

conditions that are distinct from the materials 

that fit the conditions, e. g. its location with 

respect to the other streets ... Whenever the . 
same conditions are fulfilled, the same entities 

are obtained". (pp. 108f). 

By analogy with the "8.25 p. m. Geneva-to-Paris traiW' example, 

the respective street (in the abstract sense) can correspond to 

a phoneme (i. e. a linguistic entity) which is characterized by 

the conditions (i. e. relevant features) that set it apart from 

all the other streets of the system of streets (i. e. from all 

the other phonemes of the given phonological system). The 
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original street and the neV one can be thought* of, from a 

functionalist point of view, as two variants of the same phoneme 

established in the system because they have the same relevant 

featu'res (e. g. the location of the street in relation to other, 

streets, etc. ). Being variants of one and the same phoneme, 

they can have some irrelevant features such as the materials 

used for the original street as opposed to those used for the 

new street which may be completely different. 

In conclusion, notions like 'linguistic identityl: and 

'linguistic entity' gave the Praguians food for thought which 

gave rise to what they later called "phoneme', phonemic content. ' 

. variant' and 'relevant features'. 
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Chapter Four 

BASIC FUNCTIONAL NOTIONS - (Bl 

4.1. Syntagmatics/Paradigmatics and Contrast/Opposition. 

Saussure's dichotomy syntagmatic/associative (i. e. para- 

digmatic), (') has been utilized by functionalists in connexion 

with the functional dichotomy contrast/opposition. The function- 

al conception of the terms Isyntagmatic', 'paradigmatic', 

'contrast' and 'opposition' can be explained by means of'the 

following comparison: 

In a game of scrabble (as in a cross-word puzzle), each 

letter joins with the other letters available in the game on 

two axes: horizontal and vertical. For example, the letter 'R' 

in the formation 

F 
A 

H0RN 
m 

joins with the letters 'HI, V, and 'N' on the horizontal 

axis, and the letters V, W, and W on the vertical axis. 

In the system of language, on the other hand, a similar sort of 

relation exists between linguistic units, whether signs or 

(1) The terms 'syntagmatic' and 'associative' were coined by 
Saussure (see Course..., pp. 122f, 128f, 130f and 136f). But 
the term 'para-digmatic' was coined by L. 'Hielmslev to-replace 
Saussure's psychologistic term 'associative'. The term1para- 
digmatic' has been in common use by functionalists (in the 
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phonemes. 
(') On the horizontal axis, on the one hand, a given 

phoneme has a relation with the other phonemes of the same word 

and this is called a Isyntagmatic' relation. The characteristic 

of a syntagmatic relation-is that it is a relation of presentia 

and the nature of it is that of-'contrast'. For example, the 

phoneme /cl/ in the SIA word /dar/ 'house' is in contrast with 

the other phonemes of the same word, viz /a/ and /. r/, and the 

relation between them is said to be syntagmatic. On the 

vertical ax-is, on the other. hand , there exists a relation 

between a given phoneme (in a given word) and those phonemes 

(of the same phonemic system) that can replace it at the same 

point of the spoken chain. -This relation is a relation of 

absentia which is called a 'paradigmatic' relation. If, as a 

result of replacing a given phoneme by another at the same point 

of the spoken chain, the ireaning of the original word changes 

into another, the respective phonemes are said to be in loppo- 

sition' with each other. For example, the phoneme /d/ in the 

SIA word /dar/ 'house' is said to be in opposition with phonemes 

like IgI, liy/, -etc. which can replace it in the structure I-arl 

contd. from previous page: -. sense to be, introduced later in this 
section) ever since it was coined by Hjelmslev at the Second 
International Congress of Phonetic Sciences (London, 1935) in 
his paper "On the Principles of Phonematics", in P2nd ICPS, 
Cambridge, 1936, pp. 49-54. 
(1) Since the aim of the present research is 'phonematics', I 
shall only deal with relations between phonemes occurring in 
words. 
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giving rise to the new words 16arl Ineighbour', /bar/ 'bar for 

drinking',.. etc. The nature of the relation between /d/ and 

or /d/ and /b/ in the above examples is said to be paradigmatic. 

The same sort of relation exists between the phoneme /a/ in the 

SIA word /dar/ and /o/ in /dor/ 'role', /u/ in /doz/ 'pearl(s)', 

etc. (similarly between /r/ in /dar/ and Isl in-/das/ 'he trod', 

/x/ in /dax/ 'he felt dizzy'). To recapitulate, we only talk 

about 'contrasts' when the respective relations are syntagmatic, 

and, loppositions' when the respective relations are paradig- - 

matic. That is to say, syntagmatic relations are designated as 

'contrasts' whereas paradigmatic relations are designated as 

'oppositions' whenever a semantic change is involved. This 

conclusion must be emphasized since some non-functionalist 

scholars use 'contrast' and 'opposition' synonymously. 
0) 

The concepts of syntagmatic, paradigmatic, contrast and 

opposition are of prime importance in functional phonology. 

They are particularly important for establishing phoneme 

inventories and subsequently classifying the established 

phonemes accorýing to their relevant features, which is the 

main aim of a phonematic analysis. The importance of these 

notions will be revealed if we follow the procedure which the 

phonologist uses to arrive at a phonological description of 

the language (or dialect) he is working on. The proce dure to. - 

(1) See, for example, Fischer-JOrgensen, Trends..., . especially 
p. 20. 
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be followed in a phonematic analysis is, -in my view, determined 

by whatever definition of the phoneme we operate with. In my 

phonematic analysis of SIA, Trubetzkoy's definition of the 

phoneme (contained in his. Principles..., p. 36) is adopted to 

the effect that the classification of the SIA phonemes will be 

based on 'relevant features' which constitute the very essence 

of Trubetzkoy's definition. As stated before, the sum of the 

relevant features of a given phoneme constitutes its phonemic 

content arrived at by means. of opposition. This indicates-that 

any feature of a given phoneme cannot be considered 'relevant' 

unless it helps to keep that phoneme distinct from all the 

other phonemes of the given phonemic system to which it is 

opposed. The sharp distinction (made by the Praguians and 

adopted by me) between the notions of 'variant' and the 'phoneme' 

is, in my opinion, the 'dynamo' whereby speech sounds are trans- 

muted. into a phoneme inventory. This distinction forms the 

principle according to which Trubetzkoy's rules (for determining 

phonemes) have been formulated (see Principles, -, pp. 46ff). 

The 'commutation (or substitution) test' is the method Trubetz- 

koy implicitly uses for determining the phonemes (and their 

variants) of a given language, and is, by definition, based on 

the notion of 'opposition'. Though Trubetzkoy's rules are, in 

fact, said to be based on 'opposition', RULE IV is based on 

syntagmatic relations (i. e. on contrasts) as is explicit in 

the wording of the rule where Trubetzkoy states that the 

respective sounds "can occur next to each other... " (Principles..., 
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p. 50). (l) In most cases, a phoneme inventory of a given lang- 

uage (or dialect) can be established by means of applying 

Trubetzkoy's rules which are based on the notions of contrast, 

-oppositi6n, syntagmatic and paradigmatic. 

Not only are these notions us. eful for the establishment of 

a phoneme inventory (i. e. the first task of a phonematic 

analysis), but also the systematization 
(2) 

of the established 

phoneme inventory (i. e. the second task of a phonematic analysis). 

By 'systematization' is meant 'paradigmatic systematization' 

which classifies the established phonemes into groups each of 

which is characterized by one or more relevant features which 

are different from those characterizing the other groups (e. g. 

one group of phonemes characterized by 'the relevant-feature 

"voiceless", another group characterized by the relevant feature 

. 
"voiced", and so on). This systematization (i. e. classification) 

is said to be 'paradigmatic' as it is based on what phonological 

(i. e. distinctive) oppositions there are between the members of 

the established phoneme inventory.. 'Since the systematization 

of the phoneme inventory -is based on relevant features, opposition 

(1) See Martinet's 1946 review of Trubetzkoy's'GrundzUge.... (in 
BSL, 42, pp. 23-33) where RULE IV is invalidated. 

(2) The concept of 'systematization' was coined by Martinet as 
early as 1937 in his doctoral thesis on Danish (in BSL, 38/113, 
pp. 169-266). See also (a) Martinet, -La description--phonologique,.., 
cit, pp. 80ff, (b) JM. F. Mulder, "Phoneme-Tables and the 
Functional Principle, " in La linpuistique, 14/1,1978, pp. 3-27, ' 
and (c) Chapter Eleven of this thesis. 
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once again proves to be the criterion to be applied. Once the 

systematization of the established phoneme inventory is achieved, 

it can then be represented by means of tables or diagrams of 

the 'series-and-orderl type. (') For example, the. phonologist 

may come to the conclusion that the English phonemes /p/. /t/ 

and /k/ should be grouped together on the grounds that they 

have the relevant features "voiceless", "non-nasal" and "plosive" 

in common. Similarly, their "voiced" counterparts /b/, /d/ and 

IgI, respectively, should be grouped together as they share' 

the relevant features "voiced, "non-nasal" and "plosive". 

Another systematization of the English phonemes might group 

/P/ with /b/ and /m/; /t/ with /d/ and /n/; /k/ with IgI and 

and so ons on the basis that the members of each group 

share the same property of place of articulation which is 

different from that of the members of the other groups, i. e. 

"labial" as distinct from, "apical" and "velar" respectively. 

From what I have said above, it is clear that the notions 

of contrast, opposition, syntagmatic and paradigmatic are very 

necessary in phonological description in-general. I wish to 

emphasize the fact that of these notions, 'opposition' (which 

designates paradigmatic relations) is, in my opinion, the 

basic notion in phonology. 

(1) The 'series-and-orderl diagrammatical representation of 
phonemic systems is usually associated with Martinet, see his 
Elements .. g Ep. 65f. See also F. Francols,. "La description 
. jinguistique, ' in Le Langage, encyclop4die de la Pldiade(edited 
by A. Martinet), Paris, 19bd, pp. I/I-ZZ/ (esp. pp. ZOI-ZO4). 
Furthermore, Martinet's terms 'series' and 'order' are 
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4.2. Opposition. 

As noted above, 'opposition' is one of the most fundamen- 

tal notions that functionalists operate with, yet it is frequently 

confused (by non-functionalists) with that of 'contrast'. It 

is important to point out that "the concept of distinctiveness 

presupposes the concept of opposition" (Principles..., p. 31) and 

so the latter concept should be restricted to cases where a 

phonic change (in a moneme) results in a meaning difference. 

In other words,. opposition concerns itself with paradj"jmatic relations 
between the sounds of a particular language (or dialect) in 

certain contexts. A paradigmatic relation involves a given 

sound in a given context and other sounds (of the samellanguage 

or dialect) that may figure in the same context, and so this 

type of relation is said to be a relation of absentia. Such 

are the relations "which we conceive as existing between units 

which may figure in a given context and which, at least in this 

context, are mutually exclusive" (Elements..., p. 36). That is 

to say, opposition between phonemes "implies incompatability at 

a given point! ' (jbid, p. 100). For example, the SIA phoneme /b/ 

as in /bar/ 'drinking bar' is opposable to /d/ at this parti- 

cular point of the spoken chain as in /dar/ 'house', but it 

does not exclude it in a neighbouring position, hence the SIA 

word-/lbadac/ 'he took the initiative(to do Something)'. 

contd. from previous page: ... substituted by 'row' and 'column' 
respectively, in G. C. Lepschy, "The Segmental Phonemes of 
Venetian-and their Classification", in Word, 19, New York, 
1963, pp. 53-66 (esp. pp. 59f). 
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In brief, by 'opposition' is meant 'phonological (i. e. 

distinctive) opposition' which mainly concerns the sounds of a 

particular language at a particular point of the spoken chain. 

4.3. The Principle of Relevance(') 

In the previous section, we have seen that the concept of 

opposition can only involve sounds (of a given language or dialect) 

at'a particular. point of the spoken chain. In the course of 

discussing this matter, what Martinet'tdrms the 'principle of 

relevance' (or 'principe de pertinence' in French) comes in as it 

is necessary to specify the positions in which a given phonological 

opposition is relevant (or valid) in addition to those positions 

where the respective opposition is, invalid. Let us examine the P/b 

opposition in English. In word-initial position, for example, the 

p/b opposition is valid as in /pat/ vs. --/bat/`; 
it is also relevant 

in word-finial position, as in /kap/ VS. /kab/, and before 

/r/ as in /prik/ VS. /brik/. Each of these positions is 
(2) 

called a 'position of relevance' since th*ere are, in the 

(1) In fact, IreleVance', in functional linguistics, 'does not 
only relate to 'distinctiveness', but in this section I shall 
deal with the erinciple of relevance insofar as it relates to 
the notion of 'distinctiveness'-on-T-y. 

(2) For detail on tfie notions of the 'position of, relevance' 
and the 'position of neutralization', see Trubetzkoy's. Principles 

9 pp. 78ffq 84 and 265. 
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English language, minimal pairs based on the p/b opposition in 

those positions. On the other hand, the opposition between the 

English phonemes /p/ and /b/ fails to operate after /s/, i. e. 

in the context /s-/. This position is, in functional 

terminology, called the 'position of neutralization' since we 

cannot find any minimal pairs involving the two phonemes /p/ 

and /b/ in this position. In other words, we can say [spik] 

but not * [-sý? ik]. 
(I) 

4.4. Exclusive Relation 

Two phonemes are said to be in 'exclusive relation' if 

(a) they are distinguished from each other by only one pair of 

relevant features, and (b) they are-alone, in the language 

system, to share the'relevant features that are common to them. (2) 

In SIA, for'example, /b/ and /p/ are in exclusive relation 

because'on the one hand they are distinguished from each other 

by the presence or absence of voicing respec tively (i I e. "voiced" 

vs. "voiceless"), and, on the other hand, they are the. only 

phonemes in the SIA phonemic system that share the relevant 

features "labial". "non-nasal" and "stop". But /b/ and /d/ are 

(1) 
. 
1--shall be saying more about the phonological interpretation 

of the English opposition between /p/ and /b/ after word-initial 
IsI. See sections 4.9 and 4.11 of this thesis. 
(2) This is Martinet's conception of 'exclusive relation' con- 
tained in his (a) La description phonologique... cit,. p. 41, (b) 
"OU en est la phonologle? " in Lingua, 1,1947, pp. 34-58 (esp. 
p. 49), and (c) Phonology as Functionalftonetic. s. -cit, p. 7. 
Although MartiriE`Tsays 9wo pnonemes... ', it is clear from his 
subsequent explanation of his definition that more than two 
phonemes can be in exclusive relation.. 
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not in exlcusive relation because although they are distinguished 

from each other solely by the relevant features "labial" vs. 

"apical", they are not the only SIA phonemes that share the 

relevant features "voiced". "non-nasal" and "stop", since these 

relevant features are also shared by IgI. 

4.5 'Correlation' and 'Mark of Correlation'. 

All the pairs of phonemes that are in exclusive relation, 

and are furthermore, distinguished from. each other by the 

presence or absence of the same relevant feature, form what is 

called a 'correlation'. In SIA, for example, the pairs /b/ and 

/P/, /d/ and /t/, IgI and /k/, /gv/ and /C'/, /8/ and /y/ 

and /x/, /z/ and IsI, and /T/ and /h/ are in exclusive relation 

and what distinguishes /b/ from /p/, /d/ from /t/, etc. is the 

presence versus absence of voicing, respectively (i. e. "voiced" 

vs. "voiceless"). These pairs of phonemes form a correlation 

of voicing. Voicing is, in this case, called the 'mark Of 

c6rrelation'.. A 'correlation mark' (i. e. 'mark of correlation') 

is conceived by Trubetzkoy as "a phonological property whose 

presence or absence characterizes a series of correlation 

pairs" (Principles...., p. 85). (l) Thus, a correlation can be 

conceived as "the sum of all correlation pairs characterized 

(1) In connexion with the notion of the 'mark', I agree with 
T. Akamatsu, among other functionalists, that it is "a phonic 
properýy pure and simple and.... its presence and absence create 
two relevant features', see T. Akamatsu, "On the Notion of the 
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by the same correlation mark*' (Principles p. 85). (l) 

Meanwhile, a 'correlation pair' is defined as "two phonemes 

that are in a relation of logical'ly privative, proportional, 
bilateral opposition with e ach other'''(ibid, P. 84). (2) 

A. 6' The'Archiphon6me 

In view of the above definition of 'exclusive relation', it 

is to be understood that'the'sum of'the*relLivdnt'featut6s't6mmon 

to'two'(or'more)_'phonerrios'whith areAn'exclugive'relatiWis 

called'an"archiphoneme '. This means that only those phonemes 

that stand in exclusive relation can form an archiphoneme (see 

Martinet's'Lci'dLittription'phonol6gioue ... cit,, p. 42). 

The notion of the 'archiphonen-el was used for the first 

time in 1929. It was proposed by R. Jakobson in his'R6marques 

cit, where the concept was made explicit and given a tem. 

contd. 'from'previous page: - Mark in Phonology", in*, Actes*du 
0me Colloque'lnternational'de Linguittique"Fonctionn-eTl-e 
(Oviedo 26-30 jumet 1977), UnIversidad de Oviedo, 1978, pp. 
141-145 (esp. pp. 142f). 

(1) A French wording of this definition is found in Martinet's'La 
linguistique synchronique ... cit (p. 131), where 'correlation' 
is defined as 

* 
"Vensemble de toutes les paires correlatives qui 

sont caracteris4s par la me^me marque de correlation". 

(2) For Trubetzkoy's conception of a 'logically privative, 
proportional, bilateral opposition, see'Principles ... pp. - 
67ff and section 6.3 of this thesis. 
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We read (TCLP, 2, pp. 8f and SW, 1, p. 12): 

11 nous pouvons degager une entite' nouvelle, 

essentielle pour la phonologie, "a savoir Varchi- 

phoneme. L'archiphon"eme, d1une part, West pas 

susceptible d'*btre subdivise en. oppositions de 

phorýemes disjoints plus menues, et d'autre 

part ne saurait poss4der avec un autre archi- 

phonleme un substrat commun isolable par la 

conscience linguistique, c'est-4-dire que 

Parchiphoneme ne saurait lbtre corr4latif d'un 

autre archiphonýme. L'archiphoneme est une 

id4e g4n4rique, c'est une unit4 abstraite, qui 

pput unir un ou plusieurs couples de variantes 

corr6latives (de phonemes corr4latifs). " 

The archiphoneme as a 'unit' was implied in "Propositions" 

(1928), where we read: 

"Une corr6lation phonologique est constitutee 

par une sdrie d'oppositions binaires definies 

par un principe commun qui peut btre pense 

inddpendamment de chaque couple de termes 

opposds. 'l (SW, 1, --p. 3) 

In the"Projet" of 1931, the 'archiphonemel was defined as an 

"414ment comun de deux ou plusieurs phon6mes corrdlatifs, qulon 

peut concevoir abstraction faite des propridtds de corrdlation" 
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(TCLP, 4, p. 315). In 1962, furthermore, Jakobson defined the 

larchiphonemel as "the common core of two phonemes within a 

correlated pair" (SW, 1, pp. 634f). 

All the above definitions 'show that the 'archiphoneme' 

concept is bound up with the concept of 'correlation'. 

Trubetzkoy's first mention of the 'archiphoneme', on the other 

hand, occurred in 1929, where Trubetzkoy relates the 'archi- 

phoneme'to his own expression Thonemennester' (i. e. 'phoneme 

nests' in Englis h). He writes: 

"Hinter einem solchen Phonemenneste steht 

immer eine ziemlich verschwommene, von 

allen korrelativen Eigenschaften freie, 

Lautvorstellung... fUr den Roman Jakobson 

den Ausdruck "Archiphonem" vorschlagt. '(1) 

In a 1931 article Trubetzkoy (2 ) 
adopts Jakobson's conception of 

the'archiphoneme' and defines it as 'a general sound concept 

(Lautbegriff)' abstracted from the qualities of a correlation. 

In his Principles, furthermore, Trubetzkoy redefines the 'archi- 

phoneme' as "the sum of distinctive properties that two phonemes 

have in common" (p. 78). -For exa mple, the sum of the relevant 

(1) N. S.. Trubetzkoy, Polabische Studien (= Sitzungsberichte der 
Wissenschaften in Wien, Philosophisch-historische KI. bd. ZII, 
Abh. 4), Wien, 192T, -p. 133. 

(2) See N. S. Trubetzkoy's Mie phonologischep Systeme", in TCLP, 
4,1931, pp. 96-116 (esp. p. 98). 
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features common to the SIA phonemes /p/ and /b/, viz. "labial", 

"non-nasal" and "stop", forms the archiphoneme which occurs in 

the position where the p/b opposition is neutralized in SIA. (l) 

In addition, this archiphoneme is, ac. cording to Martinet's 

theory (see his La linguistique synchronique. -.., -p. 42)psaid to be In 

exclusive relation with the SIA phoneme-/m/ as they are-distinguished 

from each other by the absence and presence of 'nasality', 

respectively (i. e. "non-nasal" vs. "nasal") and they alone share 

the relevant feature "labial" only. 

Martinet, too, deals with the concept of-the 'archiphoneme' 

in his Elements, among his other works, where he says: 

PIf the phoneme is defined as the sum of 

the relevant features, the archiphoneme 

is the sum of the relevant features common 

to two or more phonemes, which alone present 

them all. "(p. 69) 

In a 1936 article, furthermore, Martinet (2) 
suggests that the 

(1) See Section 13.2 of this thesis. 
(2) See Martinet's "Neutralisation et archiphonýme% in TCLP, 6, 
1936, pp. 46-57. In hiý. ý"Ob en est la phonologie? ... cit7, -,, 
furthermore, Martinet suggests that the 'archiphoneme' should 
be abandoned altogether, but he uses it in his later writings 
(e. g. in Elements-, pp. 68-71). Vachek, too, rejects the 
concept of--th-e-'archiphoneme'. He writes: 

the concept of archiphoneme has no justi- 
fication... it is hardly chance that since 
Trubetzkoy's GrundzUge-this term has been 
virtually abandoned in phonological books 
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archiphoneme should be restricted to cases where'there is neut- 

ralization. To both Trubetzkoy and Martinet, therefore, the 

concept of the 'archiphonemel is bound with the concept of 

'neutralization'. (') 

contd. from previous page: - and papers by the 
Frague group - this has obviously been due 
to its unfruitfulness. "(LSP, p. 62) 

The controversy about the concept of the larchiphonemel has 
recently taken the shape of a series of articles initiated by 
E Býyssens in 1972. See (a) E. Buyssens, "Phon&me, archi- 
pýOneme et pertinence" I in La linguistique, 8/2,1972, pp. 39-58, * 
(b) R. Vion, "Les notion de neutralisation et d'archiphoneme 
en phonologie", in La linguistique, 10/1,1974, pp. 33-52, (c) 
E. Buyssens, "A propoS de ParChiphon6me" , La linguistique, 11/2, 
1975, pp. 35-38, (d) T. Akamatsu, "Peut-on dissocier "neutral- 
isation" et "archiphoneme"71" in La linguistique, 12/2,1976, 
pp. 27-32, and (e) E. Buyssens, "A propoS de Parchiphoneme", 
in La linQuistique, 13/2,1977, pp. 51-54. Akamatsuls, reply to 
Buis--sens (1977) is forthcoming. In addition, see E. Buyssens, 
"Contre la notion d'archiphon6me", in P. 11th ICL, Bologna, 1974, 
pp. 765-768. 

(1) For a detailed account of the concepts of 'neutralization' 
and the 'archiphoneme', see Niels Davidsen-Nielsen, Neutrali- 
zation and Archiphoneme: Two Phonological Concepts an-d-It"fieir 
History-, - Copenhagen, 1978 (esp. Chapters I and 2). On the 
notion f 'archiphoneme' see also T. Akamatsu, "The Functional 
Level of Archiphoneme" in P. 7th ICPS, Pbuton, 1972, pp. 1067- 
1074. 
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4.7. Neutralization. 

The Praquians and the glossematicians have been influenced 

by Saussure who attaches a great deal of importance to oppo- 

sitions in language. Neutralization, which is a consequence of 

the application of the concept of 'opposition' is, therefore, 

very important to the Praguians (and subsequently the neo- 

Prajuians) as well as the glossematicians. 
(') The concept'of 

'neutralization' was first used by Trubetzkoy in his Polabische 

Studien, (1929)(2)'and later in his article "Die phonologischen 
Systeme" ... cit. However, the advent of neutralization could 
clearly be anticipated but had not yet been used in Polabische 

Studien. We read: 

"Somit wird ein Phonem nAcht immer mit derselben 

Deutlichkeit gedacht. Es gibt Stellungen in 

denen alle Eigneschaften eines Phonems in 

Sprachbewusstsein deutlich hervortreten; in 

anderen Stellungen verblassen einigen 

Eigenschaften desselben Phonems und. werden 

nur ganz undeutlich perzeptiert. "(pp. 125f) 

(1) Fischer-JOrgensen (Trends .... footnote 11 on p. 29) states 
that IsaZenko.. (see his "Hat s ch die Phonologie Uberlebt? " in 
Zeitschrift fur Phonetik, 9,1956, pp. 329-330) is an exception. 
The term 'neutraliiation' is also used by non-functionalists 
(e. g. generativists and stratificationalists) but in a different 
sense from that of the functionalistý. For a brief account of 
this, see Fischer-JOrgensen, ibid. 
(? ) Jakobson (SW, I, p. 314) states that the first linguist to 
broach the problem of neutralization is N. Durnovo in 1927. 
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A detailed account of neutralization is found for the first time 

in Trubetzkoy's 1936 article 
(1) 

and in Martinet's article of 

the same year. 
(2 ) Furthermore, the concept of 'neutralization' 

was further elaborated in Trubetzkoy's GrundzUqe (1939). 

4.8. Definitions and Types of Neutralization. 

As stated in section 4.3 above, the positions where a 

given opposition is neturalized are said to be the positions of 

neutralization. In my opinion, neutralization designates the 

non-val. idity of a given phonological opposition in certain 

positions where neither of the opposition members (i. e. phonemes) 

occurs. In other words, phonological oppositions are said to 

be 'neutralizable' if there are contexts in which they cease to 

be relevant. Oppositions that are always relevant are known as 

'constant' oppositions (see section 6.3 of this thesis). B. 

Trnka (3 ) defines 'neutralization' as the suppression of "conjunct' 

oppositions 
(4) in some of their positions in the word, and 

amends Trubetzkoy's interpretation of neutralization by means 

of the archiphoneme to which both members of a neutralizable 

(1) N. S. Trubetzkoy, "Die Aufhebung der phonologischen Gegen- 
satze", in TCLP, 6,1936, pp. 29-45 (reprinted in PSRL, pp. 
187-205). 
(2) A. Martinet, "Neutralisation et archiphontme"... Cit. 
(3) See B. Trnka, A Phonological Analysis of Present-Day 
Standard English (-revised new edition), Tokyo, 1966. - 
(4) A 'conjunct opposition' is a phonological opposition the 
members of which are distinguished from each other by one and 
only one relevant feature; see ibid, p. 12. See also section 
6.3 of this thesis. 
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opposition are reduced as a result of the suppression of the 

relevant feature distinguishing them. (') According to Trnka's 

definition, neutralization. 'implies the exclusion of one of the 

opposition members from its phonetic environment. Trnka refers 

to the variant which realizes the archiphoneme in the position 
(2) 

of neutralization-as the 'neutralization variant' . In 

Trnka's opinion, the role of neutralization in language "is to 

restrict the distribution of some phonological oppositions and 

to concentrate them to-smal_ler contextual contrasts by making 

them incompatible with some specific positions and environments 

in the word". 

Trubetzkoy (4). 
on the other hand, distinguishes two types 

(1) See Kramsky, The Phoneme... cit. p. 70. 
(2) Jakobson, too, talks about the realization of the archi- 
phoneme in his Remarques ... cit, where he calls it 'variante 
fondamentale'. We read: 

"Nous appelons variante fondamental*e d'un phon6me 
(ou, respectivement, d1un archiphoneme) celle des 
variantes combinatoires extragrammaticales (ou 
corrdlatives) de ce phon6me (ou de cet archiphonýme) 
qui se trouve. dans la plus faible d4pendance des 
conditions extrins6ques et qui se rdalise dans les 
conditions de la differenciation quantitativement 
la plus grande et la plus nette des phonemes (ou 
archiphonemes) de la langue. La variante qui se 
trouve dans la plus fable dýpendance des con- 
ditions extrinseques est celle qui se rencontre 
dans les circonstances les plus varidet ... "(SW, l, 
p. 15 and TCLP, 2, p. 11). 

(3) B. Trnka, bp. cit p. 31. 
(4) See Trubetzkoy's (a) Principles.... pp. 228-241, and (b) 
"Die Aufhebung ... cit-for a detailed account of the types of 
neutralization. 
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of neutralization: (a) context-determined neutralization which 

is dependent on the neighbouring phonemes, and (b) structure- 

determined neutralization which is conditioned by position in 

a word, a syllable, or an accent. - The neutralization of the 

opposition between distinctively "voiced" and distinctively 

"voiceless" consonants before fricatives and stops in Russian 

is an example of context-determined neutralization, whereas 

the neutralization of the opposition between distinctively 

voiced" and distin'ctively-I'voiceless" consonants in final 

position in German and Russian is an example of structure- 

determined neutralization. 

4.9. The Pre-requisites of Neutralization. 

It is generally agreeo among functionalists that 

'exclusive relation' is the basic condition for the members of 

a given opposition if that opposition is to be regarded as 

neutralizable. -Neutralization is to be thought of as a 

phonological phenomenon which is likely to reveal itself during 

the process of examining the validity of the oppositions between 

the phonemes of a given phonological system. In other words, 

neutralization'should only be related to phonological opposi- 

tions and not to phonemes nor to relevant features, O) 
as I 

(1) Fischer-JOrgensen (Trends...., p. 30) seems to think that 
neutralization takes Pla-c-e-EFetween phonemes. On the other hand, 
Martinet (at least in Lingua, 1, pp. 48f) believes that neutral- 
ization takes place bCtween distinctive (i. e. relevant) features. 
I understand Martinet's view to mean that neutralization is the 
disappearance of the relevant feature which forms the mairk of 
correlation between the members of a given phonological 
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think that one would normally talk about a phonological 

opposition being neutralized in certain positions (called the 

positions of neutralization). Trubetzkoy thinks, rightly in my 

opinion, that the members of a neutralizable opposition must 

share relevant features which do, not occur together in other 

phonemes. For example, the English phonemes /p/ and /b/ share 

the relevant features "bilabial" and "non-nasal" which 

together are not possessed by any of the other English phonemes 

which is why neutralization is possible for the p/b opposition 
in certain positions, viz. after word-initial /s/. On the 

other hand, the opposition between the English phonemes /p/ 

and /t/, for example, can never be regarded as neutralizable 

because the relevant features "voiceless" and "non-nasal" 

common to both /p/ and /t/ are also possessed by /k/. Trubetz- 

koy's conclusion is, therefore, that neutralization can only 

occur with bilateral oppositions, which means that not all 

examples of non-validity of phonological oppositions in certain 

contexts are considered as cases of neutralization. Martinet 

(Elements..., p. 70), on the other hand, believes that neutrali- 

zation is also possible in the case of wha t Trubetzkoy calls 

multilateral oppositions as long as the opposition between all 

the members of the respective opposition is neutralized - 

contd. from previous page: - opposition in the position of 
neutralization, e. g. the upp . ression of the relevant feature 
of "voicing" from the opposition between /b/ and /p/ after 
initial /s/ in English. ' 
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Martinet never operates with the concept of 'multilateral 

opposition'). 
(') As an example of such neutralization, Martinet 

mentions the neutralization of the opposition between the three 

Spanish nasal phon6mes /m/, /n/ and */Ji/ in syllable-final position 

"where the choice of the sounds [m], [nl, '[. n] and [io]is indic- 

ated by the context and is subject to the cfioice of the speaker". 

For example, the nasal at the end of the word gran is realized 

as [m] in gran poeta, as [n] in gran torero, as [p] in Gran 

Chaco and as Dal in gran c nquistador. In thisý example, [m], 

[n], [, n] and-Dol are realizations of the archiphoneme occurring 

in syllable-final position of the opposition between /m/, /n/ 

and /. n/. According to Martinet, therefore, neutralization exists 

wherever an archiphoneme is realized. Trnka, (2) furthermore, 

thinks that neutralization should be the result of a structural 

law in the language. For instance, distinctively "voiced" and 

"voiceleis" consonants in Czech are neutralized in all cases 

except before phonemes which do not form part of the 'voicing' 

correlation, e. g. tja/da, tr/dr, etc. Consequently, the non- 

validity of the English opposition m/n before /3/, /tJ/ and 

/d3/ is not considered as a case of neutralization as they are 

opposed to each other before /I/ and /s/. 

(1) 1 wish to point out that a 'multi 
* 
lateral opposition' does 

not involve more than two phonemes; in fact the two members of 
a multilateral opposition have some relevant features in common 
which are also possessed by one or more other. phonemes in the 
system, e. g. the opposition between English /m/ and /n/ since 
/io/ possesses the relevant feature "nasal" which is common to 
/m/ and /n/. 
(2) See Trnka's "Die Phonologie in techisch und slovakisch 
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Another crucial characteristic of neutralizable oppositions 

is oppositional capaciiX. 
(l) That is to say, only those oppo- 

sitions that can be opposed to the rest of the phonological 

units of a given system have archiphonemes. This 'oppositional 

capacity' is the basic principle for phonological existence in 

general. In German, the opposition between /t/ and /d/ is 

neutralized in word-final position and what occurs in this 

position is, from a phonological point of view, neither the 

"voiceless" nor the "voiced" stop but, rather,, the "non-nasal 

dental occlusive" in general. Characterized as such, this 

archiphoneme can be opposed to the dental nasal /n/ as well as 

the non-nasal velar and the non-nasal labial stops, i. e. /k/, 

IgI and /p/, /b/, respectively. 

4.10. Relatedness of the Members of a Neutralizable Opposition. 

In the positions of relevance of a given phonological 

opposition, all the opposition members are clearly perceived, 

while in the position(s) of neutralization it. is usually not 

possible to tell which of the members is. produced or perceived. 

This arises from the fact that the specific features of an 

opposition member lose, in the position(s). of neutralization, 

their distinctive force. In other words, only those features 

contd. from previous paqe-, geschriebenen Sprachwissenschaftlichen 
Arbeiten" in Archiv fur verqleichende Phonetik, 6,1943, p. 70. 

(1) The term 'contrastive capacity' is used by Baltaxe in her 
translation of Trubetzkoy's GrundzUge (see Principles ... ; p. -79) 
as an equivalent to Trubetzkoy's "GegenUberstellung" (see also 
KrImsky's The Phoneme... cit, p. 96). But in view of what has 
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that are common to all the members of a given neutralizable 

opposition retain their distinctive force. 

Trubetzkoy (Principles..., p. 78) talks about the relation 

between the members of a neutralizable opposition in the 

position of relevance and says that they are "often felt only 

as two meaning-differentiating nuances [bedeutungsdifferenzie- 

rende Njancen], that is, as two distinct yet closely related 

phonic entities"-. This means-that there is a sense of 'intimate 

relatedness' between the members-of a neutralizable opposition. 

To illustrate this, Trubetzkoy mentions French /i/ and /e/ as 

compared with /e/ and--/c/. He says that the phonic difference 

between the members of the two pairs of phonemes is more or 

less the same. But because the opposition between /e/ and /e/ 

is neutralizable (while it is constant between /i/ and /e/), the 

French can easily feel there is a very close relation between 

/e/ and /e/, while in the case of A/ and /e/ they feel there 

is not any particular closeness. This is also maintained by 

Martinet (Phonology as Functional Phonetics... cit, p'. 6) who 

says that "linguistic feeling is a result of the functioning 

of the system ". 

contd. from previous page. - been said about the concepts of 'opposition- and 'paradigmatic', I believe that the term 
'oppositional capacity' should be used instead. Furthermore, 
Baltaxe erroneously translates Trubetzkoy's 'gegenubergestellt' 
as 'contrasted' while it should be 'opposed'. 
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4.11. The Archiphoneme Representative 

The concept of the larchiphoneme representative' was coined 

and mainly utilized by Trubetzkoy(l) (see Principles ... pp. 79' 

83) who thinks that there are four possible, ýcases as to how the 

archiphoneme is to be realized in the position(s) of neutrali- 

zation of a neutralizable opposition. 
(2) 

In CASE I, Trubetzkoy mentions the possibility that the 

archiphoneme representative may be realized as a sound which is 

not phon etically identical-with either of the opposition 

members, i. e. a sound intermediary to them. For example, the 

second segment in the English word speak which is, in Trubetz- 

koy's view, phonetically intermediary to [p] and [b] (see. 

Principles-, pp. 79f). 

(1) The majority of functionalists do not operate with the con- 
cept of the 'archiphoneme representative'. For example, see 
T. Akamatsuls views on it in his "De la notion de 'reprdsentant 
de l'archiphon6me"' in Acfes du deuxike colloque de linguis- 
tique fonctionnelle, Clermont-Ferrand, 1975, pp. 95-101. 
(2) From the four cases to be mentioned, it is not clearwhether 
Trubetzkoy considers 'neutralizable oppositions' as phonological 
or as-phonetic oppositions. Sometimes he seems to be talking 
about the oppo ition between phonic elements being neutralized 
in certain positions. In other instan-c-e-s-, 'Fe seems to be 
talking about the opposition between phonemes being neutralized 
in certain positions. The inadequacy and ambiguity on 
Trubetzkoy's part'are clearly manifested in his treatment of 
the archiphoneme representative. In other words, one would 
never know whether Trubetzkoy considers the archiphoneme repre- 
sentative as a phoneme or as a realization of 5--p-H66-neme. He 
writes: "The representative of the archiphoneme of a neutral- 
izable opposition Occurring in the position of neutralization 
is not identical with either of the. opposition members" 
(Principles..., p. 79). This suggests, in my opinion, that the 
archiphoneme representative as well as the opposition members 
are phonetic realizations and not phonemes. 

, 
This interpre- 

tation is based on the fact that phonemes are not, from the 
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CASE II considers the archiphoneme representative occuring 

in the position(s) of neutralization of a neutralizable 

opposition as being identical with one of the opposition members. 

In other words, the archiphoneme may be realized as a sound 

which is phonetically identical with the realization of one of 

the opposition members in which case the choice of the-archi- 

phoneme representative is. externally conditioned, i. e. "the , 

opposition member that 'bears a closer resemblance or relation' 

to.... - a neighbouring-phoneme, or-is even identical with it, 

becomes the representative of the archiphoneme" (Principles .... 

p. 80). For example, the opposition between distinctivOY"voice- 

less" and "voiced" obstruents is neutralized before other 

obstruents "of the same type of articulation", in which case 

the "voiceless" member of the opposition becomes the archi- 

phoneme representative before "voiceless" obstruents, and the 

"voiced" member before "voiced" obstruents. 

contd. from previous page: -functional standpoint, physical 
entities, i. e. they cannot be heard and so the adjective 
'identical' can only apply to phonic elements (which are 
physical entities). That this argument is valid becomes clear 
when we look at Trubetzkoy's statement which says that the 
archiphoneme representative "is realized by a sound phonetically 
related to both opposition members but not identical with either 
one" (ibid). To my mind, this statement should be related to 
the n6flon of the 'archiphoneme' and not the 'archiphoneme 
representative' as Trubetzkoy puts it above. On the other hand, 
Trubetzkoy writes: "CASE II - The representative of the archi- 
phoneme is identical with the realization of one of the oppo- 
sition members... 11(ibid, p. 80). One would rightly-take this to 
mean that the archi-p-Ho-neme representative is a phonetic element 
which is, in this case, identical with the realization of one 
of the opposition members (i. e. the opposition members are, in 
this case, phonemes and not phonic elements since phonic 
elements are already phonetic realizations and so cannot be 
realized'a second time). In addition, it is not very clear 
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In CASE III and CASE IV, Trubetzkoy talks about marked and 

unmarked members of phonological oppositions. CASE III states 

that it is the 'unmarked' member of the neutralized opposition 

that serves as the archiphoneme representative.. -In this case, 

the archiphoneme representative is conditioned internal1j. 

According to Trubetzkoy's theory, the specific features of the 

opposition member that serves as the archiphoneme representative 

become irrelevant, whereas the other member retains the phono- 

logical relevance of its specific features: the former. member 

is considered as larchiphoneme'+ zero' (i. e. unmarked), and the 

latter as 'archiphoneme +a specific mark' (i. e. marked). . 

-According-to this case, it is the "voiceless" (i. e. 
-unmarked) 

member of the opposition t/d in German that represents the 

archiphoneme in word-final position. As regards CASE IV, the 

sound realizing the archiphoneme in the position of neutraliz- 

ation of a neutralizable opposition may be identical with one 

member in one position and the other in another. For instance, 

the archiphoneme representative occurring in root-initial 

position of the neutralizable opposition s/1 in German is /I/ 

whereas it is /s/ in root-medial and final positions. In this 

case, the choice of the archiphoneme representative. in the 

position of neutralization is neither externally nor internally. 

contd. from previous pages. - whether Trubetzkoy's transcription 
of the words he c, ites in his Principles is phonetic or phonemic 
(any inaccuracy in my transcriptions of Trubetzkoy's examples is 
to be attributed to this ambiguity). It is due to this inad- 
equacy of Trubetzkoy's theory of the archiphoneme representative 
that 1, among other functionalists, reject the concept of the 
archiphoneme representative. 
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conditioned because the s/I opposition is equipollent. Another 

example of this case is the neutralization of the opposition 

between what Trubetzkoy calls 'soft z' and'sharp s' (see - 

Principles.... p. 82) root-initially and morpheme-fi-nally in 

German: the archiphoneme being represented by /z/ initially 

and /s/ finally. This case gives rise to the problem as to 

which archiphoneme representative is to be regarded as "the 

more genuine" Qbid..., p. 83). According to Trubetzkoy, the 

archiphoneme representative that occurs in the position of 

maximum phonemic differentiation is the more genuine one. 

Trubetzkoy adds that "since the opposition "sharp" sP'soft" z 

is logically privative, one can probably regard it as actually 

privative, and the "soft" z as its unmarked member" (Ibid). 

4.12. Symbolizing the Archiphoneme. 

As Fischer-JOrgensen rightly remarks, "there has been 

much difference of opinion as to the transcription of the 

member of an opposition occurring in the position of neutrali- 

zation" (Trends .... pp. 30f). In'Trubetzkoy's notation, archi- 

phonemes are symbolized by capital letters, e. g. tN archi- 

phoneme occurring in the position of neutralization (viz. word- 

finally) of the neutralizable opposition t/d in Geman is trans- 

cribed as /T/ (i. e. both Rat. 'advice' and Rad 'wheel ' are 

transcribed as /raT/). Fischer-JOrg'ensen (ibid. p. 31) further 

states that Trubetzkoy "was inclined to consider archiphonemes 

as independent units in the phoneme inventory" in which case 
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the number of phonemes, is, increased and the transcription 

becomes somewhat clumsy". - In his "Die Phonologischen Systeme" 

(TCLP, 4, esp. p. 98), Trubetzkoy points out that in the position 

of neutralization, 'linguistic consciousness'(, 'Sprachbewusstsein', 

in German) always perceives-the unmarked member regardless of 

the phonetic realization. Thftwould mean that "a Russian 

would perceive z"! in the cluster zd- as unvoiced s" (jbid) and 

so it should, in Trubetzkoy's view, be symbolized as IsI. 

Martinet too. - has, in his earlier works, - used capital letters 

to symbolize archiphonemes. 
(1) Since this method of trans- 

cribing archiphoneonposes no typographical confusion, I shall 

adopt it in symbolizing the SIA archiphonemes (see sections 

13.2 - 13.5 of this thesis). 

On the other hand, T. Akamatsu (among other functionalists) 

would, for example, symbolize the archiphoneme occurring in 

word-final position of the opposition between the German 

phonemes /t/ and /d/ as /t-d/. (2 Furthermore, N. Davidsen- 

Nielsen would symbolize this archiphoneme as (t/d>. 
(3 ) As 

Fischer-JOrgensen states (see Trends...., p. 31), several other 

Prague phonologists thought it better to transcribe archiphonemes 

the way they are pronounced. 

(1) See for example his La phonologie du mot en danois ... cit, 
BSL, 38, esp. p. 219. 
(2) See for example his article, "The Neutralization of the /m/ 
-/n/ Opposition in English", in Bulletin of the Phonetic Society 
of Japan, 143, Tokyo, 1973, pp. -4-9. 

(3) See for example his Neutralization and Archiphoneme ... cit. 
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4.13. "Neutralization" and "Defective Distribution". 

Scholars outside the functional school of linguistics 

might confuse the notion of 'neutralization' with the notion 

of 'defective distributionl. (') The distinction between the two 

notfons is that 'neutralization' desiqnates the non-validity of 

individual phonoloqical oppositions in certain contexts, whereas 

'defective distribution' desiqnates the non-occurrence of 

individual phonemes in certain contexts. Martinet, among other 

functionalists, deals with this important matter (see, for 

example his Phonol"ogy-as Functional Phonetics.... cit, p. 7). In 

connexion with the non-occurrence of /t/ word-initially before 

/I/ in English, for example, he says that it is not to be 

considered as a case of neutralization because it is not 

possible to tell which of the two oppositions p/t and k/t is 

neutralized in the respective position (or context). He adds 

that it is not possible to consider [k] (as'in clear) as the 

realization of an archiphoneme which is, in all other positions, 

represented by two separate phonemes. He bases his argument on 

his the6ry that "only phonemes that stand in exclusive relation 

can be considered as forming an archiphoneme". It follows from 

this that /k/ and A/ are not in exclusive relation since the 

relevant features common to them (viz. "voiceless" and"non-nasýl") 

(l)-Attention should be drawn to the danger of confusing the 
concept of-'neutralization' with that of 'defective distribu- 
tion'. The discrimination between the two phenomena is of 
paramount importance to functionalists. This distinction has 
been explained by scholars such as Martinet (see for example 
his Phonology as -Functional -Phonetics-. -.. c4t-, -. -ýsp; p. 7)- and - 
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are also shared by /p/ and therefore we cannot speak of an 

archiphoneme in the case of either of the pairs /k/ and /t/, and 

/p/ and /t/. This proves that the non-occurrence of /t/ word- 

initially before /i/ in English is a case of defective distri- 

bution and not neutralization. To make the distinction between 

the two concepts sharper, Martinet also gives an example of 

neutralization. In this connexion, he deals with the non- 

occurrence (or non-validity) of the p/b opposition in final 

position in Russian. He argues that the opposition between 

/P/ and /b/ is neutralizable since /p/ and /b/ are in exclusive 

relation (i. e. they are the only phonemes in the phonological 

system of Russian to share the relevant features "oral" and 

"bilabial") and that an "oral bilabial" archiphoneme (realized 

as [p]) occurs in final position of the p/b opposition in 

Russian. 

4.14. Functional Load 

The concept of 'functional load'(') is another important 

notion in functional phonology since it points to the importance 

contd. from previous paQe: F. FranSois (see for example pp. 207f 
in Le langage, encyclopddie de la Pleiade ... cit edited by A. 
Martinet). See also the remainder of-fFis section. 
(1) As R. S. Meyerstein states in his Functional Load (= Janua 
Linguarum, Series Minor, 99, Mouton, 1970, footnote 1 on p. 13), 
the concept of fRHTEtional load' (or simply 'load') is also 
referred to by the terms 'functional yield', 'yield', 'functional 
burden', 'burden', 'communication load' and 'weight'. In French 
it is referred to by'the terms 'rendement fonctionnel and 
'rendement'; in German 'Belastung', 'semantische Belastung', 
'funktionelle Belastung', 'Belastungs-und Kombinationsfahigkeit', 
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and degree of utilization of individual phonological oppositions 

in the phonological system of a given language (or dialect). 

If we believe (and I have already stated that I do) that 'oppo- 

sition' is the essence of phonological existence, it follows 

that the members of a given phonological opposition may or may 

not, as the case may be, undergo certain changes as'to their 

phonological status (hence phonological evolution) depending, 

of course, on whether the functional load of the respective 

phonemes and the oppositions they enter into is low or high:. 
(l) 

In other words, what is in the present. state of a given phono- 

logical system a distinctive unit (i. e. a phoneme) may become 

a non-distinctive unit (i. e. a variant of another existing 

phoneme) if the functional load of the respective phoneme and 

the-phonological oppositions it forms with the other phonemes 

of the system is very low (or negligible), and vice-versa. For 

example, the English phoneme /h/ has been discarded in a good* 

number of dialects, e. g. Cockney English, due to the very low 

functional load of /h/ and the oppositions it enters into in the 

phonological system of the respective dialects (i. e. Cockney 

contd. from erevious page: - and 'Tragfdhigkeit'; in Czech 
'funktnf zatfleni". For the sake of simplicity, I shall retain 
the most commonly used term 'functional load'. 
(1) Functional load is by no means the only (nor necessarily the 
most decisive) fa r in the phonological development (i. e. 
change) of language. On the various factors affecting the 
phonological development of language, see J. Vachek "On the 
Explanatory Power of the Functional Load of Phonemes" in 
Slavica Pragensia, 11 (Prague, 1969), pp. 63-71; reprinted in 
J. Vachek's Selected Writings in English and General Linguistics 
(= Janua Linguarum, Series Maior, 9Z), MouTo--n, 1976, pp. 36-43. 
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English). (') 

A number of definitions of the notion of 'functional load' 

have been attempted. 
(2 ) The second of the nine theses that 

'the LCP presented to the First Conference of Slavic Philologists 

(see TCLP, 1, pp. 7,29) concerns itself with the tasks of the 

study of linguistic systems. Part of the second thesis deals 

with the fundamental tasks of synchronic phonology, one of 

which reads: 

"On doit... dEfterminer le degrEf d'utilisation 

et la densitLf de rdalisation des phonkes en 

question et des combinaisons de phonbmes 

d'dtendu varide. 'Il faut dgalement dtudier 

la charge fonctionnelle des divers phonbmes 

et combinaisons de phonemes dans une langue 

donnEfe. " (p. 11 ) 

In view of the above quotation, 'functional load' (though the 

tem is not used in the quotation as such) is conceived as the 

degree of utilization and-the density of realization-of the 

phonemes and phoneme combinations (or clusters) of a given 

-(I-) See LSP, -. pp. -68f, ýLepschy ,s Survey.... Op. 105f and Martinet's 
unpublisTi-e-d paper "The*Internal Conditioning of Phonological 
Changes" read at the Eighth International Congress of Phonetic 
Sciences (Leeds, August 1975). 

. 
(2) For a critical account of the definitions to be presented 
in this section, see R. S. Meyerstein, op. cit, pp. 17ff, 
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language. 

In the "Projet" of 1931, furthemore, 'functional load' 

was defined as the "degre d'utilisation d'une opposition . 

phonologique pour la differenciation dev diverses signifi- 

cations des mots dans une langue donn6e" (TCLP, 4, p. 313). 

Trubetzkoy (Principles...., p. 268) talks about the 

'functional load' of a given phonological opposition and 

defines it as "the extent to which the individual phonological 

oppositions are utilized distinctively". (') 

In his fconotaie deý changements phondtiques (Berne, 1955), 

Martinet defines the concept of 'functional load' as 'Timpor- 
(2) tance fonctionnelle d'une opposition phonologique" (p. 54) . 

(3) Finally, Fischer-JOrgensen, a non-functionalist, 

conceives of 'functional load' as "the utilization of the 

existing phonological oppositions" (Trends .... p. 39). 

(1) Trubetzkoy also talks about what he calls the "average 
load" of-the phonemes of a given language.; see Principles ... p. 268. My own views on the concept of 'functional load' Will 
be presented later in this section. 
(2) In his unpublished paper of 1975 mentioned above, (see 
footnote (1) on page 112) Martinet defines the 'functional 
load' of a given opposition as "the frequency of its support- 
ing the distinction between two words or segments of discourse". 
(3) For more non-functional definitions and descriptions of 
the concept of 'functional load', see the following: (a) 
C. F. Hockett, A Manual of PhonologX (= Indiana University 
Publications i-n-Ynthropology and Linguistics: IJAL, 21/4, 
Part 1), Baltimore, 1955, p. 215, (b) J__. lT. _GreJ_fýe_rg, 4A Method 
for Measuring Functional Yield as Applied to Tone in Africark 
Languages" in Georgetown University Monograph'Series on Language 
and Linguistics, 12, pp. 7-16, Waisi-ngton, D. C.: Georgetown 
University Press. 
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I agree with the above definitions insofar as they relate 

the concept of 'functional load' to the concept of 'phonological 

opposition'. But this does not, in my opinion, entitle us to 

restrict the concept of 'functional load' to individual phono- 

logical oppositions alone nor to individual phonemes alone. 

The concept-of 'functional load' should, in my view, account 

for (a) the distinctive force of a given phoneme (or archi- 

phoneme), i. e. the total number of different distinctive 

oppositions that-a given phpneme (or archiphoneme) can form 

with the other phonemes (or archiphonemes) of the given phonemic 

system in the various word contexts, and (b) the degree of 

distinctive utilization of the distinctive oppositions deter- 

mined under (a). In other words, I conceive of 'functional 

load' as the number of different distinctive oppositions that 

a given phoneme (or archiphoneme) can form with the other 

phonemes (or archiPhonemes) of the given phonemic system, and 

the extent to which these distinctive oppositions are utilized 

in the variou s word contexts. In view of this conception, 

measuring functional load requires the following procedure: 

I 
contd. from Rrevious page-, -1959, p. 7, (c) R. P. Stockwell, J. D. 
Bowen and J. W. Martin, The Grammatical Structures of English 
and Spanish, Chicago, 1965, pp. 292f, (d) R. P. Stoc 11, and 
J. D. Bowen, The 5ounds of English and Spanish, Chicago, 1965, 
p. 16,. (e) C. F. Hockett, The Quantification of Functional Load: 
A Linpuistic Problem, Santa Monica, California, 1966, p. 8, (f) 
R. D. King, "Functi6nal Load and Sound Change", in Lanquaqe, 43, 
1967, p. 831, and-(g) R. S. Meyerstein, op. cit, p. 116. 
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(a) Specifying the various word contexts where a given phoneme 

(or archiphoneme) may occur in the system of the language under 

examination. 

(b) Investigating the number. of distinctive oppositions that 

the respective phoneme (or archiphoneme) may form with the' 

other phonemes (or archiphonemes) of the given phonemic system 

in each of the word contexts specified in (a) above. 

(c) Investigating the number of minimal pairs0) implementing 

each of the different distinctive oppdsttions resulting from 

(b) above in each of the word contexts specified in (a) above, 

i. e. investigating the distinctive force of each of the 

phonological oppositions specified in (b) above. 

The functional load of a given distinctive opposition can 

be worked out by adding up the number of minimal, pairs that the 

given distinctive opposition yields in all the various word 

contexts specified in (a) above. To represent the functional 

load of a given distinctive opposition by a percentage (for 

practical purposes), we can apply the following formula: 

-total number of minimal pairs implementing a giv en distinctive 
%= opposition x 100 

total number of minimal pairs implementing all the possible 
oppositions in the given phonemic system 

(1) The number of 'minimal pairs' which a given phoneme forms 
with the other phonemes-of the respective phonemic system should 
not be confused with the number of 'words'that the given phoneme' 
can enter into in the. system of the language (or dialect) under 
consideration. The former (which is based on the notion of 
$opposition') is related to the functional load of the given 
phoneme, whereas the latter (which eludes the notion of 'oppo- 
sition') indicates the given phoneme's frequency of occurrence 
in words in-the language (or dialect) under investigation. 
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The highest percentage represents the distinctive opposition 

which has the highest functional load in the system of 

distinctive oppositions of. the respective phonological system, 

and so. on. 

The functional load of a given phoneme (or archiphoneme), 

on the other hand. can be worked out as follows: 

(1) Calculating the total number of minimal pairs that all the 

different distinctive oppositions which the respective phoneme 

(or archiphoneme) enters into in the given phonemic system 

yield in all the word contexts specifiedin (a) above. 

(2) Applying (a) above to each of the other phonemes (or archi- 

phonemes)of the given phonemic system and adding up the results. 

(3) To represent the functional load of the given phoneme (or 

archiphoneme)by a percentage (for practical purposes), we can 

apply the following fomula: 

the outcome of (1) above x 100 
the outcome of (2) above 

The phoneme (or archiphoneme) with the highest percentage is 

considered as the phoneme (or archiphoneme) which has the 

highest functional load in the given phonemic system, and so on. 

The above procedure is obviously rather complicated and 

almostimpossible to foll. ow to the very end in any sort of 

research that aims'ýat clarity and adequacy. To make the 

measurement of 'functional load' pýactically possible and clear 
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enough, I propose that 'functional load' should be investigated 

under certain conditions to be specified by the researcher. In 

this research, for example, I shall attempt to investigate 

functional, load in SIA under the following conditions: 

(a) Restricting my investigation to only three word contexts, 

viz. word-initial, word-medial and w6rd-final. 

(b) Restricting my research to the functional load of the 

individual SIA phonemes as far as the number of different 

distinctive oppbsitions in. the above three word contexts is 

concerned, i. e. my investigation will not account for the 

functional load of individual distinctive oppositions, as it is 

beyond the scope of the present research to work out all the 

possible minimal pairs that exist in SIA. 

(c) To represent the functional load of a given SIA phoneme by 

a percentage, I shall apply the following formula: 

total number of distinctive oppositions that the 
respective phoneme actually forms with the other 
phonemes of the SIA phonemic system x 100 

total number of distinctive oppositions that each 
phoneme of the SIA system (or sub-system) can form 
with the other phonemes of the system 

In the above formula, I say"... the SIA system (or sub-system)... " 

depending on whether my aim is to work out the functional load 

of a given SIA phoneme in comparison with the other phonemes 

of the same sub-system (i. e. the vowel system if the respective 

phoneme is a vowel and the consonant system if it is a consonant), 

or in comparison with the other phonemes of the whole phonemic 
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system (i. e. vowel as well as consonant phonemes). The phoneme 

with the highest percentage is considered as the phoneme with 

the highest functional load in the SIA system or sub-system,. 

as the case may be, and so on. 
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Chapter Five 

PHONEMIC DIAGNOSIS: One or Two Phonemes? 

5.1. Introduction 

As stated before, one of the riajor tasks of the phonologist 

is to establish a phoneme inventory for the language (or dialect) 

he is working on. In the process of achieving this task, the 

phonologist is often confronted with cases where it is not easy 

to decide whether he has to do with one or two phonemes. This 

makes it absolytely necessary for the phonologist to-resort to 

well tried and tested rules and methods according to which 

phoneme inventories are to be established. In this chapter, 

therefore, I shall gi. ve a brief account-of the different methods 

of phonemic diagnosis that have been formulated and followed by 

functionalists. Phonemic diagnosis of speech sounds is a means 

of testing whether a given single speech sound (or sound com- 

plex)0) is to be regarded as a realization of one phoneme (i. e. 

interpreted monophonematically) or two phonemes (i. e. interpreted 

biphonemically or polyphonematically) in the language (or dialect) 

under investigation. The present chapter will also present, 

briefly, Trubetzkoy's set of rules for determining phonemes as 

well as a short account of other scholars' criticism of them. 

(1) By a 'single speech sound' is meant a 'simple 'speech sound' 
(e. g. [t], [1], [d]. ) [3b [s], [z]) as compared with a 'sound 
complex' (e. g. [tf], [d3b [ts], [dz]). 
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5.2. The Commutation Test 

In order to decide whether two speech sounds (or a speech 

complex) are a realization of one or two phonemes, the phono- 

logist must first resort to the method that has proved very 

fruitful in phonological research, namely the 'commutation test'. (') 

Although this method of phonemic diagnosis has been used by 

Prague phonologists, "it was never referred to by the above term" 

(LSP, p. 53). Vachek points-out that "this test is usually- 

associated in linguistic theory with the Copenhagen group, which 

give it much attention... "(Lbid). However, the essence of the 

commutation test had already. been known before the Prague School 

was founded. (2 ) The reason why the commutation test is usually 

associated with the Copenhagen group (i. e. the Linguistic School 

of Glossematics) is that glossematics made the test its main 

tool in the analysis of language, i. e. glossematics applies the 

test to all linguistic domains. (viz. phonology, syntax, etc. ) 

right from the start. Besides its linguistic validity (i. e. 

justification), the commutation test is also useful because it 

saves the phonologist a great deal of time and troublesome work. 

F. Franqois (see his "La description linguistique"... cit) states 

(1) This method of phonemic diagnosis (or analysis) has also 
been referred to by the name 'substitution test'; see section 
5.6 of this thesis. 

(2) In his LSP (footnote 24 on p. 53), Vachek writes: "As a matter 
of fact, th7e-commutation test was already known to J. Winteler as 
early as 1876! ". See J. Winteler's well-known work: Die Kerenzer 
Mundart des Kantons Glarus, Leipzig, 1876. 
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that I'la commutation sert a etablir un inventaire en une position 

donnee; elle ne permet pas de dire que dans les positions 

differentes il s'agit du m@me phoneme" (p. 191). This means that 

the commutation test yields a phoneme inventory by means of 

opposing speech sounds to each other in certain word positions 

(i. e. word-initially, word-medially, word-finally, etc. ). The 

importance of the test is also expressed by Martinet in his 

Elements, where the test is said to enable us "to establish the 

phonemes, and the archiphonemes, of a language and at the same 

time to classify each of them according to the relationships 

which it has with the other phonemes and archiphonemes of the 

system" (p. 73). He goes on to say: "Everything is based on the 

operation'called commutation, the one which permitted us to 

oppose the'first segment of lampe to that of rampe and to analyse 

into two successive elements the initial part of cruche by 

opposing it to ruche" (ibid). 'In other words, the commutation 

test is based on 'opposition' which is, to most functionalists 

including myself, the most important concept in phonology; 

other concepts like lphonemel, 'variant', etc. being mere 

corollaries of it. 

The importance attached to the commutation test by the 

Praguians is clearly felt in Trubetzkoy's contributions 

towards the formulation of rules and guide-lines as to whether 

the phonologist has to. do with one or two phonemes. These 

rules are, as we shall see in sections 5.3. - 5.5. of this thesis, 
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based on the commutation test. Trubetzkoy's first contribution 

to this matter is found in the detailed commentary he adds to the 

definition of the phoneme contained in the LCP's "Projet" of 

1931. A detailed version of Trubetzkoy's rules (contained in. 

the "Projet".. pp. 311f) is found in his booklet entitled Anleitung 

zu phonologischen Beschreibungen (Brno 1935). (') Ultimately, a 

revised version of these rules was incorporated in Trubetzkoy's 

Principles (pp. 46-65), where he gives "instructions as to how 

languages are to be described in phonological terms" (LSP, p. 53). 

5.3. Trubetzkoy's Rules for Detemining Phonemes. 

In this section, I shall give an account of Trubetzkoy's 

wording of his rules for determining phonemes, coupled with 

what other scholars have written about them. In his Principles 

(pp. 46-51), Trubetzkoy introduces four rules as to whether two 

single speech sounds should be assigned to one or two phonemes 

in the phonological system of a given language. 

RULE I reads as follows (for detail see. Principles..., 

. pp. 46-48): 

"Two sounds of a given language are merely 

optional phonetic variants of a single 

phoneme if they occur in exactly the same 

(1). This booklet was translated by L. A. Murray under the title: 
Introduction to the Principles of Phonological. Descriptions 
(edited by H. blUhme), 1he Hague, 1968. 
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environment and are interchangeable 

without a change in the lexical meaning 

J'intellektuelle Bedeutung', A. R. ] of 

the word. "(p. 46) 

RULE II reads as follows (for detail see ibid, pp. 48f): 

" If two sounds occur in exactly the same 

position and cannot be interchanged without 

a change in the meaning of the words or 

without rendering*the word unreco gnizable, 

the two-sounds are phonetic realizations 

of two different phonemes. "(p. 48) 

RULE III, on the"other hand, reads as follows (for 

detail see ibid, pp. 49f): 

"If two sounds of a given language, 

related acoustically or articulatorily, 

never occur in the same dnvironment, they 

are to be considered combinatory variants 

of the*same phoneme. "(p. 49) 

Finally, RULE IV reads as follows-(for details see 

ibid, pp. 50f): 

"Two sounds that otherwise meet the 

conditions of Rule III can still not 

be regarded as variants of the same 

phoneme if, in a given language, they 
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can occur next to each other, that is, 

if they are part of a sound sequence in 

those positions where one of the sounds 

also occurs in isolation. 11(p. 50) 

Kramský (The Phoneme ... cit, pp. 64-67) giVes a brief account 

of Trnka's 1954 critical article(') which discusses Trubetzkoy's 

rules above. In this article, Trnka points out that the first 

three rules are based on the criterion of substitution (i. e. 

commutation) while the f6urth rule is merely a limitation of 

the third. He considers RULE I as inaccurate since it fails to 

explain the phonological status of the glottal stop in Czech 

which should, according to this rule, -be regarded as a phoneme 

because it cannot be interchanged with[p] without a change of 

the meaning of the respective words (e. g. [s2udy] 'with limbs' 

vs. [spu*dy] 'from the loft') - apparently this is not the case 

in Trnkals view. RULE II,, on the other hand, is criticized for 

containing a negative character ('unkenntlich'). RULE III is 

based on phonetic similarity and so it is inconsistent since 

"the fact of articulatory relationship is hardly in agreement 

with Trubetzkoy's tenet of the priority of the phoneme and the 

dependence on it of its phonetic-realization" (The Phoneme ... cit, 

p. 65). Trnka attributes the complexity of Trubetzkoy's rules 

(1) See B. Trnka "Ur'Covg'nf fondmu" (On Determining the Phoneme), 
in Acta Universitatis Carolinae, 1954,7, Philologica et 
historica, pp. 16-22. 
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to the lack of the concept of contrast. That is to say, for two 

speech sounds (even if they follow each other) to be regarded 

as realizations of two different phonemes', they have to be in 

contrast with each other. This concept of contrastiveness (also 

'contrasti I vity' or 'contrastability')(1) is, according to Trnka, 

the--principal criterion of phonological evaluation of sound 

complexes. Owing to the above weaknesses of Trubetzkoy's rules, 

Trnka introduces the following reformulation which is based on 

his (i. e. Trnka's) conception of the phoneme: 
(2) 

1. the phonetic complex the components of 

which are not contrasted to each other and 

which contains a certain sum of relevant 

features, is a single phoneme; 

2. the sound whose omission (or insertion) 

in a word does not result in a change of 

its intellectual meaning, is not a phoneme; 

3., the sounds which have the same sum of 

relevant features realize one (and only one) 

phoneme; 

4. two sounds whose substitution for each 

other results in a change of stylistic 

character, are stylistic variants of one phoneme. "- 

(1) For the conception of these terms, see B. Trnka, A Phonological 
Analysis of Present-Day Standard English (revised new edition), 
Tokyo, 1966, pp. 6-f--; see also section 5.6. of this thesis. 
(2) In his article, ibid, Trnka conceives of the phoneme as "a 
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5.4. Rules for Monophonematic Evaluation. 

In addition to his treatment of 'single' speech sounds, 

Trubetzkoy also tackles the problem of whether to assign 'sound 

complexes' (e. g.. affricates and diphthongs) to one, or two 

phonemes. Trubetzkoy (Principles .... pp. 55f) briefly mentions 

the phonetic and phonological conditions governing the monophone- 

matic evaluation of sound complexes (or combinations of sound). 
We read: 

"In general one can say that in a given language 

only those combinations of sound can be 

interpreted as monophonematic whose constituent 

parts are not distributed over two syllables, 

and which are, further, produced by a 6moge- 

neous articulatory movement. Their duration 

must not exceed the normal duration of single 

sounds. A combination of sounds that fulfills 

these purely phonetic prerequisites is only 

"potentially monophonematic. " However, it 

will also be interpreted as being actually 

monophonematic, if in accordance with the 

rules of the particular lagnuage it is 

treated as a single phoneme, or-if the 

general structure of the phonemic system of 

contd. from*previous page:... sum of relevant features distinguished 
from other such sums in the word by contrastivity" (Krgmsky's 
English wording contained in The Phoneme ... p. 67). The English 
wording of Trnka's reformulation of T tzkoy's rules (to be 
quoted) is Krgmskyls (see ibid). 
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that language calls for such an evaluation. 

A monophonematic evaluation of a combination 

of sounds is particularly favoured when its 

constituent parts cannot be taken as the 

realization of any other phonemes'of the 

same language. " 

Trubetzkoy (ibid , pp. 56-60). puts the'above phonetic and phonological 

criteria for a monophonematic interpretation of sound complexes 

in the form of the following'six rules. According to RULE-I, 

"only those combinations of sound whose constituent parts in a 

given language, are not distributed over two syllables are to be' 

regarded as the realization of single phonemes", as in the case 

of Czech [ts]. RULE II states that "a combination of-sounds can 

be interpreted as the realization of a single phoneme only if it 

is produced by a homogeneous articulatory movement or by the 

progressive dissolution of an articulatory complex", as in the 

case of English [ei]and [9u]. According to RULE III, on the 

other hand, "a combination of sounds can be considered the real- 

izatign of a single phoneme only if its'duration does not exceed 

the duration of realization of the other phonemes that occur in a 

given language", as in the case of Russian [ts] and [tS]. This 

rule, as Trubetzkoy himself admits, is less practical than the 

previous two. RULE IV reads'as follows: "A Potentia. lly mono- 

phonematic combination of sounds, that is, a combination of sounds 

co - rresponding to the conditions of Rules I to. III, must be 
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evaluated as the realization of a single phoneme, if it is treated 

as a single phoneme; that is, if it occurs in those positions in 

which phoneme clusters are not permitted in the corresponding 

language". This rule applies to [ts], [dzl,., [tS] -and [d3l(in 

Tlingit, Japanese, the Mongolian, Turko-Tatar languages) and 

many other initial consonant clusters in many other languages. 

RULE V states that "a combination of sounds fulfilling the con- 

ditions of Rules I to III must be considered the realization of 

a single phoneme, if this produces symmetry in the phonemic 

inventory", as in the case of the sequences-[ts] and [tS] in 

Chechen, Georgian and Tsinshin. Finally, RULE VI reads as 

follows: "If a constituent part of a potentially monophonematic 

sound combination cannot be'interpreted as a combinatory variant 

of any other phoneme of the same language, the entire sound 

combination must be considered the realization of a single* 

phoneme". This, according to Trubetzkoy, applies to Serbo- 

Croatian and Bulgarian sequence of [r] plus (preceding or 

following) vocalic glide like [a], i. e. [or] and [ro]. 

The above rules for a, monophonematic interpretation of 

sound combinations have been criticized by A. Martinet (see his 

"Un ou deux phonbmes? " op. cit) for being purely phonetic. 

Furthermore, Martinet maintains that only RULE VI is rel6vant 

(see Fischer-JOrgensen's Trends..., p. 27). He further reformulates 

this rule to the effect that "the elements in the combination 

manifest two phonemes if they can each be commuted with other 

sounds, or with'zero, but one phoneme if only one or neither of 
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them is commutable". 
(13 

5.5. Rules for Polyphonematic Evaluation. 

In addition to the above rules for a mon6phonematic inter- 

pretation of sound complexes, Trubetzkoy also considers the 

possibility of a polyphonematic interpretation of_single speech 

sounds and sound complexes (see Principles ... ., 
pp. 60ff), and 

points out that "the polyphonematic evaluation of a single sound 

is-exactly the opposite of a Monophonematic evaluation of a 

sound combination" (p. 60). Trubetzkoy presents the phonetic pre- 

requisites-for a polyphonematic evaluation of single sounds. We 

read (Lbid): 

"In almost all ... cases a phoneme sequence con- 

sist. ing of a vowel plus a preceding or following 

consonant is realized either as the consonant 

alone or as the vowel alone. The former case 

can occur only when the "suppressed", that is, 

the unrealized vowel has a particularly slight 

degree of sonority in other positions and 

accordingly approximates a consonant from an 

acoustic and articulatory point of view. The 

second case, on the other hand, is possible 

(1) This is Fischer-JOrgensdn's English wording of Martinet's. 
reformulation of Trubetzkoy's RULE VI above; see Trends... cit, 
p. 27. Martinet's reformulation can, in my view, 5e appl'ied to 
SIA [ti] and [d3l; see section 8.14 of this thesis. 
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only if the suppressed consonant in other 

positions is realized as particularly "open", 

that is, with as much sonority and as little 

friction as possible, and consequentlý approxi- 

mates a vowel. The first case actually involves 

short or unstressed high or indeterminate 

vowels, the second sonorants (liquids, nasals 

and w and j). " 

Trubetzkoy summarizes the phonological conditions governing the 

polyphonematic evaluation of speech sounds under the following 

rule: "If a single sound and a combination of sounds corres- 

pohding to the above phonetic prerequisites stand in a relation 

of optional or combinatory variance, in which the sound combi- 

nation must be considered the realization of a phoneme sequence, 

the single sound must also'be considered the realization of the 

same phoneme sequencell(ibid). This phonological rule applies, 

in Trubetzkoy's view, to the following three typical cases: 

(a) When the given single sound only occurs in positions 

where the respective sound combination is not permitted in the 

language (or dialect) under investigation. This is the case 

with the German syllabics [in] and [n] which only occur in 

unstressed syllables before consonants and in final position, 

whereas the corresponding sound combinations (viz. [ell, [eml 

and [en], respectively) only occur in unstressed syllables 

before vowels. In other words, [m] and [n] should be 

I 
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regarded as realizations of the phoneme combinations /e+iZ, 

/e+m/ and /e+n/`,. respectively. -' - -- 

(b) When the given single speech sound only occurs in a 

specific sound combination in which it is regarded as a combina- 

tory variant of a particular phoneme, and also in another 

position where the respective sound combination is not permitted: 

in this position the single sound must be regarded as a substi- 

tute for the respective sound combination and must, therefore, 

be regarded as the realization of the corresponding phoneme 

combination. In Czech, for example, [i] is a phonetically 

'tense' vowel when occurring after[j] and after the palatals 

[t'], [dl] and [in"], whereas it is a 'lax' vowel when. occurring 

after gutturals, dentals, and sibilants. 
(l)- In connected speech, 

however, [j] in the sound sequence [ji] I-s elided after a final 

consonant of the preceding word, in which case [i] occurs 

directly after gutturals, dentals, and sibilants where it is 

regarded as the realization of the phoneme sequence Jj+i/. 

(c) When 'high' vowels may optionally be elided in 

languages where consonant clusters are phonemically not permit- 

ted or are-only permitted in a particular position. In this 

case, the consonant sound preceding another consonant sound 

should be regarded as the realization of the phoneme sequence 

In order not to misquote Truýetzkoyls example of [i] and 
[ji ,I have retained his phonetic labels 'tense' and 'lax' as 
well as his symbols [i, j, t1m d19 K]; see his Principles..., 
pp. 61-62. The same applies to the example to be quoted under (c). 
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of "consonant + high vowel". For example, in Uzbek, where con- 

sonant sequences (i. e. clusters) are not permitted word-initially 

and the high vowels (e. g. [i]) are elided in unstressed initial 

syllables, word-initial c. onsonant sounds (e. g. [p] as in [pýSirmoq) 

are to be considered as realizations of the phoneme sequence of 

"consonant + high vowel", i. e. the word [pvsirmoq] ýhould phonem- 

ically be transcribed as /pi'Sirmoq/. 

In his monophonematic and polyphonematic evaluation of 

single sounds as well as sound sequences (or combinati6ns), 

Trubetzkoy draws attention to the danger of erroneously inter- 

preting the foreign sounds that are adopted in the particular 

native language. We read: 
ý') ' 

The rules governing monophonematic and 

Oolyphonematic evaluation refer to the 

structure of a given system and to the 

special role of the particular sound in 

this system. Sounds or combinations of 

sounds that are evaluated as monophone- 

matic or polyphonematic in one language 

need not be considered such in other 

languages. But in the perception of a 

foreign language the "naive" observer 

(1) For details, see Trubetzkoy's Principles ... cit, pp. 51-55 and 
62-64. 
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transfers to the foreign language the 

phonic'values that are the result of the 

relations existing in his own mother 

tongue. This, of course, leaves him with a 

quite incorrect impression of that 1 anguage. ' 

(p. 62) 

5.6. Other Methods of Phonemic Diagnosis. 

It is not always possible to directly apply the. commutation 

test in order to decide whether two speech sounds should be 

considered as realizations of one or two phonemes. For example, 

the phonologist may encounter cases where the'sounds concerned 

are not commutable, -i. e. they never occur in commutable positions. 

An often-quoted example is the English speech sounds [h] and [13]. 

In this particular case, the commutation test fails'to provide 

any definite answer as to whether [h] and [Q] should be assigned 

to one or two English phonemes, since they never occur in positions 

where they are commutable. More specifically, [h] occurs word- 

initially in English whereas [I-] never does, and conversely [, 3] 9 

occurs word-finally where [h] does nots, e. g.. in, -English there 

exists the word [hit]but never #[ijit] (similarly [sxij] but 

never *[sih]). Therefore, the application of the c'ommutation-test 

would give no definite answer as to whether English [h] and pa] 

should be assigned to one or two phonemes. However, these two 

sounds have always been considered as realizations of two sep- 

arate phonemes in the phonological system of English. 
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It should be pointed out that a phonological analysis of a given 

language (or dialect) is never complete unless it accounts for 

all the problems that may arise. So what is the phonological 

explanation (or justification) for considering [h] and [ij] as 

realizations of two different phonemes in English? A possible 

phonological explanation is presented by Trnka in the revised 

new edition of his monograph: A Phonological Analysis of Present- 

Day Standard English (Tokyo'1966). In this monograph, Trnka 

presents two criteria for phonemiq diagnosis of speech sounds: 

the substitution test and the test of relevant features. He 

writes: 

"The substitution test allows us to establish 

the inventory of phonemes found in the same 

position in words, but it does not permit us 

to infer whether a sound occurrihg-. in a certain 

position is, or is not, the same phoneme- as a 

similar one found in another phonetic environ- 

ment las in the case' of [ph] and [p] in 

English, A. R. ] ... What we need is a reliable 

test for the identity of phonemes, and this 

must be sought in the analysis of sounds into 

their relevant (or, distinctive) features, i. e. 

those which are independent of their phonetic 

environments and therefore able to differen- 

tiate one phoneme from another. Two sounds 

consisting of th. e same bundle of relevant 
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features must be assigned to a single phoneme 

[hence [ph] and [P) are to be regarded as 

realizations of one and the same English 

phoneme, viz. /p/, A. R] ... If the substi-. 

tution test cannot be applied for the 

phonemic diagnosis of sounds, the test of 

relevant features must be used. "(p. 4). 

Accordingly, English [h] and [i3l are assigned to two separate 

phonemes on the basis that "they consist of two different 

bundles of relevant features" (jbid), viz. "glottal" vs. I'velar" 

and "nasal", respectively. 

Another problem that the phonologist may meet with in the 

process of phonemic diagnosis (or analysis) is whether to assign 

sound complexes (e. g. affricates and diphthongs) to one or two 

phonemes. This problem, too, was tackled by Trnka in his 1966 

monograph mentioned above. In this connexion, Trnka applies 

what he calls the, test of contiguous contrastiveness. by means 

of which "articulatory complexes can be segmented into single 

phonemic units contrasting to each 6ther" (p. 6). According to 

this test, sound complexes like English [ts](as in [ka: ts] and 

[dz] (as in[ri: dz]) are to be interpreted as realizations of 

combinations of two phonemes each, i. e. /t+s/ and-/d+z/, 

respectively, since there is a contrast between the segments of 

the respective sound complexes (also 'sound sequences' or 'sound 

combinations'), i. e. there is a contrast between [t] and [s] 
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and between [d] and [z]. On the other hand. if there is no 

contiguous contrastiveness between the segments (or constituents) 

of a given sound complex, the respective sound complex is to be 

interpreted monophonematically, i. e. as a realization of a single 

phoneme. This is the case with English [tj] (as in [ka, tl]) and 

[d3l ýas in [týridfl)- In other words, the English affricates 

[tj-] and P31 (the duration of which does not exceed that ofjj] 

and [31, respectively, and which are, like [1] and [31, indivisible 

into two $yllables or monemes) are to be interpreted as reali- 

zations of single phonemes, i. e. /tj/ and /d3/, respectively. 

To recapitulate, the test of contiguous contrastiveness yields a 

polyphonematic interpretation for the English affricates [ts] 

and [dz], but a monophonematic interpretation for the English 

affricates [tT] and [d3]. 
(I) 

(1) A. Martinet and F. Fran ois, among other functionalists, also 
tackle the problem of the phqonoloýical status of affricates. See 
(a) A. Martinet, "Un ou deuX phonemes? "... cit, (b) A. Martinet, 
La descrietion phonoloVique ... cit, p. 43 and (c) F. Franqois, op. 
. qýLt. pp 192f. For my interpretation of the phonological status 
of the SIA affricates, see section 8.14 of this thesis. 
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Chapter Six 

TYPES OF OPPOSITIONS 

6.1. Introduction 

This chapter deals with the classification of oppositions 

based on the analyses presented by R. Jakobson, N. S. Trubetzkoy 

and B. Trnka. Classifying oppositions lends itself to the 

following three criteria: 

(a) the theory of 'distinctiveness', 

(b) a 'logical' analysis, and 

(c) a 'phonological' analysis. 

Special emphasis will be laid on Trubetzkoy's exhaustive classi- 

fication of oppositions, which is, in my opinion, the best in 

theory and detail (see Principles .... pp. 31-33 and pp. 66-227). 

6.2. -Classification of Oppositions According to the Theory of 
'Distinctiveness'. 

As Trubetzkoy rightly states, "the concept of distinctive- 

ness presupposýs the concept of opposition" (Peinciples..., p. 31). 

In other words, it is not possible to distinguish between two 

utterances unless they are opposed to each other. According to 

the theory of distinctiveness (Tie Unterscheidungslebrel in 

German), Trubetzkoy distinguishes two types of oppositions. *We 

read: 

"Oppositions of sound capable of differentiating 
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the lexical meaning of two words in a 

particular language are phonological or 

phonologically distinctive or distinctive 

oppositions. In contrast, those oppositions 

of sound that do not have this property are 

phonologically irrelevant or non-distinctive. ', 

(jbid)tl) 

In SIA for example, the opposition between [m] (as in [ta: m]) and 

[d3l (as in [ta: d3l is distinctive since the substitution, of [M] 

by [d3l in the context [ta: -]changes the meaning from 'perfect 

, )r complete' to 'crown', respectively. On the other hard, the 

(1) In a paper entitled "Der Gegenstand der Phonologie" (in Zeit- 
schrift fir Phonetik und allegemeine Sprachwil! ssenschbft,, 107T, - 
1957, pp. 193-203), 5. K. 5aumj, an criticizes Trubetzkoy fUr using 
the expression 'distinctive opposition' synonymously with the 
expression 'phonological opposition'. ýaumjan allegedly states 
that theýequalization of the two expressions leads to the erron- 
eous. idea of a direct connexion between the sounds of a language 
and the meaning of words. He thinks that meaning is not inherent 
in individual speech sounds but in the entire sound complex of 
the word, i. e. in the signifiant. Therefore, ýaumjan conceives 
of a phonological opposition as a sound opposition capable of 
differentiating between 

-- 
the signifiant of two words of a given 

langua and of a non-pRonol-ogical opposition" sa sound oppo- 
sition which does not nossess the above-mentionpd canahilitv- 

(Principles .... p. 44) specifies when to use each of the - two 
expressions (or terms). We read: 

In "Projet.... " the term "phonologischer 
Gegensatz", "opposition phonologique", is 
proposed. This term may be retained for 
all those languages in which the word 
"phonological" cannot cause misunderstand- 
ings. For English, however, we would 
recommend the term "distinctive opposition" 
since both "phonological opposition" and 
"phonemic opposition" might give rise to 
misunderstandings. " 
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substitution of a flapped r- sound by a rolled r- sound is phono- 

logically non-distinctive in the SIA phonological system (i. e. 

the opposition between [r] and [r] is non-distinctive in SIA). 

In defining the sounds that can and those that cannoý form dis- 

tinctive oppositions, Trubetzkoy distinguishes between inter- 

changeable and non-interchangeable sounds. He conceives of 

'interchangeable sounds' as sounds that "can occur in the same 

phonic environment in a given language" (Principles..., p. 32). 

On the other-hand, he conceives of 'non-interchangeable sounds' 

as sounds that "can never occur in the same phonic environment 

in the particular language" (jbid). Subsequently, Trubetzkoy 

draws the conclusion that "non-interchangeable sounds in principle 

cannot form phonological (distinctive) oppositions" (Lbij), 

whereas "interchangeable sounds can form distinctive as well as 

non-distinctive oppositions" (Lbid) depending entirely on "the 

function such sounds fulfil in a given language" (Lbid). As an 

example of interchangeable sounds, Trubetzkoy mentions [o] and 

[i] in German as in so 'thus, so' vs. sie 'she, they'. On the 

other hand, he mentions. German [x] and [j! ] (orthographically 

represented by 6h) as an'example of non-interchangeable sounds. 

In this connexion, he says that the opposition between [x] and 

is non-distinctive in the words ach (i. e. [-xD and ich (i. e. 

[-Vl)since [x] and [q] are. nop-interchangeable. However,. ch 

, 
]) is a member of a distinctive opposition in the (i. e. [x] or [c 

case of minimal pairs like stechen 'stab' (i. e. [-ý-]) vs. stecken 

'stick' (i. e. [-k-]) and roch 'smelled' (i. e. [-x]) vs. Rock 
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'skirt' (i. e. [-k]). In these minimal pairs, ch (i. e. [x] or 

[V], as the case may be) is interchangeable with the k-sounds and 

so [x] (or [c]) is a member of a distinctive opposition. 

6.3. "Logical-Classification of. l)istinctive Oppositions. 

Distinctive (phonological) oppositions have been classified 

logically in various works by functionalists. In this section, 

I shall give a brief account of what I consider the most important 

classifications (in chronological. order). 

The first attempt to study the mutual relations of the 

phonemes of a given language was made in 1928 in the joint theses 

of Jakobson, Karcevskij and Trubetzkoy presented to the First 

International Congress of Linguists held at the Hague. The 

theses appeared in reply to the question: "Quelles sont les 

methodes les mieux appropri4es ý un exposý complet et pratique de 

la phonologie d'une langue quelconque? ". 
0) In these theses we 

read: 

go Il est surtout utile d'envisager comme une 

classe ý part de diffdrences significatives 

les corr4lations phonologiques. Une corr4- 

lation phonologique'est constitude par une 

s6rie d'oppositions binaires dýfinies par 

un: principe commun qui peut etre pens6 

(1) See "Proposition au premier cong4s international de linguistes", 
in Actes du Premier Congrbs International de Linguistes (La Haye, 
10-1b April, 1928), Leiden 19JU, pp. JJ-Jb (repri-ffe-U -in SW, 1, pp. 
3-6). The quotation to be given is found'on p. 3 in SW, 17. 
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ind4pendamment de chaque couple de termes 

opposds. " [emphasis added] 

In the_Remarques of 1929, Jakobson distinguishes two types 

of phonological oppositions: "the oppositions of correlative 

phonemes and the oppositions of disjunct phonemes. We read: 

-! 'Le premier type d'oppositions est caraterise 

par ceci: la conscience de la correlation des 

phon'e'mes en opposition est conditionde par 

Vexistence, dans un systeme phonologique 

donne, de toute une serie d1oppositions 

binaires d'un meýme type (nous appellerons 

I conventionnellement celles-ci couples de 

corr4lation); le "principium divisionis" 

est abstrait par la conscience linguistique, 

est mis en facteur commun, et peut etre 

pensd independamment des couples particuliers 

en opposition. Wun autre cote, naturelle- 

. ment, on peut abstraire aussi Velement 

commun qui unit les deux membres d'une 

opposition, et ce substrat constitue, dans 

le systeme phonologique, une sorte d'unite 
J. 

reelle. L'alternance grammaticale des deux 

membres d1une opposition (c'est-a-dire 

PutiUsation morphologique de cette 

opposition) peut etre un important facteur 

concomitant qui aide a degager, d'une part 
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le substrat, d'4utre part le principium 

divisionis. 'tTCLP, 2, p. 6 or SW, 1, P-91 

In this work, Jakobson gives examples of what had already been 

called the "principe commu'n" (= common principle) in the "Propo- 

sition... " of 1928. These examples include the following: -the 

presence or absence of vocalic stress, the presence or absence 

of voice (i. e. the "voiced" or "voiceless" feature of consonants) 

and the "soft" or "hard""feature of consonants. 

In the ! 'Projet" of 1931, two types ofoppositions are 

distinguished: a 'correlation phonologique' (= phonological 

correlation) and a 'disionction' disjunction). A phonological 

correlation is defined as a "systeme doppositions phonologiques 

caracterisees par une propriete de correlation commune" (TCLP, 4. 

p. 313). Prior to this definiton, the "Projet" defines the con- 

cept of 'propriete de correlation' (= quality of correlation) as 

an "opposition de la presence et de l1absence d'un certain 

caractere phonique qui differencie plusieurs couples d1unites 

phonologiques et qui, dans le systeme phonologique donne, peut 

etre conque abstraction faite de couples particuliers en oppo- 

sition" (Lbid). (l) Disjunction, on the other hand, designates 

all such relations, of phonemes as do not belong to correlation: 

(1) In view of this definition, a marque de corr4lation (= mark, 
of correlation) is defined as a 116_a_racWe phonique qui, oppose 
a Pabsence de ce caractýre, forme une proPridt4 de correlation" 
("Projet", p. 313); see also section 4.5 of this thesis. 
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"Opposition de deux unites phonologiques disiointes" (p. 314). (1) 

Prior to this definition of 'disjunction', the "Projet" defines 

the concept of 'unites phonologiques disjointes' (= disjunct 

phonological units) as "unites phonologiques appartenant I un 

syst6m e, san s former entre eux un couple de corr4lation" (jbid), 

e. g. Latin IcV and /u/, and /o/ and /n/, etc. In view of the 

above definition of 'phonological correlations', the En'glish 

oppositions p/b, t/d, k/g, etc. (based on "voiceless" vs. "voiced") 

are correlative (each of the pairs /p/ and Ibl, /t/ and /d/, /k/ 

and IgI, etc. is called a 'couple de corrdlation', i. e. a 

'correlation pair', 
(2) 

and the members of each correlation pair 

are called 'correlative phonemes'). 

J. Vachek (LSP, pp. 55f) rightly supports Trubetzkoy's 

observation that phoneme correlations may, in, certain cases, be 

interlinked. For example, in the Modern English correlations 

. 
IbI /t/ - /d/ I 

/f/ - /V/ /e/ - /8ý 
the phonemes which are horizontally placed are linked by the 

correlation of voice, while those which are vertically placed 

are linked by the correlation of occlusiveness. Such'instances 
I 

(1) Compare this definition with Trnkals definition of 'disjunct 
oppositions' below. 

(2) The "Projet" defines a correlation pair as "chacune des 
oppositions phonologiqUes dont ]'ensemble forme une correlation" 
(TCLP, 4, p. 314); -see also section 4.5 of this thesis. 
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of correlation are referred to by Trubetzkoy as 'correlation 

bundles' (Korrelationsbundel). (') i 

Realizing the inadequacy of the old dichotomy of 'correl- 

ations' and Idisjunctions', Trubetzkoy, in a 1936 article, 
(2) 

makes the first attempt to replace it by an adequate, Ahough ýore 

complex, classification. The definite version of the set of 

phonological oppositions proposed in this article is found in 

Trubetzkoy's Grundzuge of 1939. 'In his Grundzuge (i. e. Principles-, 

pp. 67-83), Trubetzkoy establishes an elaborate. and'detailed system 

of oppositions based largely on his classification of phonological 

oppositions formulated in his 1936 article mentioned above. 
(3) 

In Trubetzkoy's Principless phonological oppositions are classi- 

fied according to the following three criteria: (a) their relation 

to the rest of the system of phonological oppositions, (b) the 

(1) Trubetzkoy's conception of a 'correlation bundle' is. expressed 
in his Principles (p. 86), where he writes: 

"In cases where a phoneme participates in several 
correlations of the same related class, all 
phonemes taking part in the same correlative 
pairs unite to form a multi-member correlation 
bundle. " 

Trubetzkoy also discusses this matter in his "Zur allgemeinen 
Theorie phonologischen Vokalsysteme", in TCLP, 1,1929,. pp. 39-67 
(reprinted in PSRL, pp. 108-142). 
(2) See Trubetzkoy, "Essai d'une thdorie des oppositions phonolo- 
giques", in J. Psych., 33,1936, pp. 5-18. 
(3) Martinet, too, gives an account (though brief) of the features 
that may (or may not, as the case may be) function distinctively 
in various languages; see for example his La description phonolo- 
giques ... cit, pp. 16-33. 
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relation between the members of the given phonological oppositions, 

and (c) the distinctive validity of the respective phonological 

oppositions. 

On the basis of their relationship to the entire system of 

oppositions, phonological oppositions are classified into bi- 

lateral and multilateral oppositions. 
(') In the former type, 

"the sum of the properties common to both opposition members(2) 

is common to these two opposition members alone", (Principles..., 

p. 68) and is never found in any other phoneme in the phonological 

system. In the case of multilateral oppositions, on the other 

hand, the sum of the properties common to both opposition members 

is also found in one or more of the other members of the given 

phonological system. 
(3 ) Accordingly, Trubetzkoy writes: 

11 the opposition t-d is bilateral-in German 

because t and d are the only dental occlusives 

of the German phonemic system. The opposition 

(1) In a footnote in his "Essai d'une thdorie... ", Trubetzkoy uses 
the expressions 'opposition a une seule dimension' and 'opposition 
a plusieurs dimensions', respectively, which he attributes to K. 
Uhler. However, the French expressions "opposition bilaterale' 
and "opposition multilaterale', and the German expressions 'ein- 
dimensionale' and Imehrdimensionale' opposition are found in most 
of Trubetzkoy's works including "Essai d'une theorie... "; in the 
actual text. 
(2) This is, in Trubetzkoy's terminology, called the 'basis for 
comparison'; see Principles-, p. 68. 
(3) Trubetzkoy notes that there are more multilateral oppositions 
than there are bilateral oppositions in any system of oppositions. 
He goes on to sub-classify 'multilateral oppositions' into homo- 
geneous and heterogeneous oppositions. ' In addition, he dis_fir_ng-- 
uisTe--stwo types of, 'homogeneous multilateral oppositions': linear 
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d-b, on the other hand, is multilateral in 

German because the weak occlusion that the two 

phonemes have in common also recurs in another 

German phoneme, namely j. "[jbid] 

Trubetzkoy also distinguishes between proportional and isolated 

oppositions. On page 70, we read: 

"An opposition is proportional if the relation 

between its members is identical with the re- 

lation between the members of another opposition 

or several other oppositions of the same system. 

For example, the opposition p-b in German is 

proportional because the relation between p'and 

b is identical with. that between t and d or 

between k and 2_. The opposition p-ý, on the 

other hand, is isolated because the German 

phonemic system does not have any other pair of 

phonemes whose members would be related to each 

other in the same way as p is related to 9. 

The distinction between proportional and 

isolated oppositions can exist in the case of 

bilateral as well as multilateral oppositions: 

contd. from previous page:. and nonlinear. See the definitions 
and illustrations of these'sub-types of 6ppositions in Principles 
pp. 69f. 
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in German, for example, the opposition p-b 

is bilateral and proportional, r-I bilateral 

and isolated, p-t multilateral and proportional 

(see b-d and m-n) and R: 9 multi lateral and 

isolated. 11(l)[emphasis added] 

The significance of distinguishing between these types of oppo- 

sitions lies in the fact that, as Trubetzkoy mentions on page 74, 

"the structure of a phonemic system depends on the distribution 

of the bilateral, multilateral, proportional, and isolated 

oppositions". 

On the basis of the relationship between the members of 

given oppositions. Trubetzkoy distinguishes, the following three 

types of phonological oppositions: privative, gradual and equi- 

pollent. 
(2) Privative opp6t1t-ions ýre-&fined as "oppositions 

in which one member is characterized by the presence, the other 
(3) Trubetzkoy goes on to say by the absence, of a mark" (p. 75). 

(1) Trubetzkoy notes that isolated oppositions outnumber propor- 
tional oppositions in any -pHo-nological system. As an exaýple,. 
he cites the German consonant system; for details see pp. 70-74. 
Trubetzkoy also emphasizes the phonological fact that "the phonemic 
content of a phoneme depends on the position of this phoneme in 
the phonemic system and consequently on the structure of that 
system" (p. 72). For Trubetzkoy's illustration of this fact, see 
pp. 73f. 

(2) On these types of oppositions, see also T. Akamatsu, "Oppo- 
sition privative, graduelle, equipollente, et opposition phono- 
logique, " in Estudios ofrecidos a Emilio Alarcos Llorach, 1, 
Universidad de Oviedo, 1977, pp. 1-14. 
(3) In view of the deffnitions of this and the above types of 
phonological oppositions, Trubetzkoy redefines a correlation as 
being a "privative, proportional, bilateral' (p. 8WT-opp-6sTFT6n. 
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that "the opposition member that is characterized by the presence 

of the mark is called 'marked', the member characterized by its 

absence 'unmarked' (ibid). An example of this type of oppositions 

is the opposition between "voiced" and "voiceless" consonant 

phonemes. 
(') On the other hand, gradual oppositions are defined 

as "oppositions in which the members are characterized by various 

degrees or gradations of the same property" (jbid). An example 

of this type of oppositions is the opposition between vowels of 

different degrees of opening such as German u-o, i-e, (2) 

Trubetzkoy (jbid) notes that-gradual oppositions are smaller in 

number and less important than privative oppositions. As regards 

equipollent oppositions, they are defined as "oppositions in 

Which both members are logically equivalent, that is, they are 

neither. considered as two degrees of one property nor as the 

absence or presence of a property" (ibid). Equipollent-oppo- 

sitions are said to be the most frequent of all types of oppo- 

sitions in any phonological system. Examples of these are p-t 

and f-k in German. Twoards the end of his discussion of this 

criterion of classification, Trubetzkoy notes that "the classi-, 

fication of concrete oppositions into gradual or privative 

oppositions thus depends partly on the structure and partly on 

the functioning of the phonemic system" (p. 77). 

(1) In this example, among others, Trubetzkoy seems to believe 
that opposition takes place between relevant features. But I. 
among other functionalists, believe that opposition -fakes place 
between phonemes in"given utterances (i. e. words or monemes). 
(2) Concerning the deg ree of a particular property, Trubetzkoy 
notes that "the member of a gradual opposition that possesses an 
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Finally, on the basis of the extent of their distin6tive 

force, phonological oppositions are divided into two types: 

constant and neutralizable. A constant opposition is defined as 

a "distinctive opposition whose members are independent phonemes" 

(Lbid) in all conceivable positions, e. g. the opposition between 

/c/ and /e/ in Danish. A neutralizable opposition, on the other 

hand- is, as explained in Principles (pp. 77f), a phonological 

opposition whose distinctive force is valid in some but not all 

conceivable positions; the positions in which a given opposition 

ceases to be-valid are considered the positions of neutralization 

and those in which the respective opposition is valid are con- 

sidered the positions of relevance. 
ý') For example, the German 

opposition t-d is neutralizable because, of all its conceivable 

positions, the final positionAs the position where this*oppo- 

sition ceases to be valid (i. e. the position of neutralization). 

From the above account, therefore, it is fair to say that 

Trubetzkoy's classification of oppositions is of prime importance 

in phonological analysis as it is highly exhaustive and replaces 

previous vague and inadequate. classifications. 
(2) 

contd. fr m previous page: extreme (either minimal or maximal) 
degree of the particular property is the extreme or external 
member, while the other member is the mid -m-e-m-Fe-P (p. 73T. 

(1) See sections 4.3 and 4.7 - 4.10 of this thesis. 
(2) For an evaluation of Trubetzkoy's classification (contained 
in his GrundzUge) and how it differs from the binary theory of 

. Jak. obso-n and his Harvard group (i. e. the 'distinctive-feature' 
theory), see J. Vachek's LSP, pp. 58760. 
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B. Trnka (in the revised new edition of his Phonological 

Analysis ... cit) derives his classification of oppositions from 

Trubetzkoy's of 1936 and 1939; (') Trnka's is a simplified and 

sketchy version. As the title of his book suggests, Trnka applies 

his classification of phonological oppositions to English. (2) 

Trnka classifies the phonological oppositions of English "accord- 

ing to the number of rel. evant features which their terms have in 

common" (Lbid, p. 12). Consequently, he distinguishes two major 

types of phonological opposition: conjunct and disjunct. Conjunct 

oppositions are conceived as those phonological oppositions the 

terms of which "differ from each other by one and only, one rele- 

vant feature" (ibid). Subsequently, Trnka subdivides 'conjunct 

oppositions' into. privative and equipollent oppositions. A 

conjunct opposition is said to be privative "if one term of the 

opposition is differentiated from the other by an additional 

relevant feature" (ibid). On the other hand, a conjunct oppo- 

sition is called equipollent "if both terms of the opposition 

have the same relevant features, with the exception of one which 

is different" (ibid). Accordingly, English t/d is a (conjunct) 

privative opposition because the relevant feature of voice is 

possessed by /d/ and is missing in /: t/. On the other hand, 

(1) 1 say 'derives' in the sense that Trnka adopts some of 
Trubetzkoy's concepts (such as 'privative') and terms (such as 
'equipollent'). 

(2) Trnka's chapter which deals with the classification of phono- 
logical oppositions was not included in the original edition of,, 
1935 published in Prague. 
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English p/f, b/v, t/0, d/8 and k/h are (conjunct), equipollent 

oppositions "as the terms of each pair differ from each other by 

being either polsives or fricatives" (lbid). Disjunct oppositions 

include all other phonological oppo$itions that do not belong to 

conjunct oppositions. That is to say, disjunct oppositions are 

those phonological oppositions that "are constituted by terms 

distinguished from each other by two, or more, relevant features" 

(p. 13). Examples of this type of opposition are, English p/v, 
b/f , t/o , d/O $ I/d3 s -3/tT 9 p/d I b/t I p/g $ b/k $f /8 9 V/0 . m/b . 

z/f, h/jj, and w/Q. In addition, Trnka states that both conjunct 

and disjunct oppositions may be either proportional (if the one 

or more relevant features by which the opposition members are 

distinguished from each other recur in at least another pair of 

opposition members), or isolated (if the relevant features by 

which the two opposition members are distinguished from each 

other do not recur in the members of any other phonological 

opposition). For example, the opposition r/1 is, in English, 

equjpollent. ýnd isolated; p/b, t/d, k/g, f/v, 0/3, tf/d3; '1/3 

and s/z are privative and proportional; p/f, b/v, t/0, d/39 k/h, 

p/t, b/d, p/kq b/g, t/k and d/g are equipollent and proportional.; 

and p/v and t/3 are disjunct and proportional. A summary of 

Trnka's classification can be represented by the following diagram: 
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Phonological Oppositions 

Conjunct 

Privative 

F 
I- 

I 

Equipollent 

Proportional Isol'ated Proportional Isolated Proportional Isolated 

6.4. Phonological Classification of Distinctive Oppositions. 

What has, in the previous section, been labelled as a Ilogi- 

cal classification' applies not only to phonological systems but 

also to any system of oppositions. What is needed for phonologi- 

cal systems to be successfully analyzed is a phonological classi- 

fication of their oppositions on top of the above logical 

classification. Trubetzkoy, (Principles .... pp. 90-226) presents 

a largely detailed phonol-ogical classification of distinctive 

oppositions. In this,, --connexion, Trubetzkoy distinguishes between 

word-differentiating oppositions (i. e. lexical oppositions) and 

sentence-differentiating oppositions (i. e. syntactic oppositions). 

According to Trubetzkoy, this kind of classification of distinct- 

ive oppositions "is certainly of importance for the phonemic 

systems of the individual languages" (p. 91), while "it is less 

Disjunct 
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important for the general classificati_. on of distinctive opposit- 

ions, for all distinctive oppositions that appear with a syntactic 

function in one language may occur with a lexical function in 

another language" Qbid). 

What Trubetzkoy regards as a general classification of 
_ 

phonological oppositions ('general' in the sense that it can be 

applied to the 'various languages of the world') is a classi- 

fication which is based on the fact that phonological oppositions 

are phonic oppositions. That is to say, in addition to the 

purely logical concepts used for the logical classification, 

phonetic concepts are needed. A general phonological classi- 

fication of oppositions will therefore consist in "a systematic 

sVrvey of the phonic [i. e. acoustic or articulatory, A. R. ] 

properties that are in effect utilized for the differentiation 

of meaning in the various languages of the world" (p. 92). 

Accordingly, Trubetzkoy distinguishes three classes of phonic 

properties that form distinctive oppositions in the various 

languages of the world: vocalic, consonantal and prosodic. 

We read: 

"Vowel phonemes consist of distinctive vocalic 

properties, consonantal phonemes of distinctive; 

consonantal properties; but there are no 

phonemes that consist exclusively of prosodic 

properties. Depending on the language, prosodic 

properties may combine with a single vowel 
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phoneme, a single consonantal phoneme, or an 

entire sequence of phonemes. "(Lbid)(1) 

A. Vocalic Properties: 

Trubetzkoy (Principles..., pp. 95-122) distinguishes three 

types of vocalic properties: 
(2) (1) properties based on degree 

of aperture, (2) properties of localization or timbre, and (3) 

properties of resonance. 
(3) The first two types may be combined 

into one special group, as they are phonetically "much more 

related to each other than to the properties of resonancell(p. 95). 

In view of these two types of vocalic properties, vowel systems 

(1) For Trubetzkoy's views on vowels,, consonants and prosodic units, 
see Principles .... pp. 93-95. In brief, Trubetzkoy summarizes the 
process of human speech phonation as follows: 

11 
... somebody whistles or sings a melody into the 
mouthpiece of a tube and alternately opens and 
covers the other end of that tube with his hand. '(p. 93) 

Trubetzkoy (pp. 93f) states that in the course of'this process, 
three types of segments can acoustically be distinguished: "firsi, 
the segments between closing and opening the orifice; second, 
the segments between opening and closing it; -and third, the seg- 
ments of the melody whistled or sung into the tube. Elements of 
the first type correspond to consonants, elements of the seconr 
type to vowels, and those of the thiFU type to prosodic units. 7 
[emi)hasis aE_e3T_ 

(2) Trubetzkoy discusses the vocalic properties for the first time 
in his "Zur allgemeinen Theorie der phonologischen Vokal. systeme", 
op. cit. He discusses them again in his GrundzysPý, pp. 86-114 *1 
Tr7in`ciples, pp. 95-122). 

(3) In the case of languages in which-the prosodic units are 
nothing but vowels, the prosodic properties may. be added to the 
vocalic properties. Nevertheless, the prosodic properties should, 
in any classification, be kept distinct from the vocalic proper- 
ties'proper. See footnote (2) on p. 16 5of this thesis; see also 
Prosodic Properties (i. e. (c) of the present sectiorý. 
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are grouped into: linear systems in which only properties that 

are based on degree of aperture are distinctive (properties of 

localization being non-distinctive); triangular systems in which 

all vowel phonemes have disintctive properties based on degree- 

of aperture but not all vowel phonemes have distinctive proper- 

ties of localization; and quadrangular systems in which a1V 

vowel phonemes have distinctive properties based'on degree of 

aperture as well as distinctive properties of localization. 

(1) Properties of Localization or Timbre: 

Trubetzkoy. notes that distinctive properties of local- 

ization(l) (or timbre) are possessed by all vOwel'phonemes (of 

a triangular system) except_the 'maximally open'. vowel phoneme, 

which is "outside the oppositions of localization" (p. 97). 

Trubetzkoy further notes that "in the overwhelming majority of 

languages, the properties of timbre of the vowel phonemes are 

distinctive" (p. 98). However, properties of localization (or 

timbre) are characterized as being non-distinctive if "they are 

(1) Fischer-JOrgensen (Trends..., pp. 31f) states that 'local- 
ization' is also called-TEigenton' (i. e. 'proper tone', F-J), a 
term used at the time when each vowel was believed'-to be 
characterized by a specific tone. She writes: 

"Trubetzkoy, describes high "Eigqnton" as 
prominence given to high overtones, and low 
"Eigenton" as prominence given to low over- 
tones. This corresponds to what would now be 
described in acoustic terms as the position 
of formant 2. "(p. 32) 

Moreover, Fischer-Jorgensen shows the, inaccuracy of the term 
'localization'. We read: 

"He [i. e. Trubetzkoy, A. R. ) also employs the term 
"Helligkeit" ('brightness'), vowels with high 
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automatically conditioned by the phonic environment" (p. 97), as 

in the case of Adyghe. 

Oppositions of timbre are of two types: opposition of lip 

rounding (i. e. "rounded" vs. "unrounded" vowels), and opposition 

of tongue position (i. e. "back" vs. "front" vowels). Accordingly, 

the triangular and quadrangular systems are divided into two- 

class, three-class and four-class systems, 
(') 

e. g.: 

CL 

0e 

a C-e 
0e 

UiUj 

(a triangular two-class system) (a quadrangular two-class system) 

(2) Properties Based on Degree of Aperture: 

Trubetzkoy makes it clear that every language has a 

vowel system with oppositions based on*degree of aperture. 
(2) 

He refutes J. van Ginneken's argument that there are vowel 

systems with oppositions based on properties of timbre but no 

oppositions based on degree of aperture (see Principles.., pp. 105f). 

contd. from previous page: - Eigenton being bright, and 
vowels with low Eigenton dark. As the bright- 
ness of -a vowel (or the height of its second 
formant) is conditioned both by the place of 
articulation and by the. degree'of rounding, 
the term "localization" is rather inaccurate. 
Trubetzkoy himself admits this, but he probably 
uses it in the. headings to obtain a certain 
parallelism with the consonants. In the text 
he most often uses "Eigenton" orOHelligkeit". '(jbid) 

(1) For definitions and details of these types of systems, see 
Principles.... pp. 98-104. 
(2) 'Degree of'aperturell (i. e. tongue height) is also called 
#sonority' (Schall. fUlle) and 'saturation' (SUttigung). 
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Furthermore, Trubetzkoy remarks that "just as all vowel phonemes 

with the same property of timbre form a 'class of timbre' within 

a given vowel system, all vowel phonemes with the same degree of 

aperture... can be comprised under one 'degree of sonority' 

within the same system" (p. 106). It follows that vowel systems 

can be divided into two-degree, three-degree, four-degree systems, 

etc., e. g.: 

e CL ea 

o. iuu1. .0e 
Ui 

(a two-degree, two- (a two-degree, (a two-degree, (a three-degree, 
class triangular two-class quad- three-class two-class tri- 
system) rangular system)quAdrangular angular system) 

system) 

C1 

0e0e 

0 U9UY 

UUi 

(a three-degree, two- (a four-degree, two- (a four-degree, two- 
class quadrangular class triangular class quadrangular 
system) system) system). 

(3) Resonance Properties 

Properties of resonance bear no. relation to either of 

the major groups of vocalic properties, viz. the properties of 

localization or timbre and the-properties which are based on 

degree of aperture or sonority. Trubetzkoy defines oppositions 

of resonance as being 'all "distinctive oppositions" between 

"pure" vowels and vowels that are somehow "impure"' (p. 118). 
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Accordingly, two types of oppositions are distinguished: (a) the 

correlation of nasalization in which the opposition is between 

Hnon-nasalized" (i. e. "pure") and HnagalizedH (i. e. "impureH) 

vowels, and (b) the correlation of muffling in which the oppo- 

sition is between "clear" (i. e. "pure") and "muffled" (i. e. 

"impure") vowels. 
0) The vowel system of Burmese exhibits 

an example of the correlation of nasalization: 

(ZU (11 

e ou ei 
"1 

Ui "U 1 

(non-nasalized yowels) (nasalized vowels) 

The correlation of muffling, compared with the correlation of 

nasalizationis not as common in languages. More specifically, it 

is mostly African languages that have distinctive oppositions 

between "clear" and somewhat "muffled" vowels. Like the corre- 

lation of nasalizationthe correlation of muffling can affect 

(1) The phonetic nature of vowel "muffling" is rather unclear, 
, since the correlation of muffling does not always involve the 
same correlations in the various languages. In connexion with the 
phonetic nature of vowel muffling in the Nilotic languages, for 
example, A. N. Tucker's observations (contained in his article 
"The Function of Voice Quality of the Nilotic Languages", in P. 2nd 
ICPS, pp. 125ff) are summarized by Trubetzkoy as follows: 

"Th 
,e 

results showed that in the case of the "squeezed 
vowels the faucal. pillars are compressed and the 
velum is lowered, without, however, enabling the 
flow of air to escape through the nose. In the case 
of "breathy" vowels the velum is raised, the fauces 
retracted and the larynx clearly lowered, so that 
quite a large cavity is formed behind the oral 
cavity proper. The glottis appears to be in the 
position of whispering. "[Principles..., p. 121] 

For a summary of other scholars' observations of vowel "muffling" 
in other languages, see Principles..., pp. 121f. 
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either t1he entire vowel system (as in the case of some Nilotic 

languages), or only part of the vowel system (as in the case of 

the Abua vowels /e/ and /o/). 
(') 

B. Consonantal'Properti es: 

Like the 'vocalic properties', the 'consonantal properties' (2) 

are divided into three major groups: (1) properties of localiz- 

ation, (2) properties based on the manner of overcoming an 

obstruction, and (3) resonance properties. 
(3)- 

(1) Properties of Localization: 

In all languages, the consonantal properties of locali- 

zation are generally phonologically relevant (i. e. distinctive). 

(1) As regards the phonological interpretation of "natalized" 
vowels and 'muffled" vowels, Trubetzkoy writes: 

"Phonetically nasalized vowels are very often 
only the realization of the phoneme sequence 
"vowel + nasal", and the vowels accompanied 
by a noise of laryngeal friction Ei. e. l%"muffled" 
vowels, A. R. ] are only the realization I of a 
combination of a vowel phoneme with a laryngeal 
consonantal phoneme. "[p. 122] 

(2) Before they were discussed in GrUndi6qe (i. e. Principles-, 
pp. 122-169), 'consonantal properties' had already been dealt with 
in Trubetzkoy's "Die phonologischen Systeme" (LCLP, 4, pp. 96-116). 

(3) The first two types correspond to what are now more commonly 
known as 'place of articulation' and 'manner of articulation!, 
respectively. The third type, on the other hand, only covers 
'nasality'. There are languages that have consonant phonemes 
that are outside the localization series,. e. g. /i/, /r/ and /h/. 
For my treatment of SIA /1/, I-rl and /h/, see sections 10.20, 
10.19 and 10.31, respectively (see also section 10.32). 
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other words, every language may have individual consonant 

phonemes with non-distinctive properties of localization. The 

sum of all (may be only one) consonant phonemes that possess the 

same distinctive properties of localization is called a series 

of localization. In addition, according to the type of relation. 

between the individual series of localization of the same conson- 

tal system, three types of series are distinguished: the basic 

series (Grundreihen), the equipollent related series (Squipollente 

Schwesterreihen), and the secondary series (Nebenarbeitsreihen). 

Trubetzkoy conceives of the basic series (Principles .... pp. 

123-125) as%hose consontal series of localization that stand in 

a relation of heterogeneous multilateral opposition to each other" 

(p. 123). In almost all languages, some of these basic series 

exist. The basic series include the gutturals (i. e. dorsals), 

the apicals (i. e. dentals and alveolars), and the labials (i. e. 

bilabials and labio-dentals). 
(') 

The equipollent related series (Principles .... pp. 125-129) 

exist in cases that "involve a 'split' of a basic series into 

two(2) 'related series' which stand in a relation of bilateral 

(1) The basic series also include the "sibilants". But due to the 
fact that "the uFp_er'ýnd back portion of the resonating cavity 
is approximately the same for sibilants and apicals [i. e. -there 
is a certain relatedness between the two series of localization, 
A. R. ] .... in some languages they unite into a single series under 
certain circumstances" (Principles .... p. 123). The basic series 
furthermore, include other, though less common, series of local- 
ization, viz. the "laterals", the "gutturo-labials" (i. e. labjo- 
velarý), the "palatals", and the "laryngeals". 

(2) Trubetzkoy (Principles..., p. 128) notes that "there are cases 
in which a basic series is split not into two but three series, 
and these series stand in a,. relation of gradual opposition to 
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opposition to each other but in a relation of multilateral 

opposition to all other series of localization in the same 

system". (p. 126). That is to say, the relation between the 

series of "labials". "apicals", "dorsals", "sibilants", 

"laryngeals", "laterals", "palatals" and "labiovelars" (all of 

which are basic series) is. that of multilateral (and hetero- 

geneous) opposition, while the series of "bilabials" and "labio- 

dentals". "predorsals" and "postdorsals".. pure "laryngeals" and 

"pharyngeals", etc. stand in a. relation of bilateral equipollent 

opposition to each other. 

The secondary series (Principles .... pp. 129-140), on the 

other hand, exist in languages "in which the basic and the 

related series are split into two series each, which stand in a 

relation of privative [and proportional, A. R. ] opposition" (p. 129). 

In the case of the secondary series, the vocal organs that are 

not involved in the 'basic task' (i. e. primary articulation) are 

involved in another 'secondary task' (i. e. secondary articulation). 

When the secondary series stand in a relation of privative, pro- 

portional opposition, they form correlations. Correlations 

arising from opposing the secondary series to their corresponding 

basic or related series are divided into correlations of timbre 

and click correlations. Correlations of timbre include "palatal- 

ization". "emphatic palatalization", "emphatic velarization" 

contd. from previous pape: - each other". Such cases are said to 
'Be -very rare, e. g. the basic "guttural" series which is, in 
Tsimshian, Chinook and Hupa, split into a post-velar series, a 

_prevelar 
series and a palatal series. 
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(i. e. 'emphasis' or 't9fximI(l)), "rounding or labialization" 

and"retroflexion". The click correlations, on the other hand, 

exist in a very limited range of languages; they only occur in a 

few Southern Bantu languages, e. g. Zulu. Clicks can be apical, 

palatal, or lateral. The click correlations include "guttural- 

ization" and "labialization". 

(2) Properties Based on the Manner of Overcoming an 
Obstruction: 

These properties are divided into three types on the 

basis of different degrees of obstruction: first degree, second 

degree and third degree. 

Correlations based on the manner of overcoming an 

obstruction of the first degree (Principles..., pp. 140-144) 

result from the opposition between three degrees of obstruction, 

i. e. the opposition between "occlusives" (which have the highest 

degree of obstruction), "fricatives" (which have a medial degree 

of obstruction), and "sonorants" (which have the lowest degree of 

obstruction). When opposed to "fricatives" and "sonorants" (both 

constituting what are known*as "continuants"), Ilocclusives" are 
(2) 

said to be "momentary sounds" (Mome. ntanlaute) . But both 

"occlusives" and "fricatives" are labelled as "obstruents" 

(1) For details on "emphatic velarization'l (i. e. ltafximl), see 
Principles .... pp. 131f and sections 8.1 - 8.6 of this thesis. 
(2) As Baltaxe (see Principles..., footnote on p-141) states, the 
term 'MomentanlaUt' corresponds to the more familiar term 'stop'. 
She adds that Trubetzkoy only uses the former term to distinguish 
between "Momentlaut" and "Dauerlaut" (i. e.. continuant). But when 
continuants are divided into "fricatives" and "sonorants", Moment- 
anlaut a dingly becomes "occlusive". 
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when opposed to "sonorants". 

Correlations based on the manner of overcoming an obstruc- 

tion of the second degree (Principles..., pp. 144-160) involve 

"bilateral oppositions. between phonemes having the same degree 

of obstruction (and belonging to the same series of localization)" 

(p.. 145). These correlations are divided into six groups: the 

correlation of tension (i. e. the opposition between "fortis" 

and I'lenis" consonants), the correlation of intensity (i. e. the 

opposition between "short aspirated" and "long unaspirated" 

consonants), t he correlation of voice (i. e. the opposition 
between "voiced" and "voiceless" consonants), the correlation of 

aspiration (i. e. the opposition between "aspirated" and "un- 

aspirated"consonants), the correlation of recursion, (i. e. the 

opposition between "infraglottal" and "ejective"(1) consonants), 

and the correlation of release (i. e. the opposition between 

"explosives" and "injectives"). 

Finally, correlations based on the manner of overcoming an 

obstruction of the third degree (Principles..., pp. 160-165) only 

concern the phenomenon of gemination (i. e. the doubling of a 

given consonant). In other words, they involve the opposition 

between "geminated" (2) 
and "non-geminated" (or "Simple") 

consonants. The correlation of gemination should be distinguished 

from the correlation of intensity.. (see Principles-, pp. 163f 

(1) For a definition of this term-and other names proposed for 
it, see 

" 
Principles-, note 136 on p. 217. 

(2) Two facts must be remembered concerning. "geminated" consonants 
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for details). 

(3) Resonance Properties: 

The resonance properties of consonants (Principles..., 

pp. 165-169) only inVolve the'opposition between "nasal"(') and 

"oral" consonants. Generally speaking, nasals stand in a 

relation of bilateral, proportional opposition to the occlusives 

of the same system. Furthermore, in certain languages a 'genuine' 

correlation of nasals must be distinguished from a correlation 

of "seminasals" (i. e. nasal. i2ed consonants). 

C. Prosodic Properties (see Principles .... pp. 170-207): 

According to Trubetzkoy (and Jakobson) pros6dic prop'efties 
(2) 

are possessed by a 'syllable' or 'part' of a syllable (i. e.. a 

contd. from previous page: - (or "geminates"): (a) they are dis- 
tributed over two syllables in intervocalic position, and (b) 
they involve a polyphonematic interpretation; see sections 8.7- 
8.13 of this thesis. 
(1) It is to be remembered that nasals are always sonorants 
though the oral cavity is completely closed in their articulation. 
In other words, they are produced with the lowest degree of 
obstruction'. 
(2) 'Prosodic properties' were first discussed by Trubetzkoy in 
1929 (see his "Zur allgemeinen,.. " op. cit), then by Jakobson in 
1931 (see his "Die Betonung un ihre Ro_TTe in der Wort - und 
Syntagmaphonologie", TCLP, 4, pp. 164-183; reprinted in SW, 1, 
pp. 117-136) and again-Fy-Jakobson in 1937 (see his "U6_er die 
Beschaffenheit der prosodischen GegensUtze", in, Mdlanges van 
Ginneken, pp. 25-33; reprinted in SW, 1, pp. 254-261). In the 
EeantimiT Trubetzkoy presented a n-ew account of prosodic proper- 
ties in 1935 (s 

, 
ee his Anleitung zu phonologischen Beschrei-- 

bungen). Moreover*, an elaborated and exhaustive syste zation 
appeared in Trubetzkoy's Grundzuge i. e. Principles-, pp. 170- 
207). A-summary of Trubetzkoy's systemaCization is contained in 
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'mora'(1)). But in his earlier writings Trubetzkoy was inclined 

to believe that prosodic properties are only possessed by vowels 

and so they were considered to be included in the vocalic prop- 

erties; consequently, they were discussed together with the 
(2) degrees of sonority and classes of timbre. 

Trubetzkoy (Principles..., pp. 182-201) classifies prosodic 

properties on the basis of the concept of the 'prosodeme' which 

he defines as "the smallest prosodic unit of a given language, 

in other words, the syllable. in syllable-counting Tanguages and 

contd. from previous page: - Fischer-Jorgensen's "Phonologie", 
Archiv fUr vergleichende Phonetik, 5,1941, pp. 170-200. For a 
critical account of TrubetzkFy's-system of prosodic properties, 
see W. van Wijk, "Quantiteit en intonatie", Mededelingen- der 
Koninklijke Nederlandische Akademie van Wef-enschappen, 3/1, 

. 
Amsterdam, 194U. For a mo e recent system, see Martinet's "Accents 
et tons", Miscellanea ehonetýjýa 2,1954, pp. 13-24 (reprinted in 
a revised ýversion in his La 1 n; uistique synchronique ... cit, pp. - 
141-161). 

Q) Trubetzkoy does not seem to give an actual definition of a 
moral. But I feel it is necessary to include one here and for 

this purpose I quote Martinet's definition which reads: "... each 
of the segments characterized by one of the successive punctual 
tones is called a moral' (Elements..., p. 80); a succession of two 
punctual tones constitutes a 'melodic tone', e. g. a rising tone 
(which is a melodic tone)is a succession of a low tone and a 
high tone (i. e. two punctual tones). 

(2) Trubetzkoy (Principles.., p. 170) admits that it was wrong of 
him-to consider prosodic properties as belonging to the vowel. 
However, it is generally agreed that the vowels of any given 
language function as syllabic nuclei. For details on syllabic 
nuclei and their phonematic 7-terpretation, see (jbid, _pFp. 7r7U_- 
181). 
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the mora in mora-counting languages" (p. 182)P) Accordingly, 

prosodic properties are divided into differential properties and 

properties-based-on-the-t. ype-of. -contact (Differenzierungs- und 

Anschlussarteigenschaften). The former distinguish between the 

prosodemes themselves, whereas the latter only characterize the 

types of-contact between the peosodemes and the following 

phonological element. 

The 'differential' prosodic oppositions are divided into 

two types: culminative oppositions* (e. g. the correlation of 

accent, 
(2) 

and the correlation'of tone movement) and non- 

culminative oppositions (e. g. the correlation of prosodic 

intensity and gemination in syllable-counting languages, and 

the correlation of tone register. in mora-counting languages). 

On the other hand, the prosodic oppositions based on the 

'type of contact' are divided into two types: the correlation 

of stod (or the correlation of interruption) and the correlation 

-(l) A full understanding of this definition requires an under- 
standing of the concepts of syllable-counting and mora-counting 
languages. Trubetzkoy conceives of syllable-counting lan'guages 
as those languages "in which the prosodic units always coincide 
with their syllables'!, (Principles.., p. 177) as opposed to mora- 
counting lanýuages 

, 
in which "the smallest prosodic unit does not 

always coincide with the'syllable" (Ibid). 
(2) Trubetzkoy (p. 188) defines the "accent' as "the culminative 
prominence of a prosodeme". This prominence ca6-phonetically. 
be realiFe-d as "expiratory increase in force, rise in pitch, 
lengthening, or more precise and more emphatic articulation of 
the vowels or consonants involved" (jbid). 
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of close contact»1 

In addition, Trubetzkoy'(Principles*.... pp. 201-207) 

distinguishes betwe6n'W6f-&differ6ntiAting and'tehtente-; differ6htiating 

oppositions 
(2) (i. e. '16Mdal vs. 'tyhtadtic oppositions, respectively). 

To the fomer type belong the distinctive consonantal and vocalic 

properties and also the prosodic properties discussed above. On the 

other hand, sentence-ýdiffLirentiating__oppositions are distinctive 

-prosodic properties such as'sentehcLi-ýint6ndtion, 'differLint6t of 

tone'distinctive for sentences, sentence stress, and'sbntence'pauses. 

The above phonological classification. of distinctive oppositions 

can be summarized as follows. Distinctive oppositions are achieved 

by mans of distinctive properties (i. e. relevant features). 

In every language, the distinctive properties can. generally be 

grouped into three uejor classes: 

(a) -ý, ocalit'prbperties, which can be divided into (1) 

properties of local. ization,, (2) properties based on degree of 

(1) Trubetzkoy notes that "the correlation of stod occurs only 
in languages that have a correlation of prosodic gemination, that 
is, in mora * -counting languages" (p. 198), whereas "the relationship 
of the correlation of close contact to the classification of languages 
into mora-counting and syllable-counting languages is less clear" 
(p. 199). For details on 'the correlation of close contact', see 
Principles ..., pp. 199-201. 

'(2) It should be borne in mind*that prosodic properties that 
differentiate sentences are independent linguistic signs, while 

phonemes and prosodic properties that only differentiate words are 
never linguistic signs but only parts of linguistic signs; see 
Principles ..., p. 207. 
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sonority (or aperture), and (3) resonance properties; 

(b) consonantal properties, which can be divided. into (1) 

properties of localization, (2) properties based on the manner 

of overcoming an obstruction, and (3) resonance properties; and 

(c) prosodic properties, which can be divided into (1) 

differential properties (word- as well as sentence-differen- 

tiating properties), and (2) properties based on the type of 

contact. 
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PART TWO 

-A FUNCTIONAL PHONEMATIC APPLICATION, 
ANALYSIS OF SPOKEN IRAQI 
ARABIC. 
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Chapter Seven 

INTRODUCTORY CHAPTER 

7.1. The Dialect Studied. 

This research concerns itself with SIA, which is an Arabic 

dialect spoken in Iraq. More specifically, this thesis mainly 

studies the dialect spoken in the Iraqi capital of Baghdad. I 

have decided to restrict my research to the Baghdadi dialect for 

a number of reasons. Firstly, it is almost impossible to work 

out an exhaustive, satisfactory analysis of the colloquial 

Arabic spoken in Iraq. This is because there are, in my view, 

three major dialects spoken in Iraq: (a) a southern Iraqi dialect 

represented by the speech of-the inhabitants of Basrah (the 

second largest city), (b) a northern Iraqi dialect represented 

by the speech of the inhabitants of Mosul, 'and (c) a dialect 

spoken in the central part-of Iraq and represented by the speech 

of the inhabitants of Baghdad (the capital). Within the Baghdadi 

dialect, furthermore, there exist some regional variations basi- 

cally in pronunciation, but these variations do not, in my 

opinion, affect the phonemic system of'Baghdadi Arabic. (l) The 

geographical divisions of SIA are shown on the following map: 

(1) In his article "The Development & Distribution of the Arabic 
Sound Q5f in Iraq" (in RAL, pp. 103-112; reprinted from Essays on 
Islamic Civilization, eTiTted by D. P. Little and E. J. Brill, Leiden, 
1976, pp. 48-55), Al-Ani writes: 

It Ibrah1m al-SamarrN? T in his book, al-Tawz1v al-Lughawi al- 
JughrafT fil al-vir5q (Linguistic G-eog-rap)-Flcal Distribution 
in. Iraq), divided the Arabic dialect in Iraq into two main 
groups social and geographical, He further sub-divided 
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TURKEY 

JORDAN 

A MAP OF IRAQ SHOWING THE LOCATION OF 
THE THREE MAJOR muhafe8at (i. e. PROVINCES) 
WHEREBY THE THREL MAJOh DIALECTS ARE 
REPRESENTED (IT ALSO SHOWS THE COUNTRIES 
BORDERING IRAQ). 

contd. from previous page: - the social group into urban, 
Fural, and nomadic, nd the geographical group into 
north, central and south. The northern geographical 
sub-group mainly refers to the 'qeltu' dialect (I said) 
yet the writer does not draw the line far enough south 
to include the second main town of HiO[p. lll, footnote 7] 

Fbr Al-Ani's own division of the Iraqi dialect, see ibid, pp. 105ff. 
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Secondly, it is, extremely hard to collect the necessary data 

required for a phonematic analysis of Iraqi Arabic'in general 

because of the wide range of variety of accents and dialects 

existing in Iraq. For practical purposes, therefore-, I have 

relied oniny own speech for the data required- my speech being 

representative of the Baghdadi dialect since I was born in 

Baghdad and have lived all my life-there - and tested the 

validity of the. data through every day, verbal contact with my 

compatriots studying in Leeds. The only possibility of a study 

of standard Iraqi Arabic would, in. my-opinion, be that of study- 

ing the Iraqi Arabic spoken on, radio, televisio , n, etc. which 

does not represent everyday speech. For the above two reas, ons, 

I have decided to study, in detail, the Arabic dialect spoken in 

Baghdad, which is generally thought of as "representative of 

educated Iraqi speech in o. ther-, areas". (') Finally, it is worth 

mentioning that Baghdadi Arabic is spoken by a population 

approaching four million. Iraqis (out. of the total population of 

approximately thirteen million. native Iraqis). 

7.2. Segmental Notation 

In this section, I shall explain the segmental notation 

used in this part of the thesis, i. e. the transcr. iption of the 

SIA phonemes and archiphonemes. (2 ) The transcription to be 

(1) Ibid, p. 105. 
(2) If a given SIA phoneme (or archiphoneme). has one or-more 
phonetic realizations that are to be transcribed by symbols 
different from the symbol used for the corresponding phoneme (or 
archiphoneme), a footnote will account for the phoneme (or archi- 
phoneme) concerned. 
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employed here is in accordance with the principles of the Inter- 

national Phonetic Association (IPA)(1) except for the following 

cases: 
(a) Consonant 'tafximl (usually referred to as Ivelarization' in 

IPA terminology) is, for the sake of typographical clarity, in- 

dicated by a dot placed under (instead of the symbol - drawn 

across(? 
)) the symbol of the respective 'plain' (i. e. non-wfaxxam) 

consonant, e. g. /l/ (as opposed to., /I/) instead of /i/ (as opposed 

to /1/) 

(b) The phonemic symbols /'c/ and /6/ are used instead of /tl/ 

and /d3/, respectively, in compliance with my interpretation of 

the phonological status of [tI] and [d3l in the phonological 

system of SIA (see section 8.14 of this thesis). The choice of 

the, symbols /'c/ and /g/ is based on their use by most scholars 

who have worked in the field of Arabic linguistics. However, 

/I/ rather than /Vis retained in my no. tation despite the fact 

that-/I/ is, according to my analysis, like /c/ and /g/ charac- 

terized by the relevant feature "hush". This is so because there 

is not the least doubt about the phonological status of /1/, i. e. 

/I/ can only be interpreted monophonematically. 

(c) Since the phoneme /q/ is distinctively characterized as 

being " uf; Dxxam"in SIA, it is transcribed, in line with the 
0 

(1) See the IPA's pamphlet: The Principles of the International 
Phonetic Association, London, 1949, (reprinted 1970 anT1975). 
Phonetic transcriTf'lons will, for simplicity's sake, be made as 
brief as possible. 
(2) The symbol. - is used to account for vocalic nasalization 
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other I'ipfaxxamall phonemes, as /ý/. According to my analysis, 

is the "rpufaxxamll counterpart of /k, g.; X, Y/--. bLUt I,. have-. 

given it the symbol /ý/ since it is phonetically more related 

to [k] than to [g, x, -y]; to be morp. specific, both [ý] and [k] 

are, phonetically speaking, voiceless plosives. 

(d) Finally, archiphonemes are, in this analysis, transcribed 

by means of capital letters. For example, the a'rchiphoneme 

occurring in the position of neutralization of the opposition 

between /p/ and /b/'is transcribed as /P/. 

In view of the conventions of the IPA and the above except- 
ions, I present a table of the phonemic inventory, of SIA which 

also includes the Arabic symbols -corresponding to each phoneme 

together with an Arabic-example for each phoneme followed by its 

English translation: 

contd. from previous page: - when placed on top of vowel symbols, 
e. g. [ml: m]lthe name of trfe letter "W". It is also used with 
a non-segmebtal function, see section 7.3 of this thesis. 
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(a) Consonant Phonemes: (') 

phoneme corresponding 
Arabic sYMbol 

example meaning 

/P/ 'curtain' 

/b/ /'barda/ 'a cold spell of 
weather' 

'elephant' 

/M/ /Mai/ 'name of a girl' 
'water' 

/tin/ 'figs, 

/d/ /din/ 'religion' 

/tin/ 'mud' 

/lniear/ 'he spread' 
/! n! a ac/, 'he promised to 

give a sacrifice' 
A/ cry, /'ni§aR/ 'he looked' 

(1) For those readers with some knowledge of Arabic writing, 
mention. the-fol-lowing. facýts-. about the SIA consonants: 
(a) All-con-5onant letters take fou: r(mostly different) 
shapes determined by their position in the word: (4) word-initially 
and word-medially when joined to the following but not preceding 
letter (e. g. _-%3 

); (--! -) word-medially when joined to the preceding 
letter and the following letter at the same time, (e. g. _%ý); 

(c. -) 
word-finally when joined to the precedingIetter (e. g. cx, ); and 
(y) in isolation as well as word-finally when not joined to the 
preceding letter The last shape is the one found'in 
the consonant table contained in this section. 
(b) The . phoneme /4/ is represented by (L; o) in some words and by 
(J; ) in others. It is worth mentioning that these two symbols 
represent two separate phonemes in CA (viz. lql and 
respectively). 

-(c) Two distinct phonemes may-be represented by one and the same 
Arabic symbol, namely for /m/ and /T/, and (J) for /i/ and 

(d) Consonant 'toldid' is, when non-distinctive, indicated by a 
length mark (: ) placed after the respective consonant symbol, e. g. 
[Ih*1: 1 'solution' (phonemically /hd/). When distinctive, on the 
other hand, it is indicated by doubling the respective consonant 
symbol, e. g. ['X9dd9]Ihis, cheekI (phonemically /'X9dd9/)See sections 
8.7-8.13 of this thesis. 
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phoneme corresponding 
Arabic symbol 

example meaning 

/k/ -t-3 /kas/ Icup, 

/9/ /gas/(') 'he touched' 

/X/ /xas/ 'special' 
(2) 

/Y/ /yas 'h6 dived' 

/V 
, 

/ýas/ 'he measured' 
/n/3) /nas/ 'people' 

/. tas/ 'head (n)'. 

/Ixali/ $empty, ' 

/3. / /Ixali/ 'my (maternal) uncle' 
/s/ /sef/ 'sword' 

/z/ /za: r/ 'he visited' 
A/ /ýef/ 'summer' 

'C" /'Caf/ 'hand, palm' 
Igefl 'it dried' 

Zb 

U- evil or bad omen' 
/hal/ 'solution' 

/14zebbed/ 'he paved' 

/V G. /'? bbbed/ 'he became eternal' 
/h/4) /hal/ 'it or he came out' 

(1) Some SIA speakers would also use /gas/, wh'ich shows that IV 
and. /g/ can be used in free variation. Nevertheless, they are 
phonologically regarded as two separate phonemes in SIA because 
they are in opposition to each other, e. g. /gad/lhe held sb. 's 
hand' - /gad/ 'conscientious (sing. m. )'. See sections 10.1.4,10.26 
and 13.72 of this thesis. 
(2) [u] and [-f] are combinatory variants of the phoneme /-y/; see 
section 9.16 of this thesis. 

(3) [njnj1uqN] are combinatory varia 
this thesis. The symbol [N] is an 
restricting the use of capitals to 
phonemes. -In addition, the Arabic 
ltaldid' are written with a capital 
sentence initially and in headings 
and 'Toldid ... 1. 

nts of /n/; see section 9.18 of 
exception to MY convention of 
the symbolization of archi- 
linguistic terms ltefxim' and 

'T''when occurring phrase or 
or sub-headings, i. e. 'Tafxim... 

(4) p] and [h] are combinatory variants of /h/; see section 9.31 
of this thesis. 
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. (1) (b) Vowel Phonemes. 

phoneme corresponding 
Arabic symbol 

example meaning 

(2) 'elephant' 

/U/ (3) /ýUf/ twool, 

/I/ /f i JL/ 'unwrap! undo! ' 

/U/ or /Suf/ 'arrange in rows! ' 
(4) dI /sadZ 

/e/ 
(5) /wen/ 'whereV 

/0/1) /TOZ/ . 'bananas' 

/a/ 
(7) L /sad/ 'it prevailed' 

(1) For those readers with some knowledge of Arabic writing, I 
mention the following facts about the SIA vowels: 

(a) Some SIA vowels (e. g. /i/) are always represented by letters 
(i. e. 'L5') but others (Viz. /x/ and lul) are represented by letters 
word-f4-nally (i. e. tS and j respectively) and by diacritics placed 
under or above consonant letters in non-final position (i. e. 
and _ý respectively). As for the phoneme /9/, it is always rep- 
resented by a diacritic placed above the respective consonant 
symbol (i. e. 4 Y" ). 

(b) Like the consonant letters, those vowel letters represent- 
ing certain vowel phonemes (e. g. /i/ ) take four shapes 

(c) Two or more distinct vowel phonemes may be represeniej 6y 

one and the same Arabic symbol (namely /i,. i, e/ by V' and /u, u, o/ 
by 1-) 1) - (d) Vowel length (or quantity) is indicated only in allophonic 
transcriptions as vowel length is non-distinctive in SIA (see 
section 8.16 of this thesis). A length mark (: ) is placed after 
the respective vowel realization to indicate vowel Tength, e. g. 
[a:,, a:, o: ]. 
(2) [j] and[i,: ] are combinatory variants of /i/; see section 9.32 
of this thesis. 
(3) [w] and [u: ] are combinatory variants of. /p/; sed section 9.33 
of this thesis. 
(4) [. &]. and [a] are combinatory variants of /9/; see section 9.36 
of this thesis. 
(5) [e; ý] and [e: ] are free variants of /e, /; see section-9.37 of 
this thesis. Since /e/ never appears orthographically word-initially, 
word-finally or in isolation, it can only be represented by two 
forms: (-2)'and 
(6) [w] and [o: ] are free variants of /o/; see section 9.38 of this thesis. 
(7) [a: ] and. [a: ] are combinatory variants of /a/; see section 9.39 
of this thesis. 
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(c) Archiphonemes: 

archiphoneme corresponding 
Arabic symbol 

example meaning 

C-0 Ov, /gaP/ 'he brought' 
/Mý(2) ar /Mfettih/ lopen(adj,, ); we, open' 

(3) /L/ /Lei/ 'why? ' 
/E/(4) j or CS PS'91E/ "on it or him'. 

7.3. Non-segmental Notation 
This type of notation concerns itself with. symbols other than 

those of phonemes (or archiphonemes) and their realizations. The 

major non-segmental symbols are as follows: 

a. // is used to indicate a phonemic transcription of 

the 'signifiant' of a moneme (e. g. /, -/ "'a form of the definite 

article') or a syntagm (e. g. /Ivaiam/ 'flag', /1-lvaiam/ 'the 

flag'); the symbols enclosed by // naturally stand for phonemes, 

e. g. /v/, /9/, /1/, etc. 

(1) [p] and [b] are combinatory variants of /P/; see section- 
13.2 - of this thesis; 

are combinatory variants of /M/; see section 
13. of this thesis. 
(3) /L/ is always realized as a 'non-rpufaxxaml. lateral (i. e. [1]); 
see section 13.4 of this thdsit. 

(4) [e: ](or[e-a])and [o: ](or[mj)are combinatory variants of /E/; 
see section 13.5 of'this thesi's. 
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b. [] is used to indicate a transcription of variants (e. g. [b], 

[ý],, of respective phonemes (i. e. /b/, /f/ and /i/). It is 

also used to enclose an addition by an author when quoting another 

author; see for example p. 57 of this thesis. 

c. encloses a specific part of two transcribed monemes which 

are in opposition to each other; it is used to indicate that the 

given pair of monemes form a quasi-minimal pair, e. g. /I? (o)pr9/ 

'opera' 'needle'. 

d. is used, besides citational purposes, to enclose a rele- 

vant feature, e. g. "voiced" and "labial". 

e. II is used, besides citational purposes, to enclose 

technical terms (e. g. 'neutralization', ltaldidl) or a phonetic 

feature in cases where it is phonologically irrelevant (e. g. 

'bilabial' in connexion with the realization of /b/, and 'voice- 

less' in connexion with the realization of, /f/). 
(') 

is used to indicate an opposition, i. e. it separates two 

(or more) phonemes that are in opposition to each other (e. g. P/b 

indicating an opposition between /p/ and /b/, and p/t,, k, etc. ' 

indicating an opposition between /p/ on the one hand and each of 

the phonemes /t/, /k/, etc. on the other), But to indicate an 

opposition between two monemes, a hyphen is used (e. g. /tin/-/din/). 

(1) On the phonologicalArrelevance of 'bilabial' and Ivoiceless' 
in connexion with. /b/-and /f/ respectivelys see sections 10.3 
and 10.4 of this thesis. 
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g- I is, when placed before the beginning of a syllable, used as 

an accent mark(') (e. g. 

h. 
- 

is used, besides being a symbol for vocalic nasalization 

(e. g. [mI: m]), to separate two monemes or two pfionetic realizations 

or phonemes that are in free variation with each other (e. g. /gas/- 

/gas/ both meaning 'he touched', [e: ]-- [ea], and IgI 

respectively. 

7.4 Basic Sound Differences between CA and SIA- 

It is a matter of fact that Arabic has undergone a certain 

degree of influence - now fortunately decreasing - by foreign 

languages such as Persian, Turkish, Kurdish and English. This 

(1) Since'prosody' is not dealt with in any detail in this thesis, 
it is necessary to give, at thisjuncture, a breif account of 
'accent' with reference to SIA. Accent is to be taken in the 
sense in which Martinet uses it (see his Elements-, pp. 81ff). 
Martinet conceives of 'accent' as "the prominence given to a 
syllable and only one syllable within what, in the given language, 
constitutes the accentual unit" (p. 81). In SIA, the phonic features 
characterizing accentual prominence are: articulatory energy, 
melodic pitch and the perceived duration of the accented syllable. 
An accent in SIA (as in all languages or dialects) fulfils a con- 
trastive function as it only "contributes to the individualization 
of the word or the unit which. is characterized in contrast with. 
the other units, of the same type represented in the same utterance" 
(p. 83), for example-/1? a'kfd/ sure, and 'he returned', 
It is also important to note that SIA has a 'free accent' (see 
Martinet's La description phonologique ... cit, pp. 45f, where the 
term 'accent 15-re', i. e. 'free. accent' is used). In other words, 
the place of an accent in SIA is variable, i. e. it is not fixed to 
the same syllable in all SIA words. For example, some words have 
their accent on the first syllable (e. g. Phalad/'country' *) and 
others on the second syllable (e. g. /? 91Tid/ 'I repp 1. For 
Trubetzkoy's views on 'free accent', see his Principles... spp. 188ff. 
However, I am not in favour of attempting to formulate any rules 
as to where to place an accent in SIA words of different syllable 
structures since there are plenty of examples where it does not 
cause any confusion on the part of the listener wherever the accent 
is placed (e. g. /'madras. a/ 'school' is, to most SIA speakers, as 
intelligible as /'mad'. rasa/ 'same meaning'. 
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thesis accounts for those loan words that are still frequently 

used by native speakers of SIA-since they constitute an integral 

part of the speech of the average Iraqi speaker of Arabic. Since 

this thesis constitutes a synchronic phonematic study of the SIA 

word, the provenance of. phonemes need not'be accounted for. 0) 

I The basic sound differences between CA and SIA can be 

summarized as follows: 

(a) Although a large number of Classical Arabic words are 

reiained in SIA, in most examples of Classicism. the diphthongs 

[9j] and [aw] have increasingly been disappearing from SIA or 

rather, replaced by monophthongs, viz. [e: ] and [o: ], respectively, 

which may, in the speech of most SIA speakers, be u. sed in free 

variation with other diphthongs, viz. [ezj and [co], respectively. 

(b) The Classical Arabic sound 11] does not, as we have 

seen, exist in the sound system of SIA; it is instead replaced 

by the sound [0]. * 

(c) The sound system of SIA includes three consonant sounds, 

viz. [p], [tj] and [g], which do not exist in CA. In the speech 

of most SIA speakers, [p], [tj] and [g] may be used in free 

variation with [b], [k], and [d3] and [ý], respectively, which 

are also found in the sound system of CA. 

(1) See A. Martinet, La description phonologique ... cit, p. 52, where 0- J. it is stated that "il va sans dire que, dans la presente etude 
qui est synchronique, Vorigine. des phonemes ne nous interesse 
pas". The present synchronic study of SIA calls for a diachronic 
one in future. 
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7.5. A Brief Critical Account of Previous Analyses of SIA. 

Iraqi Arabic in general and the Baghdadi dialect in particular, 

have not as yet received the linguistic attention they deserve. 

There are two linguistic. studies of Iraqi Arabic which are worth 

mentioning: 
(') '(a) W. M. Erwin's phonemic, morphological, syntac- 

(2) /'-"(b) H. Blanc's 1964 comparative tical study of 1963, ýamd' 

study of three distinct dialects which are said to co-exist in 

Baghdad. (3) In addition, there is van Wagoner's elementary course 

in Spoken Iraqi Arabic which. appeared in 1949. (4) To. the best 

of my knowledge, however, no functional analysis of Iraqi Arabic 

has been made yet, which is why studies such as the present one 

are very important to conduct. 

(1) In addition to the two works to be mentioned, three valuable 
studies have appeared: (a) S. H. Al-Ani, Arabic Phonology: An 
Acoustical and Physiological Investigation (= Janua Linguarum, 

. ser es p actica bl), The Hague: Mouton & Go., 19/U, (b) E. Y. Ud! ShO, 

(unpublished M. Phil. thesis), University of Leeds, 1973, and (c) 
G. B. Ghalib, The Intonation of Colloquial Iragi Spoken Arabic 
(unpublished M. Phil. thesis), University of Leeds, 1977. 
(2) See W. M. Erwin, A Short Reference Grammar of I raqi Arabic, - 
Washington, D. C.: Georgetown Universit-yi-Fr-ess, 1963. Though the 
title includes 'Iraqi Arabic', the study mainly describes Baghdadi 
Arabic.. 
(3) See H. Blanc, Communal Dialects in Baghdad (Cambridge: Harvard 
University Press, 1964) and W. Cowan's review of it in Lanpage, 
42,1966, pp. 694-699. L. Massignon, too, mentions the variations 
within Baghdadi Arabic which are related to different districts of 
Baghdad; *see his "Notes sur le dialecte arabe de Bagdad" of 1912. 
(Arabic translation by A. Fadhil, published by the Iraqi Ministry 
of Information, 1962). These variations have, in my opinion, al- 
most completely disappeared. 
(4) See M. Y. van Wagoner, Spoken Iraqi Arabic (published by the 
Linguistic'Society of America, 1949) and J. Cantineauls review of 
it "in BSL, 49/2,1953, pp. 148-150. 
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Previous analyses of SIA have arrived at basically the same 

inventory of phonemes. The consonant and vowel charts contained 

in previous studies of SIA were based on phonetic descriptions 

of th e so-called 'principal allophones' of corresponding phonemes. 

From a functionalist's point of view, these consonant and vowel 

charts can neither be considered as 'phonetic' nor as 'phonemic'. 

Let us examine, for example, the consonant and vowel charts con- 

tained in Erwin's analysis. 
(') In the consonant chart, we only 

find one symbol for the nasal n. 
- 

This may suggest that the 

cited symbol is a phonemic one because if it was. meant to be a 

phonetic one (which is suggested by Erwin's label 'dental'), we 

would expect to find more symbols in the chart to account for the 

'alveolar', the Ivelarl and the luvularl realizations of, the 

nasal phoneme /n/. But this cannot be the case since, as I have 

mentioned earlier, Erwin's consonant chart contains the symbbl n 

only. On the other hand, labelling the, nasal n as dental may 

suggest that it-is a phonetic symbol (i. e. since the feature 

dental does not characterize (or is not possessed by) all the 

realizations of the respective nasal phoneme. In my view, therefore, 

Erwinonly accounts for the 'principal- allophone' of the hasal 

phoneme /n/ in his consonant chart. 

(1) See W. M. Erwin, op-cit, pp-3f. I disagree with Erwin's analysis 
from the start for reasons related to the principal differences 
between Erwin's approach (which is non-functionalist) and my app- 
roach (which'is functionalist). These differences will become clear 
in the following chapters which deal with the actual. functionalist 
analysis of SIA. Meanwhile, this critical account of, Erwin's' 
analysis of SIA is by no means exhaustive; -it is only meant to 
prepare the reader for my analysis which is completely different 
from Erwin's analysis. 
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As regards the part of Erwin's consonant chart that deals 

with what he calls the lemphatics', it is, in my opinion, purely 

phonetic as it includes V, ý, ý, ýMwhich are, according to my 

functional analysis, combinatory variants of the corresponding 

#plain' (i. e. non-emphatic) consonant phonemes, viz. /p, b, f, z/* 

respectively. I say they are 'combinatory variants' because 

there is no opposition between [ý)](similarly [ý, f, ý])and [p] 

(similarly [b, f, z]). 

Erwin's vowel chart, on the other hand, is more like a 

phonemic chart than a phonetic one. For example, the vowel A 

is labelled as central regardless of the 'b ack' realization [cL: ] 

Similarly, the vowel a is also labelled as central regardless of 

its 'retracted' realization [. &]. - Strictly speaking,, however, 

Erwin's vowel chart cannot be considered a hundred per cent 

phonemic_ since theIable) central does not correspond-to a relevant 

feature of the corresponding vowel phonemes, i. e. /a/ and /9/; 

the feature 'central' is not possessed by all the realizations of 

/a/(and similarly /9/). 

Other previous analyses of SIA have disadvantages similar to 

those of Erwin's analysis. To give a clearer picture of a non- 

functionalist analysis of SIA, I present Erwin's consonant 

(1) Here and throughout this section, I have, for simplicity's 
sake, replaced Erwin's notation by my own notation. In addition, 
I do not, in my analysis of SIA, acknowledge the existence of the 
sound [ý] in SIA. 
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and vowel charts: 

CONSONANTS 

4-3 4-) 
a 
(1) 

a 
(Ij 

. 
r- 

. 1- 

.0 
to 

13 
0 

-0-1 
(1) 

r- 
to 

440 

(a 
+j 
to 

I- 
Ca 

Q) 
> 

C ro 
4-) 
4-3 

r- 

CO 

J3 
ro 

_j 
a (1) to 

a- 
(1) 0 

to 
-a C" 

0 
r- 
C. D 

Stops voiceless 
P k 

voiced b d u 

voiceless 
f 0, S I x h h 

Spirants 
voiced C) z 

voiceless C Affricates 
voiced %f 

Nasals M 

Semi-vowels W 

Lateral 

Flap 

E 
M Stops voiceless jp 
, 

P voiced 
H 
A voiceless' 

Spirants T 
I voiced f a 

C 
S_ Nasal 

Lateral 
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VOWELS 

Short Front Central Back 

High u 

Mid 0 

Low 

Long 

Ifigh U: 

Mid e: 0: 

Low a: 
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Chapter Eight 

PROBLEMS IN SIA PHONOLOGY 

8.1. The Phenomenon of 'Tafximl. 

The phenomenon of 'taftim' (as called by the old Arab 

grammarians) or 'emphasis'(') (as called by European and American 

scholars) plays an integral role in the phonetics and phonology 

of Arabic in general and SIA in particular. The term ltafximl- 

and its derivatives (2 ) have in recent years been utilized by Arab. 

as well as non-Arab linguists. (3 ) Furthermore, the phenomenon of 

ltafximl has also been referred to by European and American lin- 

guists as (emphatic)--velarization, uvularization, pharyng(e)ali- 

zation, retraction, strong articulation, u-resonance or even. 

heaviness,. (4) These concepts differ in two respects: (a) the 

(1) The reader is reminded that the phenomenon of 'emphasis' has 
been mentioned briefly in section 6.4 (p. 131)of this thesis. 
(2)*Like 'emphasis', ltafximl is a noun form. The former noun 
form has only one adjectival form, viz. 'emphatic', whereas ltafximl 
has two adjectival forms: 1ýnufexxaml (to qualify a singular noun, 
e. g. a rpfaxxam consonant) and 'ý. nufaxxama' (to qualify a plural noun, 
e, g. niufakkama consonants). However, the form-'emphatic' can, in 
linguistic ter-m-ino-logy-, also be used as a noun form (usually in the 
plural form), i. e. 'emphatics'. 
(3y See for example (a) E. Y. Odisho, op. cit, (b) R. Jakobson, 
"'Mufaxxamal: The 'Emphatic' Phonemei-TrCTrabic", SW, 1, pp. 510- 
522 (reprinted*in Al-Ani (ed. ), RAL, pp. 269-281), ýiinFd (c) J. Cantineau, 
op. cit, esp. pp. 23f. 
(4) See W. Lehn, "Emphasis in Cairo Arabic", aLe, 39/1, pp. a ý2-Fn 

Ir 
Lu 

29-39 (esp. footnote'l on p-29); reprinted in-A s RAL, pp. 
305-319. In this thesis, however, the term 'tafxim' is adopted 
in view of its ir6portance in Arabic linguistic terminology. 
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specification of the phonetic features (articulatory and/or 

auditory) that characterize the resultant sounds, 
O) 

and con- 

sequently (b) the specification of the sounds that are character- 

ized as being 'emphatic' (or Ivelarized, etc. ). 

8.2. Previous Views on "Tafx: Lm'. 

Many linguists have previously expressed their views on the 

phenomenon of 'taftim'. Of these previous views on Itaftim', I 

shall deal with the views of N. S. Trubetzkoy (a Praguian), 

J. Cantineau (a functionalist Arabist). and E. Y. Odisho (an Iraqi 

experimental phonetician). 

8.3. Trubetzkoy's Views 

In his Principles ... (pp. 131f), N. S. Trubetzkoy uses the 

term 'emphatic velarization' to refer to what is in this thesis - 

called ltafximl, and relates it mainly to Arabic. He also employs 

thd term 'emphatic (velarized) consonants' for my term ITUfaxxama 

consonants'. This is what Trubetzkoy has to say in this connexion: 

(1) The phonetic features of Arabic which European and American 
scholars would designate as 'emphasis' have been identified by the 
old Arab grammarians as (a)'? ithakl(i. e. spreading and raising of 
the tongue), (b)'? istivia? ' (i. e. elevation of the dorsum) and 
(c) ltafximl (i. e. thickness or heaviness). For details, see 
Cantineau, op. cit., pp. 23f, and W. Lehn,. 2p. cit, p. 29. In this. 
thesis, howevCr-, the term 'tafxim' accounts T-or all the above 
phenomena at once. 
(2) On this matter see (a) R. Jakobson, o cit, esp. p. 510, (b) 
W. Lehn, 2p. cit, esp. pp. 29ý-31, (c) E. Y. 

%Oi-s. 
To- o cit, pp. 1-86, 

a rur-ý= (d) J. C'ntiTeau, ýR. cit, p. 15, and (e) N. S. Te zkoy, Principles-, 
p. 131. For a criflcýT account of various works on ltafxi I (or 
'emphasis') and valuab. le contributions see Odisho, ibid and Lehn, 
jbid, pp. 29-39. 
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"... it is necessary to distinguish the-correlation 

of emphatic velarization that plays an important 

role in the Semitic languages, especially Arabic. 

The Arabic "emphatic" consonants are characterized 

by a thickening of the root of the tongue, which 

at the same time causes a shift of the larynx. 

The opposition between "emphatic" and "nonemphatic" 

consonants is found in the apical, guttural, 

- sibilant, and laryngeal sqries. 
(') It is accom- 

panied in all series by specific shifts in the 

position of articulation: the "emphatic" apicals 

are not only velarized..., but are also alveolar 

in-contrast. with [i. e. in opposition to, A. R. ] 

the post-dental nonemphatic apicals ... However, 

these concomitant differences in the position of 

articulation must be ignored. For in the 

phonemic system of Arabic the emphatic velarized 

consonants form a closed category, which is 

placed in opposition to the category of the non- 

emphatic consonants. What makes the correlation 

of emphatic velarization in Arabic somewhat 

opaque is the fact that it does not comprise 

all consonants. of the respective series, and 

(1) According to Trubetzkoy's analysis of phonological classes 
of distinctive oppositions, the 'laryngeal series' includes a 
purely laryngeal (i. e. glottal) serie's (e. g. SIA /h/ and /? /) and 
a pharyngeal series (e. g. SIA /h/ and. /v/). 
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further that it cannot be neutralized. "M 

8.4. Cantineau's Views. 

J. Cantineau has written much about the linguistics of 

classical as well as dialectal Arabic. His 6t'udes de linguis- 

tique arabe contains a good number of his most important works on 

Arabic linguistics. According to Cantineaus tqfxm, 
(2) involves 

two characteristics: (a) "une forte tension des diff4rents organes 

de la phonation" (p. 15), and (b) "un certain report en arriýre du 

point d'articulation... " (ib ýi d) . 

8.5. Odisho's Views. 

In his M. Phil. thesis (op. cit), E. Y. Odisho presents the 

most successful recent phonetic (physiological and acoustic) 

treatment of Itaftim'. Odisho rightly thinks that none of the 

above notions (i. e. emphasis, velarization, etc. ) accounts for 

all that is involved in the phenomenon of 'tafxim'. First of 

all, he points out that 'tafximl is achieved by means of "sub- 

jecting some of the sounds, ýprincipally the denti-alveolars [i. e. 

the apicals, A. R. ] produced in the front section_[of the vocal 

tract, A. R. ]. to certain articulatory manoeuvers which are 

capable of yielding other sounds that can function as independent 

(1) Most, but not all, of this long quotation applies to SIA as we 
shall see in section 8.6 of this thesis. Martinet. (a neo-Praguian) 
conceives of the '. mufaxxama" consonants of Arabic as "une serie de 
Consonnes velarisees ou pharyngaliSees, dites lemphatiques"' (La 
description phonologigue.... P. 30)ý. 
(2) Cantineau would presumably employ the term 'emphasis' as he 
uses the term Iconsonnes emphatique's' (i. e. emphatic consonants') 
instead of what I call 'm. uf9xxam9 consonants'; see Cantineau, op. 
cit, P. 15. 
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phonological entities [i. e. separate phonemes, A. R. ]" (p. 11). 

Subsequently, Odisho amplifies this statement by saying that 

Itaftim' is achieved by "a complex: of articulatory movements 

leading to a rapidly shifting and complicated configuration of 

the vocal tract beginning from a slightly raised larynx and 

ending with-slightly rounded and protruded shape of the lips" 

(p. 37). Odisho (pp. 37ff) goes on to discuss the phonetic 

features characterizing the phenomenon of 'tafximl. These 

features, most of which I agree with, may be summarized as 

fol 1 ows: 

(a) slight raising of the larynx. (l) 

(b) considerable pharyngeal constriction, 
(c) lip protrusion and/or lip rounding (protrusion is 

(2) 
said to be more noticeable than rounding) , 

(d) slight retraction of, the place of primary articulation 
(especially with and 

(1) Odisho'does not go into the details of the movement of the 
larynx. Instead, he refers the-reader to R. M. S. Heffner's 
General Phonetics, The University of Wisconsin Press, 1949, p. 25. 

(2) 1 agree with Odisho in that a slight degree of lip rounding 
and/or lip protrusion (among other phonetic features) accompany 
the production of the ImPfaxxomoconsonants of Baghdadi Arabic. 

(3) According to Odisho's theory. of ltafximl, a slight retraction 
of the place of 'primary. ' articulation is acceptable as long as 
"almost the same place of primary articulation [of the Inon- 
mufaxxam' counterpart, A. R. ] is retained" (Odisho oP-cits p. 11). 
in other words, "any other articulatory manoeuvers, which result 
in changing the place of articulation from one zone to another 
[e. g. from lapical' to 'dorsal', A. R. ] are excluded from 
tafxiim" (Lbid). 
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(e) tighter contact between the articulators(l) involved 
in the production of 'Tufoxxamalconsonants, 

(f) flattening and concavity of the mass of the the two 
tongue (especially before and during the together 

release of occlusion for lmufaxxamalstops), , result in 
enlarging 

(g) backward retraction of the mass of the the oral 
tongue, and finally 10 

cavity. 

(h) slightly greater lowering of the jaw which is a- 

correlation, of the sudden release of the closure 

and forceful depression of the tongue. 

8.6. My Views on 'Tefx: Lml ahd its Phonological Status. 

The previous views on the phenomenon of 'tafximl summarized 

above, have some similarities. I am in general agreement with 

these views but, as I have indicated before, I am more in agree- 

ment with Odisho's views than anybody else's because Odishoýs 

views express more specifically the articulatory manoeuvers 

accompanying the production of 'Tufaxxamal consonants. 
(2) 1 must 

admit, however, that it is not always possible to define the 

phonetic features characterizing ltafximl. I ge erally conceive 

im of 'tafx* I as the simultaneous occurrence of a complex of 

certain phonetic (physiological and acoustic) features(3) which 

affects many, if not all, of the consonants of the Semitic 

languages in general and Arabic (both classical and dialectal) in 

(1) These articulators are, according to Odisho, tip/blade of the 
tongue and denti-alveolar zone. Therefore, the consona*nts[tibissil 
can have 'Tufaxxmalcounterparts, i. ejýqý, ýsjl, respectively: He 
also includes [m, bl, hence respectively. 
(2) In my opinion, however, other consonants than those Odisho 
mentions can have Imufoxxomal counterparts; the non-ýaufaxxqma' con- 
sonants[f, rqkjhjT,?; h1 have the 'mufaxxarnal counterparts[ýsf, ý, t, ý,?, ý] 
respective y. 
(3) I. e. 'all the phonetic features mentioned by Odisho (see 8.5 
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particular. 

Phonetically speaking, most of the Arabic consonants have 

their 'mufaxxvne' counterparts, e. g. [b-b, t-t, 6-6], etc. In 

SIA, in particular, the consonant sounds'[p, b, f, m, t, 8$ rt 19 

s, k, h, ? h] have the lmufaxxamal counterparts f, m, 

respectively. Phonologically 

speaking, on the other hand, when we resort to the commutation, 

test for the determination of the phonological status of the SIA 

lmufaxx=ý' consonanfi, we ýealize'that some of them are realiz- 

ations of the corresponding 'non-mufaxxama' consonant phonemes 

(6. g. [p] is. nothing but--. a realization of /p/), while others are 

realizations of SIA "Tufaxxame"-consonant phonemes-(e. g.. [ý] is 

a realization of the mufaxxam phoneme'/t/). In other words, 

some of the SIA 'Tufaxxama' consonants form minimal pairs with' 

(i. e. they stand in distinctive opposition to) their respective 

'non-mufaxxama'.. counterparts (e. g. /tin/ 'mud' - /tin/ 'figs'), 

whereas other SIA 'mufaxxama' consonants are never distinctively 

opposed to their respective 'non-Tufaxxama' counterparts (e. g. 

'the smallest unit of Turkish money' is phonemically 

transcribed as 11paral but never */Ipaýa/. 

To the first group belong the SIA 'Tufoxxomalconsonants 

which are phonemically transcribed as 

respectively. The second group, on the other hand, includes the 

contd. from previous page. %. above) as well as the features 
FeFin'tioned in footnote i on p. 1B$. of this thesis. 
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SIA Imufoxxmal consonants which are phonemi- 

cally transcribed as /p, b, f,. r, h, V,?, h/I respectively. 

From what I have said above, it is obvious that llinufaxxarn" 

is a relevant feature which characterizes the SIA contonant 

phonemes and its absence (i. e. "non-mufaxxamll) 

characterizes the consonant phonemes /m; t, d; 0,8; 1; sz; klg, xt*y/, 

respectively. 
(') To prove the validity of my above conclusion, 

I quote the following minimal pairs 
(2) 

which are based solely 

on the "muf axxam "/"non -muf exxora"opposi ii on: 

(a) T/m as in /Tai/ ; 'water' - /mai/ 'name of a girl'. 

(b) t/t, d as-in/hat/'he put'- - /hat/ 'even, ahdI, /had/ 'limit', 

(c) §/a, o as in /§aq/ 'it or he got lost' -/Bav/ 'he broad- 

cast', /ýar/ 'harmful' - /Oap/ 'revenge'. 

(d) 1/1 as in /Ixali/ 'my maternal uncle'-- /Ixali/ 'empty'. 

(e) q/s, z as in /ýar/ 'it or he became' - /sar/ 'he walked', 
/zar/ 'he visited'. 

ý/kg, x, y as in /kaS/ 'he measured' - /kas/ 'cup', /gas/ 
'he touched', /ý9ý/ 'he narrated a story' - /xas/ 'he 

specified', 1-yesl 'he choked'. 

As regards the relation between the Imufoxxorrial: consonants 

and the other consonants and vowels within the. same moneme, I have 

(1) Phonologically speakingi. /t/ stands in opposition to both /t/ 
and /d/ by virtue of the re evant features "mufoxxom" vs. "non- 
mufoxxam" alone since-the opposition between*the relevant features 
('voiced"/"voiceless" (possessed by /d/ and /t/, respectively) is. 
irrelevant to /t/(i. e. when /V is opposed to A/ or /d/, the 
feature of voicing is irrelevant). Similarly, /ý/ is in opposition 
to /e/ and /3/; /ý/ to Isl and /z/; and /k/ to /k/, /g/f/x/ and. /y/. 

(2) See chapters 9 and 10 for more examples. 
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been reassured, through careful examination of the examples con- 

tained in my corpus, that it is in most cases the 'Tufaxxama' 

consonants that affect vowel quality and the other phonetically 

'non-mufaxxama' consonants within the same moneme. 
0) In addition, 

I have observed that this influence can be either progressive or 

regressive. For example, /a/ is realized as [a: ] in a word like 

/ýan/ because it is prededed by the "qnufoxxom" phoneme /q/ and 

so the influence. is progressive, hence [ýa: n]- On the other 

hand, in a word like /bet/ the vowel phoneme /a/ is realized as 

and the consonant phoneme /b/ is realized as [ý] because the 

"Tufaxxmll phoneme /t/ occurs in the same moneme and the in- 

fluence is regressive because of the influence that /V/ has over 

the sounds before it, hence [ýq: ]. 

8.7. The Phenomenon of 'Taldid'. 

The phenomenon of Italdid' (as-it was called by the old Arab 

(1) As far as 'vowel quality' is concerned, my observation-receives 
support from Trubetzkoy in his Principles-, p. 105. We read: 

"In Arabic a clear opposition based on degree of aperture 
exists between "i" and "d" [i. e. /, iý and /aL/, respectively, 
in my notation, A. R. ] since "a" is mostly realized as a 
front vowel (unless it occurs in the vicinity of "emphatic 
consonants"). But after emphatic consonants the "a" 
sounds "dark", so that in*that position it rather stands 
in opposition to "u" [i. e. la in my. notation, A. R. ] with 
respect to degree of aperture. Arabic "a" before "emphatic 
consonants" is realized as a back or back-central vowel 
(like the "a" in English "father"). " 

On this matter, see also (a) W. H. T. Gairdner, The Phonetics of 
Arabic, Oxford, 1925, especially chapters VI, (ihe Vowels--Fe-s- 
cribed) and VII (Influence of Consonants on Vowels), (b) W. M. 
Erwin, op. cit, pp. 12ff, and (c) J. Cantineau, op. cit, p. 147. - 
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grammarians) or 'gemination'(') (as it is generally called by 

European and American scholars) is, like the phenomenon of 

Itaftim', of prime importance in the phonology and phonetics of 

Arabic (whether it be classical or dialectal). The term 1taldid' 

and its derivatives (2 ) have rarely been used by non-Arab linguists. (3) 

The concept of 'gemination', on the one hand, mostly refers to 

the 'doubling of consonants'. On the other hand, the term Iteldid' 

literally means 'reinforcement' while in Arabic linguistic 

terminology it means more or less the same as 'geminationi 4) 

(1) The reader is reminded that the phenomenon of 'gemination' 
has been mentioned briefly in section ý. ýN-132) of this thesis. ?X 

(2) Both 'gemination' and 'taldid' are nouns. The former is 
related to 'geminate' (see for example T. M. Johnstone, Eastern, 
Arabian Dialect Studies, LondorG 1967, ---p. 26)-or 'geminated' (see 
for example N. S'. Trubetzkoy, Principles .... pp. 161ff); hence 
Igeminate(d) consonants'. Toldid', -on the other hand, is 
related to 'mujaddadl-; . which qualifies a singular noun (hence 
'a ýnujaddad ionsonant') and 'Tufaddadal which qualifies a plural 
noun (hence 'muladdada consonants'). However,. the form 'geminate' 
can-also be uied as a noun (usually in the plural), e. g. we can 
talk about the 'geminates' of a given-language (see for example 
N. S. Trubetzkoy, Principles.... p. 162). Some scholars would 
also use 'double(d)' instead of 'geminate(d)'; see W. M. Erwin, 
op. cit. p. 27. 

(3) The term 'toldid' has mainly been used by J. Cantineau in 
his French publications-on Arabic linguistics; see his ftudes 

... 
cit (esp. P. 25). However, the term ltaSdid' and its 6-ri-va-t-i'ves 
are adopted in this thesis in view1of their paramount importance 
in Arabic in general and SIA in particular. 

(4) According to Elias' Modern Dictionary: English-Arabic (11th 
revised edition, Cairo: Elias Modern Press, 1959, p. 296), - the 
word 'geminate' means 'twin or identical; double(d) or paired, 
etc. ' (my tranýlation). 
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The 'TuXaddada consonantsl(or the Igeminates') are known by some 

linguists as 'long consonants'. 
(') In addition, some scholars 

(2) 
would even call them 'geminate clusters' . 

8.8. Previous Views on 'Toldid'. 

Like the phenomenon of ltafximl, the phenomenon of lteldid' 

has been dealt with by many scholars. In the following few 

sections, I shall present the views of N. S. Trubetzkoy, A. Martinet, 

J. Cantineau, and W. M. Erwin. 

8.9. Trubetzkoy's Views. 

In his treatment of 'toldidl and 'Tufaddada consonants' (i. e. 

'gemination' and 'geminates' or Igeminated consonants''in 

Trubetzkoy's terminology), Trubetzkoy (Principles..., pP. 161ff) 

(1) See for example (a) M.. Swadesh, "The Phonemic Interpretation 
of Long Consonants "' Language, 13, k-pp. Iff, and (b) T. F. Mitchell, 
"Long Consonants in Phonology and Phonetics", in SLA (a special 
volume of the Philological Society), 1957, pp. 182--2-U5. Such 

i scholars 
-would, 

in their transcriptions, treat 'long consonants' 
and 'long vowels' similarly. For example, Mitchell (op. cit, esp. 
p. 182) transcribes both 'long consonants' and 'long vowOT's with 
a length mark (: ) placed after the respective consonant or vowel 
symbol. In my opihion, this device can only be made use of in 
allophonic transcriptions of a language where 'consonant length' 
(or 'vowel lengthlas the case may be) is non-distinctive. In 
phonemic*transcripiions, on the other hand, consonant or vowel 
length is shown only when it is phonologically distinctive; my 
convention of indicating distinctive 'length' is to double the 
respective consonant (or vowel) phonemic symbol. In SIA, for 
example, 'consonant length' (i. e. Itefdid') is distinctive except 
pre-pausally (see section 8.13) and 'vowel length' is always npn-; 
disintctive (see section 8.16); hence[na: r] 'fire(n. )' phonemically 
/nar/ and [hadlda: d] 'blacksmith' (phonemically Aad'dad/). 

(2) See T. F. Mitchell, op-cit, p. 189. 
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states the following: 

"... many languages have so-called geminated consonants. 

These are distinguished from "simple" or "nongeminated" 

consonants by a longer duration, and in most cases also 

by a more energetic articulation that is reminiscent 

of the correlation of intensity. (') In intervocalic 

position geminated consonants are distributed over-two 

syllables, their "on-glide" being grouped with the 

preceding syllable, their "off-glide" with the following 

syllable. They have the same effect on their environ- 

ment as consonant clusters and are generally treated 

in the same way as combinations of consonants. All 

these features point to a polyphdnematic interpretation, 

that is, they call for an interpretation of "geminated" 

consonants (or "geminates") as a combination of two 

identical consonants. " 

(1) Concerning the relationship between the 'correlation of 
gemination' and the 'correlation of intensity', Trubetzkoy writes: 

"The marked members of the correlation of intensity 
are very often longer than the unmarked members. 

** Thus there is a great similarity between the ýorrelation 
of intensity and the correlation of gemi- 

nation. The difference between the two correlations 
lies mainly in the fact that geminated consonants 
occur only in those positions where consonantal clusters 
are also permitted in the particular language, while 
"heavy" consonants (that is, the marked members of the 
correlation of intensity) do not occur only in those 
positions. "_ -[Principles... --. ;.. 'p-. 163] 
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8.10. Martinet's Views. 

In his La description phonologique..., Martinet seems to 

share Trubetzkoy's views on lteldid' (see section 8.9 above). 

In addition, Martinet talks about consonant as well as vowel 
'duration' (i. e. length). We read (pp. 32f): 

'Tý ob Penergie est, pour ainsi dire, 4talee dans 

le temps on trouve des articulations de durdle supdrieure 

a la moyenne et qui se distinguent ainsi d'articulations 

identiques de duree normale. Ceci. peut se produire 

aussi bien pour les consonnes que pour les voyelles. 
La plus grande duree se marque soit par une barre 

horizontale placee au-dessus de la lettre ([a], [-r]), 

soit au moyen d'un point surelevd, de deux, ou de 

plus de deux points places apre"s la lettre 

[a: ], etc. ). Lorsque'une consonne de longue duree 

se trouve entre deux voyelles, il est frequent que le 

d4but en soit percu comme la fin de la premiere syllabe, b 
p et la fin comme le debut de la seconde, ce que donne 

Vimpression de deux articulations successives. Les 

consonnes de ce type'ont recu le nom de geminees. 31 
Elles se notent, en ge'ndral, au moyen de la meine 

lettre redouble'e: [appal. 11 

Moreover, Martinet (p. 56) makes-the point that lteSdid' can be 

just a realization of simple consonants in certain phonetic 

contexts. He writes: 

11 dans le patois d'HauteVille, apres toute 
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voyelle accentude b4ve, 1ý phon6e /p/ se 

rdalise comme une 96min6e ou une longue, selon 

les sujets ou selon la nettet6 de Particulation; 

exemples: /IpZip6/ "papa, pape" prononcd [Ip'ap-pa], 

avec une 9&inft, OU [Ipa-ppa], avec une longue... 

8.11. Cantineau's Views 

J. Cantineau (op. cit, p. 14) discusses what he calls Iles 
J. .0 

consonnes geminees' which he describes as those consonants I'dont 

Particulation est prolongde de sor*te que leur durde est ý peu 

pres egale a celle de deux consonnes simples" and that are 

generally transcribed by doubling the consonant symbol, i. e. bb, 

rm, etc. Furthermore, he talks about the difference between 

'long consonants' and 'geminates'. In Cantineau's view, long 

consonants are long realizations of simple consonants, whereas 

geminates are "des groupes de deux consonnes identique ýjbid, 

p. 143). 

In connexion with CA, Cantineau-(p. 189) states that all 

consonants can be geminated and-that "cette, gdmination a une 

fonction differenciative" as manifest in minimal pairs like CA 

/Ikatala/ 'he killed' - /'kattala/ 'he massacred a large number 
(1) of people' and/6eLma1/, 1beauty1 /6amomal/. 'camel-driver'. 

Cantineau generalizes, rightly in my view, that "toutefois il 

nly a pas en arabe de corrdlation de 94mination: la gdmin4e 

equivant h deux consonnes simples identiques ýe suivant immddiate- 

(1) The examples cited are Cantineaulsq but for simplicity's sake 
I have used my system of transcription (see sections 7.2 and 7.3 
of this thesis). 
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ment" (Lbid). Concerning the occurrence of 'gemination', 

Cantineau shares Trubetzkoy's view that gemination occurs in 

positions where "un groupe de deuý consonnes serait admis" (jbid), 

and that when it occurs intervocalically the first of the two 

identical consonants ends one syllable and the second begins-the 

following syllable. Moreover, Cantineau mentions the possibility 

that 'gemination' may be a result of assimilation. I quote: 

"La realisation phondtique de I'dnoncd comporte 

notablement plus de consonnes g6min6es que la 

graphie arabe (quasi phonologique) des consonnes 

ne l'indique A premiere vue: c'est ainsi qu'e le 

i de Varticle s'assimile au interdentales, 

sifflantes, alv4olaires, liquides'et I la 

pr4palatale 9; c'est ainsi que dans le texte coranique 

il ya de nombreuses assimilations entre le consonne 

finale d'un mot et la ronsonne-iýitiale--du.. 'Mot--Sýivant. 

Ces assimilations et les g6mindes qui en resultent 

ont seu lement pour effet de rendre identiques deux 

consonhes ddjý plus ou moins apparentdes; la seule 
. 

fonction quIon pourrait leur attribuer est d'indiquer 

qu'un 416ment signjficatif est 4troitement lid 

11414ment suivant, et qu'il West pas ý la fin d'une 

-phrase ou d'un membre de phrase: ces g6min4es 

seraient donc des I'signes ddmarcatifs ndgatifs" - 

mais dtant donnee l1abondance et la nettete des 

Isignes demarcatifs positifs" cette fonction est de 

peu d1import ance. " [pp. 189f] 
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8.12. Erwin's Views 

W. M. Erwin views the phonomenon of 'taldid' as the doubling 

of consonants. This is what Erwin (op. cit, pp. 27f) has to say 

in connexion with the 'double consonants' of SIA: 

"Any Iraqi consonant may occur double .... double 

consonant sounds ... frequently occur within a 

single word. When a stop consonant... is doubled, 

the closure is maintained slightly longer before 

release. than for the corresponding single consonant. 
(') 

;. -. WMn, . G*ý`ýýir'a'nt-VZ) [i. e. my [v], A. R. ]-is 

doubled, the sound is prolonged slightly longer than 

for a single E 
... and is then released abruptly and 

with some aspiration. A double thus tends to 

sound somewhat like a prolonged followed by the 

(1) This 'prolongation' also applies to the SIA affricates [tj] 
and [d3]. (i. e. [tti. ] and [dd3l)i fricatives (i. e. [ss], [ff], 
etc. ), nasals (i. e. [mml, [nn], etc. ), and the laterals (i. e. [. 11] 
and [11]). - 
(2) S. H. Al-Ani (see his art' le "An Acoustical and Physiological 
Investigation of the Arabic in Actes du Dixieme--Conqrds 
International des Linguistes, Vol. 4, Bucharest, 1967, pp. 155-160; 
reprinted in AI-Ani (ed. ) UL, Bloomington: Indiana University 
Linguistics Club, 1978, pp. M--101) concludes through experimental 
evidence*that ft/ is mostly realized as a 'voiceless stop' to be 
grouped together with /? / and not as a 'voiced fricative' which 
is usually grouped together with /h/. From a functional stand- 
point, however, this conclusion is not valid since /v/. is, as Al- 
Ani (ibid) states, realized as a 'glide' in certain phonetic con- 
texts-, --wTich proves that the feature 'stop' is phonologically 
irrelevant; the feature 'voiceless', too, is irrelevant. For my 
views on the relevant -features of the SIA phoneme /v/ which 
distinguish it-from the other consonant phonemes of SIA, see 
section 10.29 of this thesis. 
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91 ottal stop 
. 
1. " 

(1 ) 

Thus Erwin conceives of 'taldid' as basically the prolongation 

of corresponding single consonants and he does not deal with it 

from a phonological point of view. 

8.13 My Views on 'Taidid' and its Phonological Status. 

Like 'tafximl, lteldid' is a very important phonetic 

phenomenon which has its phonological justification in certain 

word positions which may vary from one language (or dialect)-to 

another. In Arabic in general and SIA in particular, 'taldid' 

is a. more prominent phenomenon-than it is in European languages, 

for example. 
(2 ) This phenomenon affects all the SIA consonants 

(whether they be 'qwf exxoma" or .1 non--rpuf; Dxxamal )- 

From a phonetic (articulatory and auditory) point of view, 

'taldid' in SIA is simply the lengthening of 'simple' consonants 

to yield imuladdadalconsonants. This 'lengthening' is realized 

differently with different SIA consonants. On the one hand, when 

'stop' consonants (i. e. affricates and plosives) occur 'TuSaddedal, 

the closure is maintained longer before the release stage of the 

(1) In addition,. W and j, whether phonemes (as viewed by Erwin) or 
combinatory vari57nts of /u/ and /i/, respectively (according to 
my analysis, see section 8.15) may be doubled (i. e. ww and ji, 
respectively). 
(2) Very rarely in European languages does 'taldid' point to a 
poly-phonematic interpretation while there are numerous examples 
in SIA where it functions distinctively, i. e. it requires a poly- 
phonematic interpretation in-SIA as we shall see later in this 
section. 
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corresponding 'single' stops. On the other hand, when 'fricatives' 

occur Imuladdedal , the friction noise is prolonged slightly more 

than for the corresponding 'single' fricatives. What applies, to 

stops and fricatives also applies to the nasals and the laterals. 

As regards the SIA alveolar vibrants [r] and [. ý], the tapping of 

the blade of the tongue is made to recur several times in the 

case of 'tafdid'. 

I agree with the previous views on 'toldid' (expressed above) 

in that it occurs'where a consonant cluster is likely to occur. 
(') 

This makes it necessary to determine the positions in which con- 

sonant clusters are permitted in SIA. Consonant clusters may 

occur word-initially, intervocalically (i. e. medially) and, less 

frequently, word-finally (i. e. pre-pausally)(2) in SIA, e. g. 

[snu: n] 'teeth, [Ibefla] 'party', and least', respectively. 

Therefore, Italdid' in SIA is likely to occur initially, intervocal- 

ically, and finally. 

(1) The occurrence of consonant cluster's always functions distinct- 
ively in SIA. In other words, it requires a polyphonematic inter- 
pretation, i. e. a consonant cluster is-always regarded as a suc- 
cession of two consonant phonemes. The phonological status of 
1taldid' in SIA, on the other hand, will be dealt with later in 
this section. 
(2)For examples of consonant clusters in these positions, see W. M. 
Erwin, op. cit, pp. 31ff. It is important to note that word-final 
consonant clusters mainly occur in CA words whose full form is 
retained in SIA, e. g. [jork) least'. In all cases, however, word- 
final consonant clusters iýe always preceded by short vowels; many 
speakers of SIA would separate the two members of a word-final 
consonant cluster by a short vowel, e. g. [Ilefq] instead of 
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What is the phonological status of Italdid' in each of the 

three word positions in SIM Firstly, in word-initial position, 

'toldid' functions distinctively as there are minimal pairs based 

on the distinction between Iteldid' and 'non-tafdidl. In other 

words, one of the respective identical consonants (usuall y the 

first) is commutable with the other SIA phonemes or with phono- 

logical 'zero'. Therefore, word-initial 1taldid' requires a 

polyphonematic interpretation. For example, the SIA word 

[tta: '. ri: x] 'the date; the history' is phonemically transcribed 

as /ttalrix/ because it stands in opposition to [wta: 1ri: x] land 

date; and history' (phonemically /utalrix/)and [ta: '. ri: x] 'date; 

history' (phonemically /ta'rix/). In most cases, the first of 

the respective identical consonants is a prefix (viz. the definite 

article or a preposition) which assimilates to (or happens to be 

identical with) the initial consonant of the respective unprefixed 

word. For example, the first [t] in the above example [tta: '. ri: x] 

stands for the definite article, and the first [1] in the SIA word 

[119ie] 'to Laith (name of a boy)' stands for a preposition (, to, 

in this case). In a very few cases, word-initial 1taldid' occurs 

not as a result*of adding a prefix but as part of a non-prefixed 

word, as in the case of the SIA word [tti'fa: k] 'agreement' 

wherein the first of the identical consonants can be opposed to 

other SIA consonants forming quasi-minimal pairs, e. g. /ttr'fa(k)/ 

'see meaning above' vs. /hti'faM/ 'celebration, festival' and 

/, rtr1fa(-; )/ 'height', etc. A final remark about word-initial 

1toldidl: only the SIA consonants [p, b, f, m, 
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S, tSld3, n] can occur lipladdedel in this position. 
(2) 

Secondly, intervocalic 'taldid' always functions distinct- 

ively in SIA. There are, in SIA, plenty of minimal pairs that 

are solely based on the distinction between the presence and the 

absence of 't; ýJdidl in intervocalic position. In most cases, one 

of the identical consonants is commutable with 'zero', e. g. 

[1valiam]"he taught' - [Ivaiam], Iflag'. Less frequently, one of 

the identical consonants is commutable with other SIA consonants, 

f or exampl e holia] ýhe sweetened haf 19] party 

'his mouth', and [Ihalwa] 'sweets' in which case one of thej-11-] 

is commuted with [f], [g) and [w], respectively. Since intervocalic 

1toldid' functions (in the above examples among others) distinct- 

ively in SIA, it requires a polyphonematic interpretation,, i,. e. 

['veilam] and [Ihalla] should. phonemically be transcribed as 

/, Toliam/ and /Ihalia/,. respectively. What is characteristic of 

intervocalic Iteldid' is that the two identical consonants split 

between two syllables: the first ending one and the second starting 

the following syllable, e. g. phal-19/and /, Tqj_jvm/. 
(3)_ In other 

words, intervocalk 'taldid' fulfils a demarcative function as it 

(1) The SIA consonant [11 is not included here since it never occurs 
word-initially; see sections 12.21 and 13.4 of this thesis. 
(2) This remark also applies to SIA which are as we shall 
see in Chapter Nine, in combinatory variance with [p, b, f, r], 
respectively. -For examples see W. M. Erwins, op. cit, pp. 28f. 
(3) This, among oth6r. 'characteristics of intervocalic''taldid', 
also holds good for intervocalic consonant clusters in SIA, e. g. 
/'haf-19/ I party'. 
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points to the end of one and the beginning of the following 

syllable. A final remark about intervocalic- taldid in SIAs all 

consonants can occur lipladdadal in this position. 
(1) 

Finally, the phonological status of Word-final (or prepausal) 

'toldid' is, unlike that of word-initial and word-medial 'taldid' 

not straightforward. To be more specific, word-final 'taldid' is 

in most cases nothing but a phonetic (i. e. a non-distinctive) 

lengthening of SIA consonants. In other words, most cases of 

word-final ltafdidl require a monophonematic ifterpretation; a 

length mark(: ) appears only in an allophonic transcription to 

account for non-distinctive Iteldid'. For example, a word like 

Fed: ] 'he counted '* should phonemically be transcribed as 

fed/. In very rare cases, however, word-final 1teldid' can 

function distinctively. This is so only in those SIA words 

where one of the respective identical consonants is commutable 

-with other SIA consonants so as to produce words that belong to 

CA but which are retained in the speech of most educated speakers 

of SIA. (2) Such words would always be monosyllables with a short 

vowel. Examples: 

['hrii] 'solve! (imp. )' as opposed to [bilf] lalliancel. 

'land (n. )' as opposed to [ý4ý1 'lightning'. 

levil(n. )' as opposed to [lark] least'. 

Since word-final 1taldid' can function distinctively in SIA 

(1) For examples, see W. M. Erwin, op. cit, pp. 29f. 

(2) See footnote (2) on p. 204 of this thesis. 
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(as in the above examples), it requires a polyphonematic inter- 

pretation, hence Aill/, /bar-r / and /jerr/. In brief, word- 

final 'toldid' affects most SIA consonants distinctively in very 

few cases and non-distinctively in most cases. 
(I) 

To recapitulate, 'tal. did' in SIA is a phonetic phenomenon 

that may affect some or all consonants depending on the word 

position where it occurs. It may or may not function distinctively. 

Even when it is phonologically distinctive, 'taSdidl is, u6like 

- ltafximl, not to be regarded as a "relevant feature" of individual 

phonemes; instead it is to be identified with a repetition of the 

respective phoneme. When 'taldid' is phonologically distinctive, 

the symbol of the respective consonant is repeated in allophonic 

as well as in phonemic transcriptions. When 'toldid' is phono- 

logically non-distinctive, on the other hand, a length mark (: ) 

is placed after the respective consonant symbol in an allophonic 

transcription ond is omitted in a phonemic transcription. 

allophonic 
transcription 

phonemic 
transcription 

meaning 

/ttalrix/ the date; the history 

/Ivallam/ he taught 

Isar-rl evil (n. ) 

/qod/ he counted. 

(1 ) For exampl es of word-f i nal 1 taSdidl , see W. M. Erwi n, op. ci t, 
p. 30. 
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8.14. Affricates: One or Two Phonemes? 

Affricates pose a phonological problem in SIA as to whether 

they should be interpreted mono phonem ati cally ()r polyphonematically. 

In other words, should the SIA affricates [ty], [d3], [ts]and 

[tj] be considered as realizations of two successive phonemes e ach 

(i. e. /t/ + /1/, /d/ + /3/, /t/ + Isl , and /t/ + /I/. respectively) 

or as realizations of single phonemes (i. e. /tl/s'/d3/, /ts/ and 

/tl/, respectively)? We cannot give a, straightforward answer to 

this vital question because not all SIA affricates function 

phonologically in the same manner. The manner in which [ti] and 

[d3l function in the phonol. ogy of SIA is different from that in 

which [ts] and fti; ] do. Therefore, Lshall deal with the 

two groups of affricates separately. 

On the one hand, the non-phonematic facts about SIA [tj] 

and [d3] are the following: (a) [ts]. (as inCtSa. -j] 'tea') and 

[d3l (as in [d3a; j] 'here') are, like other affricates, non- 

homogeneous phonic products, (b) they do not sound as a succession 

of two consonants (i. e. [t] + [1] and [d] + [31, respectively), 

(c) they have the duration of one sound each, and finally (d) 

SIA does not permit consonant clusters of three and so a word 

like [tjfu. -. x] 'wheels' cannot be thought of-as having three 

initial consonants, i. e. [t] + [1] + [f]. The first of these 

facts might suggest that [ti] and [d3l should each be considered 

as a realization of two successive phonemes, viz. /t/ + /I/ and /d/ 

+ /3/, respectively. Facts (b), (c) and (d), on the other hand, 

might suggest*that [t1yand 031 should be interpreted as 
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realizations of single phonemes, viz. AT/ and /d3/ 
, respectively. 

But the above factors are not linguistically decisive for the 

determination of the phonological status of sounds. What would 

be decisive from a functional point of view is the commutation 

test. (')' 

In the phonological system of SIA, [tj] and [d3l form 

a pair, the former being the Voiceless counterpart of the 

:,,. 
(2) latter and so "the two ought to be treated alike i. e. 

[tj]. and [d3l should have comparable phonological status in SIA. 

For example, let us consider [tj]-in the SIA word [tie ; 13 'the 

act of measuring'. In SIA; [t] may occur without a followi. ng 

[1], i. e. [te: 11 'lamp post' and, conversely, /S/ may occur without 

a preceding [t], i. e. [jeo. 1] 'the act of carrying'. Thus, each 

of the constituent elements of [tj] is commutable with zero.. - 

Con sequently, -we might be tempted to analyze the word [tTe:. 11 

phonemically as /t/ + /I/. + /e/ +. /l/, hence interpreting[tS] 

polyphonematically. But in the phonological system of SIA, 

[tjyis commutable with [d3l in minimal pairs (e. g. [tji: 1] 

'measure! ' VS. [d3i: 11 'generation', [Ilid3OM 'he hit' vs. 

[Ilid3aml 'he silenced', and [ia: tý]. 'he chewed' vs. [la: d3l 'he 

wandered in suspense'): [tl]being the voiceless counterpart of 

[431, which-is why [tj]. and [d3l should be treated alike. Now the 

second element of [d3l, i. e. [31 , never. occurs in SIA in any 

(I)-*On. the functional phonematic interpretation of [tj]. and [d3l 
in general, see A. Martinet (a)*Elements .... pp. 74f, (b) La 
description phonologique ..., p. --4T-an-d-. (c) "Un ou deux pho-n-Emesl. " 
in his La linguistique synchronique ... , pp. 109-123. See 
also F. -Franqois, "La description Tinguistique", in A. Martinet 
(ed. ), L6*LangagLi, encytlbpd ie'dela'Pldiade ... 0 pp. 192 and 208f. 

(2) A. Martinet, ''Eltrh6nts ... q p. 74. 
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position without a preceding [d]. Therefore, a word like [d3i: 11 

should phonologically be thought of as consisting of three 

phomemes, ViZ- /d3/ + /i/ + /I/- In other words, [d3l is 

to be considered as a realization of a single phoneme, i. e. 

/d3/, since only [31 is commutable with zero, 
O) 

e. g. [d3a; sl' 

'he touched' vs. [dats] 'he trod on'. As a result, [tj]. in 

a word like [tje: 11, for example, should phonemically be apalyzed 

into three phonemes, viz. /tj/ + /e/ + /l/. In brief, SIA [tT] 

and [d3]are to be interpreted as realizations of single phonemes, 

viz. /tj/ and /d3/ (or rather /-c/ and/gý/ 
(2)) 

, respectively. 

On the other hand, the phonological status of SIA [ts] (as 

in[ -vat.. ] 'a sneeze') and [tjy(as in [ITatfal 'an instance of 

feeling or being thirsty') is obvious since the constituent 

elements of each of these affricates split between two syllables 

when occurring intervocalically (as in the above examples); 

the first element ending one and the other starting the fol-lowing 

syllable, i. e. [,, zat-sa] and[ITat-19] . Moreover, the constituent 

elements of these affricates are both commutable with zero, e. g. 

p, zatse] 'see meaning above' vs. [ "zeta] 'name of a boy' and 

uvasai 'I hope that'; and[1', z9tj9] 'see meaning above' vs. 

[, veta] 'see meaning above' and[lvajay '. dinner' - the second 

element in[ts] is also commutable with'the second element in 

[tjj, e. g. 'see meaning above' vs. [ITatlay 'see meaning 

(1 See A. Martinet, "un ou deux phonemes? ".... cit, P. 99, and 
A. Cohen, The Phonemes'of'English, The Hague, 1952, pp. 43f. 
See also Martinet's Elements ..., p. 74. 
(2) As stated in section 7.2, the phonemic symbok/'C/ and A/ 
are to be used instead of' jtj/and /d3/ due to the monophonematic 
status in the phonology of SIA and also because the latter set 
of symbols might give the wro. ng impression that they stand for 
two phonemes each. 
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above'. The fact that the constituent elements of [ts] 

and [tj] split between two syllables intervocalically 

coupled with their commutability with. zero prove the polyphonematic 

(i. e.. biphonemic) status of [ts] and [tj]'. In other words, SIA [ts] 

and [tj] are to be interpreted as realizations of two successive 

phonemes, viz. /t/ + Isl and /t/ + /1/, respec tively; hence /"zetse/ 
I. 

0 

'see meaning above' and /, vatle/ 'see meaning above'. - 

To recapitulate, the SIA affricates function as follows: 

jtl] and [d3] are realizations of single phonemes, i. e. 

and /6/, respectively, whereas [ts] and [tj ]. are real izationsl . 

of two successive phonemes each, i. e. /t/ + Isl and /t/ + /1/, 

respectively. 

8.15 "The-Phonematit'Relation, of'ril ahd, r, , 
1, and ful and rwl. 

Týe phonetic and phonematic relation of the SIA sounds [i] 

and [j]is analogous to that of [u] and [w]. From the phonetic 

point of view, on the one hand, [j] and [w] are not pronounced 

as fricative sounds but rather as emivowels., That As, to say, 

[i] and [j] (and analogously [u] ad [w]) are closely related 

from an articulatory and acoustic standpoint. 
I 

The basic 

difference between [i] and [j] (or, similarly, between [u] 

and [w]) is that their function within the'syllable is 

different: whileji] (or, similarly, [u] ) always functions as 

a syllable nucleus, [j] (6r, similarly, [w]) neverperforms such a function. 
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As Vache0l) rightly points out, "this kind of difference is, 

of course, of paramount importance for the prosodic system of 

language; from the phonological point of view, however, it is 

much less significant" (p. 246). 

From the phonological point of view, Vachek strongly 

believes in what he calls the 'phonematic identification' of [i] 

and [j] (and analogously [u] and [w]) despite their different 

functions within the syllable "unless other arguments can be 

presented contradicting such identification" (ibid). The 

decisiv e factor for determining the phonematic relation of [i] and 

(or [u] and [w]) is, in Vachek's opinion, "the complementary 

distribution of the members of such pairs in concrete contexts" 

(Lbi d) . 
(2) Since SIA [i] and (or [u] and [w]). are in 

complementary distribution, they are to be considered as 

combinatory variants of one and the same phonemes i. e. 

and [j] are to be considered as combinatory variants of /i/, and. 

[u] and [w] as combinatory variants of /u/. The only argument 

that Vachek presents as being likely to contradict the phonematic 

identification of [i] and [j] (and, similarly, [u] and [w]) 

is "the incompatibility of such phonematic identification with 

the laws that govern the grouping of phonemes in that language"- 

(p. 247), e. g. the absolute n6n-acceptibility of what he calls 

(I). See J. Vachek, "The Phonematic Relation of Modern English[i] 
and [j], " in his Selocted'Writings'in Englith'and*General Linguistics, 
Mouton, 1976, pp. 246-253. 
(2) The contexts where [i] and [j] (and [u] and [w] occur 
will be dealt with in sections 9.32 and 9.33, respectively. 
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Igeminated phonemes' in any contexts (in this connexion he 

refers to sound combinations like [ij) and [ji] or, similarly, [uw] 

and [wu]). 
(') However, this argument does not preclude the 

phonematic identification of SIA [i] and [j] (or, analogously, [u] 

and [w]) for the following reasons: (a) SIA does admit the 

occurrence of geminated phonemes, (b) the sound combinations [ij] 

and [ji] (or, similarly, [uw] and [wu] ) never occur in SIA 

and (c) vowel-phoneme gemination is possible in SIA only in 

t. he case of doubling the occurrence of [j] (e. g. [Ihijja] 

'she' - phonemically /'hiiie/) or [w] (e. g. [Ihuww9] 'he' - 

phonemically /'huuua/). 

The phonematic identification of [i] and [j] (ands 

similarly, [u] and [w]) based on Vachek. 's views can be arrived 

at* by means of -applyi. ng one of Trubetzkoy's rules which reads 

as follows: . "If'two sounds of a given'language, related acoustically 

or*articulatorily, never occur in the same environment, 'they are 

to be considered c ombinatory variants of the same phoneme" 

(Principles .... p. 49). According to this rule, SIA [i] and [j] 

and [u] and [w]-are to be considered as combinatory variants of 

/i/ and /u/, respectively. 

(1) In the case of SIA, the laws governing thE grouping of 
phonemes do not permit more than two successive occurrences of 
the same phoneme which is, partly, why [j] and [w] have been 
related to [i] and [u] and not to[i] and[u] - hence /'hXiia/ 
'-she' not*/'hizie/ and /Ihuuua/ 'he' noe/'huuua/ . The basic 
reason for relating [j] and [w] to [i] and [u], respectively is, 
in my view, that both [i] and. [j] are distinctively "front" (as 
opposed to [u]and [w]) and of a "first-degree aperture" as opposed 
to [i], [e], etc. ), and both [u] and [w]-are distinctively "back" 
(as opposed to [i] and [j]. ) and of a "first-rdegree aperture" (as 
opposed toju] and [o] , etc. ). In addition, both [i] and [j] 
are phonetically 'unrounded' and both [u] and [w] are phonetically 

rounded'. 
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Since Vachek's interpretation of this phonological 

problem is based on the complementary distribution of [i] 

and [j] (and, similarly, [u] and [w]) and Trubetzkoy's interpretation 

is based on the fact that the two sounds (i. e. [i] and 

or [u] and [w]) "never occur in the same environment", the 

'commutation test' proves to be the crucial factor for a- 

phonematic interpretation of pairs of sounds like [i] and and 

[u] and [w]. O) According to the commutation test,, that is to 

say, [i] and [j] (or, similarly, [u] and [w]) should be-regarded 

as combinatory variants of'one and the same phoneme (viz. /i/, 

or, similarly, /u/), since there is no opposition between [i] 

and [j] (or [u] and [w]) and, furthermore, the members of such - 

pairs of sounds are in complementary distribution, i. e. one of 

them occurs where the other never does. 

Having come to the conclusion that [i] and. [j] should be 

considered as combinatory variants of'/i/, and [u]and [w]- as 

combinatory variants of/u/ , should we regard /i/ and /u/ as 

belonging to the consonant system of SIA or to the vowel system? 

In connexion with a language where [j] and [w] are regarded 

as independent phonemes, i. e. as /j/ and 1w1O respectively, 

Martinet has this to say: 

. "Toutefois, lorsqulon classe les phonbmes -, sur la 

base de leurs traits pertinents, on s'apergoit que 

consonnes et voyelles forment g4ndralement deux 

(1) For Martinet's phonematic interpretation of [i] and [j] in 
various languages, see'La'description phbnologique .... pp. 
44f, 67ff. For his phonematic interpretation of [u] and [w]. in 
Hauteville, see'ibid, pp. 70f. 
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groupes distincts, encore que certains phonemes 
puissent ttre a cheval et que, parfois,, des consonnes 
comme /j/ et lwl trouvent plus naturellement 
leur place dans le tableau des-voyelles que dans 

celui des consonnes. " [La'description'phonologique'..., p. 45] 

In connexion with Standard English where [i] is regarded as a 

combinatory variant of /i/, and [u] as a combinatory variant of 

/u/, Vachek has this to say: 

"The resulti. ng phoneme, with its two allophones, 
one a vowel, another a consonant, has come to. occupy 
a singular, remarkable place in the phonematic pattern 
[of English, A. Rj it serves as a link of its two 

sub-systems, the vocalic and the consonantal one. . 
At 

the same time, the Vj-phonemeýhas come to be, in 

a sense, a peripheral element of both those sub- 
systems, as it does n6t entirely belong to any of 
the two. Still, its fundamental allophone clearly 
belongs to the vocalic sub-system, because, being a 
"checked" vowel, it is linked in that sub-system to 
its "free" counterpart. " [op. cit., p. 25] 

My views on this question (in connexion with. SIA, 'of course) 

are as follows. Since /i/ and /u/ have consonantal realizations, 

viz. [j] and [w], respectively, they are likely to be opposable 

to the SIA consonant phonemes, e. g. /iom/ 'near' vs. /dam/ 

'blood'. 'paternal uncle', etc., and /Iuadda/ 'he sent' vs. 

/'sadde/ 'he closed it', /Ixgdde/ 'his cheek', etc. This also 

means that [j] and [w]-are likely to occur 'Tufaddedal, 

e. g. [Ihajje] 'snake' and [Ihawwo] 'Eve'. When A/ and /u/ are 

realfzed vocalically (namely as [i: ] and [u: ], respectively 
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they are likely to be opposable to the SIA vowel phonemes as 

well-as to each other, e. g. /Tid/ 'feast' vs. /Vad/ 'he returned', 

/Ted/ 'he counted', /Tud/ 'stick (n. )', etc. In other words, 

/i/ and /u/ are opposable to phonemes both in the consonant 

system of SIA as well as in the vowel system. But since the 

relevant features of /i/ are "front" and "first-degree aperture" 

(see above) and those of /u/ are "back" and "first-degree 

aperture" (see above), * which are vocalic properties, /i/ and /u/ 

are to be included in the SIA vowel system in order to preserve 

the "front"/"back" correldtion (i. e. -the opposition between/i/ 

and /u/, respectively) and the "first-degree aperture"/11second- 

degree aperture", etc. correlation (i. e. the opposition between 

/i/ and /i/, etc. and /u/ and lul, etc, ). That is to say, /i/ and 

/u/ are'to be considered as'vowel phonemes in the SIA phonological 

system. Finally, since the vowel phonemes and /u/ can 

be realized consonantally, as pointed out above, word-initial 

opposition between them is to be regarded as the only possibility 

of its sort, e. g. /Iiadda/ 'handle (n. )' vs. /Iuadda/ 'he 

sent'. This also means that'gemihated*vowel'phbnemes, too, 

are possible in SIA, e. g. /Ihaiia/ 'snake' (phonetically 

[Ihajja] above), /Ihauua/ 'Eve' (phonetically [`hawwa], above). 

8.16' Is"Vow6l'Length' Distinctive? 

A conclusion as to whether a given vocalic feature is 

phonologically distinctive or non-distinctive in SIA can be reached 

through looking at the phonological oppositions existing between 
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the various vowels of the phonological system of SIA, i. e. 

through resorting to the commutation test. In this section, I 

shall investigate the phonological status (i. e. the distinctiveness 

or, as the case may be, the non-distinctiveness) of 'vowel 

length' in SIA. First of all, here is my inventory of the SIA 

vowel sounds (i. e. monophthongs). The SIA vowel sounds fall 

into two groups: (1) [i], [u], [e], [o], [a] and [a], and 

(2) [1], [u], [a] and [A]. The vowels of the first group are 

phonetically longer (in duration) than the vowels of the second 

group and so the symbols of the vowels of the first group are 

usually accompanied by a length mark (: ), i. e. [i: ], [u-. ],,. 

[e: ]. ) [o: ], [a: ] and [ci: ]. But is this phonetic 'length' 

difference between the vowels of group (1) and those of group (2) 

phonologically relevant? We cannot give a definite answer 

until we see what the commutation test shows. 

In word-medial position, for example, the commutation 

test reveals the following facts about the SIA vowel sounds: 

(a) There is no distinctive opposition between [a] and [. &I 

-and, furthermore, these two vowel sounds never occur in the 

same phonetic contexts and so they should be interpreted as 

combinatory variants of one and the same phoneme, i. e. /a/ 

according to my notation. 

(b) What I have said in (a) above in connexion with [a] 

and [. &] holds true for [a; ] and [a: ] and so the latter two vowel 

sounds should be interpreted as combinatory variants of one I 
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and the same phoneme, i. e.. /a/ according to my notation. 

(c) There is a distinctive opposition between each pair 

of SIA vowels from [i: ], [u: ], [e: 1, [o: ], [a: l (or similarly, [CL: ]), 

[i], [u], and [a] (or, similarlyj, %] ) and so each of these 

vowels should be regarded as a realization of a separate phoneme, i. e. 

/u/, /e/, /o/, /a/, /i/, lul, and /a/ respectively. In 

other words, the SIA vowel system is composed of eight phonemes. 

The vocalic properties (i. e. features) serving to disting- 

uish between the SIA vowel phonemes are of two types: (1) 

properties based on degree of aperture and (2) properties 

of localization('). 'All the SIA vowel phonemes have distinctive 

properties based on degree'of aperture,: "first-degree aperture" 

characterizes /i/ and /u/; "second-degree aperture" characterizes 

/i/ and lul; "third-degree aperture" characterizes /9/; 

"fourth-degree aperture" characterizes /e/ and /o/; and "fifth- 

degree aperture" characterizes /a/. In other words, SIA has a 

five-ýdegree vowel system. 

On the other handt''not'all the SIA vowel phonemes have 

distinctive properties of localization. In SIA, the distinctive 

vocalic properties of localization are based on what Trubetzkoy 

_(Principles 
p. 98) calls tbngue'position: "front" 

characterizes /i/, /i/, and /e/; and "back" characterizes 

(1) SIA has. no vocalic-oppositions based on properties of 
resonance, i. e. "non-nasalized" vs. "nasalized" or "clear" 
vs. muffled". 
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/u/, lul, and /o/. That is to say, SIA has a two-class (viz. 

"front" and "back") vowel system. With regard to /a/ (which 

Trubetzkoy, 'ibid, p. 114, regards as an'indeterminate phoneme) 

and /a/ (which Trubetzkoy, "ibid., p. 97 calls the'ma,, kimally'open 

vowel phoneme), the feature's "front" and "back" are'hot distinctive 

"because they are automatically conditioned by the phonic 

environment"' (ibid. ); O) '/a/ and /a/ are said to be in a relation 

of'bildt&al opposition with each other based on different 

degrees of aperture (viz. * "third-degree aperture" vs. "fifth- 

degree aperture"). 

In view of the above observations about the SIA vowel 

phonemes, SIA is said to have the followi. ng*fiVO-ýdegree, 'two- 

classAriangular vowel system: 

i 

I U 

0 

e 0 

a 

Let us now examine the phonological status of 'vowel 

length' in connexion with /j/ for example. As we have seen above, 

/j/ may be realized as a long vowel (as in [Ti: d] 'religious 

feast'). But in order for this 'phonetic' feature to be regarded 

as phonologically distinctive, it has to meet both of the 

following two'requirements: 

See sections 9.36 and 9.39 of this-thesis. 
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(a) It has to be possessed by all the realizations of 

the given phoneme, i. e. /i/, and 

(b) It has to be the basis for directly opposing /i/ 

to at least one of the other vowel phonemes of the SIA 

phonological system. 

The feature 'long' fails to meet the first requirement since 

may also be realized as [j] (e. g. [Ijaddal-lhandle (n. )') which 

is a'short semi-vocalic sound, i. e. the feature 'long' cannot 

be regarded as phonologically distinctive since it is'not possessed 

by all the realizations of**/i/. The feature 'long' also fails to 

meet the second requirement since the two features "first- 

degree aperture" and "front" that have already been established 

as phonologically distinctive are. sufficient to distinguish /i/ 

from all the other SIA vowel phonemes: "first-degree aperture" 

distinguishes /i/ from /z/, /e/, /9/-and /a/; and "front" 

distinguishes it from /u/ and, indirectly, from /u/ and /. o/. 

That is to say'/i/, which may be realized as a 'long' vowel 

sound, is placed in opposition to /x/, which is always realized 

as a 'short' vowel sound, on the basis of a difference'in 

degree*of'aperture (viz. "first-degree aperture" vs. "second-. 

degree aperture"), i. e. the feature 'long' does not help to 

distinguish /i/ from /r/ phonemically. Therefore, thefeature 

'long' should not be regarded as phonologically distinctive, 

i. e. it cannot be considered as a "relevant feature" of*/i/. The 

same argument holds true for the other vowel phonemes that may 

be realized as 'long' vowel sounds, viz. /u/, /e/, /o/ and /a/. 
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In conclusion, that is, vowel length is phonologically non- 

distinctive in SIA. 

8.17 -Is "Vowel Lip-ýposture' Distinctive? 

Vocalic properties of localization based on*lipý-posture 

(i. e, 'lip'i-oUhding, in Trubetzkoy's terminology(')) are regarded 

as phonologically distinctive only, in la, nguages (or dialects) 

where the same degree of aperture and the same property of tongue- 

position are possessed by two vowel phonemes. In the light of 

what has been said in section 8.16 above, a.. given relevant feature 

of degree of aperture and a given relevant feature of*_tongue 

position together are possessed by*one and only one vowel 

phoneme. For example, the two relevant features "first-degree 

aperture" and "front", which are posse. ssed by the vowel phoneme 

-/i/, are not together possessed by any other: phonemes of the 

SIA vowel system. Though the feature 'unrounded' characterizes 

all the realizations of /i/, i. e. [i: ] as well as [j], -it does 

not provide the basis for directly opposing-/i/ to any of the 

other vowel phonemes of the SIA phonological system. The 

phoneme /i/ (which is always realized 'unrounded') is, for 

example, placed in opposition to-/u/ (which is always realized 

'rounded') on the basis of the "front"/"back"-distinction 

between them. In other words, the relevant feature "front" 

is sufficient to distinguish /i/ from. /u/ and so the phonetic 

feature 'unrounded' should not be regarded as phonologically 

See N. S. Trubetzkoy, 'Prin6iples p. 98. 
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distinctive. Tnat is to say, 'unrounded' and 'rounded' cannot 

be considered as "relevant features" of /i/ and /u/, respectively. 

The same argument holds good for the other vowel phonemes that 

are always realized lunrounded' (viz. /i/ and /e/), or 'rounded' 

(viz. /U/ and /o/). As regards the'indot6rminate vowel phoneme 

/9/'and the*mdkimc! lly*6pen vowel phoneme /a/, they are outside 

the oppositions of localization in general. 'In conclusion, the 

'Phonetic features 'rounded' and"unrounded' are'phonologically 

non-ýdistin_ctive, 'i. e. 'vowel lip-posture is phonologically irrelevant 

in SIA. 

8.18. 'Diphthongs4. * One or'Two Phonemes? 

Before investigating the phonological status of the SIA 

diphthongs, it is important to present my conception of the term 

'diphthong'. By 'diphthong' I mean either (a) a succession of 

two different vowel sounds (e. g. [e: 91), or (b) a combination of 

a vowel sound and a semi-vowel preceding or following it (e. g. 

[9j], [wa], etc. ). Generally speaking, diphthongs are, like 

affricates, articulatorily non-homogeneous phonic products. 

This might suggest that diphthongs should be interpreted polyphon- 

ematically. -But once again, physical reality is not linguistically 

decisive for determini. ng the'phonological status of sounds. 

Thus, we should once again resort to the . 'decisive' commutation' 

test in order to reach a definite decision as to the phonological 

status of the diphthongs of SIA. 
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Here is an i nventory of the S IA di phthongs: [ aw] (as in 

['d38W191 'round' (n. ) 1); [Aw](as in [qAwtj 'voice'); [a: wl 

(as in [fa: w] Taw (a town in Iraq)'); [a: w] (as in [Ita: wix] 

'back-gammon'); [e: w] (as in [ Ime: we] 'fruit'); [afl (as in [Taj] 

'water'); [a: j] (as in [tja: j] 'tea'); f-4a: j] (as in [1qa: jr-fl 

'goldsmith'); [o: j] (as in fýo: j] 'waiter'); [u: j] (as in 

[? albu: j 9] 'my father'); [e: 9] (as in [qe: af] 'summer'); 

[o: a] (as in [ip: at] 'death'); (ja] (as in [1? ebjaý] 'white'); 

[we] (as in [Iwalad] 'boy'); and [w. &] (as in [ IWATAý] 'paper). 

Let us consider, for example, the SIA diphthong [ew] in a 

word like pdawra] 'training course'. In SIA, [w]-may occur 

without a preceding [a]-and vice-versa, i. e. side by side with 

[Idawfa]* Itraini. ng course' we have [Ida: wfa] 'exchange it! ' and 

[1d9f. C9]`kic*' (n. )'. In other words,, each of the-constituent 

parts of [aw]-is commutable with other elements in the SIA 

phonological system; in the above examples, [a] is in opposition 

to [a: ], and [w] is in opposition to [fl. This means that [ew]- 

should be interpreted polyphonematically. Since [a] is, as 

we have seen in section 8.16, a realization of /9/, and [w]is, as 

we have seen in. section 8.15, a realization of /u/, the. SIA 

diphthong [aw]-should phonologically be considered as a 

realization of a succession of two separate phonemes, viz. /9/-+ 

/u/; hence /Idaura/. Through the same argument I have come to 

the conclusion that [, &w] is a realization of /9/-+ /u/ QA] being 

a combinatory variant of /a/ as we have seen in section 8.16); 

[a: w]-and [a: w]-are realizations of /a/ + /u/ ([a: ] and [a: ] 

being combinatory variants of /a/ as we have see'n-in section 8.16); 
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[9j] is a realization of /a/ + /i/ ( [j]being a combinatory variant 

of /i/ as we have seen in section 8.15); [e-. w] is a realization 

of /e/ + /u/ ([e: ] being a realization of /e/ as we have seen in 

section 8.16); Lo: j] is a realization of /o/ + /i/ ([o: ] bei. ng 

a realization of /o/ as we have seen in section 8.16); -and 

[u: j] is a realization of /u/ + /i/ ([u: ] being a realization of 

/u/ as we have seen in section 8.16). In brief, SIA 

[. &w], [a: w], [a: wl, [e: wl, [oil, [a: jl, [a: j], [o-. j] and[u: j] 

should be interpreted polyphonematiqally. 

On the other hand, let us consider the SIA diphthongs [e: 91 

and They occur in SIA in free variation with the mono- 

phthongs [e: ] and [o: ], respectively, i. e. [p: 9f] - [je; f] 

'summer' and [jo: 9g]. _ [jo: g] 'nostalgia'. The commutation 

test shows that the first element in each of the SIA diphthongs le-. 91 

and [o: 9], i. e. [e: ] and [o: ], is commutable with zero, e. g. 

[qe: af] 'summer' vs. [pf] 'class' and [lo: ag] 'nostalgia' 

vs. [Iag] 'slit (n. )'. But the secon'd element in each of these 

two SIA diphthongs, i. e. [9] , is not commutable with any other 

SIA sounds or zero (the commutation of [a] with zero is not. 

significative, iie. [ýe: af] and [ýe: f] both mean 'summer', and 

[jo: qg. ] and [jo: g] both mean 'nostalgia'). Therefore, the SIA 

words [qe: af] and [io: qg] should phonologically be analyzed into 

three phonemes each, viz. /q/ + /e/ + /f/ and /I/ + /o/ + 

respectively, i. e. [e:; al *and [o: 9] are to be interpreted 

monophonematically ip SIA (see Martinet's Elements ..., p. 74). 
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Finally, let us examine the phonological status of the SIA 

diphthongs Dal , [we] and [w. &] . For example, let us consider (JO] 

as in [1? erjah] 'more comfortable'. The commutation test shows 

that [a] may occur without a preceding [j], e. g. [1? 9. Cý9h] 'I 

profit or win' (cf. [17arjoh] 'more comfortable'), and [j] may 

occur without a following [a], e. g. [? 9r1ja: h] 'various types of 

scent or perfume' (cf. [1? erjah] 'more comfortable'). In other 

. words, the constituent elements of [jo] are commutable with other 

elements in the SIA phonological system; in the above examples 

[a] is in opposition to [a: '], and [j] is in opposition to [ý],. 

Thus, [je]-should be thought of as a realization of two separate 

phonemes, viz. /i/ + /a/ ([j] bei. ng a realization of /i/ as we 

have seen in section 8.15). Through the same kind of argument 

I have come to the conclusio n that(wo] and[w, &] should also be 

regarded as realizations of /u/ + /9/, ([w] being a realization 

of /u/ as we have seen in section 8.15 and [a] and [. &] being, 

combinatory variants of /9/-as we have seen in section 8.16). 

To recapitulate, the SIA diphthongs [ow]-(or [Aw]), [a-. wl 

(or [a: w]), [e: w] , [9j], [a: j] (or [a: jl), [o: jl , [, u: jj, [ja], 

and [wo] (or [wA]) are to be interpreted as realizations of two 

successive phonemes each, i. e. /a/ + /u/, /a/ + /u/, /e/ + /u/, 

/a/ + /a/ + /i/, /o/ + /i/, /u/ + /i/, /j/ + /a/ and /u/ + 

/; a/, respectively. ' On the other hand, the SIA diphthongs [e: a] 

and [0: 9] are to beAnterpreted as realizations of a single 

phoneme each, i. e. /e/ and /0/, respectively. 
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Chapter Nine 

THE SIA PHONEMES AND 
THEIR REALIZATIONS 

9.1. Introduction 

This chapter indicates what rapprochements are envisaged 

in order to identify (or define) each of the SIA consonant and 

vowel phonemes in terms of relevant features, i. e. it provides 

the basis for Chapter Ten, which deals with'the definition of 

each of the SIA phonemes in terms of relevant features. The 

present chapter also includes statements about the realizations 

of each of the SIA phonemes. The identity of a given phoneme is 

established on the. basis of the distinctive oppositions that the 

respective phoneme enters into in the phonological system of the 

language (or dialect) under investigation. This means that the 

identification of a given SIA phoneme will be based on the com- 

mutation test, which is performed on the basis of the minimal 

(or quasi-minimal) pairs involving the respective phoneme on the 

one hand and other SIA phonemes on the other. In this chapter, 

I shall indicate the rapprochements existing among the SIA 

consonant phonemes separately from those existing among the 

SIA vowel phonemes. 
(') 

(1) It is to be borne in mind, however, that it is also important 
(though of secondary importance) to indicate the rapprochements 
existing among consonant and vowel phonemes (as Martinet does in 
his La description phonologique... pp. 43f). The rapprochements 
exis7t-ing among the SIA consonant and vowel phonemes (e. g. d/i as 
in /dam/ 'blood' vs. /iam/ 'near! ) will be dealt with1n Chapter 
Twelve. 
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_(A) 
The SIA Consonant Phonemes 

9.2. The Phoneme /p/ and its Realizations. 

The phonological identity of the phoneme /p/ is established 

on the basis of the following distinctive oppositions: 

I. p/b as in /Ipauual/ 'he veiled (sb. or sth. )' - /'bauual/ 

'he put in neutral'; /Isopa/ 'kerosene heater' - /Iscbe/ 'his side 

or direction'. 

2. p/f as in /'pare/ 'the smallest unit of Turkish money' - 

/'fare/ 'rat'; /, (p)ipi/, 'my barrel or drum' - /I(f)ifi/ 'name. of 

a girl'. 

3. p/m as in/lpia(d)a/ 'on foot; walking' -/ Imia(t)e/ 'dead'; 

/, (p)ipi/ 'my barrel or drum' - /'Wimi/ 'name of a girl'. 

-4. p/t as in /Ipanka/ 'air fan' - /ltanka/ 'jerry can'; Psopa/ 
, kerosene heater, - psota/ 'his voice'. 

The phoneme /p/is mostly realized as an'unaspirated, non- 

rpfaxxam, voiceless, bilabial, non-nasal plosive N. e. [p] ) as in 

[p. rind3l 'brass'. It is realized as an aspirated plosive (i. e. 

[ph]) when occurring before vowels in accented initial syllables, 

for example [Ipharda] 'curtain', [1phjptS9] 'brush (n. y, [phi: p] 

lbarrell, '[phe: k] 'dram(of liquor)'. Furthermore, this phoneme, 

whether it be realized as an unaspirated or as an aspirated 

plosive, is realized as a rvufaxxam consonant (i. e. [p] or [ph]) 

in the following contexts: 

(a) Word-initially before [o; ] (as in [po: Iti.: 4] 'pair of 

boots'), Uu: ] (as in [pu: lta.: zý)llfire-cracker'),. [w] (as in 

[Ipwaaa]'pieces in the game of dominoes or backgammon'), [u] (as 
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in [phuSt] 'a bad character'), [a: ] (as in [Ipha: tSo] 'calf of 

the leg'), and [-%] (as in [Iphj%WW6S] 'he veiled'). 

(b) Word-medially in the vicinity of other xpufoxxoma con- 

sonants, for example [, so: pa]-Ikerosene heater', [? o: 'VPP91 'Europe', 

[jitIsmnVAf] 'he behaves in an unusual way so as to attract women!, 

etc. 
A final remark about the phoneme /p/: it may be doubled word- 

initially. and word-mediallyonly, for example /ppul/ 'with a piece 

of dominoes or-backgammon' and /? olruppa/ 'Europe' (realized as 

[V]pu: l] and [? o: lzup]ý9], respectively). 

9.3. The Phoneme /b/ and its Realizations. 

The phonological identity of the phoneme /b. /. is established 

on the basis of the following distinctive oppositions: 

1. b/p = p/b (see section 9.2 above). 

2. b/f as in /bat/ 'he stayed overnight' - /fat/ 'he passed 

by'; /Igibal/ mountain' - /Igifal/ 'he jumped with fright'. 

3. b/m as in /bat/ 'he stayed overnight' - /mat/ 'he died'; 

/"'Ibal/. mountain' - /1-imal/ 'camel 991 
4. b/d as in /Iýar/ drinking bar' - /dar/ 'house'; /Isoba/ 

'his side or direction' - /Iýoda/ 'soda water'. 

The phoneme IbI is mostly realized as a non-ýrpufaxxam, 

voiced, bilabial, non-nasal plosive (i. e. [b] ). as in [Ivibod] he 

worshipped'. It is realized as a Tufaxiam consonant (i. e. 

in the following contexts: 
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(a) Next to [o: 

shirt'), [u: ] (as in 

or manner of speech' 

'make him quit! ) and 

'early morning'). 
(') 

(as in [ýo: i] 'urine' and [Ioo: ý9] 'his 

[Ibu: ri] 'tube' and [? UsI1u: bo] 'his style 

[w] (as in [IbwcL: ri] Itubet'.. and [Itowba 

[u] (as in [, ýutxui] 'stupid' and [IuqX9] 

(2) (b) In the vicinity of other inufoxxoma consonantst for 

example [ýA'ba: h] 'morning', [1b. &sra] 'the city of Basrahl, [ýAt: ] 

'ducks', [1ýa: §at] 'it (i. e. hen) laid eggs', fkaq] 'a state of 

madness', [IbAkka] 'he left out (sth. br'sb. )', 'land (n. )'-, 

etc. 

(c) Word-initially before [cL: ] in loanwords, (3) for example 

1ýa: ý9] I fatherl j* [ýCi: jI sIkIl: ]* I bicycle' ; al so in native SIA 

words when [a: ] is followed by [g], for example [ýa: g]lhe stole 

or robbed'. 

(d) In the vicinity of [A] (or [9]) in words where one of 

the dorsals [k] (or [Ii]), [g] (or [a]), [x] (or [X]) and [ý] (or 

also. occurs, for example ['kAbbe] 'he spilt it (i. e. water)' 

and [IbAkra] 'Spool'; [ýag: ] 'mosquitoes' and ['ýýi? at]'she 

jumped suddenly'; [k, %X: ] 'he sprayed' and ['XAýnal 
. 
'fat (f. sihg. )'; 

Aislda: d] 'the city of Baghdad' and [Iu. Abball 'he came or went 

out very. early in the morning', respectively. 

(1) In the vicinity of [A]. (or [9]), /b/ is nevertheless realized 
as [b] if it is followed by-,,, [j] or [z], for example [11u: bjq1 
'cowpeas' and ['Oo: bl] 'my shirt'. 
(2) Except when [b'J'occurs next to [i: ], [flo [i] or [efl, for. 
example [? 91qi: b] 'I hit (a target)', [ýibIja: n]'boys'; [ýib: j 
I medicine' a6d"[be: ý] 'eggs', respectively. 

(3) In this context, native SIA words have [b] instead of 
for example [ba: b] 'door', [ba: t] 'he stayed overn. ight', etc. 
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Regardless of whether /b/ is realized as a non-mufoxxam or as a 

Tufaxxam consonant, it may sound slightly devoiced (i. e. [ý] or 

[ý]) in word-initial position (for example [be: t] 'house' and 
490 0. 

ý. &t: ] 'ducks') and in word-final position (for example [hsa: b] 
00 

$account (n. )' and [ta: ý]Ihe recovered'. Furthermore, this 
0 

phoneme may be doubled word-initially and word-medially only, 

for example /lbbal8d/ 'at Balad (a town)' and /Ihabbet/ 
f'she 

fell in love (with)' (realized as [Iýb6ledjand ['habbat], 

respectively). 

9.4. The Phoneme /f/ and its Realizations. 

'The phonological identity of the phoneme /f/ is established 

on the basis of the following distinctive. oppositions: 

1. f/p = p/f (see-section 9.2 above). 

2. f/b :- b/f (see section 9.3 above). 

3. f/m as in /fil/ 'elephant' -, /mil/ 'mile-j. phqfjq/ 'party' - 

/Ihamia/ 'campaign (n. )'; 7daf/ 'tambourine' - /dam/ 'blood'. 

f/o as in /f ar/ ýI rats I- /O&r/ 'revenge (n. )I; /I niforV 

'heýshied away' -. /'ni0er/ 'he scattered'; /rof/ 'shelf' - /. vae/ 
I 

'worn out'. 
5. f/3 as in /fol/ 'he untied' - /391/ 'he humiliated' ; 

/Inifar/ 'he shied away' - PniBar/ 'he warned'; ISafllhe saw'- 

/Ja3/ 'eccentric'. 

f1s as in /fol/ 'he untied' - /jai/ 'he paralyzed'; 

/Irafid/ 'resource'. - /IcaSid/ 'mature man'; /Taf/ 'he left or 

deserted' - /qaj/ 'he lived or survived'. I 
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The phoneme /f/ is mostly realized as a non-mufoxxam,. voice- 
R- 

iess, labio-dental, non-nasal fricaiive (i. e. [f]) as in [fi: 1] 

'elephant'. It is realized as a Tufaxxam consonant, (i. e. [f]). 

in the following contexts: 

(a) In the vicinity of [o: l (as in [fo: g] 'upstairs' and 

[Ino: fa] 'name of a girl'), [u: l (as in [-? olfu: t]'I pass by' and 

[? 91. lu. -f] ýl see'. ),. [w] (as in Uvefwan] 'excuse me' and 

ewf, &r 'I open' and 
. . 

]'cheaper') and [u] (as in [? afuk: ] 

[ldpfp? ] lhole. in the ground'). 

(b) In the vicinity of ! a] or [A] in words where one of the 

dorsals [k](or [. L]), [g] (or [g. ]), [x]. (or [X]), and [-f] (or [u]) 

also occurs, for example [fak: ] 'he opened or untied' and [jEAf: ] 

'the act of hemming; he hemmed'; [IwAgf9] 'stand (n. )' and 

[Itifeg] 'rifles, guns'; [fox; ] 'trap (n. )' and [XAf: ] Ii. t became 

lighter or less concentrated'; [I? ayfa] 'I fall asleep' and 

[? 9fua: nis'ta: ni] 'Afghan', respectively. 

(c) In the vicinity of other Tufaxxama consonantsq(l) fbr 

example [sAf: l 'class', [ýa: a] 'it flooded', ['MAfrAk] Iroundabout(p. )', 

[fA'4i: r] 'poor man', [ItAfra] 'jump(n. )'; [ýA'IQ: ft] 'well-built', 

'rats', etc. 

A final remark about the phoneme /f/: it may be doubled word- 

initially and wOrd-medially only, for example /ffauz/ 'with 

victory' and /Isaffog/ 'he clappedl. (realized as [ffowz] and 

[Is, &ffag], respectively. 

[i] or [e: ], for tl)-Except when [f] occurs next to [i: ], [j]q 
example [kalfi: s] metal strap', I invite him home', 
[Iýa: fx. ýaj 'whiftle'(n. )l and [ýe: fl-isummerl, respectively. 
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9.5. The Phoneme /m/ and its Realizations. 

The phonological identity of the phoneme /m/ is established 

on the basis of the following distinctive oppositions: 

m/T as in /mai/ 'name of a girl' - /Tai/ 'water' /791man/ 

Isafe(ty)l - /? alman/ '(an expression of enthusiastic approval) 

great, wonderful! '; /IhIk9M/ 'maxims' - /lhlkaT/ 'he ruled'. 

2. m/n as in ImaSI 'green grain' - InaSI 'he reached'; 

/salma-? / 'sky' -/se'na? / 'name of a girl'; /lam/ 'he smelled (sth. )' - 
Zion/ 'he launched (an attack)'. 

3. m/p p/m (see seciion 9.2 above). 

4. m/b b/m (see section 9.3 above). 

5. m/f f/m (see section 9.4 above). 

The phoneme., /m/ is always realized as a bilabial, voiced, 

non-Tufaxxem nasal (i. e. [m]) as in[ma: t] 'he died'. In addition, 

it may be doubled word-medially. only,. for example. /'T, omma/ 

'paternal aunt" (realizLsd*As 

9.6. The Phoneme /m/ and its Realizations. 

The phonological identity of the phoneme /T/ is established 

on the basis of the following distinctive oppositions: 

1. T/M = m/T (see section 9.5 above). 

2. m/t as in /mug/ 'target hole in boys' marble games' 
o 

/tug/ larches'; /? imalrat/ 'emirates' - /7italpat/ 'frames'; 

'fasting(n. )' - /; sot/. "whip(n. )'. 

3. m/ý as in /mar/ 'he passed by' - bar/ 'he hamed'; 

/Ixum. ce/ 'fementing agent' - /Ixuare/ 'vegetables!; /xm/ 'he 
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searched or explored' - /xaa/ 'he, shookl. 

The phoneme /m/ is always realized as a bilabial, mufaxxam, 

voiced nasal (i. e. as in [mAs; ] 'he sucked or sipped'. In 

addition, it may be doubled word-medially only, for example 

/, 'ýaT70-r/`he repaired' (realized- asft. t. ýmp&pj 

9.7. The Phoneme /t/ and its Realizations. 

The phonological identity of the phoneme /t/ is established 

on the basis of the followidg distinctive oppositions: 

1. t/ý as in/tin/ 'figs' - /ýin/ 'mud'; Pniter/., he shouted, 
barked or spoke sharply' - /'niýer/_Ihe, awaitedl; -/ýot/-I. vdice or 

sound' - /ýot 'whip(n. )'. V 

2. t/d as in /tin/ 'figS' - /din/'religion'; /Ixitem/ 'he 

ended or completed' - /Ixidam/ 'he served'; /qit/ 'fame' - /ýid/ 'hunt! ' 

t/k as in /tom/ 'twins'., - /kom/ 'pile(n. )'; pruuh-q 

'status or rank' - /Irukba/ 'kneel; /get/ 'clover' - /69k/ 'jUg'. 

4. t/o as in, /. Itcbe/ 'repentance' - /'Ocbe/ 'his shirt'; 

/bet/ 'thin bracelet usual. l. y. worn several at a-timel - -/boe/ 

'broadcasting or transmission'; Pnitar/ 'he shouted, barked or 

spoke sharply' - /Inioar/ 'he scattered'. 

5. t/n as in /tom/ 'twins' - /nom/ Isleep(n. )'; /., Sfte/ .,. I saw 
him' - PS-ifnal 'we-saw';.. /69t/ 'clover' - /69n/ 'he became 

mad! 

The phoneme /t/ is mostly realized asa voiceless, non-Tufoxxam, 

non-nasal, unaspirated, alveolar plosive (i. e. jq) as in [exitem] 
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'he ended or completed'. It is realized as an aspirated plosive 

(i. e. [th]) when occurri. ng before vowels in accented initial 

syllables, for example [tbi: nl IfigS19 [itha: d3lr] 'merchant' 

[th e: 11 'lamp post', [ithU: 09] 'mulberry tree', [tho: T] 'twins', 
[Ith 1ham] 'he accused', [thgl: ] 'hill', [ IthUXMq] 'indigestion', 

etc. Furthermore, it mayý, be realized as a dental plosive (i. e. 

[t]) when occurring before [0], [a] or [ý], for example 
n 

[? 9t'Oa: wAb] 'I yawn', [? 9t189kkA 'I remember', and [? 9t18a: j9k] nnn 

'I. feel uneasy or uncomfortable', respectively. 
0) A final 

remark about the phoneme /t?: it may be doubled word-initially 

and word-medially only, for example /tta! cix/ 'the date or 

history' and /: Isrtta/'six' (real. ized as [tta: ri: x] and [Isitte], 

respectively). 

9.8. The Phoneme /d/ and its Realizations. 

The phonological identity of the phoneme /d/ is established 

on the basis of the following distinctive oppositions: 

1. d/t -ý t/d (see section 9.7 above). 

d/t as in /dar/ 'house' - /tar/ 'it or he flew or 

vanished'; /'Teda/ 'except' - /'Tate/ 'name of a boy'; /xad/ 

'cheek' - /x9t 'handwriting'. V 

d/b = b/d (see section 9.3 above). 

(1) In these examples, among others, [t] (or similarlyjý])may 
optignally be assimilated to the follow"ing consonant, i. e. 
[79tlea: wt, ý] becomes-[29010a: wAý], [? at'89kk4r] becomes[? 93'8; akkAr] 
and'! [? at'8a: j9k] beco6es[? 98'8Q: j9k] (ýhone-miýally /? 9e'Oauab/, - 
/? 98'8a"kka*r/ and /? a5'8aiak/, respectively). 
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d/, 3 as in /del/ 'it indicated or proved' - /891/ 'he 

humiliated'; /'Tadil/ IjUStI - /Iva8il/lenemyl; 119d7 'he tied' - 

/193/ 'he deviated (from)'. 

5. d/n as in /dar/ 'house' - /nar/ 'fire(n. )I; jITada/IhabitI - 

PTana/ 'he suffered'; /xad/ 'cheek, - /xan/ 'he spoke nasally'. 

6. d/g as in /das/ 'he trod(on)' - /gas/ 'he touched'; 

/'. rIdaT/ 'he. punished sb. for being offensive' /'. rrgaT/ 'he 

patched /led/ I he tied Ilegl ', tear (n. )' . 

The phoneme /d/ is m6stly realized as a voiced, non-Tufoxxem, 

non-nasal, alveolar plosive (i. e. [d]) as in ['Veda] 'except'.., I 

It may sound slightly devoiced (i. e. [11) in word-initial 

position (for example [Ifu: s] 'lessons') and in word-final 

position (for example [ra: d] 'he wanted'). In addition, it may 

be doubled word-initially and word-medially only, for example 

/ddar/ 'the house' and /v'eddad/ 'he enum'rated(realized as 

[jda: r] and [Ivaddad], respectively).. 

9.9. The Phoneme /t/ and its Realizations. 

The phonological identity of the phoneme /t/ is established 

on the basis of the following distinctive oppositions: 

1. vt = t/ý(see section 9.7-above). 

t/d = d/t(see section 9.8 above). 

3. t6 as'in '/tar/ 'it or he flew or vanished' W. 

'harmful'; /I? exter/ 'more dangerous' - /I? xaar/ 'green$; /xat/ 

'handwriting' - /xaa/ 'he shook'. 
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4. t/k as in /tes/ 'he visited unexpectedly' - /kes/ 'priest; 

/Ibata. r/ dissatisfaction' - /Ibakor/ 'cows'; /hat/ 'he put' - 

/haý/ 'justiul. 

The* phoneme /t/ : is always -realized -A's-a-ýnufaxxam, un- 

aspirated,, voiceless, post-alveolar plosive (i. e. _[ý]) as in 

'he visited unexpectedly'. In addition, it may be 

doubled word-initially and word-medially only, for example 

/Itt9ba/ 'the ball' and /, vattel/ 'he delayed' (realized as 

[Itto: ba] and respectively). 

9.10 The Phoneme /e/ and its Realizations. 

The phonological identity of the phoneme /e/ is established 

on the basis of the following distinctive oppositions: 

0/8 as in /'E)9. -ua/ 'wealth' - /189-rue/ 'peak (of power 

or success)'; /Iviear/ 'it or he stumbled' - /Ivibar/ 'he excused'; 

/Ini(k)90/ 'he broke (an obligation)--. Pni(b)98/ 'he rejected'. 

2.0/ý as in /oar/ Irevenge(n. )' - /ýar/ 'harmful'; /IxuOre/ 

'curdling agent' - /Ixu§ra/ 'vegetables'; /hao/ 'he encouraged' - 

'luck'. 

3. o/x as. in /E)al/ 'he became confused' - /xal/ 'mole'; 

'ether' /79'xic/ 'final'; /bee/ 'broadcasting (n. ) 

/box/ 'he sprayed'. 

4. e/t = t/e (see section 9.7 above). 

5. O/n as in /eav/ Irevenge(n. )' - /na-r/ Ifire(n. ); /79, oir/ 

'ether' - /,? alnir/ 'I light up. (the way)'; /hoe/ 'he encouraged' - 

/hen/ 'he longed for',. 
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The phoneme /0/ is always realized as a, voicdless, non- 

mufzxx=, interdental, non-nasal fricative (i. e. [e]) as in [0-a: r] 

'revenge(n. )'. In addition, it may be doubled word -initially and 

word-medially only, for example /1009ura/ 'the revolution' and 

/I tvaoear/ "he':. stumbled I (real ized as -T-Ieeawra] -and [A t-zaeeaf 

respectively). 

9.1l. '-The*PhonemLi /S/'and its Realizations 

The phonological identity of the phoneme /a/ is established 

on the basis of the following distinctive oppositions: 
1.3/ e= e/a(see section 9.10 above). 

2.8/ý as in /ail/ 'humiliation' - /ýrl/ 'shade'; 

PnibarPhe warned' - /Inxýar/ 'he looked into'; /f6a/. Iingenious' - 
/faý / 'he got (it. ) over with'. 

. 3.. 3/-( as* i, n'/' 3ic, &/ 'c6m I- /I -yi-ral. '91 ue' ; 
Plabri/ 'boy's name' - Playil/ 'occupyi. ng'; /lab/ 'eccentric' - 

'he reacted emotionally to bad news I. 

d= d/3 (see section 9.8 above). iI 

8/n as in /Ibiboh/ 'he slaughtered' - /*htboý/ 'it 

(i. e. the dog) barked'j /lbrae/ Ishoe(s) '- /lbin'a/ 'he bent 

forward'; /faa/ 'ingenious' - /fan/ 'art'. 

The phoneme*/a/ is always realized as a'. voiced, non-ýmufax-ýam 

labio-ýdentalq' non-ýhatdl'fricAtive (i. e. [B] ) as in [8e: 1] 

'tail'. In addition, it may be doubled word-initially and word- 

medially only, for example /88auk/ 'the taste' and 1,, hanarl 'he 

warned' (realized as [839wk] and [lhanar], respectively). 00 
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9.12. The Phoneme /§/ and its Realizations. 

The phonological identity of the phoneme /ý/ is established 

on the basis of the following distinctive oppositions: 

1- (see section 9.11 above). 

2. (see section 9.10 above). 

3. (see section 9.9 above). 

4.5/ý as in /oa'/ 'he became bored or upset' - /jag-/ 

'teakwood'; /'ý9'bida/ 'his backer or supporter' - 

'thick porridge made of flour, oil or butter, and sugar'; /xpý/ 

'he shook' - Ixes. 1 'he specified'. 

The phoneme /ý/ is always realized as a'. iýxjf; 6xk; kn,, voiced, 

interdental feidative (i. e. [ý] ') as in [T918j: d] 'backer or 

supporter'. In addition, it may be doubled word-initially'and 

word-medially only, for example /ýýef/ 'the guest' and. /lTa0ý9f 

'bite (n. )' (realized as [ýýe: f] and respectively). 

9.13. The Phoneme /k/ and'its*Realizations. 

The phonological identity of the phoneme /k/ is established 

on the basis of the following distinctive oppositions: 

1. k/g as in /'kubba/ 'meatballs made from meat with rice 

or cracked wheat and spices' - /'gubbe/ 'room'; /'like/ 'he 

complained'. - /, fig-a/-'he worked very hard'; /Jak/ 'suspicion' - 
/I agl 'tear (n. ) 

2. k/k as in /kas/ 'Cup' - /ýas/ 'he measured'; /Isiket/ 

'he shut up' - /Isxkat/ 'she watered'; /hak/ 'he scratched' - 

/hq/ 'justice'. 
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3. k/t: -- t/k(see section 9.7 above). 

4. k/x as in /ked/ 'he worked hard' - /xad/ 'cheek'; 

/"? aku/ 'there is' - ll? axul 'brother'; /fak/ 'he opened' - 

/fox/ 'trap (n. )'. 

5. 'kh as in /kas/ 'CUp' - /nas/ 'people'; /'kokp/Icokel - 

/'kona/ 'argument,; /hak/ 'he scratched' /hen/ 'he longed 

(for)'. 

The phoneme /k/ is mostly realized as a voiceless, non-mufoxxom, 

_unaspirated, 
*Velaiý, 

_, 
*h6n. ýhasal'plosive (i. e. [k] ) as in [kilta: ý] 

'book (n. )'. It is realized as ah. atpirated, plosive (i. e. [kh] 

when occurring before vowels in accented initial syllables, for 

example [kha: sl 'CUP', [khe: k] Icake'q [Ikh, tob 'he wrote', 

[khi. S] 'sack (n. )'. Furthermore, it is realized as a'pLst- 

volar plosive (i. e. [h]) when occurring before [u: ] (as. in 

jku: s] 'cups'), [w]-(as in [I kwa: xa] 'huts'), [o: ] (as in 

[LhO: M]1pil el (n. )% and ["hUkum] 'regime'. A final remark about 

the phoneme /k/: it may be doubled word-medially only, for 

example /Ihakka/ 'itch (n. )' (realized as [Ihakka]). 

9.14 *The Phoneme /g/ and its Realizations 

The phonological identity of the phoneme IgI is established 

on. the basis of the following distinctive oppositions: 

1. g/k = k/9 (see section 9.13 above). 

2. g/ý as in /gas/ 'he touched' - /ýas/ 'he measured'; 

/"ý96id/ 'narrow street' - /'ý'9ýid/ 'contract(n. )'; ýdagZ 'he knocked'- 
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'he sickened sb. (with irritation, etc. )'. 

3. g/d = d/g(see section 9.8 above). 

g/y as in /gas/ 'he cut off' - /yes/ 'he choked'; 

Psigarl 'eagle' - 11sx-yarl 'childhood; /dog/ 'he knocked' - 00 
/day/ 'he pinched (sb. ) for attention'. 

5. g/n as in /gas/ 'he touched' - /nas/ 'people'; 

/Isuge/ 'his market' - /Isuna/ 'name of a boy'; /log/ 'tear 

(n. )' - /Ion/ 'he launched (an attack)'. 

The phoneme IgI is mostly realized as a'. V6iced, 'non-Tuf9xx9m, 

v6lar, 'non-ýnasal'plosive (i. e. [g] ) as in [Isu: ga] 'his market. 

It is realized as a'post-velar plosive (i. e. [q] ) when occurring 

before [u: ] (as in [? algu: l] 'I say'), [w](as in [1gwa: jxr] 

'large two-handled baskets, woven of palm leaves'), [u] (as in 

'room'), and [o: ] (as in [g6: z] 'longbow'). Furthermore, 

it may sound sl, ighly devoiced (i. e. tj] in word-initial position 

(for example [aa: lj 'he said') and word-final position (for 

example [ýa: *] 'he stole or robbed). A final remark about the 9 

phoneme lgl: it may be doubled word-medially only, for example 

11raggal 'turtle' (realized as pfagga]). 

9.15. - The'Phoneme'/x/ and its'Realizations 

The phonological identity of the phoneme /x/ is established 

on the basis of the following distinctive oppositions: 

1. x/-y as in /xoý/ 'he specified' - /yaq/ 'he chokedlt /'79xbor/ 

'. he told' - /1? 9-yber/ 'dull'; /Tax/ 'he became self-important or 

pompous' - /Say/ 'he reacted emotionally to bad, news'. 

2. x/t as in /xes/ 'lettuce' - /tos/ 'priest'; /Isoxi/ 

'generous' - /Isqi/'irrigation'; /lax/ 'he'became self-important 
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or pompous' - /14/ 'difficult'. 

3. x/O= E)/x (see section 9.10 above). 

4. x/k = k/x(see section 9.13 above). 

5. x/n as in /xas/ 'it went bad or spoiled' - /nas/ 

$people'; 'final' l. ight up (the way)'; 

/fox/ 'trap (n. )' /fanPart'. 

The phoneme /x/ is mostly realized as a*V6ic6less, *non- 

(i. e. [x] ) as in [xas: ] 

'lettuce'. It is realized as a'uvUlar fricative (i. e. [X] ) when 

occurring before [u: ] (as in[lxu: ba] 'helmet'), [w] (as in 

['Xwa: rde] 'generous'), [u] (as in [1. Xquz]1bread1), and[c): ] (as 

in [xo: f] 'fearg fright'). In addition, it my be doubled word- 

medially only, for example. /1? 9xx9r/ 'he delayed' (realized 

as 

9.16. * The Phoneme /y/, and*its Realizations 

The phonological. identity of the phoneme /y/ is established 

on the basis of the following distinctive oppositions: 

1. -y/x = xl-y (see section 9.15 above). 

2. ylý as in /-yes/ 'he choked' 'he narrated or told 

(a story)'; lb4ya? l 'prostitutioril - /balka? / 'survival'. /Jay/ 

'he reacted emotionally to bad news' - /Xq/ 'difficult'. 

3. -y Ig =g. /-y (see section 9.14 above). 

4. -yla = 8/-y (see section 9.11 above). 

5. -y/n asAn hyaq/ 'he choked' - /naý/ 'text'; /lbuyie/ 
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'desired object' - /lbunia/ 'physique'; /ýay/ 'he formed or 

created' - /qan/ 'he respected and protected'. 

The phoneme /y/ is mostly realized as a', voiced, 'non-mufoxxam, 

velar, 'n6nLhaW*frftdtive (i. e. [y] as in [ye: m] 'cloud(s)'. 

It is realized as a*, jVular fricative (i. e. psl ) when occurring 

before [u: ] (as in ruu: ji1ghoul')Jw1 (as in ['lahvallheated 

argument'), [u] (as in [1juuuj1 'work'), and [o: ] (as in [uo: 'r11181 

'gorilla'). In addition, it may be doubled word-medially only, 

for example'/1zeyyar 'he m. ade (sth. ) smaller' (realized as 

[I zcly-yar] ). 

9.17. 'The'Phonemo*/ý/'and its*Realizations 

The phonological identity of the phoneme /ý/ is established 

on the basis of the following distinctive oppositions: 

1. ý/k = k/ý (see section 9.13 above). 

2. ýlg = g/ý (see section 9.14 above). 

('see section 9.15 above). 

(see section 9.16 above). 

5. ý/t = t/ý (see section 9.9 above ). 

This phoneme is always realized as a m0f6kkam, voiceless, 

uvular, unaspirated plosive as in [Iýu: ri] 'tea-pot', [ttws-] 'arch', 

['kudre] 'capability', '[ýa: s] 'he measured', ['Takll] 'mind', ['ki: mal 

'price', ['ke: d9j 'razor blade', [Iko: z; Dpy] 'he gave someone the 

shaft' and [1ýwaqi]ltin boxes'. In addition, it may be doubled 

word-medially and word-finally only, for example /"ýattad/ 'he 
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complicated' and 'hards'hip' realized as ["ýakkud] and[jaýt], 

respectively). 

9.18. The'Phoneme_'-/n/ and'its'Realizations 

The phonological identity of the phoneme /n/ is established 

on the basis of the following distinctive oppositions: 

1. n/m = m/n (see section 9.5 above). 

n/t = t/n (see section 9.7 above). 

3. n/d = d/n (see section 9.8 above). 

4. 
. p/0 = O/n (see section 9.10 above). 

5. n/3 = 8/n (see section 9.11 above). 

6. n/k = k/n (see section 9.13 above). 

7. n/g = g/n (see section 9.14 above). 

8. n/x = x/n (see section 9.15 above). 

9. n/-y = -Y/n (see section 9.16 above). 

This phoneme-is mostly realizes as a voiced, *alveolar, 'nasal 

(i. e. [n] ) as in [na: sl 'people'. It is optionally realized as 

when occurring before [0] 
. 
(as in [Roa: fl a'dental nasal (i. e. [n n 

'he was aroused'), [81 (as in [? aRba: 11 'depraved people') and 

(as in [nýu: 6] 'we taste'). Furthermore, it is optionally n 

realized as a*velar nasal (i. e. before [k] or [2i] (e. g. 

[Iphaioka] lairfan 1) and [g] or (e. g. [I? awas] 'worse'), and 

as ca uvular nasal (i. e. [N]) before [ý] (e. g. [179Ný95] 'he 

rescued'). In careful speech, however, [n] [ij] and [N] are n 

usually replaced by [n], hence [nea: fl, [? onloa: 1], [nýu: 61, 
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['? anku. fl, [I? eng; Ds] and Yýespectively. *A final. " 

remark about the phoneme /n/: it may be doubled word-initially and 

. 000 word-medially, for example /nnas/ 'the people' and /1anna/ 9 

'heaven' (realized as [nna: s] and Ud3onnol, respectively). 

9.19. The*Phonýme'/. c/*And'itg*R6alizations 

The phonological identity of the phoneme Irl is established 

on the basis of the following distinctive oppositions: 

c-11 as in /Ivirag/ 'he sweated or perspired' 

'h'e set on fire'-* IfraSI. 'bed' - /fial/. 'flash gun'; 

'hot weather' - /hal/ 'solution'. 

2. rls as in /xqd/. 'reply (n. )l - /sad/ 'dam; /iferu/ 

'fur' - 1, fasul 'Soundless breaking wind'; -/dar/ 'house'- 

/das/ 'he trod (on) I. 

3. v/z as in /. cad/ 'he wanted' - /zad/ 'it increased' 

/Ivi. raf/ 'he knew' - /'ý'izaf/ 'he played (a musical instrument)'; 

/he. r/ 'hot weather' - /hez/. Inotch'. 

The phoneme /r/ is mostly realized as a*. voicedj'jpuf9=9m9 

(i. e. Jfl)- as in [Tolru: s] "bride', [Isu:. ro], al vedl Arjl ap_ 000 
'picture', [? qv1wa: h] "SoUlS1,. [1dO-. f; 9]' 'his turn', [Itre: 19] 

0 
'trailer', [Idarub] 'road', [Ibi: ra] 'beer', [Isira] turn', 

'[Ia: f] 'house': * It is realized as a non-ýmufaxxam 

consonant (i. e. [r] ) when occurring before [i: ] (as injýari: dj 

'post-office' and [. ri: x] 'feather(s)'), [j] (as in [. rja: ld3i*'11'men' 

and ["ýa: rjo] 'naked'), and (as fh7[frxse, ý] ". he 
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painted' and ['daris]llessonl)ý') In addition, it may be doubled 

word-initially, word-medially and word-finally, for example /. CCus/`- 

'the Russians', /Itxorrag'/ 'he graduated' and lSarrl 

'wickedness' (realized as [. C. Cu: s] ,[I txarrad3] and [Jarrj 

respectively). 

'9.20. The Phoneme /l/ and its Realizations 

The phonological identity of the phoneme /I/ is established 

on the basis of the following distinctive oppositions: 

1.1/1 as in /, x9l9f/' 'successor' - /Ixelef/ 'name of a boy'; 

/xal/ 'mole' - /xal/ maternal uncle'. 0 
r1l (see section 9.19 above). 

This phoneme is mostly realized as a'Voitod; 'non-mjfax. ýum, 

alveolar: lateral (i. e. [1]) as in [x,, *la:: l] 'during'. It is 

realized as a slightly'deVoiced consonant (i. e., [I]) when 

occurring after [p] *(as in [Ipla: jis] 'pliers'), [t] (as in [Itia: Oa] 
00 

'three') and [k] (as in [1k1e: tj9] 'cookie-likd pastry'). 
4) - 

In addition, it may be doubled word-medially only, for example /Ivziieýj 

'defect' (realized as ['ciliafl. 

9.21. ' The"Ph6n6uL6'/I/. *And*itt'RealizAtions 

The phonological identity of the phoneme /I/ is established 

on the basis of the following distinctive oppositions: 

(1) Before [i: ] and [i], the phoneme /r/ is nevertheless realized 
as a'inufakxam consonant if it is preceded by another m6foxxom 
consonanT-, -To-r example [ý. ri.: x] 'yelling (n. )' etc. an'a-[[Ti-putrtýj 
'male singer', etc. 
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1.1/1 = 1/1 (see section 9.20 above). 

2. j1q as in/'xilo/ 'it became empty' - /'xiýo/ 'he 

castrated'; /x9l. / 'vinegar' - /xaq/ 'he specified'. 

This phoneme is always realized as a'. voiced, Tufaxxaml, 

OV661ar* lateral (i. e. as in [, arjAý] 'he turned over'. 

In addition, it may be doubled word-medially only, forýexample 

/'uajj9/ 'by the name of God' (realized as [IwAllay ).. 

9.22. *'Th6*Ph6n6md'/s/'ahd'itt*R66lizati6ns 

The*phonological identity of the phoneme /s/ is established 

on the basis of the following distinctive'oppositions: 

1. s/z as in /sad/ 'it prevailed or dominated' - /zad/ 

'it increased'; "/Ihzsin/ 'beauty' - /'hxzin/ 'mourning'; 

/has/ 'he felt' - 1hez/ 'notch'. 

s/. y as in /sef/ 'sword' - /qef/ 'summer; /Ihisad/ 

'he envied' - /Ihiqad/ 'he reaped or harvested'; /xes/ 'lettuce' - 

/xaý/ 'he specified'. 

s/h as in /sad/_'dam' - /had/ 'limit (n. )'; /? olsir/ 

$captive' - Palhi-r/ 'I become confused or undecided'; Iras/ 

'head' - Aah/ 'he went or left'. 

The phoneme /s/ is always realized as a voiceless, non- 

Tufaxxam, apical hiss (i. e. [s) ) as in [se: f] 'sword'. In 

addition, it may be doubled wOrd-initially and word-medially, 

for example / ssed/ I the dam' and / 'hissa/ I now' (realized as 
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[ssed] and ['hissa], respectively). 
a 

9.23''The'Ph6nenio'/Z/. ahd'its'Realizations 

The phonological identity of the phoneme /z/ is established 

on the basis of the following distinctive-oppositions: 

I. z/s = s/z (see section 9.22 above). 

2. z/1 as in /zar/ 'he visited' - /qac/'it or he became'; 

/, T; az9/- 'mourning ceremony' - /, T; aqe/- 'walking stick'; /, Yaz/, 

'gas' - /-Yaq/ 'it or he dived'. 

3. z/T as in /zar/, he visited' /T"/ 'disgrace'; 

11gizar/ 'carrots' - /lg'xTe*r/ 'it or he brayed'; /g'az/, 'he 

quit' - /g'aT/ 'he becarm or felt hungry'. 

The phonenie*/z/. is always'realized as a*Ofted, non- 

'ip6f; axkam, ', ipitAl 'hiss (i. e. [z] ) as. in [1d; j1ze-fl 'carrots. 

In addition, it may be doubled word-initially and word- medially 

only, for example /zzauýg/ 'the husband' and /'Tozza/- 'he consoled 

or comforted' (realized as [zz9wd3] and [Iqazza], respectively). 

9.24. ''The'Phohbmo'/ý/'and*itt'Realizations 

The-phonological identity of the phoneme /q/As established 

on the basis of the following distinctive oppositions: 

Vs = sh (see section 9.22 above). 

Vz = zh (see section 9.23 above). 

3. q/1 = I/q (see section 9.21 above). 

This phonerne is always realized as a'., ý6. f6iniam-, ''oftoless, 
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apical hiss (i. e. [fl) as in [11o: qa] 'mess (n. )'. In addition, 

it may be doubled word-initially and word-medially, for 

example /Issure/ 'the picture' and /1hassal / 'he gained' 

(realized as [Iqqu:. ýa] and [1h9qq91], respectively). 

9.25. * The'Phon6mb*/c/'and*its'R6alizations 

The phonological identity of the phoneme /'C/ is established 

on the basis of the following distinctive oppositions: 

6/6 as in /cai/ 'tea' - /gai/ 'here'; /Inoýcxr/ 

'defiant' - Pnal'lr/ 'chopping'; /ha'c/ 'take! (f. sing. )' - 

/hag'/ 'it or he became excited or furious'. 

'C/I as in /16arok/ 'a quarter' - /1-farok/ 'he participated'; 

/lbo'C'r/ 'talking' - /Ihojx/ 'filling up with unnecessary stuff'; 

/fa'C/ 'jawbone, - /fol/. Ihe deflated'. 

3. 'c/k as in /'Cak/ 'base down, the winning position' - 
/kak/ 'tap or cock'; /lba6xr/ 'tomorrow' - /lb. akir/ 'virgin'; 

ll. fura'Cl 'brushes (n. )' - Pfurak/ 'he rubbed. ' 

The phoneme /'C/ is always realized as a Voiceless, *palato- 

AlVeolzir, 'huthing affricate (i. e. [tj]) as in [tia: 5.1 'tea'. 

In addition, it may be doubled word initially and word-medially 

only, for example /C"Carrx/ 'the wheel' and'/Isi"Ma/ 'railroad 

track' (realized as [ttlefix and [IsittSa], respectively). 

!. "'26. *''The*Phbneme'/'/*and*its'Roalizations 

The phonological identity of the phoneme IgI 
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is established on the basis of the following distinctive 

oppositions: 

1.6/6 = 'C/6 (see section 9.25 above). 

as in /gus/ 'lime' - 1jusl 'fish hook'; /17 *` 91/ 'more 99M 

beautiful' - /I? 9jm91/ 'more comprehensive, exhaustive or 

detailed'; tZag"I 'ivory' - Pal/ 'he lived'or survived'. 

3. g& as in /gad/ 'conscientious' - /gad/"he held (sb 
.) 

by the hand'; Pni'gar/ 'he chopped' - Pnigar/'i t or he tapped 

or beat'; /ýag'/ 'he became bored or upset' - /ýag/ 'he tasted'. 

The phoneme /6/ is always realized as a'V6iCýd; *palato- 

alveolar, 'hUshing'affricate (i. e-[d3l ) as in [d31: 11 
. 
'generation'. 

In addition, it may be doubled word-initially aM word-medially 

only, for example /69'ýu/_'Ithe weather' and /1hi9'9'9/`excuse (n. )' 

(realized as [dd3aw] and ["hidd39], respectively). 

9.1 27. **Th6'Ph6nejbý'/j/'A6d'itt ReAlizations 

The phonological identity of the phoneme /j/. is established 

on the basis of the following distinctive oppositions: 

' 6/1 (see section 9.25 above). 1/6 C' 

2. x/9' = 6/1 (see section 9.26 above). 

3. I/f = fli (see section 9.4 above). 

This phoneme is always realized as a'voiceless. 'palato- 

alveolar, 'hUthihg*fridAtive (i. e. [I]. ') as in [Joq] 'wickedness'. 

It my be doubled word-initially and word-medially, for example 
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1,1194a. ral 'the tree' and /Ihalle/ 'he stuffed or filled with 

stuffing' (realized as [Ijlad3a. ý9] and [1halle], respectively). 

9.28. 'The Phoneme'/h/ and its Realizations 

The phonological identity of the phoneme /h/As established 

on the basis of the following distinctive oppositions: 

1. h/T as-in /had/ 'limit (n. )' - /Ted/ 'he counted'; 

/70'hid/ 'I deviate from' - /79'Tid/ 'I repeat'; /bah/ 'he 

revealed (a secret)' - /baT/ 'he sold'. 

2. h/s = s/h (see section 9.22 above). 

This phoneme is mostly realized as a voic6109S, 'non-mufoxxom, 

pharyngeal'fricative (i. e. [h]) as in [hadb. ] 'limit (n. )'. 

It may be real-ized as a'. rh6_f9xx9m consonant (i. e. [ t]) when 

occurring before [u: ] (as in [ýtu: n] 'plates'), [w]. (as in [1q4wq] 

'consciousness'), [u]- (as in [Iturira] 'lip-stick'), and [o: ] (as 

in [Ito: ý9] 'punishment by God'). In addition, it may be doubled 

word-medially only, for example, /1qihh9/-'health1 (realized 

as ['1qihh9]). 

9.29. '*The*PhohdmLý*/T/"and*itý'R66lizations 

The phonological identity of the phoneme /T/ is established' 

on the basis of the following distinctive oppositions: 

1. T/h = h/q (see section 9.28 above). 

2. Ic/z F z/T '(see section 9.23 above). 
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This phoneme is mostly realized as a voiced, non-ýiufaxxam, 

pharyngeal'fricative (i. e. as in [Ta: j] 'he returned'. 

In addition, it may be realized as a mufoxxam consonant, (i. e. 

when occurring before [u: ] (as in [ýu: g] 'matchstickl), 

[w] (as in [IdAýwa]- 'invitation')l[u] (as in [1ýuipUrfl 'age'), 

and [o: ] (as in 'blind in one eye (f. sing)'). 

Furthermore, it may be doubled word-medially only, for example 

/Ibav'ý; ad/ 'he moved away' (realized as 

9. '30. *'Thd'Phbh6n**/? /'And*itt'R6alizAtions 

The phonological identity of the phoneme /? /. is established 

on the basis of the following distinctive oppositions: 

1.7/h as in /I? ig'a/ 'he cam or showed up'- /'hIg`9/ 'he 

satirized or ridiculed (esp. in poetry)'; PsOai/ 'he asked' - 

/'szhal/ 'it became simplO; Ptnebba? / 'he predicted' Ptnabbph/ 

'he realized or became aware'. 

2.7/k as in /7as/ lace (in, a game of cards)' - /kas/ 'Cup'; 

/IrOes/ 'he headed or became Chairman' - /Irikas/ 'it or he went 

down'; /ba7/ 'the name of the letter "W" - /hak/ 'he knitted'. 

3. ? lg as in /? as/ 'ace. (in a game of cards)' - /gas/ 

'he touched'; Psa? at/ 'it or she became worse' - /Isaget/ 

'she drove-or rode (an animal)' /ba? / 'the name ofthe letter 

"b'" - /bag/ 'he stole or robbed'. 

The phoneme /? / is mostly realized as a. pon-mifoxxom, 

glottcll 'plbtive (i. e. [? ]* ') as in [? a: s] 'ace (in a. game of 
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cards)'. 
(') It is realized as a mufaxxam consonant (i. e. [ý] ) when 

occurring before [u: ] (as in [kulýu: s] 'CupS'), [w] (as in [ITAýwa] 

'shelter (n. )'), [u] (as in [ýurp: ] 'mother'), and [o: ] (as in 

[ýo: '. ýuippa] 'Europe'). In addition, it may be doubled word-medially 

only, for example /1. ra?? 9s/ 'he appointed (sb. ) as leader or 

Chairman' (realized as 

9.31. The Phoneme /h/ and its Realizations 

The phonological identity of the phoneme /h/ is established 

on the basis of the following distinctive oppositions: 

1.0 = 7/h (see section 9.30 above). 

2. h/k as in /had/ 'he let go' - /kad/ 'he worked hard'; 

/Isiha. r/ 'he stayed up late' - /Isikar/ 'he became drunk'; /Tah 

'Shah '- /Tak/ 'being in doubt or suspicion'. 

This phoneme is mostly realized as a*V6itelestS non-mufoxxom, 

glottal fricative (i. e. [h] ) as in [h; ad*. ] 'he let go. It my 

be realized as a Tufaxxam consonant (i. e. [ý] ) when occurring 

before [u: ] (as in [ja'ýu: d ] 'Jews (n. and adj. )'), [w] (as in 
0 

0 [Igahwa ] 'coffee'), [u] (as in ['ýurFpa] 'they') and [o: ] (as in 

[ýo:. r] 'marsh). ' In addition, it'may be realized as'voiced (i. eqfl] 

or when occurring intervocalically (as in [jaýu: d] 'Jews (n. 

and adj. )') or between a'voiced consonant and a vowel (as in [1? adflam] 
0 

'name of a boy'). A, final remark about the p honeme/h/ : it may be doubled 

word-medially only, for example /'., ýahhal/ 'he made (sth. ) easy' 

(realized as ['sahhal] 

(1) It is uncertain whether p] should be considered voiceless or 
voiced. However, S. H. Al-Ani ("The Development and Distribution of 
the Arabic Sound Qaf in Iraq" in his*RAL, pp. 103-112) rightly 
states that[? ] was mistakenly includ-e7d--with the 'voiced' consonants 
by the old Arab grammarian si: baw9jhx and his followers. He further 
says [7] cannot be considered as 'voiced' because "the vocal cords 
are momentarily closed in the production of this sound" (p. 104) and 
so "they obviously cannot vibrate at the same time" (ibid). 
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(B)-Th6'SIA'VoWel'Phon6mes 

9. 
-32. 

-*ThLi'Phbh6ibLi*/, /*Ahd-itt*R6alizAtions 

The phonological identity of the phoneme /i/'is*established 

on the basis of the following distinctive oppositions: 

1. i/u as in /'iadda/ 'handle (n. )' - /I*uadde/ 'h e sent'; 

/Tid/ 'religious feast' -- /Tud/ 'matchstickl; . /haj/ 'alive' - 

/hau/ 'wild plant'. 

2. i/, as in /sim/ 'thin metal rod' - /sjm/ 'poison (n. )'. 

This phoneme'is mostly realized as a*nOn-ýnasalized, *front, 

unr6unded, *long'VoWel of a'firstýý'(i. e. 'rhihimum)"degt6Li*aperture 

(i. e. [i: ] ) as in [Ti-. d 
.1 

'religious feast'. The actual length of 

this vowel, among other SIA vowels, varies accordi. ng to whether 

it occurs in an accented syllable or in an unaccented syllable: 

it is relatively longer when accompanied-by an accent, e. g-[d3i"bi: ] 

'bring it or him! (sing. addressee)'. It is important to point 

out that when /i/, among other SIA phonemes that are usually 

realized as long vowels, is -opposed (in final position in 

polysyllabic words) to phonemes that are-realized as'short vowels 

(i. e. '/x/, lul and /9/),, it is always-the case that the accentual 

patterns of'the respective words are different; for example 

the accent falls on the'final syllable in a word, like /79uad'di/ 

'I send it or him' while it falls on the penultimate syllable in 

a word like / ? 91u; 9ddj/'I send'. In addition, when /i/ occurs 

between two nasals or between a nasal sound and a non-nasal 

sound, it is realized as a'. flightly*natalized vowel, for example 
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[79'ml: n] 'safe', [th'l: n] 'figs', [m'i: l]'milel, etc. It is, 

furthermore, essential to note that the phoneme /i/ is realized 

as a pa: latal semi-ývowel, i. e. [j], which is of a consonantal 

character, in the following contexts: - 

(a) Word-initialTy ýefore a vowel sound, for example [Ijadde] 

'handle (n. )', [jo-ufl 'day', etc. (phonemically /lipdda/ and 

/iqp/, respectively). 

(b) Word-initially before a consonant sound, for example 

[jýu: s] 'he kisses', [jri: d]-'he wants', etc. (phonemically /ibus/ 

and /irid/, respectively). 
0 

(c) In initial syllables between a consonant and a long 

vowel, for example [Bia-. 11 'hem or border (of a dress, skirt, 

etc. )', P[wja: k] `with you', etc. (phonemically /8ial/ and /uiak 

respectively). 

Intervoc'alically, for example [1hoial'timidity', 

[xalja: l] 'imagination', etc. (phonemically /Ihpitifand /xi)lial/, 

respectively). I- 
(e) Between a vowel and a consonant, for example [? ajlta: ml 

'orphans', ["ha: jral 'bewildered-(f. sing)', etc. (phonemically 

Pailtam/ and, /Ihaira/, respectively). 

(f) Between a, consonant and a vowel, for example 

'things', [lha: jj9l`edge', etc. (phonemically PaSlia? fand 

respectively). 

(g) Word-finally when preceded by a vowel, for example 

[tla: j] 'tea', -[bo: jl 'waiter', etc. (phonemically /'cai/ and 

/boi/, respectively). 
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In addition, the phoneme /i/ may (as we have seen above) 

be realized as a consonant, i. e. [j]. In this case, /i/ 

may be doubled, e. g. j1ii9bbis/ 'he dries up' and Phaiia/ 'snake', 

(realized as ['Jjbbbis] and [Ihajja]respectively). A final 

remark about the phoneme /i/, which also applies to /u/: they 

are the only vowel phonemes that are opposable to consonant 

phonemes (in all three word positions)- this is because /i/ 

and /u/ may be realized consonantallys i. e. as [j] and [w]- 

respectively, for example /iam/ 'near' - /dam/ 'blood'; /Ihaia/ 

'timidity' - /'hale/-Isweeiness or beauty'; /hai/ 'alive' 

/had/ limit (n. )' (see also section 9.33). 

9.33. Th6'Phbhori)ý*/ii/*and'its'RealizatiOns 

The phonological identity of the phoneme /u/ is established 

on the basis of the followi. ng distinctive oppositions: 

l. -u/i Vu (see section 9.32 above). 

2. 'u/u as in, /quf/ 'wooV --/quf/ 'arrange in rows'. '.. 

This phoneme is mostly realized as a. non-ýnasalized, backp 

rounded, long-VoWel of a'first-degree aperture . 
(i. e. [u: ]) as 

in [ju: f] 'wool'. Like /i/, the phoneme /u/ is realized longest 

when it occurs in accented syllables, e. g. [lbu: sa] 'inch'; Cf. [ssu-Ida: nj 

'the Sudan'. Furthermore, when /u/ is opposed to phonemes that 

are realized as short vowels (i. e. /i/, lul and /9/) in final 

position in polysyllabic words, it is always the case that the 
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accentual patterns of the respective words are different; for 

example the accent falls on the final syllable in a word like 

/uadldu/ 'send it or him! (pl. addressee)' while it falls on 

the initial syllable, in a word like /luaddu/ 'send! (pl. 

addressee-)'. Like all SIA, vowel phonemes, /u/ is realized as 

a slightly nasalized vowel (i. e. [B: j ) when occurring between 

two nasals or between a nasal and a non-nasal consonant, for 

example ['TB: nal 'flavour', [nil: fl 'light (n. )I, etc. 

The phoneme /u/ is also realized as a labio-velar semi- 

vowel, i. e. [w] which'As of a consonantal character, in the 

same contexts as those for the occurrence of [J] as a combinatory 

variant of /i/ (see section 9.32 above). Here are the examples 

corresponding to the respective contexts: 

(a) [Iwadda] 'he sent', [we: n] 'whereV etc. (phonemically 

/luadda/-and /uen/, respectively), 

. (b) [Iwji: ý19] 'skein (of string)', [wgu: f] 'standing (n. )', 

etc. (phonemically /Iujiýo/ and /uguf /, respectively). 

(c) [. ýwa: h]souls, , I'swcl: llfl'stories', etc. (phonemicallY 

/. ruah/ and /Isualif/, respectively), 

(d) ['howa] 'airl, [Ita: w9] 'frying pan', etc. (phonemically 

Phaua/ and Ptaua/, respectively), 

(e) ['dewr, al 'training course'q['d38wI9Y 'round (n. )', 
0 

etc. (phonemically /'doure/-and /Igaulo/, respectively), 

(f) [Ifu, wa] 'fur coat', ["alwal 'a famer's market, 

where farmers and grain merchants bring their goods for wholesale 
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marketi ng', etc. (phonemically /ofarue/ and /, value/, respectively), 

and 

(g) [d3Dw: ] 'weather't [fa: w] Taw, a town in Basrah', 

etc. (phonemically /g-ou/ and /fau/, respectivel'Y). 

In addition, the phoneme /u/ may (as we have seen above) 

be realized as a consonant, i. e. [w]. In this case, /u/ may 

be doubled, 'e. g. /uuen/ 'and whereV and /, -9uuq/ 'indoors' 9 

(realized. as[wwe: n] and [Id3owo], respectively). 

A final remark about the phoneme /u/: it is, like /j/, 

opposable to consonant phonemes due to its consonantal realization 

(viz. [w] ), for example /, ualad/ 'boy' - /'baled/ 'country'; 

/uel/ 'distress (n. )' - /tel/ 'lamp-post. ', etc. 

9.34_. The Phoneme /i/ and its Realizations 

The phonol. ogical identity of the phoneme /i/ is'established 

on the basis of the following distinctive oppositions: 

1. i/i = i/i, (see section R. 32 above). 

2. i/u as in /"ýibap/ 'lessons or warnings' - P'ZOG. V/ 'he 

crossed over'; Phrii/ 'a lady's ornaments' - Phriu/ 'sweet or 

pretty'. 

This phoneme is mostly realized as a non-ýnasalized-q-front, 

unrounded, 'thort VoWel of a second-; deqre6*apertUre (i. e. [i] 

as in [Ihxiif] 'alliance'. In addition, it is realized as a 
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slightly nasalized vowel, (i. e. [Y] ) when occurring between two 

nasals or between a nasal and a non-nasal consonant, for example 

[mYn] 'from', PnYsa] 'he forgot', etc. Furthermore, this phoneme 

never occurs word-initially nor can it be doubled since it is 

never realized consonantally. 

9.35. The Phonew lul and its Realizations 

The phonological identity, of the phoneme lul is established 

on the basis of the following distinctive oppositions: 

u/u = u/u (see section 9.33 above), 

2. u/i = i/u (see section 9.34 above). 

This phoneme is mostly realized as a non-nagalized., *back, 

roUhded'VoWel of a t6d6hdLdegr6d*ap6rture (i. e. [u] ) as in [Vur: l 

'bitter'. In addition, this phoneme is, li. ke all SIA vowel 

phonemes, realized as a*tlightly'nasalized vowel (i. e. [5] 

when occurring between two nasals or between a nasal and a non- 

nasal consonant, for example [V5'na: sebal 'occasion', [n5ý: ] 

'half', etc. Like /z/, the phoneme lul never occurs word- 

initially nor can it occur doubled since. it is never realized 

consonantally. 

9.36. 'The*PhohemO_'/91-*and'its*Realizations 

The phonological identity of the phoneme -/a/As established 

on the basis of the following distinctive oppositions: 

1. a/a as in /had/ 'limit (n. )' - /had/ 'sharp'. 
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9/1 as in -/ ov6bcq/ tears I- /'TIbra/ 'lesson or 

warning'; PTala/ 'on' - PTali/ 'name of a boy'. 

alu as in lharl 'hot weather' - lhurl 'free'; 

/'Vile/ 'it or he became higher' 'height'. 

The phoneme /a/ is mostly rea lized as a non-nasalized, 

central. 'dnroUnd6d; *th6rt'vowel of a third-degree aperture 

(i. e. [9]) as in [hal: ]Isolution'. It is realized as a. back- 

central, slighOy lowered vowel (i. e. [. &] when occurring between 

two muf axxama consonants, for exampl e, [bAt: ] 'ducks s. &f b0 

'class', etc'. In addition, this phoneme is, like all SIA vowel 

phonemes, realized as a slightly'nasalized vowel (i. e. [5] or 

[7, ]) when occurring between two nasals or between a. nasal and a 

non-nasal consonant, for example [mZn: l 'a measure of weight, 

approximately 24 kilograms', [m5i: ] 'he became bored or fed up', 

[m7, s: ] 'he sucked', etc. Furthermore, /9/, like /i/ and lul, 

never occurs word-initially nor can it be doubled since it is 

never realized consonantally. 

9*37. *'The'Ph6herhC!, */e/'Ahd*its: ReAlizations 

The phonological identity of the'phoneme /e/ is established 

on the basis of the following distinctive oppositions: 

e/o as in /tef/ vision or phantasm' - /tof/ 'mud wall'. 

2. e/i as in /uel/ 'distress' - /uil/ 'wheel'. 

This phoneme is mostly realized as a 

unf, oundOd; 'l6ng'm6nophthong of a*foUrth-ýdeqree'aperture (i. e. [e: l 
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as in [the-. lj 'lamp post'. However, it is optionally realized 

as a diphthong (viz. [e: al ) as in fte: 9f] 'bird' which is in 

free variation with [te:. fl; [we: 911 'distress' which is in 

free variation with [we: 11; etc. Like other vowel phonemes that 

are usually realized as 'long' vowels, /e/ is realized longest 

when occurring in accented syllables, for example [1he: wal !, quinces'; 

cf. [he- 'wa: nl 'animal'. In addition, /e/ is, like all SIA 

vowel phonemes, realized as a slightly nasalized vowel (i. e. [9: 1 

or [e-. -al) when occurring between two nasals or between a nasal 

consonant and a non-nasal consonant, for example [mnZ: nl (or 

[mnZ: anl ) 'where fromV, [mZ: z] (or [mg: 9z)) 'table', etc. A 

final remark about the phoneme /e/. Like /x/, lul and /9/, it 

n. ever occurs word-initially nor can it be doubled since it is 

never realized consonantally. 

'9.38. 'The*Ph6nemL, '/o/*zind'itý'Roalizations 

The phonological identity of the phoneme /a/ is established 

on the basis of the following distinctive oppositions: 

1. o/e = e/o (see section 9.37 above). 

2. o/u as in /sog/ 'undignified (speech)' - /pug/ 'market'. 

This phoneme is mostly realized as a non.; nasalized, back, 

rounded,; long'monophthong of a fourth-ýdeqreeaperture (i. e. [c): ] 

as in [9o:. r] 'bull'. Like /e/, it is optionally realized as a 

diphthong (viz. [o: z)] as in [0mfl 'bull ' which is in free 

variation with [0o: '. r]; '-[do: 9. r1 'role, turn' which isIn free 
0 
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variation with [do: r]; etc. Like other vowel phonemes that are 
0 

usually realized as 'long' vowels, /o/ is realized -longest 

when occurring in accented syllables, for example[ldo:. rej 'his 
CO 

turn'; Cf. [bo-11a: t] 'empty cups, glasses, etc. '. In addition, 

Io/ is, like-all, SIA vowel phonemes, realized as a slightly 

nasalized, vowel (i. e. [Z; -. ] or [&]) when occurring between two 

nasals or between-a nasal and a non-nasal consonant,, for example 

[n3nfl (or [n&9in]) 'sleep (n. ) '; [T5: t] - (or [ip5: 9t]) 'death'; etc. 

Furthermore, /o/, like /i/, lul, /a/ and /e/, never occurs 

word-initially nor can it be-doubled since it is never realized 

consonantally. 

1. z'39. **, ThLi'Phohbme'/a/'and*itt Realizations ý 

The phonological identity of the-phoneme /a/ is established 

on the basis of the following distinctive oppositions: 

1. a/9 = a/a (see section 9.36 above). 

2. a/i as in /Tad/ 'he returned' - /Tid/ 'religious feast; 

/uadlda/ 'he sent it or him' - /uad'di/ 'send it. or him! (sing. 

addressee) 1. 

3. a/u as in /Tad/ the returned'. - /Tud/ Inetchstick'; 

/uadlda/ 'he sent it or him' - /uadIdu/ 'send it or him. (pl. 

addressee)'. 

This phoneme is mostly realized as a non-nasalized, fairly 

fr6nt, -unr6Unded, 'lohg* v6wel of a fifth-ýJ i. e. 'maximum) degree 

ApeftUre (i. e. [a: ]) as in [Ta: f] 'he saw' . It is also realized 
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as a fairly back long vowel with neutral lip posture (i. e. [a: ]) 

in the following contexts: 

(a) After a. Tufexxqm consonant, for example [Itatsa] 

'drinking bowl', 'it or he got lost', etc. 

(b) Between a dorsal consonant. and a Tufaxxem consonant, 

for example ['ka: ýurfl 'name of a boy'. [gatT] 'he stood up', 

[xa: ý: ] $special ', and [isci: fl 'it or he dived'. 

Like other vowel phonemes that are usually realized as 

long vowels, /a/ is realized longest when occurring in accented 

syllables, for example [ý'iia: d3l 'treatment or remedy'; cf. 

[mZsa-1d3*1": n] 'prisoners', etc. Furthermore, /a/ is, -like 

all SIA vowel phonemes, realized as a slightly'nasalized'vowel 

(i. e. [2i: ] or [a-. ]) when occurring between two nasals or between 

a nasal consonant and a non-nasal consonant, for example [ng: m] 

'he fell asleep'; [ipa: ft] Tarch'; etc. In addition, when /a/ is, 

like /i/ and /u/, opposed to phonemes that are realized as short 

vowels (i. e. /i/, lul and /9/) in final position in polysyllauic 

words, it is always the case that the accentual patterns of the 

respective words are different; for example the accent falls on 

the final syllable in a word like /u; Ddlda/ 'he sent it or him' 

while it falls on the initial syllable in a word like /Iuadda/ 

'he sent'. A final remark about the phoneme /a/: like /x/, lul, 

hA /e/ and /o/, it never occurs word-initially nor can it be 

doubled since it is never realized consonantally. 
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Chapter Ten 

DEFINITION AND CLASSIFICATION OF THE 

SIA PHONEMES 

10.1. Introduction 

Týe phoneme is, in this thesis, conceived of as "the 

sum of'thO*_phonologically'relevant'propOr4tiet of a sound 

(Lautgebilde)"'(Prindiples ... j p. 36). In other words, defining 

a given phoneme simply. mean. s listing i ts "relevant features"; a 

relevant-feAtUre being, as I have stated in section 3.2, the minimal 

sound pr6p6rty'Capable, An*A'qiv6n language., 'of'distinguishing_phonemes 

from each'_oth_er, 
_*and*cbnsequently'crOating 

a temantic'difference between 

th6'c-orresp6hdihj'uttbrAnces. As-we shall see later in this 

chapter, "un trait phonique peut etre pertinent-dans un cas et non 

pertinent dans un autre". 
(l) This chapter partly deals with 

defini. ng the SIA consonant and vowel phonemes, so I shall present 

a list of the relevant features of *each of the SIA phonemes. In 

addition, this chapter gives an account of the grouping of the 

SIA consonant phonemes on the basis of their relevant features,, 

and also an account of the grouping of the SIA vowel phonemes on 

the basis of their relevant features. That is to say, the SIA 

phonemes that are characterized by the same relevant feature will 

be grouped together, for example all the SIA consonant phonemes 

that are characterized by the relevant feature "voiceless" form 

one group and those that are characterized by the re levant feature 

"voiced" form another group, and so on. 

(1) A. Martinet, *. La'detcriptibn'phonologique 
..., p. 39. 
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.. 
. 
(A)''The*SIA'ConsOnaht Phonemes 

1O2 DéfiningthePhöneme/p/ 

The phoneme /p/ is defined by the following set of relevant 

features:. 

1. "voiceless" as opposed to IbI (hence p/b), 
2. "labial" as opposed to /t/, /k/, etc. (hence p/t, Vlk, etc. ), 

3. "non-nasal" as opposed to /m/ (hence p/m), and 

4. "stop" as opposed to /f / (hence p/f 

Generally speaking, the relevant feature "labial" designates 

an articulation which'involves one lip (i. e. a labio-ýdental 

articulation) as in the case of /f/ (see-section 10.4 below) or 

both lips (i. e. a*bilabial-articulation) as in the, case of /p, 

b, m, T/ (see also sectio ns 10.3,10.5 and 10.6 below); it 

also designates any other consonantal phonic characteristics 

which accompany such an articulation. That is to say, the labio- 

dental/bilabial distinction is phonologically irrelevant (i. e. 

non-distinctive) in SIA since the SIA phonological system does not 

have-'labio-dental' stops, for example, to be distinguished from 

/p/ and /b/ (which are always realized bilabiallY), nor does it 

have a 'bilabial' fricative to be distinguished from /f/ (which 

is always realized labio-dentally). Thus, the, distinction between 

the "labial" phonemes is associated with the "voi. celess"Pvoiced". 

distinction (in the case of P/b), the "stop"/"fricative" distinction 

(in the case of p/f and b/f), the "non-nasaIII/lInasal" 
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distinction (in the case of p/m, b/m and f/m), or"the non-Tufoxxom"/ 

-'ýnufaxxamll distinction (in the case of m/m. ). On the other hand, 

the relevant feature "stop" generally desig nates a plosive 

articulation (as in the case of /p/) or an affricate articulation 

(in the case of /c/-and see sections 10.25 and 10.26 below) 

as well as any other consonantal, phonic characteristics which 

accompany such an articulation. Finally, the unaspirated/ 

aspirated and non-%nuf9xxm/muf9xxem distinctions 

(i. e. [p]/[ph] and [p]/[p], respectively) are phonologically 

irrelevant to the phoneme /p In other words, the phonic features 

unaspirated, aspirated, non-Tufoxxom and mufaxxem are not to be 

designated as separate relevant features of /p/ because (a) they do 

not characterize all the realizations of /p/, (b) they are not 

decisive for keepi. ng /p/ distinct from other SIA consonant phonemes, 

and (c) none of these pýsound distinctions results in a meaning 

difference. 

10.3. -Defining'thoThoneme /b/. 

The phoneme /b/ is defined by the following set of relevant 

features: 

1. "voiced" as opposed to /p/ (hence b/p), 

2. "labial" as opposed to /d/, IgI, etc. (hence b/d, b/g, etc. ), 

3. "non-nasal" as opposed to /m/ (hence b/m), and 
. 

i "stop" as opposed to /f/ (hence b/f). 

It is, important to point out that the relevant feature 
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"voiced", which characterizes /b/ among the other SIA consonant 

phonemes, must not be equ ated with the phonic feature voiced 

alone since the former term is meant to be conventional and non- 

descriptive (see Martinet's La'linguistique synchronique .... 

p. 138), i. e. it does'not necessarily imply glottal vibration alone. 

This explains the occurrence of a devoided realization of IbI in 

word-initial position (see section 9.3 above). In addition, what 

I have said in section 10.2 above about the relevant features 

"labial" and "stop" and the phonic features 'non-TUf9xxcm' and 

lipfaxxaml (see section 10.2 above) holds true for /b/. as well. 

1 A. Defining'the Phoneme /f/. 0. 

The phoneme /f/ is defined by the following set of relevant 

features:. 

1. "labial" as opposed to /1/, /h/, /0/, /8/,. etc. (hence f/j, 

f/h, f/e, f/a, etc. ), 

2. - linon-nasal" as opposed to /m/ (hence f/m), and 
3. "fricative" as opposed to /p/, /b/. (hence f/p, f/b). 

The labio-dental articulation'(which characterizes all 

the realizations of /f/) and the other consonantal phonic 

characteristics which accompany it are designated as the relevant 

feature "labial" since the labio-dental/bilabial distinction is 

phonologically irrelevant in SIA (see section 10.2 above). In 

addition, the phonic feature'vbiteless, which characterizes all 

the realizations of /f/, is regarded as phonologically non- 

distinctive since the phonological syste. m of SIA does not have a. 
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voiced "labial fricative" to be distinguished from /f/, which is 

always realized as a voiceless fricative. This explains why /f/ 

is directly opposed to /p/, which is distinctively "voiceless", in 

the same way as it is opposed to Ibl, which is distinctively 

"voiced". - Finally, the phonic features non-ipufaxxam and Tufaxxam 

which -each characterize some of the realizations of /f/, i. e. [f] 

and [fl, respectively, in certain contexts (see section 9.4 above) 

are regarded as phonologically non-distinctive for the same reasons 

as I have mentioned in connexion with /p/ (see. section 10.2 above). 

10.5 'Defining the i'höneme /m/. 

The phoneme /m/ is defined by the following set of relevant 

features: 

1. "labial" as opposed to /n/ (hence m/n), 

2. "non-Tufaxxam" as opposed to /m. / (hence m/T), and 

3.. "nasal" as opposed to /p/, /b/ and /f/ (hence m/p, 

m/b and m/f). 

What I have said in section 10.2 above about the relevant 

'feature "labial" holds true for /m/ as well. On the other hand, 

the phonic feature'v6iced, which characterizes all the realizations 

of /m/, is regarded as phonologically non-distinctive for the same 

reason as I have stated in section . 
10.4 above in connexion with 

the phonic feature'V6iteless, which characterizes all the realizations 

of. /f/, i. e. for the reason that the phonological system of SIA 

does not have 6'v6iceldss "labial nasal" to be distinguished from 

/m/, which is always realiZed as a voiced nasal. This explains why 
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/m/ is directly opposed to /p/, which is distinctively "voiceless", 

in the same way as it is opposed to /b/, which is distinctively 

HvoicedH. 

10.6. "'Ddfining'the'Ph6nem6_/T . 

The phoneme fip/ is defined by the following set of relevant 

features: 

1. "labial" as opposed to /ý/, etc. (hence T/t, T/ý, 

T/ý, etc. ), and 

; 2. ' '%nufoxxom" as opposed to /m/ (hence ip/m). 

What I have said in section 10.2 above in connexion with 

the relevant feature "labial" holds true for the phoneme- / as well /M 

(see also-sections 10.3-10.5 above). On the other hand, the 

phonic featur6*0ited, which characterizes all the'realizations 

of /iD/, is regarded as'phonol. ogically non-distinctive'for the same 

reason. I have given for regarding it as phonologically non- 

distinctive in connexion with /m/ (see section 10.5 above). 

/t/. 

The phoneme /t/ is defined by the following set of relevant 

features: 

"voiceless" as opposed to /d/ (hence t/d), 

2. Non-Tufaxxam" as opposed to /t/ (hence t/V), 

"apical" as opposed to /p/, '-/ý/, etc. (hence t/p, t/k, etc. ), 

4. "non-nasal" as opposed to /n/ (hence t/n), and 
"stop" as opposed to, /O/ (hence t/0). 
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As a relevant feature, "apical" generally designates an 

alveolar, post-ýalveolar, dental or interdental articulation and 

all the consonantal phonic characteristics that-accompany it. The 

difference between the phonic feature'AlVeolar, which characterizes 

some of the realizations, of /t/ in most contexts, and. the phonic, 

featur6'dental, which characterizes other realizations of /t/ 

in, certain contexts (see section 9.7 above), is regarded as 

phonologically non-distinctive. This is because (a) neither 

alVeolar nor dental characterizes all the realizations of /t/, (b) 

neither feature is decisive'for distinguishing /t/ from the other 

SIA consonant phonemes, and (c) the distinction between the alveolar 

and dental t- sounds (i. e., [t]/ft]) does not-create a meaning 

difference. Since /t/ is always realized as a'plosive, its relevant 

feature "stop" designates-this plosivp articulation. In addition, 

the, presence and absence of aspiration (i. e. [th] and [t] respectively) 

are regarded as phonologically non-distinctive for reasons similar 

to those for regarding the features 'alveolar' and 'dental' as 

phonol. ogically non-distinctive (see further above). 

.. 
- 
10.8''Defihihg'tWPh6home /d/. - 

The phoneme /d/ is defined-by the followi. ng set of relevant 

features: - 
-1. "voiced" as opposed to /t/ (hence d/t), 

2. "non-Vufaxxam". as opposed to /t/ (hence d/ý), 
. 

3. "apical" as*opposed to /b/, IgI, etc. (hence d/b, d/g, etc. ), 

4. "non'-nasal" as opposed to /n/-(hence On), and 

5.. "stop" as opposed to /a/ (hence d/5). 
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What I have said about the relevant feature "voiced" in 

connexion with IbI (see section 10.3 above) holds true for /d/. 

Furtherrmre, what I have said about the phonic features alveolar 

and'dental in connexion with /t/ (see section 10.7 above) holds 

true for /d/ since /d/ is realized in the same way as /t/ in this 

respect. Finally, the phonic feature 'plosive, which characterizes 

& all the realizations of /d/, is, like in section 10.7 above, 

designated as the relevant feature "stopil. 

10.9; DefiningthePhonéthê//. . 

The phoneme /t/ is defined by the followi. ng set of relevant 

features: 

"apical" as opposed to /T/, etc., ýhencet/lp, 

, V/I, etc. ), 

1%nufoxxom" as' opposed to /t/ and /ý/ (hence t/t and 

t/d), and 

3. "stop" as opposed to /4/, (. hence 

The - phonic feature'pbtt-ýalVeolar, which characterizes all 

the realizations of. /ý/, is designated as the relevant feature 

"apical" (see 10.7 above). Furthermore, the phonic feature 

voiceless, which-characterizes all the realizations of ft/, is 

regarded as phonologically non-disiinctive for reasons similar to 

those mentioned in section 10.4 in connexion with /f/, which 

explains why /t/ is directly opposed to /t/ (which is distinctiv. ely 

"voiceless") as well as /d/ (which is distinctively "voiced"). In 

addition, what I have said about the phonic feature plosive in 

connexion with /t/ and /d/ (see sections 10.7 and 10.8) holds true 
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for /ý/- Finally, the phonic feature unaspirated, which Characterizes 

all the realizations of /t/, is rega'rded'as phonologically non- 

distinctive for a similar reason to that I have. given for regarding 

the phonic feature Void6less in connexion with /f/ (see section 10.4 

above) as phonologically non-distinctive. 

10.10. '*Defining*the*Phbneme*/O/. 

The phoneme /0/ is defined by the following set of relevant 

features: 

1. "voiceless" as opposed to /af(hence 0/3), 
2. "non-%nufoxxom" as opposed to /ý/. (hence 0/fl, 

3. "apical" as opposed to /x/, /f/, /j/, etc. (hence G/x, 

o/f, oft, etc. ), 

. 
"non-nasal" as opposed to /n/ (hence E)/n), and 

5. ' "fricative"-as opposed to /t/ (hence O/t). 

The phonic featureAhtOrdehtal, which characterizes all the 

realizations of /0/, is designated as the relevant feature "apical" 

(see section 10.7 above). 

10.1-l. '*Defihing'thLs'Phbheme'/c)/. 

The phoneme /a/ is defined by the following set of relevant 

features: 

1. If voiced" as opposed to /e/ (hence a/e), 

2. o'non-Vufoxxam" as opposed to /0/ (hence 8/ý), 

3. "apical" as opposed to /-y/, /f/, /1/, etc. (hence 31-y, 

8/f, 8/1, - etc. ), 
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4.11non-nasal" as opposed to /n/ (hence 8/n), and 

5. "fricative" as opposed to /d/ (hence a/d). 

What I have said about the phonic feature interdental in 

connexion with /e/ (see section 10.10 above) holds true for /3/. 

10.12. 'Dofining*the'Phoneme 

The phoneme /0/ is defined by the followi. ng set of relevant 

features: 

1. "apical" as opposed to /T/, /1/, etc. (hence 

etc. ), 

2. 'ýufzxxam" as opposed to /0/-and /b/ (hence ý/O and 00 
ý/8), and 

3. "fricative" as opposed to /tf(hence ý/t). 

What I have said aboUt the phonic feature'inteedental, in 

connexion with /e/ and /a/ (see sections 10.10 and 10.11 above) 

holds true for /ý/, too. In addition, the phonic feature voiced, 

which characterizes all the realizations of /ý/., is regarded as 

phonologically non-distinctive for a similar reason to that I 

have mentioned in connexion with (see section 10.6 above). 

This explains why /ý/ is directly opposed to /G/ (which is distinctively 

"voiceless"), as well as /a/ (which is distinctively "voiced"). 

10.13. DefiningthePhOnenié/k/. 

The phoneme /k/ is defined by the following set of relevant 

features: 

1. "voiceless" as opposed to /g/-(hence k/g), 

2.11non-mufoxxom" as opposed to (hence k/t), 
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3. "dorsal" as opposed to /p/, /t/, etc. (hence k/p, k/t, etc. ), 

4. "non-nasal" as opposed to /n/ (hence k/n), and 

5. "stop" as opposed to /x/ (hence k/x). 

As a relevant feature, "dorsal" designates a velar, post- 

velar or uvular articulation and other consonantal phonic charac , teristics 

that accompany it. Some of the realizations of /k/ are characterized 

by a'velar articulation in certain contexts and other realizations 

are characterized by A'p6tt-ývelar articulation in other contexts (see 

section 9.13 above), yet the difference between these phonic fea- 

tures, is regarded as phonol. ogically non-distinctive for reasons 

similar to those for regarding the difference between the phonic 

features-. alveolar and dehtal. in connexion with /t/ and /d/ as 

pho nologically'non-distinctive (see sections 10.7 and 10.8 above). 

Furthermore, what I have said about the phonic feature plosive 

in connexion with /p/, /b/, /t/ and /d/ (see sections 10.2, 

10.3,10.7 and 10.8 above) holds true for /k/. Finally, what I. 

have said about the unaspirated/aspirated distinction in connexion 

with /p/ and /t/ (see sections 10.2 and 10.7 above) holds true for 

/k/ as well. 

10.14 Defining"the Phon6me'/g/. 

The phoneme IgI is defined by the following set of relevant 

features: 
1. 

. 
11 voiced" as opposed to /k/ (hence g/k), 

2. Non-ipufaxxam" as opposed to /ý/ (hence 

3. "dorsal" as opposed to /b/, /d/, etc. (hence g/b, g/d, etc. ), 
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4. "non-nasal" as opposed to /n/ (hence g/n), and 

5. "stop" as opposeq to /-y/ (hence g/-y). 

what I have said about the relevant feature "voiced" in 

connexion with IbI and /d/ (see sections 10.3 and 10.8 above) 

holds true for IgI, too. 
-As 

we have seen in section 9.14 above, 

IgI may be realized as either a velar or a post-velar sound, but 

I what I have said about these phonic features in connexion with /k/ 

(see section 10.13 above) holds true for IgI as well. Finally, what 

have said about the phonic feature pl6sive in connexion with /p/, 

/t/, /d/ and /k/ (see s6ctions 10.2,10.39 10.7,10.8 

and 10.13 above), holds true for IgI, too. 

10.15. Definine'the*Phoneme 

The phoneme /x/ 
lis 

defined by the followi. ng set of relevant 

features: 

1. levoiceless" as opposed to 1-yl (hence x/-y), 

2. "non-Tufoxxom" as opposed to (hence 

3. "dorsal" as opposed to /E)/, /1/, etc. (hence x/E), 

x1l, etc. ) , 
"non-nasal" as opposed. to /n/ (hence x/n), and 

5. "fricative" as opposed to /k/ (hence X/k). 

The phonic features'velar, which characterizes some of the 

realizations of /x/, and uvular, which characterizes other 

realizations of /x/ in other contexts. (see section 9.15 above), are 

both designated as the one relevant feature "dorsal", i. e. the 

distinction between these two phonic features is regarded as 

phonologically non-distinctive for reasons similar to those for 
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regarding the distinction between the phonic features alveolar 

and dental in connexion with A/ and /d/ (see sections 10.7 and 10.8 

above) as phonologically non-distinctive. 

10.16. -Defining the*Phoneme'/-y/. 

The phoneme 1-yl is defined by the following set of relevant 

features: 

1. "voiced" as opposed to /x/ (hence -y/x), 

2. "non'-Vufaxxom" 'as*opposed to /k 
./ 

(hence 

3. "dorsal"-as opposed to /8/, ISI, etc. (hence y/6, y/S,. etc. ), 

4. l9non-nasal" as opposed to /n/ (hence -y/n), and 

5. "fricative" as opposed to IgI (hence -y/g). 

What I have said about the phonic features'volar and-uvular 

in connexion with /x/ (see section 10.15 above) holds true for 1-yl 

as wel I. 

10.17. ''Dofining'the'Pho 

The phoneme /ý/ is defined by the following set of relevant 

features: 

1. "dorsal" as opposed to /t/, /q/, etc. (hence'ý/ý, ý/q, etc. ), 

and 
2. %wfoxxom" as opposed to /k/, IgI, /x/ and 1-yl (hence 

ý/k, ýlg, t/x and ý/-y). 

What-I have said about the phonic feature'Voiceltss in 

connexion with /f/ (see section 10.4'above) holds true for i. e. 
it is regarded as phonologically non-distinctive. In addition, 
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the phonic feature'plosive, which characterizes all the realizations 

of /t/, As regarded as phonologically non-distinctive since the 

phonological system of SIA does not have a'fricative "dorsal 

mufaxxom" to be distinguished from /t/ (which is always realized 

as a plosive sound). The above two notes explain why. /ý/ is 

directly opposed to /k/ (which is distinctively "voiceless") as 

well as /g/ (which is distinctively "voiced"), and, on the other 

hand, to /k/ (which is distinctively "stop") as well as /x/ 

(which is distinctively "fricativq"). In addition, what I have 

said about the phonic feature'unaspitated in connexion with (see 

section 10.9 above) holds true for /ý/ as well. ' Finally, the 

phonic feature'oVular, which characterizes all the realizations 

of is designated as the relevant feature "dorsal" (see section 

10.13 above). 

10.18. ''Defihing*tho'Ph6neme*/n/. 

The phoneme /n/ is defined by the following set of relevant 

features: 

1. 'Inon-labial" as opposed to /m/ (hence n/m), and 

2. "nasal" as opposed tojt/, /d/, /0/, /3/, /k/, IgI, /X/ 

and (hence n/t, n/d, n/O , n/8, n/k, n/g, nix and n/-y). 

As a relevant feature, "non-labial" designates any'non-Iabial- 

nasal articulation and all the consonantal phonic characteristics 

that accompany it. The non-labial phonic features al Veolar,. 

dental, 'velar and'. uvular do not by themselves constitute separate 

relevant features because (a) none of them characterizes all the realizatio 
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of /n/, and (b) the distinction between them is phonologically 

non-distinctive since it involves no meaning difference. In other 

words, these phonic features are designated as the one relevant 

feature "non-labial". In addition, the phonic feature voiced, 

which characterizes all the realizations of /n/, is regarded as 

phonologically non-distinctive for the saw reason why I have 

regarded the phonic features'v6iceless and'voiced in connexion 

With /f/ and /m/ (see sections 10.4 and 10.5 above) as phonologically 

non-distinctive. This explains why /n/ is opposed to /t/. 

/k/ and /x/ (which are all distinctively "voiceless") in the same 

way as it is opposed to /d/, /8/, IgI and /-y/ (which are all 

distinctively "voiced"). 

10.19. -DefiningAMThoneme /. o/. 

The phonemelr/ is defined by'only'one relevant feature, 

viz. "vibrant", which is sufficient to distinguish it from all the' 

other'SIA consonant phonemes, e. g. /n/, /1/, etc. (hence r/1, 

. r/n,. r/j,. etc. ). This relevant feature designates any voiced, 

apical, -flapp6d"Vibrant articulation: whether it be non-mufoxxam 

or"rhTjf8x. kam, i. e. none of these phonic features by itself constitutes 

a separate relevant feature of*/. c/ - they together are designated 

as the one relevant feature "vibrant". This is because' none of 

these phonic features is possessed by all the realizations of Irl 

and, furthermore, the distinction between'hbný-m. ufaxxam and Tufaxxam 

or*voiced and dev6iced is phonologically non-distinctive since 

theifiufakkam vibrant [. r], for example, cannot function in opposition 

to the'non-ifiufaikam vibrant[r] . This explains why /. r/ is opposable 
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to %nufoxxoma" phonemes (e. g. /ý/ and /§/), "non-%nUfaxxamall 

phonemes (e. g. /t/ and /d/), "voiced" phonemes (e. g. /b/ and 

/q/) and "voiceless" phonemes (e. g. /p/ and /k/). 

'* Ttif i hi ng * tho * Ph6h6me'/I 10.20. 

The phoneme /i/ is defined by the following set of relevant 

features: 

1. "non-Tufexxom" as opposed to /I/ (hence 1/1), and 

2. "lateral" as opposed to'/. P/, /n/, /1/, etc. (hence 

1/n, 1/1,. etc. ). 

As a relevant feature, "lateral" designates any'apical, 
(Uni- ofi*bi+16toral articulation: whether it be*, Voiced or 

devoiced. In other words, the phonic features'apical, 'Uhilateral 

or bilateral, and*V6iced or'devoiced do'not by thermelves constitute 

separate relevant features of A/ they are all des. ignated as 

the one relevant feature "lateral" for reasons similar to those 

for not regarding the phonic features'. non-rýtifoxxom,. mufoxxem, 

Voiced and*&Vdieed in connexion with /. r/ (see section 10.19 above) 

as separate relevant features. This explains why /i/ is opposable 

to "apical" phonemes (e. gý /t/ and /d/) as well as "dorsal" 

phonemes (e. g. /k/, etc.; and, on the other hand, to 

"voiceless" phonemes (e.. g. /p/ and /C/) as well as "voiced" 

phonemes (e. g. /b/ and 

1O21. Definin the Phönérné //. 

The phoneme /I/ is defined by the followi. ng set of 

relevant features: 
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1. 'ýufaxxam" as opposed to /i/ (hence I/1), and 

2. "lateral" as opposed to /j/, /k etc. (hence 

I /k etc. ). 

In connexion with /1/, the relevant feature "lateral" 

designates a voiced,, apical juni- or'bi-) 'lateral articulation. 

In other words, the phonic feature voiced, which characterizes 

all the realizations of /I/ (see section 9.21 above), is regarded 

as pho; ologically non-distinctive for a similar reason to that I 

have mentioned in connexion with and /ý/-(see sections 10.6 and 

10.12 above), and the distindtion between the phonic features 

apical and*bilateral (or'unilateral)is regarded as phonol. ogically 

non-distinctive, i. e. they do not by themselves constitute separate 

relevant. -features for the same reasons as I have mentioned in 

connexion with /i/ (see section 10.20 above). 

I '22. '*Defining*tM'Ph6neme'/s/. 0. 

The phoneme Isl is defined by the following set of relevant 

features: 

1. "voiceless" as opposed to /z/. (hence s/z), 

. Vufaxxam" as opposed to lql (hence s/q), and 2. - "non- 

3. "hiss". as opposed to /h/, I: rl., etc. (hence s/h, s1r, etc. ). 

As a relevant feature, "h'iss" designates any apical fricative 

hissing articulation. In other words, the phonic features apical, 

fritiltive and'hissing do not each constitute a. relevant feature; 

they are all designated as the one relevant feature. "hiss" for 

reasons similar to those I have mentioned in connexion with A/ and 

the phonic featuret*apical. -UnilAteral or'bilateral, and voiced 
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or devoiced (see section 10.20 above). This explains why Isl 

is opposable to "apical" phonemes (e. g. /t/ and /0/), "dorsal" 

phonemes (e. g. /k/ and /x/), etc.; and, on the other hand, to 

"fricative" phonemes (e. g. /0/ and /x/) as well as "stop" 

phonemes (e. g. /t/ and /k/). Similarly, the 'non-nasal' phonic 

feature of Isl is regarded as phonologically non-distinctive since 

the SIA phonological system does not have a'natal "hiss" phoneme to 

be distinguished from IsI. This explains why Isl Is opposable to 

"non-nasal" phonemes (e. g. /0/ and /x/) as well as "nasal" 

phonemes (e. g. /n/ and 

10.23. '*Defihihg'the*Phoh6m '/z/. 

The phoneme /z/. is defined by the following set of relevant 

features: 
1. "voiced" as'opposed to Isl (hence z/s), 

2. "non-ipuf exxorn" 'as opposed to /ý/, (hence z/q), and 

3. "hiss" as opposed to /ý'/, /r/, etc. (hence z/Iz, z/r, etc. ). 

What. I have said about the relevant feature "hiss" and 

-fricative and'nbn-ýnasal in connexion the phonic features'apical, 

with /s/ (see section 10.22 above) holds true for /z/. as well. 

This explains why /z/. is opposable to /d/ and /afas well as IgI 

and /a/ and /y/ as well as /d/ and lgl; and /a/ and 1-yl as 

wel 1 as /n/ and 

1O24 DefiningthePhOnenie f/. 

The phoneme, /I/-is defined by the followi. ng set of relevant 

features: 
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1. "Tufoxxam" as opposed to Isl and /z/ (hence q/sand 

ý/z), and 

2. "hiss" as opposed to /t/, /0/, etc. (hence q/ý, q/ý, etc. ). 

What I have said about the relevant feature "hiss" and the 

phonic features'Apitals-fritative and noh-ýnAsal in connexion with 

Isl and /z/ (see sections 10.22 and 10.23 above) holds true for 

too, which explains why /I/ is opposable to "apical" 

phonemes (e. g. /0/) as well as . 
"dorsal" phonemes (e. g. /ý/),; 

"non-nasal" phonemes (e. g. -/o/) as well as "nasal" phonemes (e. g. 

/n/). In addition, the phonic feature'Okeless, which characterizes 

all the realizations of-/j/, is regarded as phonologically non- 

distinctive for reasons similar to those I have mentioned in 

connexion with /f/ (see section 10.4 above). This explains why /q/ 

is opposable to /s/ (which is distinctively "voiceless") in the - 

same way as it is opposable to /z/. (which is distinctively "voicedl; 

see sections. 10.22 and 10.23 above. 

10.25. 'Defining'the'Phoneme*/6/. 

The phoneme /'C/ is defined by the followi. ng set of relevant 

features: 

"voiceless" as opposed to /'/ (hence 9 

2. listop" as opposed to /I/. (hence 61S), and 

3. "hush" as opposed to /p/, /t/, -/k/, etc. (hence 

"'/t, 6/k, etc. ). CC 

As a relevant feature, "hush" generally designates any 

.. palcito-ýaIV6616r'hUshing articulation irrespective of whether it 

is 'stop' or 'fricative'. In connexion with /6/., "hush" designates 
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a'palato. ýalveolar, ''plotivo*hUshing articulation, i. e. these phonic 

features are not regarded as separate relevant features but are 

instead designated as the one relevant feature "hush" for reasons 

similar to those for not regarding the phonic features'apic 

fritative. and'hitsing in connexion with Isl (and similarly /z/ and 

/p/) as constituting separate relevant features (see s ections 10.22- 

10.24 above). In addition, the phonic feature'non-nasal, which 

characterizes all the realizations of /c/, is regarded as phonologically 

non-distinctive for a reason similar to that I have mentioned in 

connexion with Isl (see section 10.22 above). The above remarks 

explain why /c/ is opposable to "labial" stops (e. g. /p/) as well 

as Hapical" stops (e. g. /t/); and to "non-nasal" phonemes (e. g. 

/k/), as well as "nasal" phonemes (e. g. '/n/). On the other hand, 

what-I have said about the relevant feature "stop" in connexion 

with /p/ (see section 10.2 above) holds true for /'c/ as well, i. e. 

in connexion with /'C/ it designates an'AfffiCate articulation 

but since the SIA phonol. ogical system does not have a*plotive 

"hush" phoneme to be disti'nguished from /'c/, the affricate/plosive 

distinction is regarded as'phonologically non-distinctive. 

10.26. ''Defihing*th6'Ph6nemO*/ý/. 9 

The phoneme is defined by the following set of relevant 

features: 

1.11 voiced" as opposed to /'c/ (hence g/c), 

2. "stop" as opposed to /i/. (hence Vi), and 

3. "hush" as opposed to /b/, /d/, IgI, etc. (hence 96/b, 

6g/d, 99/g, etc. ). 
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What I have said about the relevant features "stop" and "hush" 

in connexion with rcl (see section 10.25 above) holds true for 161, 

too, which explains why rgl is opposable to /b/-in the same way 

as it is opposable to /d/, etc. In addition, what I have said 

about the phonic feature'ndn-ýnasal in connexion with /'C/ also 

holds true for Ig'l, which explains why /g/. is opposable to 

in the same way as it is opposable to /n/. 

10.27. -'DLifinihg*tho'Phon6me'/X/. 

The phoneme /1/. is defined by the following set of relevant 

features: 

1. "fricative" as opposed to /C/ and /6/ (hence I/C' and 

flg', ), and 

2. "hush" as opposed to /f/, /h/, /0/, /8/, etc. (hence 

. 
x/f, i/h, I/e, 1/6, etc. ). 

In connexion with'/I/, the relevant feature "hush" designates 

a'palat6-; al, Veblar*huthing articulation but these two phonic 

features do not constitute separate relevant features for reasons 

similar to those I have mentioned in connexion with /'C/ (see 

section 10.25 above), which explains why '/j/. is opposable to the 

"labial" phoneme /f/ in the same way as it is opposable to the 

"glottal" phoneme /h/. (see section 10.31 below), etc. In addition, 

what I have said about the phonic feature'non-hasal in connexion 

with /C'/ and /6/ (see sections 10.25 and 10.26 above) holds true 

. 
for /j/-, too, which explains why /T/As'opposable to the "non- 

nasal" phoneme /x/ in the same way as it is opposable to the "nasal" 

phoneme /n/. Similarly, what I have said about the phonic feature 
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.. voit6l6ss. in connexion with /f/ (see section 10.4 above) holds true 

for /j/, too, which explains why /j/As opposable to /c/ as well 

as IgI, /o/ as well as /3/, etc. 

10.28. '-Defihihg*the'Phoh6me'/h/. 

The phoneme /h/ is defined by the following set of relevant 

features: 

1. "voiceless" as opposed to /Iz/ (henceh/q), and 
2. "pharyngeal" as opposed to /s/, etc. (henceb/s', etc. ). 

As a relevant feature, *"pharyngeal" des. ignates any pharyngeal 

fricative articulation. In other words, the phonic features 

pharyngeal and'feicAtive do not constitute two separate relevant 

features since,. in the pharyngeal zone of articulation there is 

no distinction between 'fricative' and 'stop' consonants; instead 

both pharyng6al and'fricative are designated*as one relevant feature 

which I have termed "pharyngeal". In addition, what I have said 

about the phonic feature*hbn-ýnasal in connexion with /I. /, for 

example (see section 10.27 above), holds true for /h/, too. 

Similarly, what I have said about the non-; -ttjf6i--ýaijTOfakkam distinction 

in connexion with /f/, for example (see section 10.4 above), 

holds true for /h/, too. The above remrks explain why /h/ is 

distinctively , opposable to "frica-tive" phonemes (e. g. /1/) as 

well as "stop" phonemes (e.. g. to "labial" phonemes (e. g. 

as well as I'apical" phonemes (e. g. /0/), etc.; to "non-nasal" 

phonemes (e. g., /k/) as well as "nasal" phonemes (e.. g. /n/); 

and to "non-ipufaxxami' phonemes (e.. g. Isl) as well as 'ýnufaxxami' 

phonemes (e. g, /j/). 
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10.29. Defining'the Phoneme /'ý/- 

The phoneme /T/ is defined by the following set of relevant 

features: 
1. "voiced" as opposed to /h/ (hence v/h),. and ' 

2., Ilpharyngeal" as opposed to /z/, etc., (hence T/z, etc. ). 

What I have said about-the relevant feature "pharyngeal" 

and the phonic featuret'h6nLnatal, 'non-Tufoxxom, and mufoxxom in 

connexion with /h/ (see section 10.28 above) holds true for 

too, which explains-why /T/ is distinctively opposable to /I/. as 

well as /6/; to /b/. as well as /c)/; to IgI as well as /n/; and 

to /z/ as well as /I/. 

10.30. '*Defining'thLi'Ph6h6rrLd'/? /. 

The phoneme. /? /. is defined by the following set of relevant 

features:, 

1. "glottal" as opposed to /p/, /k/, IgI, etc. (hence ? /p, 

etc. ), and 

"stop" as opposed,, to /h/ (hence 7/h). 

As a relevant feature, "glottal" designates a-gl6t (i. e. 

laryngeal) articulation and other consonantal phonic characteristics 

that accompany it. That-is to say,, the phonic features 
_Qlottal, 

non-nasal, and'V6ideless 'which characterize all the realizations 

of are all designated as one relevant feature which I have 

termed glottal"; they do not constitute separate relevant features. 

This explains why, /,? /. is distinctively opposable to "labial" 

phonemes (e. g. /p/) as well. as "apical" phonemes (e. g. /t/); 

to "non-nasal" phonemes (e. g. /k/) as well. as "nasal" phonemes 
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and to "voiceless" phonemes (e. g. /p/) as well as "voiced" 

phonemes (e. g. /b/). In addition, what I have said about the non- 

Tuf6)bia, ý/ýuf; 6)i: iam distinction in connexion with /, z/, for example 

(see section 10.29 above), holds true for /? /, too, which explains 

why ý? / is distinctively opposable to "non-mufoxxoma" phonemes 0- 
(e. g. /t/) in the same way as itAs opposable, to ", pufaxxama" 

phonernes (e. g. /t/). 

The phoneme /h/ is defined by the following set of relevant 

features: 
1. "glottal" as opposed to /I/. /x/, /y/, e-tc. (hence h/f,. h/x, 

h/-y, etc. ), and 

2. "fricative", as opposed to /? / (hence h/7). 

What I have said-about the relevant feature "glottal" 

in connexion with /? /-(see section 10.30 above) holds true for 

/h/, too, which explains why /h/ is distinctively opposable to /I/. 

as-well as /o/; to /x/ as well as AA -and to /e/ as well as, /a/. 

Furthermore, what I have said about the non-muf9kxarYýLufexxzm 

distinction in connexion with. /? / also holds true for /h/, which 

explains why /h/ is distinctively opposable to /G/ in the same 

way as it is opposable to'/ý/. Finally, the phonic feature voiced, 

which characterizes some of the realizations of /h/ in certain 

contexts (see section 9.31 above), is regarded as phonologically 

non-distinctive since the distinction-between the voiceless 

glottal fricative and the voiced glottal fricative is non-distinctive, 

i. e. it does not result in a weaning difference. 
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10.32. Classification of the SIA Consonant Phonemes. 

On the basis of the above definitions of the SIA consonant 

phonemes in terms of relevant features, the SIA consonant phonemes 

are classified as follows: 

(a), On the basis of their pr6peeti6s'of'localization, the SIA 

consonant phonemes are grouped into the following series: 
(') 

1. a "labial" series: /p., b, f, m. sp/. 

2. an "apical" series: It, dq 09 81 tq ý/j 

3. a "dorsal " series /k, g, x, -y, 

4. a "non-labial" series: /n/, 

5. a "vibrant" series: Irl, 

6. a "lateral" series: /1,1/9 

7. a "hiss" series: Is, zq. j/q 

8.. a "hush" series: /-c, U', 1/, 

9. a "pharyngeal" series: /hJ/ and 

10. a "glottal" series: /7, h/. 

The above *'basic' (2) 
criterion of classification also applies to 

two 'secondary' series: a "non-iDufaxxemll series /m; t, d; 09 kq g, X1, 

s, z/ as opposed to a 'ýpufaxxaml' series 

respectively (the "non-iDuf9xxam"/'%nuf9xxam11 distinction 

being phonologically irrelevant to the phonemes /p, b, f, n, r, 'C' g', 

(1) A 'series of localization' is a phonological concept which 
must not be confused with the phonetic concept of 'place (or 
position) of, articulation'; see Trubetzkoy's Principles ..., p. 124. 

(2) 1 say 'basic' since "there is no language in which the properties 
of localization of the consonantal phonemes' would be phonologically 
irrelevant" (jýLjd., p. 122). 
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(b) According to'pr6pertiet'bat! Lsd*on'tho'manner'of overcoming 

an'obstruction, the SIA consonant phonemes are classified as 

follows: 

a class of "stop" phonemes: b; t; d; A; g; 

as opposed to a class of "fricativell phonemes: /f; 0; x; y; 1; h/P 

respectively (the "stop"/ 'T ri cati vell distinction being phonologically 

irrelevant to the phonemes Ir, 1,1, s, z, q, h, T, m, T, 

and 

2. a clas's -of "voiceless" phonemes /p, tj 09 kj X, s, wc, h/ 

as opposed to a class of "voiced" phonemes: - 1bq dq 81 g, y, z, g, 

respectively (the "voiceless"/"voiced" distinction being phonologically 

irrelevant to the phonemes /f, m, iD, t, ýj ý, n, c, 1,1,1,19 ?1 

(c) on the basis of'resonance'pr6pefties,, the SIA consonant 

phonemes are grouped into a class of "non-nasal" phonemes 

/pq bg f; tq dq 09 89 kq g, x, -y/ as opposed to a class of "nasal" 

phonemes: /m; n/, respectively. (the "non-nasal"/"nasal" 

distinction being phonologically irrelevant to the phonemes 

1,, s, z, qq Z9 gq S?, h/) 

(B)''The'SIANowel'Phonemes 

10.33'*D6fihing'the'Ph6neme'/i/. 

The phoneme /i/ is defined by the following set of-relevant 

features: 

"front" as opposed to /u/ (hence /u), and 

--2. "first-degree aperture" as opposed to /r/, /e/, etc. 

(hence i/i, 'i/e, etc. ). 
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The relevant feature "front" designates any front, unrounded 

articulation. These two phonic features do not constitute two 

separate relevant features; they are both accounted for by one 

relevant feature which I have termed "front". (') On the other 

hand, the relevant feature "first-degree aperture" designates a 

mihimUm*(i. 6. 
_'fit-st)*d6gr66'6f*oponing, 

accompanied by a long or short, 

votalic oiý'tomiVocalic articulation. These phonic features do 

not constitute separate relevant features but are accounted for 

by one relevant feature*which I have termed "first-degree 

aperture". 
(2) 

10.34. *'DLifihing'the'Phbhýmý*/u/. 

The phoneme ju/ is defined by the following set of relevant 

features: 

I. ''back'' as opposed to IV (hence ai), and 

2. "first-degree aperture" as opposed to /u/, -/ýs/, etc. 

(hence au, u/., etc. ). 

The relevant feature "back" designates any back, rounded 

articulation. These two phonic features do not constitute two 

separate relevant features; they are both acco-unted for by one 

relevant feature which I have termed "back". (3) On the other hand, 

. (I)- On the phonological non-distinctiveness (i. e. irrelevance) 
of vocalic'lip'06S'ition in SIA, see section 8.17 of this thesis. 
For TrubetZkoy'S phon-o-Togical treatment of the features front and 
unrounded, see*Prihciples ..., p. 98. 

(2) On the phonological non-distinctiveness of the vocalic/semivocalic 
and long/short distinctions in SIA, see sections 8.15 and 8.16 of 
this thesis. 

(3) As we have seen in section 10.33 above (and prior to it in section 
8.17, vocaliclio-ýposition is phonologically non-distinctive in SIA, 
i. e. the feature rounded is phonologically non-distinctive. For 
Trubetzkoyl, s phonologic reatment of the features'back and rounded, 
see Princloles ... i P. 

9P 
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what I have said about the relevant feature "first-degree aperture" 

in connexion with /i/ (see section 10.33 above) holds true for 

as well. 

10.35. '*Dýfihihg'th6*PhOntmO'/x/. 

The phoneme /i/ is defined by the following set of relevant 

features: 

1. "front" as opposed to. /u/ (hence i/u), and 

2. llsecond-degreb aperture" as opposed to*/i/, /e/, etc. 

(hence i/i, i/e, etc. ). 

What I have said about the relevant feature "front" in 

connexion with /i/ (see section 10.33 above) holds true for /z/ 

as well. On the other hand, the relevant feature "second-degree 

aperture" designates'a*t6t6nd*degree*of'bpening accompanied by a 

short, vocalic articulation. These phonic features do not constitute 

separate relevant features, i. e. they are accounted for by one 

relevant feature which I have termed'"second-degree aperture", since 

the SIA vowel system does not have a distinctive opposition between 

short and long or vocalic and semi-vocalic sounds as we have seen 

in sections 8.15,8.16 and 10.33. 

10. '36. ''Defining'the'Phoneme'/u/. 

Thq, phoneme lul is defined by the following set of relevant 

features: 

"back" as opposed to /i/ (hence u/x), and 

2. "second-degree aperture" as opposed to /u/, /o/, etc. 

(hence u/u, u/o, etc. ). 
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What I have said about the relevant feature "back" in 

connexion with /u/ (see section 10.34 above) holds true for 

lul as well. On the other hand, what I have said about the 

relevant feature "second-degree aperture" in connexion with /I/ 

(see section 10.35 above) holds'true for, /u/, too. 

10.37. ''Definihg'tho*Phbneir)ý*/e/. 

The phoneme /a/ is defined by one and only one relevant 

feature, viz. "third-degree aperture" as opposed to /a/ etc. 

(hence 9/a, etc. ). This relývant feature designates a'third 

''back or central, unrounded degreL6'of'bpening accompanied by a'short, 

articulation. These phonic features do not constitute separate 

relevant features, i. e. they are all accounted for by one relevant 

feature which I have termed "third-degree aperture" since the back/ 

central distinction is not phonologically distinctive (it does not 

result in a meaning difference) and, furthermore, the features 

short and'unftunded are also non-distinctive (as we have seen 

in section 10.33, for example). In addition, the "front"/ 

"back" distinction is regarded as phonologically non-distinctive 

with regard to "third-degree aperture" since the SIA voWe. 1 system 

does not have a front vowel to be distinguished from /9/,. This 

explains why /a/ is opposable to "front" phonemes (e. g. /r/) in 

the same way as-it is opposable to "back" phonemes (e. g.. /u/): 

the opposition being based solely on the "third-degree aperture"/ 

"second-degree aperture" distinction, and so on. 
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10.38''Defining'tho'Phoneme'/e/. 

The phoneme /e/ is defined by the following set of relevant ' 

features: 

1. "front" as opposed to /o/ (hence e/o), and 

2. "fourth-degree aperture" as opposed to /i/, /i/, etc. 

(hence e/i, e/i, etc. ). 

What I have said about the relevant feature "front" in 

connexion with'/i/ and /x/ (see sections 10.33 and 10.35 above) 

holds true for /e/ as well., On the other-hand, the relevant 

feature "fourth-degree aperture" designates a'f6Ueth*degree'of 

opening accompanied by a'j2nq, 'mon6phthongal or'diphthongal, 'vocalic 

articulation. These phonic features do not constitute separate 

relevant features; they are all accounted for by one relevant 

feature which I have termed "fourth-degree aperture". This is 

because the feature'long is phonologically non-distinctive (see 

for example section 10.33 above)'and, furthermore, the monophthongal/ 

diphthongal distinction in connexion with /e/ (and similarly /o/) 

is phonologically non-distinctive (see section 8.18 above). 

10.39. *'Defining'tho*Phbneme /o/. 

The phoneme /o/: is defined by the'following set of relevant 

features: 

"back" as opposed to /e/ (hence o/e), and 

2. "fourth-degree aperture" as opposed to /u/,, /u/, 

etc. (hence o/u, o/u, 'etc. ). 

What I have said about the relevant feature "back" in 
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connexion with /u/ and lul (see sections 10.34 and 10.36 above) 

holds true for /o/ as well. On the other hand, what I have said about 

the relevant feature "fourth-degree aperture" in connexion with 

/e/ (see section 10.38 above) holds true for /o/ as well. 

10.40. -DefiningAhý'Ph6neme /a/. 

The phoneme /a/ is defined by one and only one relevant 

feature, viz. "fifth-degree aperture" as opposed to /9/-, /1/, 

/u/, etc. (hence a/a, a/i, a/u, etc. ). This relevant feature 

designates a maý., imum'(i. e. 'fifth)*degree'of'oPoning accompanied 

by a'front or'badk; 'Ibng; 'UnroUhded'votalic articulation. These 

phonic features do not constitute separate relevant features, i. e. 

they are all accounted for by one relevant feature which I have 

termed "fifth-degree aperture". This is because the"fronfý 

"back"distinction is phonol. ogically non-distinctive with regard 

to "fifth-degree aperture" (since it does not result in a meaning 

difference) and, furthermore, the featureslong and*unroUnded 

are also phonologically non-distinctive (as we have seen in 

connexion with /i/ for example in section 10.33). This explains 

why /a/ is opposable to /i/ in the same way as it is opposable to 

/u/; the opposition bei. ng based solely on the "fifth-degree 

aperture"/Ilfirst-degree aperture" distinction, and so'on. 

10.4l. ''Clattifitation*of'the'SIA*Vow0l*Ph6nemes.. 

On the basis of the above definitions of the SIA vowel 
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phonemes in terms of relevant features, the SIA vowel phonemes are 

classified as follows: 

(a) On the basis of properties based ondegree of aperture, 

the SIA vowel phonemes are classified into the following groups: 

1. two phonemes of "first-degree aperture": /i, uý, 

2. two phonemes of "second-degree aperture": /1, ul, 

3. one phoneme of "third-degree aperture": /9/, 

4. two phonemes of "fourth-degree aperture": ý/e, o/, and 

5. one phoneme of "fifth-degree aperture": -/a/. 
(b) On the basis of'properties'of'lbtaliliition'(ot'timbre), 

the SIA vowel phonemes are grouped into a class of "front" 

phonemes /i, i, e/ as opposed to a class of "back" phonemes /u, 

u, o/; the "front"/"back" distinction bei. ng phonologically 

irrelevant to the phonemes /9, -a/. 
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Chapter Eleven 

TABULAR AND MULTI-DIMENSIONAL REPRESENTATIONS 
OF THE SIA PHONEMIC SYSTEM 

11.1. Introduction 

The present chapter carefully examines the relevant features 

of each of the SIA phonemes presented in Chapter Ten above so as 

to see the manner in which the SIA phonemes are related to each 

other. A careful examination of the relationships existing among 

the various SIA phonemes will show the way in which these phonemes 

should be grouped in tables or multi-dimensional, diagrams. That 

is to say, those phonemes that are closest to each other in terms 

of relevant features (i. e. those phonemes that are usually disting- 

uished from each other by only one pair of relevant features) 

should be grouped together, and-so on. For example, the relevant 

features "voiceless, non7nasal, labial, stop" characterize the 

SIA phoneme-/p/ (see section 10.2 further above), and the relevant 

features "voiced,. non-nasal, labial, s6pll characterize the SIA 

phoneme /b/ (see section 10.3 further above). This clearly shows 

that there is close phonological relation between /p/ and*/b/ 

since they are distinguished from each other by only one pair of 

relevant features (viz. "voiceless" vs. "voiced", respectively) 

and so they should be grouped together. The SIA phoneme Irl, on 

the other hand, is characterized by only one relevant feature 

which I have termed "vibrant" (see section 10.19 further above), 

which shows that /. c/ is very tenuously related to the other SIA 

phonemes (i. e. it does'not form a series or an order with any of 
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the other SIA phonemes). The tabular and multi-dimensional dia- 

grams to be presented in this chapter are an attempt to make the 

relationships existing-among the, various SIA phonemes visually 

clear. The two SIA sub-systems (viz. the 'consonant' system and 

the 'vowel' system) are dealt with'separately because of the 

different nature of the set of. relevant features one or more of 

which characterize any of the phonemes of each of them. 

11.2. The SIA Consonant System- 

A fundamental characte*ristic of the consonant system of SIA 

is that there is a distinctive opposition between some, if not 

all, of the lmufaxxama' consonants and their 'non-mufaxxamal 

counterparts. 
(') More specifically, the distinction between SIA 

[T] and [m], for example, is phonemic (hence /T/ and /m/, 

respectively), whereas the distinction between [f] and [. r] is 

phonetic and not phonemic (i. e. they are variants of one and the 

same phoneme, viz. In other words, the presence and absence 

of Itoxfiml in cOnnexion with [T] and [m] are phonologically 
distinctive and so they are designated as two relevant features, 

i. e. "mufoxx9in" which characterizes /m/ and "non-mufoxxom" which 

characterizes /m/, but in connexion with [. F] and [. P] they are 

phonologically non-distinctive and so neither of them can be 

designated as a relevant feature of /. r/. The consonant system of 

SIA can, therefore, be thought of as consisting of two major planes 

(1) For a detailed account of this matter, see section 8.6 further 
above in this thesis. 
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on one of which are situated those phonemes that are distinctively 

"non-mufoxxoma" (e. g. /m/) as well as those phonemes that are 

neither distinctively 'non-Tufexxamal nor distinctively 'Tufaxxamal 

(e. g.. /. r/), and on the other plane are situated those phonemes 

that are distinctively I'Tufaxxama" (e. g. /zý/). That is to say, 

the former plane (i. e. the 'non-Tufoxxoml plane) accommodates the 

SIA consonant phonemes /p, b, f, m, tld, Olblklglxlylntrllgsgztvctgvtl, 

(a total of 24 phonemes), and the latter plane (i. e. the 

I'mufaxxam" plane) accommodates the SIA-consonant phonemes 

ý, I, ý/(a total of. ý phonemes). 

Let us first consider the relationships existing among the 

phonemes of the '. non-mufoxxom' plane. Some of these phonemes are 

related to each other on the basis of having one relevant feature 

in common (as in the case Of /plb, f, m/ which, share the one relevant 

feature "labial'%, and others are related to each other on the 

basis of having two or more relevant features in common (as in the 

case of /p, b/ which share three relevant features: "labial!, ', "non- 

nasal" and "stop"). The maximum number of relevant features that 

two SIA consonant phonemes can have. -in common is 4, as in the 

case of /t, d/ which share the-following relevant features: "apical", 

"non-mufaxxamll, "non-nasal" and "stop". This plane can further 

be thought of as consisting of three sub-planes: a plane of "stop" 

phonemes, a plane of "fricative" phonemes and iq between can be 

posited .. a plane of phon. emes (to be conveniently called 'inter- 

mediatel(l))which are heither distinctively "stop" nor distinctively 

(1) See further below. 
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"fricative" phonemes. 

tq d, kq g, c, g, ?/ (a total of 9 phonemes). This plane is 

composed'of a series of 4 distinctively. "voiceless" phonemes (viz. 

/pq tq k, 6/), a series of 4 distinctively "voiced" phonemes (viz. 

lb, j dq g, 9'/), and'one phoneme (viz. /? /) to which neither "voiceless" 

nor "voiced" is phonologically distinctive. Thus, the "stop" 

The "stop" plane accommodates the consonant phonemes /p, b, 

plane looks like this: 

T tk 
II5 
III 
II 
II 

----I- 
II 
II 
IS 

I 
____________ 

-4- "voiceless" series 

b 
dg g 

*. "voiced" series 

The "fricative" plane, on the other hand, accommodates the 

consonant phonemes /f, 09 x, -y, Jq. h/ (a total of 7 phonemes). 

This plane is composed of a series of 2 distinctively "voicelessý" 

phonemes (viz. a series of 2 distinctively "voiced" 

phonemes (viz. and a series of 3 phonemes (viz. /fq lg. h/) 

to which neither "voiceless" nor ". voiced" is phonologically 

distinctive. Thus, the "fricative" plane looks like this: 

f 

e ____________ 

III 
III 
III 

-t- 
------- - 

+-"voiceless series" 

. 
"voiced" series 

ay 
As regards the 'intermediate' plane, it accommodates the 

consonant phonemes*/. r,. ll sq z,. h, T/ (a. total of 6 phonemes that are 
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neither distinctively "stops" nor distinctively "fricatives"). 

This plane is composed of a series of 2 distinctively "voiceless" 

phonemes (viz. Is, bl), a series of 2 distinctively "voiced" 

phonemes (viz. /z, v/), and a series of 2 phonemes (viz. /. rl/) 

to which neither "voiceless" nor "voiced" is phonologically- 

distinctive. Thus, the intermediate plane looks like this: 

aS *-11voi cel ess" 
series 

------------ ------------- 
Iz 

It . 4- "voiced" 
series 

In a multi-dimensional diagram, the above three sub-'planes 

will look like this: 

I 

In addition to the above three sub-planes, the 'non-mufaxxaml 

plane also contains a series of 2 "nasal" phonemes (viz. /m, n/). 

As the above multi-dimensional diagram shows, the distinction 

among the various phonemes within each of the above three sub- 

planes as well as the "nasal" series is made in two respects: 

(a) If the respective phonemes (e. g. the "stop" phonemes 
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/'c, g'/) share the same, property of localization (i. e. "hush"), the 

distinction.. between them is based on the fact that one of them 

is "voiceless" (as in the case of /6/) and the other is "voiced" 

(as in the case of In some cases (e. g. the "stop" phonemes 

/p, b/ which are both distinctively "labial"), the respective 

phonemes may share another relevant feature (viz. "non-nasal") 

and the distinction is still based on the relevant feature "voice- 

less" (in the case of /p/) as opposed to "voiced" (in the case of 

W). Furthermore, in other cases (e. g. the.! Ifricativell phonemes 

the respective phonemes may even have three more relevant 

features in common (viz. "apical", "non-mufaxxamll and "non-nasal") 

and the distinction between them is, yet again, based on the 

relevant feature "voiceless" (possessed by /e/) as opposed to the 

relevant feature "voiced" (possessed by In fewer cases, 

however, the respective phonemes only share the property of 

localization and the opposition between them is still maintained 

on the basis of the "voiceless"/"voiced" diýtinction, as in the 

case of the phonemes /h-, T/ which share only one relevant feature, 

viz. "pharyngeal", and the opposition between them is based on'the 

fact that /h/As distinctively "voiceless" while /T/ is distinct- 

ively "voiced". 

(b) If the respective phonemes share the relevant feature 

"voiceless" (as-in-the case of the "stop" phonemes /p, t/) or the 

relevant feature "voiced" (as in the case of the "stop" phonemes 

/b, d/), the distinction between the respective phonemes is based 

on different properties of localization (/p/, or similarly /b/, 
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being "labial" while /t/, or similarly /d/, being "apical"). * In 

addition, the respective phonemes (i. e. /p, t/, or similarly /b, d/) 

have other relevant features in common (i. e. "non-nasal" and "stop"). 

In other cases, the relevant features common to the respective 

phonemes are greater in number still, as in the case of /t, k/ 

which share the relevant features "voiceless"q "non-mufoxxem", 

"non-nasal" and "stop". On the other hand, the only relevant 

feature that the phoneme ISI, for example, shares with the other 

phonemes of the same plane (i. e. the "fricative" plane) is 

"fricative", which indicates that the opposition between ISI and 

any other phoneme of the same plane (e. g. /f/) is based solely 

on different properties of localization, i. e. on the "hush"/ 

"labial" distinction. As regards the "nasal" series, the oppo- 

sition between the two "nasal" phonemes is maintainedi)purely on 

the basis of different properties of localization, i. e. the m/n 

opposition is based on the fact that A/ is "labial" while A/ 

is "non-labial". 

To recapitulate, the distinction among the phonemes of the 

"stop" plane, the phonemes of the "fricativell plane, or the 

phonemes of the-lintemediatel plane is based on either different 

properties of locali. zation or the "voiceless"/"voiced" opposition. 

In the case of the opposition between the phonemes of the "nasal" 

series (i. e. m/n), the distinction is . based solely on different - 

properties of localization; the "voiceless"/"voiced" distinction 

being phonologically non-d. istinctive to the "nasal" phonemes. 
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Not only are the phonemes of the same plane or series , 

phonologically distinguished from each other, but they are also 

distinguished from the phonemes of the other planes or series. 

For example, a phoneme of the "stop" plane is placed-An opposition 

to a phoneme of the "fricative" plane on the obvious basis of the 

"stop"/"fricativell distinction, e. g. the t/E) opposition is based 

on the fact that /t/ is distinctively "stop" while /0/ is 

distinctively "fricative". In this connexi6n, it should be re- 

membered that such oppositions are valid only among phonemes 

sharing the same property of localization, e. g. the "stop"/ 

"fricative" distinction is the basis for the t/e opposition since 

both /t/ and /e/ share the same relevant feature of localization, 

viz. "apical". As regards the phonemes of the lintermediate' 

plane, they are AjntsLly opposable to each other while they are 

indirectl. y opposable to the phonemes of the otherpplanes or series. 
0) 

For example, the phoneme 1-cl (which belongs to the 'intermediate, 

plane) has only one relevant feature, viz. "vibrant" (see section 

10.19 further above), by means of which it is placed in direct 

op'position to the phoneme /i/ (which belongs to the-. same plane 

(1) The directness (or indirectness, as the case may be) of an oppo- 
sition depends on the amount of difference (in terms of relevant 
features) between the members of the given opposition: when the 
difference is kept to the minimum (i. e. only one pair of relevant 
features), the respective opposition is said to be direct. Let us, 
for example, consider the P/b opposition. The phoneme 7p/ is 
distinctively characterized as being "voiceless, non-nasal, labial, 
stop" while the phoneme /b/ is distinctively characterized as being 
"voiced , non-nasal, labial, stop". This clearly shows that the 
phonological difference between /p/ and /b/ is minimal, viz. 
"voiceless" vs. "voiced", respectively. Thus, I consider the p/b 
opposition to be direct. The t/r opposition, on the other hand, 
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and the same series; see further above), whereas it is in indirect 

opposition to the other phonemes of the same plane as well as those 

of the other planes or series. Where-a "nasal" phoneme is involved, 

the other member of the'respective opposition (be it distinctively 

"stop" or "fricative") is bound to share the same property of 

localization as that of the respective "nasal" phoneme, in which 

case the respective opposition is based on the "nasal"PnonkFAsal"(l)- 

distinction. For instance, the SIA oppositions m/p, m/b and m/f 

are based on the fact that /m/ is distinctively "nasal" while /p/, 

/b/ and /f/ are distinctively "non-nasal". 

contd. from previous page. - is considered to be indirect since 
the phonological. difference between. /t/ and /r/ is great: the 
relevant features of /t/ are "voiceless, non-mufaxxm, apical, 
non-nasal, stop" whereas "vibrant" is the onlý relevant feature 
of Irl. In conclusion, only those oppositions that involve 
phonemes Rf the same series or order. ton a series-and-ordFr- 
diagram, of couFse) are regarded as direct; all other opFosition 
being indirect. 

(1) Alternatively, the term "oral" is used, though less 
frequently, for "non-nasal". 
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Now that the picture of the 'non-ipufaxxam' plane is 

completed, it is appropriate to represent it by the following 

multi -dimensional diagram: 

b 
I 

A tabular representation of the above multi-dimensional diagram 

will look like this: 
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Let us now consider the relationships existing among the 

phonemes of the Iýaufaxxamll plane and subsequently try to show the 

nature of opposing the Iýufaxxamall phonemes to their respective 

"non-%nufaxxamall counterparts. The picture of the Iýufexxwnll 

plane is easily imaginable, due to the simplicity of the relation- 

ships existing among the phonemes of this plane. Generally speaking, 

a distinctively Iýufaxxemll phoneme possesses two relevant features: 

one forms the basis of the relationship between the respective 

'ýnufaxxam" phoneme and the rest of the distinctively 'hufoxxome" 

phonemes, and the other forms the basis of the relationship between 

the respective lpufaxxam" phoneme and its "no'n-ý. nufoxxM(a)" 

counterpart(s). The nature of the former relevant feature is 

that of a property of localization, for example the relationship 

between the IýpUfexxamall phonemes /r. n/ and /I/ is based on the 

distinction between the relevant feature "labial" (possessed by 

lipl) and the relevant feature "hiss" (possessed by /q/). 

Excepted from this is the relationship between the two %nufaxxama" 

phonemes /t/ and since it is the same:. property of localization 

(i. e. "apical") that is shared by these two phonemes, the opposition 

between the two phonemes is based on the factý-. that /t/ is distinctively 

"stop" while /ý/ is distinctively "fricative". Thus, the relationships 

existing among the phonemes of the '%nufaxxam" plane may be summed 

up as follows: 

(a) When %nufaxxamll is the only relevant feature common 

to the members of a given opposition, the distinction is maintained 

by virtue of their different properties of localization alone, 

e. g. the oppositions ip/q, ý/I, etc. 
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(b) When the two members of a given opposition share the 

same property of localization as well as the relevant feature 

"mufaxxom", they are nevertheless distinguished from each other 

by means of the "stop"/"fricative" distinction. This is very 

limited as it only applies to the opposition between the "Tufoxxome" 

phonemes /t/ and /§/; these two phonemes share the'two relevant 

features "apical" and llmufaxxamll and the opposition between them 

is based on the "stop"/"fricative" distinction. 

The'above relationships relating the phonemes of the 

-!! Tuf9xxam" plane to each other may be represented by the following 

diagram: 

C+ 

=r 
CT C+ -a. 

A. (D 4A 

CLI 
a 

z 

CD 0 

A tabular representation of the relationships existing among the 

phonemes of the "mufoxxom" plane will look like this: 
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It should be pointed out that the "mufexxamall phonemes /m, 
-0. 

ý919 ý/ 
are opposable to the I'Tufaxxamll phoneme /ý/ (which is distinct- 

ively "stop") in the same way as they are opposable to the 

"mufoxxom" phoneme /a/ (which is distinctively "fricative"). 

This is because the "stop"/"fricativell distinction is phono- 

logically non-distinctive to the "mUfaxxama"' phonemes. /m, 

For example, the phonemic system of SIA does not have a "stop, 

labial, mufaxxamll phoneme and a "fricative, labial, mufoxxom" 

phoneme to be distinguished froip ýach other, i. e. /T/ is the only 

SIA "labial, rpufaxxamll phoneme. 

As regards the relationships existing among the phonemes of 

the I'mufoxxom" plane and those of the -'. non-mufoxxom' plane, it is 

very important to point out that, as is clear from the above table, 

the "Tufuxx9mII/"non-Tuf9xx9m" phonemic distinction is only valid 

in the "labial". "apical". "dorsal", "lateral" and "hiss" orders. 

Direct opposition between the phonemes of the "mufexxem" plane 

and those of the'non-mufoxxam' plane is achieved only if we heed 

the following two warnings: 

(a) We. can directly oppose a phoneme of the "mufaxxorn" 

plane to a phoneme of the 'non-Tufoxxem' plane only if the two 

respective phonemes share the same property of localization, 

for example the m/m opposition is direct since both /m/ and /m/ 

are distinctively, characterized as being "labialu. 

A phoneme of the "iftufoxxafill plane is not necessarily 

directly opposable to all those phonemes of the lnon-ýufaxxaml 
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plane with which it shares the same property of localization. 

For example, the I! TUfoxxam" phoneme /T/ shares the relevant feature 

"labial" with the phonemes /m, f, p, b/ (which all belong to the'non- 

mufaxxam' plane), but it is only /m/ that is distinctively charac- 
e 
terized as being "non-mufaxxm". This is because, on the one 

hand, /f/ is distinctively "fricative" and /p/ and /b/ are 

distinctively "stop" whereas, on the other hand, /T/ and /m/ are 

neither distinctively "stop" nor distinctively "fricative", i. e. 

the phonological difference. (in terms of relevant features) 

between /T/ and /m/ is minimal compared with that between /T/ and 

any of the phonemes /f/, /p/ and /b/. However, /m/ is directly 

opposable to the phonemes /ftplb/ since they not only belong to 

the same plane, viz. the lnon-ýwfaxxaml plane, but they also 

share the same property of localization, viz. "labial". As we 

have seen before (e. g. in section 8.6), a I'mufoxxem" phoneme may 

have one or more distinctively "non-Tufoxxona" counterparts, i. e. 

ý/k, g, x, y; ý/1; and s/s, z. 

The relationships existing among the phonemes of the 

consonant system of SIA as a whole can be summed up by the 

following multi-d. imensional diagram: 
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A tabular representation of the above multi-dimentional diagram 

will look like this: 
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11.3. The SIA Vowel System. 

Relationships among the phonemes of the vowel system of any 

language or dialect are generally less complicated than those 

existing among the phonemes of the consonant system of thp-same 

language or dialect. This is because there are usually fewer 

vowel phonemes than there are consonant phonemes in a given 

language or dialect; this is surely the case in SIA. The vowel 

phonemes of SIA are distinguished from each other on the follow- 

ing two bases: 

(a) On the basis of. different degrees of_aperture, the 

vowel phonemes /i/ and /u/ are distinctively characterized by a 

"first-degree aperture"; the phonemes /, x/ and /p/ by a "second- 

degree aperture"; the phoneme /a/ by a "third-degree aperturell 

the phonemes /e/ and /o/ by a fourth-degree aperture"; and 

finally the phonemes /a/ by a "fifth-degree aperture". 

(b) On the basis of the "front'Y"back" distinction, the 

phonemes /i/, /i/ and /e/ are distinctively characterized by the 

relevant feature "front", and the phonemes /u/, lul and /o/ are 

distinctively characterized by the relevant feature "back"; the 

phonemes /a/ and /a/ being neither distinctively "front" nor 

distinctively "back". 

Oppositions that are based on different degrees of aperture 

are regarded as direct only when the members of the respective 

opposition share, if phonologically possible, one of the two 

relevant features "front" and "back"... For example, the opposition 
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between the vowel phoneme /i/ (which is distinctively character- 
ized by a "first-degree aperture") and the vowel phoneme /i/ 

(which is distinctively characterized by a "second-degree aper-, 

ture") is said to be direct since both /i/ and /i/ are 
distinctively characterized a's being "front".. On the other hand, 

the vowel phonemes /a/ and /a/ are distinctively characterized 

by only one relevant feature each, viz. "third-degree aperture" 

and "fifth-degree aperture", respectively. Therefore /; a/ and 

/a/ are opposable to each other directly while they are indirectly 

opposable to t he other vowel phonemes of the SIA phonological 

system on the basis of different degrees of aperture. That is 

to say,, the 9/a opposition is based on the "third-degree aperture"/ 

"fifth-degree aperture" distinction; the a/u. oppdsitibrr jS base4pli. the "fifth- 

degree aperture"/"first-degree aperture" distinction, - and so on. 

On the other hand, oppositions that are based on the "front"/ 

"back" distinction are regarded as direct only when the members 

of the respective opposition share the same relevant feature of 

degree of aperture (i. e. the case in the previous paragraph 

reversed). For example, the opposition between the vowel 

phoneme /i/ (which is distinctively characterized by the relevant 

feature "front") and the vowel phoneme /u/ (which is distinctively 

characterized by the relevant feature "back") is considered 

direct since /i/ and /u/ are both characterized by the same 

relevant feature of degree aperture, viz. "first-degree aperture". 

It follows that oppositions between /9/*or /a/ and the other SIA 

vowel phonemes are regarded as indirect since neither /a/ nor 
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is distinctively characterized by the relevant feature "front" 

or the relevant feature "back". 

To recapitulate, if the members of a given vocalic opposition 

share the same relevant feature of-degree of aperture, that oppo- 

sition is said to be based on the 'Tront"P'back" distinction, 

and if the relevant feature "front" or "back" is shared by the 

members of a given vocalic opposition, that opposition is said 

to be based on the distinction between the respective degrees 

of aperture. 

The picture of the SIA vowel system can be described as 

follows: it contains a series of phonemes that are distinctively 

"front": /i, i, e/; a series of phonemes that. are distinctively 

"back": /u, u, o/; and a series of phonemes that are neither 

distinctively "front! ' nor distinctively "back": /9, a/. Each 

member of the first series represents one distinctive degree of 

aperture that is shared by its counterpart in the second series, 

e. g. /i/ is distinctively characterized by a "first-degree 

aperture" which is shared by /u/, and so on. --Each member of. the 

third series, on the other hand, represents one distinctive 

degree of aperture-that is not shared by any other vowel phoneme 

of the SIA phonological system, e. g. the relevant feature "third- 

degree aperture" possessed by /a/ is not shared by any SIA vowel 

phoneme. A conventional picture. of the SIA vowel system looks 

like this (see sectiop 8.16 further above): 
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U 

LI 

3 

e 0 

a 

A tabular representation of the above vowel system will look 

like this: 
b 

,r a 
110. %. n 

c 
k 

tol 

, 
"first-degree aperture" U 

"second-degree aperture" U 

"third-degree aperture" 

"fourth-degree aperture" e 0 

"fifth-degree aperture" a 

A multi-dimensional representation of the vowel system of 

SIA is not possible. since none of the SIA vowel phonemes has 

more than two relevant features, i. e. the SIA vowel system is 

purely two-dimensional. The above tabular representation of the 

SIA vowel system clearly shows the following direct relation- 

ships existing among the SIA vowel phonemes: 

(1) an opposition between /i/ and /u/, i. e. Vu, based 

on the "front"/"back" distinction. 

(2) an opposition between /i/ and /'/, i. e. i/i, based on 

the "first-degree aperture"/". second-degree aperture" distinction, 
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(3) an opposition between /i/ and /e/, i. e. i/e, based on 

the "first-degree aperture"/ "fourth -degree aperture" distinction,, 

an opposition between /i/ and /u/, i. e. r1u, based on 

the "front"/. "back" distinction, 

(5) an opposition between h/ and /e/, i. e. x/es based on 

the -"second-degree aperture"/"fourth-degree aperture" distinction, 

(6) an opposition between /a/ and /a/, i. e. ; a/a, based on 

the "third-degree aperture"/"fifth-degree aperture" distinction, 

an opposition between /e/ and /o/, i. e. *e/og based on 

the 'Tront"/"back" distinction, 

(8) an opposition between /u/ and lul, i. e. u/u. based on 

the 'Tirst-ýdegree aperture"/"second-degree aperture" distinction, 

(9) an opposition between /u/ and /o/, i. e. u/o, based on 

the "first-degree aperture"/"fourth-degree aperture" distinction, 

and' 

(10) an opposition between lul and /o/, i. e. u/o, based on 

the "second-degree aperture"/"fourth-degree aperture" distinction. 

The above are only those-SIA vocalic oppositions that are 

regarded as direct., but phonologically speaking, any phoneme is 

opposable to every other phoneme of the system in some if not all 

contexts; a given opposition may be direct or indirect, as the 

case may be (see further above). 
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Chapter Twelve 

MEASURING 'FUNCTIONAL LOAD' 

12.1. ''Introduction. 

As I have pointed out in section 4.14 above, measuring 

'functional load' is a hard, complicated task which cannot possibly 

be a hundred per cent accurate. This is because 'functional load' 

is, in my view, 'thLý-'number*of*different*distinctive oppositions 

'that'a"giVOh*phoheih6*(6e*ardhiphoneme)'can'form'with'the other 

phonemes*(or'archiphonemes)'of the given*phonemic system, and the 

extýht*to'Whith*thýsLý-*distinctive oppositions are utilized in the 

VaH6Us*W6H*d6ntexts. (l) Therefore, I shall (as I have stated in 

section 4.14) restrict the present investigation to measuring the 

functional load of the SIA', phonemes only. This-will be done by 

means of calculating the total number of. distinctive oppositions 

that a given SIA phoneme can enter into word-initially 
(2), 

word- 

medially and word-finally in the phonemic system of SIA. Howeverg 

a given consonant phoneme will be opposed to other consonant 

phonemes as well as the vowel phonemes 1: V and /u/ only, and a 

given vowel phoneme will only be opposed to other vowel phonemes 
(3) (as well as. consonant phonemes in the case of /i/ and /u/). 

(1) For details of my views as well as other scholars' views on 
'functional load' and my method of measuring it, see section 4.14 of 
this thesis. 

(2) In this position, consonant clusters and ' iDujaddadal (i. e. 
doubled) phonemes will be used only occasionally. 

(3) This is due to the fact that there is no opposition between vowel 
and consonant phonemes in SIA except between /i, u/ and consonant phonemes 
like /t/, /d/, etc.; /i/ and /u/ are, as we have seen in sections 9.32 
and 9.33 above the only SIA vowel phonemes that can be realized 
consonantally ji. e. as [j] and [w], respectively)- 
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Then I shall change the resulting figures into percentages (for 

practical purposes) by applying the formula I have proposed on 

page 116, and finally list the SIA phonemes in descending order 

of functional load. It is to be remembered that I shall give only 

one example (i. e. minimal or quasi-minimal pair) to establish a 

given SIA phopological opposition in each of the three word 

positions specified above. It remains to be said that this 

chapter also investigates the word position where there occur more 

distinctive oppositions than in the other positions, i. e. the 

position of roximum differentiation. 

(A)''Thcý, 'SIA'Con'sonant*Phonemes 

12.2. 
_' 

The*Opp6tability'of'/p/.. 

The opposability of the phoneme /p/ within the SIA system 

of phonological oppositions is as follows: 

(a) In'WbrdLinitial position, /p/ enters into the following 

distinctive oppositions: 
1. p/b as in /'parda/ 'curtain' - Pbarda/ 'cold spell of 

weather'. 

2. p/f as in /'para/ 'the smallest unit of Turkish money' - 

Pfaral 'rat'. 

3. p/m as in /'pia(d)a/ 'on foot' - /'mia(t)9/- 'dead'. 

p/jp as in Ppa'ca/ 'calf of the leg' - P. Tawcaf 'spade 

(suit in cards)'. 

p/t as in /Ipanke/ 'air fan' - /Itanka/ 1jerry can'. 
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6. p/d as in /'paste/ 'a kind of Iraqi folk song or verse' 

/'dasta/ 'dozen'. 

7. p/t as in /parda/ 'curtain' - /'tarda/ 'dismissal'. 

8. p/b as in Ppara/ 'the smallest unit of Turkish money' 

Poaral 'his revenge 

9. p/8 as in Jpak/ 'even (adj. )' - /aak/ 'that (one)'. 

10. p/ý as in Ppurat/ 'he disclosed inadvertently (a secret)' 

P§urat? 'he broke wind'. 

11. P/k as in /pek/ 'dram (of liquor)' - /kek/ 'cake'. 

12. p/U as in /'purat/ 'he disclosed inadvertently (a secret)' 

/'gurat/ 'he chewed'. 

13. p/x as in /pal/ 'bus' - /xal/ 'special'. 

14. P/Y as in /pal/ 'bus' - /-yaq/ 'it or he dived. 

15. P& as in /pal/ 'bus' - /ýaý/ 'narrator'. 

16. p/n as in /, pale/ 'pasha' - /'nale/ 'he reached it or him. 

17. plr as in Ppaia/ 'step (n. )' - /'raia/ 'flag'. 

18. P/S as in /pim/ 'pin joining a watch. to its strapl-'/sim/ 

. 'thin metal rod'. 

19. p/z as in /Ipare/ 'the smallest unit of Turkish money'. - 

/'zara/ 'he-visited him'. 

20. p/q as in /paý/ 'bus' - /qaq/ 'sauce'. 

21. p/'c as in /'paia/ 'step (n. )' - /"caia/-Ihis tea. 

22. P/6 as-in /'para/ 'the smallest unit of Turkish money' 

I gare/ 'his neighbour'. 

23. p/i as in /'p'9uu9j/ 'he veiled (sb. or sth. )' 

/Ijauual/ 'he disturbed'. 
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24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

29. 

p/h as in /'Pa*ca/ 'calf of the leg' - /'hace/ 'he 

spoke to (sb. )'. 

p/q' as in Ppare/ 'the smallest unit of Turkish money' 

/'care/ 'his disgrace'. 

p/,? as in /Ipuxte/ 'mush' - /'? uxta/ 'his sister'. 

p/h as in Ppaie/ 'step (n. )' - /haia/ 'this (one). 

p/i as in /lparde/ 'curtain' -, /'ierde/ 'yard'. 

p/u as in /'perda/ 'Curtain' - /'uarda/ Iflower'. 

(b) In'Wor&medial position, /p/ enters into the following 

distinctive oppositions: 

-1. p/b as in /'ýopa/ 'kerosene heater' - /'Voba/ 'his side 

or direction'. 

2. p/f as in /I(p)ipr/ 'my barrel' - p(f)ifr/ 'girl's name'. 

3. p/m as'in /'(p)ipi/ 'my barrel' - /I(m): Lmr/ 'girl's name'. 

4. p/qt as in /'ppa/ 'kerosene heater' - /Iqcxpa/ 'his fasting'. 

5. -p/t as in /Isopa/ 'kerosene heater' - /Isota/-'his voice'. 
00 

6. p/d as in /'sopa/ 'kerosene heater' - /'soda/ 'soda water'. 

7. p/t as in /'ýopa/ 'kerosene heater' - /Isota/ 'his whip'. 

8. p/y as in /'sope/ Ikerosene. heaterl - /Isoy; a/ 'present (n. )'. 

9. p/n as in /'jopa/ 'kerosene heater' --/'jon9/`its or 

his rubbish'. 

10. p/. r as in /'ýopa/ 'kerosene heater' - Piora/ 'his 

shape or appearance'. 

11. p/l as in. /Isopa/ 'kerosene heater' - /Isolo/-'his key piece 

(in a game of marbles). 

12. p/I as in /Isope/ 'kerosene heater' - /'sole/ 'his key piece 

(in a game of marbles)'. 
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(c) In word-final position, /p/ is not opposable to any 

of the SIA phonemes since it never occurs in this position. 

Summary: 

The phoneme /p/ is opposable to 27 consonant phonemes and 

2 vowel-phonemes word-initially, and 12 consonant phonemes word- 

medially; i. e. /p/ forms a total of 41 different distinctive 

oppositions within the SIA system of phonological'oppositions. 

12.3. 
_'_ 

Tho'Opp6tAbility'of'/b/. 

The opposability of the phoneme /b/. within the SIA system of 

phonological oppositions is as follows: 

(a) In'Wo-dLinitial position, /b/. enters into the following 

distinctive oppositions: 
1. b/p = p/b (see section 12.2 above). 

2. b/f as in /bat/ 'he stayed overnight' /fat/ 'he passed*by'. 

3. b/m as in /bat/ 'he stayed overnight' /mat/ 'Wdied'. 

4. b/T as in l'barral 'outside' - Piparref 'once' 
. 

5. b/t as in /'baze/ 'cotton flannel I- /'tazo/' 'freshl. 

6. b/4 as in /bar/ 'drinking bar' - /dax-/ 'house'. 

7. b/t as in /bar/ 'drinking bar' -*/ýar/ 'it or he flew or 

vanished'. 
8. b/0-as in lbarl 'drinking bar' - /ear/. revenge (n. )'. 

9. b/a as in /'barra/''outside' - l'barral 'atom'. 

10. b/ý as in /bag/ 'he stole or robbed' - /ýag/ 'he tasted'. 

11. b/k as in /bas/ 'he kissed' - /kas/ 'CUp'. 
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12. b/g as in Jbas/ 'he kissed' - /gas/ 'he touched'. 

13. b /x as in Jbas/ 'he kissed' - /xas/ 'it went bad or spoiled'. 

14. b /-y as in /bar/Wi-hking bar' - 1-yarl 'he felt jealous'. 

15. b /k as in /bas/ 'he kissed' - Aas/ 'he measured'. 

16. b /n as in /bas/ 'he kissed' - /nas/ 'people'. 

17. b/. v as in /bas/ 'he kissed' - /ras/ 'head'. 

18. b Is ' as in /bar/ 'drinking bar' - /sat/'he walked'. 

19. b /z as in /bar/ 'drinking bar' - Jzar/ 'he visited'. 

29. b/ý as in /bar/ 'drinking bar' - /qar/ 'he became. 

21. b/c' as in /'barak/ 'he congrat ulated' - /"carak/ 'quarter'. 

22. b/4 as in lbarl 'drinking bar' - 16arl 'neighbour'. 

23. b/I as in /'barok/ 'he congrat ulated' - /'Jaxak/ 

he participated'. 

24. b/h as in /bar/. 'drinking bar' - /har/ 'hot'. 

25. b/T as in /bar/ 'drinking bar' - /'Zar/ 'disgrace (n. )' 

26. b/7 as in /ba. ý/ 'he kissed' - /? as/ lace (in a game of 

cards)' . 
27. b/h as in /'bonne/ 'master bri ck-layer' - /'henna/ 

'he con gratulated'. 

28. b/i as in /'bardo/ 'cold spell of weather' - /liarda/ 'yard'. 

29. b/u as in /'barda/ 'cold spell of weather' - /'uarda/ 

'flower'. 

(b) In*wor&medial position, /p/ enters into the following 

distinctive oppositions: 

1. b/p = p/b (see section 12.2 above).. 

2.. b/f as in /'ýibal/ 'mountain' /`ifai/ 'he jumped 99 

with fright. 
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3. b/in as in /'g'ibal/ 'mountain' 'camel'. 

4. b/T as in /"ýubar/ 'he crossed over' /`7umar/ 'boy's 

name 

5. b/t as in /Isobe/ 'his side or direction' /Isota/ 

'his voice'. 

6. b/d as in /Isobe/ 'his side or direction' /'sodýa/' 

'sod a water'. 

7. b/t as in /Tulbur/ 'crossi. ng over' /Tultur/ 'various 

kind s of perfumes' . 

8. b/O as in /'Tibaý/ *'les'sons or warnings' 

'he stumbled'. 

9. b/3 as in /`zibap/ 'lessons or warnings' 

'he excused'. 

10. b /ý as in. /? 9'bVz/ 'I sell' - /? 9'ýVý[ 'I get lost'. 

11. b/k as in /'Tubar/ 
. 
'he crossed over' - /'Tuker/ 'lumps'. 

12. b/g as in /'siba/ 'he bothered greatly' - /'siga/ 

'he watered'. 

13. b/x as-in /'siba/ 'he bothered greatly' - /Isixe/ 

'he became generou s'. 

14. b/y as in /Iýobaj 'his side or direction' 

Rpre sent (n. )'. 

15. b/ý as'in-/'h; Di)xl/ 'rope' - /'haýzi/, Ifarm'. 

16. b/n as in /Talbid/ 'slaves' -, /T9'nid/ 'stubborn'. 

17. blr as in /'siba/' 'he. bothered greatly' - /'sira/ 

'turn (n. )'. 

18. b/1 as in /'jibaT/ 'he became full' - /lIxialz/ 'he 

took off (sth. )'. 
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19. b/I as in /'sobe/ 'his side or direction' - /Isola/, 

'his key piece (in a game of marbles)'. 

20. b/s as in /'? bbed/ 'never' - /'? esod/ 'lion'. 

21. b/z as in /"ibit/ 'I brought' - /"rzit/ 'I quit'. 

22. b/I as in /'Zu1bur/ 'crossing over' /qulqur/ 'ages'. 

23. brc as in /'hibe/ 'he (i. e. a baby) crawled' 

'he talked'. 

24. b Ig' as in /'? ubra/ 'needle' /'? u*g'. v9/ 'fare or wage'. 

25. b /I as in /'Vebra/* 'tears' 1"zolrel 'ten'. 

26. b/h as in /? a'bid/ 'I exterminate' - /? 91hid/ 'I 

deviate from'. 

27. b/, ý as in. /79'bid/ 'I exterminate' - /79'Tid/ 'I 

repeat'. .1 

M b/7 as in /lixbas/ 'it became dry' - /'ix? as/ 'he 

despaired'. 

29. b/h as An /'siba/ 'he bothered greatly, - 

'he was inattentive'. 

30. b/i as in /? ax'bar/ 'news' - POX'iar/ lhonourable men'. 

31. b/u as in /'rube/ 'he. grew up' /.. ruua/- 'it or he 

quenched the thirst'.. 

(c) In'word-4inal position, /b/. is' like /p/, not opposable 

to any of the SIA phonemes since it never occurs in this position. 

SUmmary. 

The phoneme /b/. is opposable to 27 consonant phonemes and 

2 vowel phonemes word-initially, and 29 consonant-... phonemes and 
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2 vowel phonemes word-medially, i. e. /b/ forms a total of 60 

different distintive oppositions within the SIA system of phonological 

oppositions. 

'12.4. ''The"Op tability of /f/. pp 

The-opposability of the phoneme /f/ within the SIA system 

of phonological oppositions is as follows: 

(a) In'Wbf-d-;. ihitiaI position, /f/ enters into the following 

distinctive oppositions-: 

1. f/p = p/f (see section 12.2 above). 

2. : f/b = b/f (see section 12.3 above). 

3. f/m as in /fil/ 'elephant' - /mil/ 'mile'. 

4. ffiD as in 

5. f/t as in 

6. f /d as in 

7. f /ý as in 

8. f /0 as in 

9. f/b as in 

10. f/ý as in 

11. f/k as in 

/far/ 'he eloped' - /Ter/ 'he passed by'. 

/fai/ 'he untied' - /tal/ I hill 

Ifarl 'rats' - /dar/ 'house'. 

/f ar/ 'rats - /tar/ 'i t or he fI ew' . 
/far/ 'rats' - /Oar/ 'revenge (n. )'. 

/fai/ 'he untied' /5ai/ 'he humiliated' 

/fol/ 'he untied' /Oal/*'he stayed'. 

/fas/-Iaxel - /kas/ 'cup. 

12. f/g as in /fas/ 'axe' - /gas/ 'he touched'. 

13. f/x as in /fas/ 'axe' - /xas/ 'it, went bad or spoiled'. 

14. fly as in /far/ 'rats' - /-yar/. 'he became jealous'. 

15. f& as in /fal/ 'he untied' - 491/ 'it'decreased'. 

16. Wn as in /fas/ 'axe' - /nas/ 'peoplel. 

17. f/. r as in /fas/ 'axe' - Irasl 'head'. 
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18. f/s as in /far/ 'rats' - Isarl 'he walked'. 

19. f/z as in /far/ 'rats' - /zar/'he visited'. 

20. f/q as in /far/ 'rats' - /qar/ 'he became'. 

21. f/6 as in /'fare/ 'rat' - /`care/ 'solution'. 

22. f/9' as in Ifarl 'rats' - /9'ar/ Ineighbourl. 

23. f/I as in /fai/ 'he untied' - /lei/ 'he paralyzed'. 

24. f/h as in /fai/ 'he untied' - /hal/ 'solution'. 

25. f/T as in /far/ 'rats - /Tar/ 'disgrace (n. )'. 

26. f/7 as in /fas/ 'axe' - /? as/ lace (in a game of cards)'. 

27. f/h as in /fal/ 'he untied' - /hal/''it or he came out'. 

28. f/i as in /fas/ 'axe' - /ias/ 'privet'. 

29. f/u as in /lfardi/ 'odd (number)' - /luardz/ 'pink'. 

(b) In'Word-ýmediail-position, /f/ enters into the following 

distinctive oppositions: 

1. f/P = P/f (see section 12.2 above). 

2. f/b = b/f (see section 12.3 above). 

3. f/m as in /'hafia/ 'party' - PhemiaAampaign (n. )'. 

4. f/T as in /'hufra/ 'hole in the ground' - llhvýwel- 

'I ip-stick'. 

5. f/t as in /'sefe/ 'his sword' - Pseta/ 'his set'. 

6. f/d as in Pqafral- 'yellow (f. sing. )' - /Iq9dr9/- 

'his chest'. 

7. f/ý as in /'ýofro/ 'hellow (f. sing. )' - 

. 
'slap (n. )'. 

8. f/e as in 'he shied away' %e scattered'. 

9. f/3 as in P nifor/ 'he shied away' /' nibor/ 'he warned'. 
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10. f/ý as in /'nzfac/ 'he shied away' - /'ni§ar/ 'he looked 

into'. 

11. f/k as in Pnifer/ 'he shied away' - Pnrkar/ 'he 

denied'. 

12. f/g as in Pnifer/ 'he shied away' -Pniger/ 'it or 

he tapped' .. 
13. f/x as in /'qafra/ 'yellow (f. sing. )' - /Iqaxra/ 

'rock (n. ) 

14. f/Y as in lqa'firl 'whistling (n. )' - /qaly: Lr/ 'small'. 

15. f/ý as in /'hafia/ 'party' - /'hokle/ 'his, farm'. 

16. f/n as in P'zafe/ ' he left it or him' - /'Cane/ 

'he suffered'. 

17. f1r as in /'ý'afa/- he left it or him'. - /'Tara/ 'his 

disgrace'. 

18. f/i as in /'Taýa/ ' he left it or him' - /'qa'19/`burdenI. 

19. f/I as in /'ýafah/ 'he shook hands with' - /'ýajah/ 

'he made p eace'. 

20. f/s as in /'nif9/` he falsified' Pnise / 'he forgot'. 

21. f/z as in /'? 9fied/ 'more useful' -. /'? 9zi9d/` 'more 

in quantity'. 

22. f/q as in /'Tif9/- he fo. rgave' - /'T, iq9/ 'he disobeyed'. 

23. f/6 as in Pntifa/ 'it ceased to be necessary' - 

Pnti'ca/ ' he leant back'. 

24. f/6 as in /'nif; a/-I he falsified' - /'ni'9/-Ihe was safe'. 

25. -f/I as in Prafid/ 'resource' - /'. cajxd/ 'mature man'. 

26. f/h as in. /79'fid/ 'I make myself useful' - /? 91hid/ 

'-I deviate from'. 
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27. f /ý' as in /? o'fid/ 'I make myself useful' 

'I repeat'. 

28. f/? as in Psafii/ 'ill-rmnnered' /'sa? zl/ 'person 

who asks (a question)'. 

29. f/h as in Pnifa/ 'he falsified' /'niho/ 'he finished 

(sth. ) '. 

30. f/i as in /'Pafid/ 'resource' - /'. raiid/ 'willing 

(to do sth. )'. 

31. f/u as in /'? afe/ 'tough guy' - /'? aue/ 'he sheltered'. 

(c) In'W6rd-4inal_ position, /f/ enters into the following 

distinctive oppositions: 

1. f/m as in /daf/ 'tambourine' - /dam/ 'blood'. 

2. OD as in haf/ 'class (n. )' - heiD/ 'handful'. 

3. f/t as in /69f/ 'it became dry' - /get 'clover'. 

4. -f/d as in /gaf/ 'it became dry' - /6ad/ 'he worked hard'. 

5. f/t as in /'ýaf/ 'he left' - /vat/ 'he screamed'. 

6. f/0 as in lrafl 'shelf' Ireel 'worn-out'. 

7. f/5 as in /laf/ 'he saw' /Ta5/ 'eccentric'. 

8. f/ý as in /x; af/ 'it became less concentrated' 

AW 'he shook'. 

9. f1k as in /gpf/`it became dry' - /69k/ 'jUg'. 

10. f/g as in /taf/ 'it floated' /tag/ larch'. 

11. f/x as in /laf/ 'he saw' /lax/ 'he became self-important 

or pompous'. 

12. f/-y as in /daf/ 'tambouri, nel. - /day/ 'he pinched (sb. ) 

for attention. 
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13. f/k as in /saf/ it wore out' - /saý/ 'he drove'. 

14. f/n as in /xaf/ 'it became less concentrated' - /xan/ 

'he spoke nasally'. 

15. f Ir as in Paf/ 'he left' /Tar/ 'disgrace (n. )'. 

16. f/I as in /Taf/ 'he saw' /jai/ 'he moved out'. 

17. f/I as in /x9f/ 'it became less concentrated' 

/xal/ 'vinegar. 

18. f/s as in /xaf/ 'it became less concentrated' 

/xas/ 'lettuce'. 

19. f/z as in /daf/ 'tambourine' /dazllhe sent'. 

20. f/I as in /xaf/ 'it became less concentrated' - 
/xas/. 'he specified'. 

21. f/wc as in /daf/ 'tambourine' - /daý/ 'he p*acked'. 

22. f/4 as in /Taf/ 'he left' - /Tag"/ 'ivory'. 

23. f/I as in /Taf/ 'he left'. - I'ZaSI 'he lived'. 

24. f/h as in /taf/ 'it floated' - /Sah/ 'it or he dropped 

down'. 

25. f/T as in ISafl 'he saw' - ISaTI 'it became widespread'. 

26. f/? as in /saf/ 'it. wore out' - /sa? / -Iit became worse'. 

27. f/h as in /faf/ 'he saw',, - /Tah/ 'Shah'. 

28. f/i as in /haf/ 'he removed hair' - /hai/ 'alive'. 

29. f/u as in /guf/ 'it became dry' - /'au/ 'weather'. 9 

SUmmary: 

The phoneme /f/ is opposa 
' 
ble to 27 consonant phonemes and 2 

vowel phonemes word-initially, 29 consonant phonemes and 2 vowel 

phoneme. -s word-medially, and 27 consonant phonemes and 2 vowel 
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phonemes word-finally, i. e. /f/ forms a total of 89 different 

distinctive oppositions within the SIA system of phonological 

oppositions. 

2. 1 "5. ''-The'Opp6'tdbility'of'/m/. 

The-opposability of the phoneme /m/ within the SIA system 

of phonological oppositions is as follows: 

(a) Ih-Wof-&-initial position, /m/ enters into the following 

distinctive oppositions: 

M/P = p/m (see section 12.2 above). 

2. m/b = b/m (see section 12.3 above). 

3. M/f = f/m (see section 12.4 above). 

4. M /M as in /mai/ 'name of a girl' /ý; ai/ 'water'. 

5. -M/t as in /'mitin/ 'thickness' /'titin/ 'tobacco', 

6. m/d as in /mal. / 'wealth' - /dal/ 'the name of the letter 

"d"'. 

7. m/t as in /Imjla/''he filled up' - /'tile/ 'he plated'. 

8. m/E) as in Pmali'g/ 'spreadi. ng with a trowel' - 

/1091%9'/ 'ice (n. )'. 

9. as in /mal/ 'he became tired or fed up' - /391/ 

'he humiliated'. 

10. m/ý as in /mal/ 'he became tired or fed up' 

'he stayed'. 

11. m/k as in /'mile/ 'he filled up' /'kilo/*'kidneys'. 

12. mtg as in /Taal/ 'wealth' - /gal/ 'he said'. 

13. m/x as in /mal/ 'wealth' - /xal/ 'mole. '. 
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14. m/y as in /'mile/ 'he filled up' - I'-yi. 191 'it went up 

in price'. 

15. m& as in /mal/ 'he became tired or fed up' 

'it decreased'. 

16. m/n as in /maj/ 'green grain' /nal/ 'he reached'. 

17. m/. v as in /mad/ 'he stretched' /. red/ 'reply (n. )'. 

18. ý m/s as in /mad/ 'he stretched' - /sad/ 'dam'. 

19. m/z as in final/ 'wealth' - /zal/ 'it disappeared'. 

20. m/q as in /mad/ 'he stretched' - /led/ 'he threw back'. 

21. mrc-as in /mai/ 'wealth' - rcall 'he measured out'. 

22. mjoas in /mad/ 'he stretched' - rgadl 'he worked hard'. 

23. m/1 as in /mai/ 'wealth' - /jai/ 'he moved out'. 

24. m/h as in Imadl Ihd stretched' - /had/ 'limit (n. )'. 

25. m/T as in /mad/ 'he stretched' - /Ted/ 'he counted'. 

26. m/7 as in Pmile/ 'he filled up' - /"? rla/- 'to hini'. 

27. m/h as-in /mad/ 'he stretched' - /had/ 'he'let go'. 

28. m/i as in Imadl ' he stretched' - /iod/ 'hand (n. )'. 

29. m/u as in /mad/ ' he stretched' - /uad/ 'he liked'. 

(b) In'W&-d-ýmkdial position, /m/ enters into the following 

distinctive oppositions: 

1. m/p =p /m (see section 12.2 above). 

2. m/b = b/m (see section 12.3 above). 

3. m/f = f/m (see section 12.4 above). 

4. m/ip as in /79'man/ 'safe(ty)' - /? a'Tan/ '(an expression 

of enthusiastic approval) great, wonderful! '.. 
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5. m/t as in /'Zi 'mad/ 'boy's name' ri 'tad/ 'war material 

6. m/d as in /'Timal/ 'he worked' /"Zidal/ 'he was 

impartial toward'. 

7. m/ý as in /'Timai/ 'he worked' lit, was out 

of order. 

8. 
. 
m/0 as in 1'? mail 'hope (n. ) 'tamarisk' 

9. m/8 as in /79'man/ 'safe(ty)l /? a"8an/ 'Islamic call 

to prayer. '' 

M. m/ý as in /T 9'mid/ 'deap' OVd/ I backer or supporter 

11. m/k as in /'? amal/ 'hope (n. ) /'? 9kal/ 'he ate'. 

12. m/g as in /"zmxd/ 'deliberately' 'narrow 

street'. 

13. m/x as 

14. m/y as 

15. M/ý as 

16. m/n as 

17. M1. r as 

18. M/1 as 

became 

in /74'mir/ 'prince' - /79"xio/ 'final'. 

in /'. ramad/ 'inflammation of the eyes' - 

I/ 'girl's name'. 

in /'Tamid/ 'deliberately' - 'contract (n. )' 

in /sa'ma? 'sky' - /sa'na? gi rl Is name' . 

in /'Jemis/ 'tun' - I'larisl 'ferocious'. 

in /'Time/ 'he became blind' 

higher'. 

19. m/s as in /'Tmai/ 'work (n. )' /'Tasal/ 'honey'. 

20. m/z as in /'Izama/ 'blindness' /Ilzaza/ Imourni. ng ceremony'. 

21. m/v as in /1T. ama[Iblindness' 'walking stick'. 

22. m/'c as in /'hima/ 'he warmed up /'M69/ 'he spoke'. 

23. m/6 as in /I? 9maj/ 'hope (n. )' /1? 9'91/ '(appointed) 9 

time of death'. 
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24. m/1 as in /'came/ 'blindness' - /Icaja/ ' supper'. 

25. m/h as in /79'mir/ Oprincel - /? alhir/ 'I become confused 

or undecided'. 

26. m/T as in /?; D'mic/ 'prince' - 'I le. nd (sth. )'. 

27. m/? as in /simal/ 'unwanted (clothes)' - 11sx7all 'he 

asked'. 

28. m/h as in /Isimal/ 'unwanted (clothes') - /lsihel/ 

'it became simple'. 

29. m/i as in PTeme/ 'blindness' - 'sickness'. 

30. mh as in /Ta'iamaf 'mark (n. )' - /T; Aau9 /- '(yearly) 

pay rise'. 

(c) In'Word4inal position, /m/ enters into the followi. no 

distinctive oppositions: 

1. m/f = f/m (see section 12.4 above). 

2. m/ip as in /'hikam/ 'maxims' /'hlkaT/ 'he ruled'. 

3. m/t as in /fam/ 'mouth' - /fat/ 'it*or he broke'. 

4. m/d as in /Tom/ 'paternal uncle' - /Ted/ 'he counted'. 

5. Mh as in /Tam/ 'general (adj. )' - /Tat/ 'he screamed'. 

6. M/O as in hem/ 'clouds' - /-yee/ 'rain (n. )'. 

7. M/8 as in /lam/ 'he smelled' /Jobf'he deviated (from)'. 

8. M/ý as in /qem/ 'paternal uncle' - /Taý/ 'it or he bit. 

9. m/k as in /lam/ 'he smelled (sth. )' - /Jok/ 'he doubted'. 

10. M/g as in /lam/ 'he smelled (sth. )' - 119gl 'tear (n. )I. 

11. M/X as in /dam/ 'it lasted' /dax/ 'he was dizzy'. 

12. M/-Y as in /dam/ 'blood'. - /day/ IhO pinched (sb. ) for 

attention'. 
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13. m/k as in /sam/ 'Poisonous' - /sq/ 'he drove'. 

14. m/n as in /lam/ 'he smelled (sth. )' - /TanPhe launched 

(an attack)'. 

15. m/r as in /dam/ 'it lasted' - /dar/ 'house'. 

16. m/i as in /lam/ 'he smelled (sth. )' - /lei/ 'he paralyzed'. 

17. m/s as in /dam/ 'it lasted' - /das/ 'he trod (on)'. 

18. m/z as in /dam/ 'blood' - /daz/ 'he sent'. 

19. m/q as in /halrim/ 'women of a family' - /halriq/ 

'dedicated' . 
20. mrc as -in /fara/ 'mouth' - /fo'C/ 'jawbone'. 

21. m/9' as in /qam/ 'general (adj. )' - Pag'/ 'ivory'. 

22. M/I as in /T'am/. Igeneral (adj. )' - /qal/ 'he lived'. 

23. m/h as in /lam/ 'he smelled (sth. )' - /lab/. 'it. became 

I scarce 

24. m/T as in /6am/. Iglass (n. )' /gaT/ 'he felt hungry'. 

25. m/7 as in /sam/ 'poisonous' /sa? / 'it became worse'. 

26. m/h as in ftam/ "Damascus, or, loosely, Syria' - 
ftah/ 'S hah '. 

2.7. m/i as in /fam/ 'mouth' - /fai/ 'shade (n. )'. 

28. m/u as in /'Tilem/ 'he knew' /'Tilau/ 'they became 

higher'. 

The phoneme /m/ is opposable to 27 consonant phonemes and 2 

vowel phonemes word-initially, 28 consonant phonemes and 2 

vowel phonemes word-medially, and 26 consonant phonemes and 2 

vowel phonemes word-finally; i. e. /m/ forms, a total of 87 different 
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distinctive oppositions within the SIA system of phonological 

oppositions. 

12.6. ''Th_b'Oppbscibility'of /T/. 

The opposability*of the phoneme /, p/ within the: SIA system of 

phonological oppositions is as follows: 

(a) In*WN-ýinitial position, /rp/ enters into the following 

distinctive oppositions: 

I- T/p = p/T (see sec. tion'12.2 above). 

2. rp/b = ib/ip (see section 12.3 above). 

3. m/f = f/T (see section 12.4 above). 
- 

4. iD/m = m/ii (see section 12.5 above). 

5. T/t as in /'ipara/ 'woman' - /Itar-of 'or else'. 

6. m/d as in liparl 'he passed by' - Idarl 'it or he was 

product ive'. 

7. T/t as in /ipug/ 'ta. rget hole in boys' marble. games' 

/tug/ larches'. 

8. ip/0 as in /IT9uu9j/'he financed' - /10; )uual/ 'he confused (sb. )'. 

9. ip/3 as in 1'iparral 'once' - I'Bar-cal 'atom'. 

10. T/O as in /ipar/ 'he passed by' - 'he harmed'. 

11. T/k as in 1'qiacrarl 'he let pass' 11kerrarl 'he repeated. '. 

12. T/g as in /'iparradf 'he smashed' /'garrad- / 'he held 

back'. 

13. T/x as in-/tar/ 'he passed by' Ixerl 'it leaked". 

14. m/y as In-/iDas/ 'he sucked' - 1-yesl 'he choked'. 

15. - ip/ý as in-/rpar/ 'he passed by' - 1ýarl 'he confessed 

(a crime)'. 
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16. m/n as in hnasl 'he sucked' - /nes/ 'text'. 

17. ip/r as in lmaql 'he sucked' - lraýl 'he compressed'. 

18. T/s as in /mug/ 'target hole in boys' marble games' - 

/sug/ 'market'. 

19. iD/z as in 1iporgol 'stew' - I'zorgal 'blue (sing. f. )'. 
00 

20. iD/I as in 1'ipurrol 'bi tter (si ng. f .)I- /Iqurra/ I navel 000 
21. T/c' as in /'iparid/ 'crushing (n. ) - /'cerid/ 'cigar'. 

22. mrg as in /ipar/ 'he passed by' - 149. rl 'he pulled' 0 
23. V/1 as in 1'ipar-ral 'once' - 11jarral 'his wickedness'. 

24. V/h as in /ýar/ 'he passed by' - 1harl 'hot weather'. 

25. rp/T as in /'Targa/ 'stew' - I'verg-al '. period of sweating'. 

26. ip/7 as in /'Tar-rox/ 'he massaged' - /1? 9. rt9x/ 'he 

affixed the date to'. 

27. T/h as in /lipmal/ 'he financed' - /lhauual/ 'he 

exaggerated I. 

28. T/i as in /Tai/ 'water' - /iai/ 'spring (n. )'. 

29. ip/u as in /'ipar*g/ 'stew' - /'uorog/ 'leaves'. 

(b) In'Word-ýmedial position, enters into the following 

distinctive oppositions: 

1. m/p = p/lp (see section 122above). 

2. m/b = b/m (see section 12.3 above). 

3. M/f = f/M (see section 12.4 above). 

4. M/M =M /M (see section 12.5 above). 

5. M/t as in /'some/ 'his fasting' - /Isota/ 'his voice'. 

6. T/d as in /'some/ 'his fasting' - /'soda/*'soda water'. 

7. m/t as in. Piina'. rat/ 'emirates' - /? xta'rat/ 'frames'. 
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Ip/0 as in /'xuTre/ fermenting agent' - 1'xuopol 

'curdling agent'. 

ip/8 as in /'Tuipr/ 'age' - /lIzuBur/ 'excuse (n. )'. 

10. 
. ip/ý as in Pxuipral 'fermenting agent' - /Ixuore/ 

evegetables'. 

11. ip/k as in /'TuTor/ lboy'ý name' - /"Zukor/ 'bumps. 

12. T1g as in /'buipo/ 10WI /'bugo/ 'steal it'. 

13. ip/x as in /17uipar/ 'he ordered' - ll? uxarl 'others'. 

14. ip/y. as in /'ýoipa/ 'his fasting' *- /Ijoyo/ 'present (n. )'. 

15. mA as in /buma/ 'OW11 /'bukio/ 'his bugle'. 

16. ip/n as in /? i'ipara/ 'emirate' - Pi"naro/ 'lighting (n. )'. 

17. T/r as in /'qvDa/ 'his fasting' - /Ijorraflhis shape or 

appearance I. 

18. - m/1 as in. /Ixame/ 'his cloth"- /xale/ 'his mole'. 

19. M/I as in /Ixama/-'his cloth' - /'xalla/ 'his maternal 

u ncle'. 

20. T/s as in /'? uTar/` 'he ordered' - 11? usarl Iýamilies'. 

21. V/z as in /'bWa/' 'Owl /buzo/ 'his chin'. 

22. m/q as in /'buma/ 'owl /'buse/, 'inch'. 

23. m/6 as in /,? u'mUr/ 'matters' /? u`9'ur/ 'wages'. 
00 

24. T/I as*in Pi`rparo/ 'emirate' - /? x'fare/ 'signal (n. )'. 

25. ýn/h as in /I? asipar/ 'brown-skinned' - 

fascinate'. 

26. m/T as in /lkamar/ 'moon' 'bottom'. 

27. ID/7 as in 'audible' - /m9s,? u(1)/ 'responsible'. 

28. m/h as in /'kamor/ 'moon' - /'kahop/ 'sadness'. 
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29. sp/i as in /'TaWar/ 'he repaired' - I'voijerl 'he weighed 

(sth. ) 

30. T/u as in /Ixaipa/ 'his cloth' - /'xaue/ 'protection money'. 

(C) In'Word4inal position, /iD/ enters into-the following 

distinctive oppositions: 

. 
1. M/f =f /M (see section 12.4 above) 

2. T/m = mfiD (see section 12.5 above). 

3. T/t as in /ýcq 'fasti. ng (n. )' - /lot/ 'voice (n. )'. 

4. T/d as in*/ýmp/ 'handful"- /qod/ 'he threw back'. 

5. T .& as inlýoýn[ Ifasti. ng (n. )' - /qot/ 'whip (n. )'. 

6. m/0 as in /-yaT/ 'he dismissed (with a gesture)' - 

'he upset (sb. )'. 

7. ip/ý as in AaT/ 'he searched', 'he 

shook'. 

8. rp/k as in /ýsT/ 'handful' - /ýak/ 'chequel. 

9. as in /taT/ 'he buried' - /tog/ 'it 'or he exploded'. 

10. ip/x as in, /OaT/ 'he hid' - /ýax/ 'pumpi. ng (n. )'. 

11. T/Y as'in /ýzq/ 'he fasted' - /qa-y/ 'he worded'. 

12. T4 as in /buý/ I owl I- /bq/ ' b. uql eI 

13. zp/n as in /xzq/ 'cloth' - /xan/ 'he betrayed'. 

14. T/. r as in /pip/ 'he fasted' - /ýar/ 'be became'. 

15. ra/1 as in /xam/ 'cloth' - /xal/ 'mole'. 

16. TP/I as in /xzuý/ 'cloth' - Aaj/ 'maternal uncle'. 

17. ID/S as in /xaT/ 'he searched' - Aas/ 'lettuce. 

18. M/Z as in buip/ 'owl' - /buz/ 'chin'. 

19. MIq as in /xaT/ 'he searched' - /xas/`. Ihe specified'. 
00 
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20. m/c' as in /ýW/ 'fast! ' - /pic/ 'fault'. 

21. m/g' as in 'he fasted' 'teakwood'. 

22. ip/I as in /xaT/ 'he searched' - /x9j/ 'he entered'. 

23. m/h as in /ýaýn/ 'handful' - /ph/ 'correct (adj. )'. 

24. ip/T as in /aa3p/ '(he) having hidden'. - /ýaT/ 'he was lost'. 

25. mf? as in /xaýn/ 'cloth - /xa? / 'the name of the letter "x" 10 

26. ip/i -as in 'he hid' - /Pi/ 'girl Is name'. 

27. ip/u as in /xa, ýn/ 'cloth' -w /xau/ 'protection money. 

'Lumma. ry- 

The phoneme /T/ is opposable to 27 consonant phonemes and 2 

vowel phonemes word-initially, 28 consonant phonemes and 2 

vowel phonemes word-medially, and, 25 consonant, phonemes and 2 

vowel phonemes word-finally; i. e. fip/ forms a total of 86 

different distinctive oppositions within the SIA system of 

phonological oppositions. 

l2_. 7''The'Opp*tability*6f*/t/. 

The opposability of the phoneme /t/ within the SIA system 

of phonological oppositions is as follows: 

(a) In'Word-ýinitial position, /t/ enters into the following 

distinctive oppositions: 

t/p = p/t (see section 12.2 above). 

2. t/b =. b/t (see section 12. '3'above). 

3. t/f' =-f/t (see section 12.4 above). 

4. t/m = m/t (see section 12.5 above). 
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5. t/, p = T/t (see section 12.6 above). 

6. t/d as in /tin/ 'figs' - /din/ 'religion'. 

7. t/t as in /tin/ 'figs' - /tin/ 'Mud'. 

8. t/O as in /'tcbe/ 'repe ntance /10oba/ 'his shirt'. 

9. t/8 as in /tal/ 'hill /591/ 'he humiliated'. 

10. t/ý as in /tal/ 'hill! /491/ 'it or he stayed'. 

11. t/k as in /tom/ 'twins' /kcýn. / 'pile (n. )'. 

12. t. /g as in /tom/ 'twins' /gcxp/ 
_Ienemies'. 

13. t/X as in /tal/ 'hill' /xal/ 'he violated (a law)'. 

14. f/y as in Ptali/ 'end (n. )' /'-yali/ 'expensive'. 

15. t/k as in /tal/, 'hi 11 Aell Iit decreased 

16. t/n, as in 
. 
/tcxp/. ItwinsI Amp/ 'sleep (n. )'. 

17. t/r as in /'tabiF/ 'fol lower', - . 
/'. rabiF/ 'fourth'. 

18. t/s as in Ptabiv/ 'fol lower' - PsabiT/ 'seventh'. 

19. t/z as in Ptine/ 'he waited'-- /Izinaflhe committed 

adultery'. 

20. t/q as in /tin/ 'figs' - /ýin/ 'China'. 

21. t/6 as in /tam/ 'it was completed, ' -. /cam/ 'how manyV. 

22. t/ff as in Ptine/ 'he_waited' - /'g'xna/ 'he wronged'.. 

23. t/I as in Itel/ 'hill' - /Tel/ 'he paralyzed'. 

24. t/h as in /'tin/ 'figS' - /hin/ 'tiMe'. 

25. t/T as in Ptali/ 'end (n. )' - /"ýaix/ 'high'. 

26. t/? as in /'tila/ 'he-recited' - /I? xle/ 'to him'. 

27. t/h as in /tam/. 'it was completed' - /hem/ 'worry (n. )'.. 

28. t/i as in /tcq/ 'twins' - /ioxp/ 'day'. 

29. * t/u as'in,,, /tel/, Ilamp-post' /uel/ 'distress (n. )'. 
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(b) In word.; medial position. ' A/ enters into the following 

distinctive oppositions: 

1. t/p = p/t (see section 12.2 above). 

2. t/b = b/t (see section 12.3 above). 

3. t/f = f/t (see section 12.4 above). 

4. t/m = m/t (see section 12.5 above). 

5. thp = ip/t (see section 12.6 above). 

6. t/d as in /Ixitem/ 'he completed' - /1xidam/ 'he served'. 

7. t/t as in Pniter/ 'he spoke sharply' 7 /'niter/ 

'he awaited'. 

8. t/O as in Pnitar/. 'he spoke sharply' I- /'niO; Dr/ 

'he scattered'. 

9. t/3 as in Pnxtar/ 'he spoke shdrply' - /'nibar/ 'he 

warned'. 

10. t/ý as in Pnifer/ 'he spoke sharply' - 1'nzýarl 'he 

looked into'. 

11. t/k as in /'. rutba/-status or rank' - /Imkb9/-'knee'. 

12. t/g as 

13. t/x as 

14. t/y as 

15. 
. t/t as 

16. t/n as 

17. t/. r as 

in /'. ruthe/ 'status or 

in /'sxtgc, / "jackets' - 
in /qota/-'his voice' 

in /'Xafta/ 'his shift' 

in /Iixft9/-lI saw him' 

in Plafta/ 'his shift' 

rank' - /'. cugba/ 'neck'. 

11sixerl 'he spoke ironically of' 

- /'Ima/ 'present (n. )'. 

'hat'. 

Pfifna/ 'we sawl. 

/'Jefra/ 'blade'. 

t/1 as in /taýI. tim/ 'blackout' /tacllim/ 'education'. 

19. t/I as in, /Isota/-Ihis voice' /'solef'his key piece 
.000 

(in a game of marbl es) I. 
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20. t/s as in /'batat/ 'she stayed overnight' - /'baset/ 

'she kissed'. 

21. t/z as in /'biter/ 'he cut off' - /'bizer/ 'he begot'. 

22. t/ý. as in Pnitar/ 'he spoke sharply' - /'niler/ 'he 

granted victory to'. 

23. t/c' as in Pnetir/ 'speaking ýharply' /'n9ZSir/ 'defiant'. 

24. t/g' as in Pnotir/ Ispeakinq sharply' /'nagir/ 

'chopping (n. )'. 

25. Oas. i. n /'natrr/ Ispeaki. ng sharply" - /'nefir/ 

'publishi. ng (n. )'. 

26. t/h as in /sifer/ 'jackets' - /'siher/ 'he fascinated'. 

27. t/T as in /'sitir/ 'protection' - /'sivir/ 'price'. 

28. ý/? as in PtIatem/ lexcha. nged insults with (sb. )' - 

/'tJa? am/ 'he was pessimistic'. 

29. t/h as in /Isiter/-'jackets' - /'srhar/ 'he stayed up 

late at night'. 

30. t/i as in /Vatri/ '(he having planted' - /'Jaii1j'(he) 

having moved out'. 

31. t/u as in Pah'tai/ 'I deceive' -. /? 9h'ua1/ 'conditions 

or matters'. 

(c) In'Word-final position, /t/ enters into the following 

distinctive oppositions: 

1. t/f = f/t (see section 12.4 above). 

2. t/m = m/t (see section 12.5 above). 

3. thp = rp/t (see section 12.6 above). 

4. t/d as in hit/ 'fame' - /lid/ 'hunt! ' 
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5. t/t as in /qot/ 'voice (n. )' - /qq/ 'whip (n. )'. 

6. t/e as in /bat/ 'thin bracelet' - /bee/ 'broadcasting (n. ). ' 

7. t/a as in /let/ 'it (i. e. the mind) wandered' /lea/ 

'he deviated from'. 

8. t/ý as in /ýet/ 'house' - /beý/ 'egg(s)'. 

9. t/k as in /69t/ 'clover' - /-ak/ 'jug'. 

10. t/g as in /bat/ 'he stayed overnight' - /bag/ 'he 

stole or robbed'. 

11. t/x as in /let/ 'it (i. e. the mind) wandered' - ISaxI 

'he urinated'. 

12. t/-y as in-/lit/ 'fame' - /qiy/ 'word! ' 

13. t/k as in /Tat/ '(the mind) havi. ng wandered' - /Sq/ 

'difficult'. 

14. t/n as in /6at/ 'clover' - /69n/ 'he became mad'. 

15. tir as in /bat/ 'he stayed overnight'-- /bar/ 'drinking 

bar'. 

16. t/1 as in /bat/ 'he stayed overnight' - /bal/ 'mind or brain'. 

17. t/I as in /qot/ 'voice (n /qol/ 'key piece (in a 

game of marbles)'. 

18. t/s' as in /bat/ 'he stayed overnight' - /bas/ 'he kissed'. 

19. t/z as in /fat/ 'he passed by" /faz/. Ihe won. 

20. t/s as in /bat/ 'he stayed overnight' - /bas/ 'bus'. 

21. t/, C as in /'qauuat/ 'he voted' - /'q9uua'c/. Ihe held 

(sb. ) responsible'. 

22. t/9 as in /bet/ 'house' - /beg'/ 'beige!. 

23. t/I as in /bet/ 'house' - /bel/ 'how much for? '. 
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24. t/h as in /bat/ 'he stayed overnight' - /bah/ 'he 

revealed (a secret)'. 

25. t/T as in /bat/ 'he stayed overnight' - /baq/ 'he sold'. 

26. t/7 as in /bat/ 'he stayed overnight' - /ba? / 'the name 

of the letter "b". '. 

27. t/h. as in /'Iauuat/ 'he kicked a ball' - /'Jauuoh/ 'he 

distorted'., 

29. t/i as in /fat/ 'it broke' - /fai/ 'Shade'. 

30. t/u as in /get/ 'clover' - /9eu/ 'weather'. 

The phoneme /t/ is opposable to 27 consonant phonemes and 

2 vowel phonemes word-initially, 29 consonant phonemes and 2 

vowel phonemes word-medially, and 27 consonant phonemes -and 2 

vowel phonemes word-finally; i. e.. /t/ forms a total of 89 

different distinctive oppositions within the SIA system of 

phonol. ogical oppositions. 

The opposability of the phoneme /d/ within the SIA system. 

of phonological oppositions is as follows: 

(a) In'W6rd-ýinitial position, /d/ enters into the followi. ng 

distinctive oppositions: 

1. d/p = p/d (see section 122 above). 
2. d/b = b/d (see section 12.3 above); 
3. d/f = f/d (see section 12.4 above). 
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4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

d/m m/d (see section 12.5 above). 

d/rp T/d (see section 12.6 above). 

d/t t/d (see section 12.7 above). 

d/t as in /din/ 'rel. igion' -, /ýin/ 'mud'. 

d/O as in /dar/ 'house$ - /Gar/ 'revenge (n. )'. 

d/3 as in /del/ 'it indicated or proved' -/891/ 'he 

humiliated'. 

d/ý as in /del/ 'it indicated or proved' 'he 

stayed'. 

d/k as in /das/, 'he trod (on)' - /kas/ IcUpI. 

d/g as in /das/ 'he trod (on)' - /gas/ 'he touched'. 

d/x as in /'dalla/ 'coffee pot' Pxalla/ 'he put'. 

d/y as in /dar/ 'house' /yar/ 'he became jealous'. 

d/ý as in /das/ 'he trod (on)' /ýas/ 'he measured'. 

d/n as in /dar/ 'house' /nar/ 'fire (n. )'ý 

d/, r as in /das/ 'he trod (on)' - /. ras/ 'head (n. )'. 

d/s as in /dam/ 'blood' - /sem/ 'he poisoned'. 

d/z as in Mar/ 'house' - Aar/ 'he visited'. 

d/ý as in /dar/ 'house' - /jar/ 'he became'. 

d/'c as in /d-am/ 'blood' - Am/ 'how many? '.. 

d/6 as in /dar/ 'house' - Mar/ Ineighbour'. 9 

d/I as in /dam/ 'blood' - /lam/ 'he smelled (sth-) 

d/h as in /dar/ 'house' - /har/ 'hot'. 

d/'z as in /dar/ 'house' - lqarl 'disgrace (n. )'. 

d/7 as in /das/. 'he trod (on)' - /? as/ lace (in a game 

of cards)'. 
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27. d/h as in /dam/ 'blood' - /hem/ 'worry (n. ) I. ' 

28. d/i as in /das/ 'he trod (on)' Aas/ 'privet. 

29. d/u as in /ldarid/ 'bad luck' /Iuarid/ 'flowers'. 

(b) ln'Wof-d-ýmddial position, /d/ enters into the following. 

distinctive oppositions: 

d/p 

d lb 

d/f 

d /m 

d 

d/t 

d/t 

d/O 

sca- 

= p/d 

= b/d 

f /d 

m/d 

T/d 

t/d 

as in 

as in 

ttered 

(see section 

(see section 

(see section 

(see section 

(see section 

(see section 

/%dof lexci 

/'nidar/ 'it 

12.2 

12.3 

12.4 

12.5 

12.6 

12.7 

ap t, 

becai 

above) . 

above) . 

abov&) . 
above) . 
above). 

above) . 

- /"ýqa/`boyls name'. 

me scarce' - /lnie9p/ 'he 

9. d/8 as in /lVadrl/ 'just (adj. )' - /'Ta5xl/ 'enemy'. 

10. ag as in /'nidor/ 'it became scarce' 

'he looked into'. 

11. d/k as in 11nider/ 'it became scarce'. - /'nikar/ 'he denied'. 

12. d/g as in /1ridaT/ 'he punished (Sb. ) for being offensive' - 
'he patched'. 

13. d/x as-in. /79"air/ 'I manage' 'final. '. 

1, 14. d/-y as in /'soda/ 'soda water' /'soya/ upresent (n. )'. 

15_ d& as in /il, ýadil / 'just (adj. )' /lIzakil/ 'sensible'. 

16. d/n as in /'Tada/''habit' - /'Tane/ 'he suffered'I 

17'. d/r as in /"ýado/' 'habit' - /'? aref 'his disgrace'. 

18. d/l as in PTado/ 'habit' - /"zaav/-'burden'. 
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19. d/I as in /'qoda/ 'soda water' - /Iqole/ 'his key piece 

(in a game of marbles)'. 

20. d/s as in /? o'dir/ 'I manage' - 1? 9'sirl 'captive'. 

21. d/z as in /'Todo/ 'except' - /'? ez'9/ 'mourning ceremony'. 

22. d/ý as in /'coda/ 'except' - /'Toso/ 'walking sticV. 

23. d/c as in /'hida/ 'he sang (to urge camels on)' - 

/'hx'ce/ 'he spoke'. 

24. d/4 as in /'ridaT'/ 'he punished (sb. ) for being offensive' 

Prig'alz/ 'he came back'. 

25. d/I as in /'Toda/ 'except' - /IT919[ "supper'. 

26. d/h as in. Pnidar/ 'it became scarce' - Pnihar/ 

'he slaughtered'. 

27. d/T as -in. /79"dir/ 'I manage' - /? 9ITLr/ 'I lend'. 

28, d/7 asAn /lszdal/ 'he closed (his eyes)' 'he 

asked'. - 

29. d/h as in /'sidal/ 'he closed (his eyes)' - 

'it became simple'. 

30. d/i as in /"ý; Dda/ 'except' - 'sickness'. 

31. d/u as in Phalz/ 'my condition' - Phaux/ 'containing 

(adj. ) '. 

(c) In*Wrd-ýfinal position, /d/ enters into the followi. ng 

distinctive oppositions: 

l. d/f = f/d (see section 12.4 above). 

2. d/m 1- M/d (see section 12.5 above). 

3. d/ip ip/d (see section 12.6 above). 

4. d/t t/d (see section 12.7 above). 
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5. d/t as in /xad/ 'cheek'- /xq/ 'handwriting'. 

6. d/e as in /"ýibad/ 'he worshipped' -. /'Tib9O/ 'he caused 

disorder'. 

7. d/8 as in /led/ 'he tied'-- /193/ 'he deviated (from)'. 

8. d/ý as in /Ted/ 'he counted' - /Tab/ 'it or he bit 

9. d/k as in /led/ 'he tied' - /I; pk/ 'suspicion'. 

10. d/g as in /led/ 'he tied' - 119gl 'tear (n. ) 1. - 

11. d/x as in /dad/ 'brother' - /dax/ 'he felt dizzy'. 

12. 'd/-y as jn. /ýad/ 'he hunted' /qay/ 'he worded'. 

13. d/ý as in /had/, 'limit (n. )' /haý/ 'justice'. 

14. d/n as in /xad/ ! cheek' - /xan/ 'he spoke nasally'. 

15. d/r as in /had/ 'limit (n. )' - /har/ 'hot weather'. 

16. d/1 as in /had/ 'limit (n. )' - /hal/ 'solution'. 

17. d/I as in /xad/ 'cheek' /xal/ Ivifiegarl. 

18. d/s as in /xad/ 'cheek' /xas/ 'lettuce'. 

19. d/z as in /had/ 'limit (n. )' /haz/ 'notch (n. )'. 

20. d/q as in /xad/ 'cheek' /xeq/ 'he specified'. 

21. d/'c as in /bid/ 'with one's hand' - /bi6/ 'in you (sing. f. )'. 

22. ý/4-as in /Tad/ 'he came back' /Ta'g/ 'ivory'. 

23. d/I as in /Tad/ 'he came back' /Tal/ 'he lived'. 

24. d/h as in /ýad/ 'he threw back' /qoh/ 'correct (adj. )'. 

25. d/T as in /led/ 'he tied' - ftaý'/ 'it or he shone'. 

26. d/? as in /sad/ 'it prev. ailed' - /sa? / 'it became worse'. 

27. d/h as in /lad/ 'he praised' - /jah/ 'Shah'. 

28. d/i as in /had/ 'limit (n. )' - /haij''alive'. 

29. d/u as in /49d/ 'he worked hard' - /-au/ 'weather'. 9 
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Summary: 

The phoneme /d/ is opposable to 27 consonant phonemes and 2 

vowel phonemes word-initially, 29 consonant phonemes and 2 vowel 

phonemes word-medially, and 27 consonant phonemes and 2 vowel 

phonemes word-finally; i. e. /d/ forms a total of 89 different 

distinctive oppositions within the SIA system of phonological 

oppositions. 

12.9'*The Oppotability'of'/t/. 

The opposability of the phoneme /t/. within the SIA system of 

phonological oppositions is as follows: 

(a) In word-initial position,. /t_/, enters into the following 

distinctive oppositions: 

t/p p/t- (see section 12.2 above). 

2. 
. 
/b t b/t (see section I 12.3 above). 

3. t/f = f/ý (see section 12.4 above). 

4. t/M = M/t (see section 12.5 above). 

5. t . 
/T = T/t (see section 12.6 above). 

6. V/t = t/t (see section 12.7 above). 

7. t/d = d/t (see section 12.8 above). 

8. t/O as in* /tar/ 'it or he flow' - /ear/ 'revenge (n. )'. 

9. t/a as, in /tai / 'it became longer' - /Bal/ 'the name of 

the letter 'W ". 

10. t/ý as in, /tar/ 'it or he flew' - /*bar/ 'harmful 

11. V/k as in-/tus/ ldrinki, ng bowls' - '/kus/ 'CUPS1. 
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12. t/g as in /tal/ it became longer' - /gal/ 'he said. 

13. t/x as in /tas/ 'he visited unexpectedly' - /xas/ 'lettuce'. 

14. t /y as in /tar/ 'it or he flew' - /-yar/ 'he became jealous'. 

15. t/k as in /ýas/ 'he visited unexpectedly' - /k. as/ 'priest'. 

16. t/n as in /tar/ 'i t or'he flew' - Inar/ 'fire (n. )'. 

17. t /. r as in /Itztgo f' drinking bowl' - /Izasa/ 'his head'. 

18. Is as in /tar/ 'it or he flew' - /sar/ 'he walked'. 

19. t/z as in /tar/ 'it or he flew' - /zar/ 'he visited'. 

20. t/ý as in /tinf 'rrud' - /ýin/ 'China'. 

21. t /c' as in /tibn a/' 'we recovered' /1'65zbnat 'felt pad'. 

22. Ig' as in /tibna 'we recovered' /09ýibna/ 'we brought'. 

23. t/I as in /tal/ 'it became longer' /Tal/ 'he moved out'. 

24. t/h as in /tin/ 'inud' - Ain/ 'time'. 

25. t/T as in /tar/ 'it or he. flew' /Tar. / 'di. sgrace (n. )'. 

26. t/? as in /tax/ 'it or he hit' /? ax/ 'brother'. 

27. t/h as. in /Itabbaj/ 'he played (in water)' - /'habbaj/ 

'he mil led'. 

28. t/i as in /'tardaf 'dismissal' - /'iarda/ 'yard'. 

29. t/u as in /'tarda/ 'dismissal' - /Iuarda/ 'flower'. 

(b) In'%46M-medial position, /t/ enters into the following 

distinctive oppositions: 

I. t/P P/t 

2. f/b b/t 

3. t/f f /t 

4. t/m M/t 

5- t ID4 a 
/lp 

(see section 12.2 above). 

(see section 12.3 above). 

(see section 12.4 above). 

(see section 12.5 above). 

(see section 12.6 above). 
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6. t/t = t/t (see section 12.7 above). 

7. t/d = d/t (see section 12.8 above). 

8. t/O as in /ý'ultur/ 'various types of perfume' - /%'Our/ 

'finding (lost property)'. 

9. t/3 as in /119trr/ 'cutting into two equal parts' 

Pja3r. r/. 'turquoise'. 

10. V/ý as in /17axtar/ 'more dangerous' - /17axýar/ 'green'. 

11. t/k as in /'jxt9. r/`he cut into two equal parts' 

/'jikar/,. 'he thanked'. 

12. t/g as in 117ajtarý 'cleverer' /'? 9jg9. r/-'blonde (adi. )'. 

13. t/x as in /'jitar/ 'he cut into two equal parts' - 00 
I'lixerl 'he snored'. 

14. t/-y as in /'liter/ 'he cut into two equal parts' - 

/'jiyar/ 'it became vacant'. 

15. t/ý as in /'batar/ 'dissatisfaction' - 1%9ýarl. 'COWS. 

16. t/n as in /'zita/ 'wagtail' /'zina/ 'decoration'. 

17. t/. r as in /xaltir/ 'dangerous' - /xalrir/ 'the sound 0.0- 
of flowing water'. 

18. Ion 1. 
. 
/i as in Pvatof 'boy's name' - 

19. t/I as in /'site/ 'he burgled' - /Isiia/ 'he sprayed with 

gunfire. 

20. t/s as in /'? oxtar/ 'more dangerous' 'I lose'. 

21. V/z as in /'Tqa/ 'boy's name' - /ITaza/ 'mourni. ng ceremony. 

22. t/ý as in /"zeta/ 'boy's name' - /'case/ 'walking stic k'. 

23. t/, C as in /'fartat/ 'she split the seeds' - /'far'Cat/ 

'she brushed'. 
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24. VIg as in Pnite/ 'he gave' - Pniga/ 'he was safe'. 

25. t/I as in /'Tqz/ 'boy's name' - /Ivaija/ 'supper'. 

26. t/h as in /'site/ 'he burgled' - /Isjha/ 'he sobered up'. 

27. t/T as in Pnqer/ 'he awaited'- - Pniver/ 'it or he 

roared'. 

28. V/7 as in Pnqi/ '(he) having given' - /'na? x'/ 'ver far'. y 

29. t/h as in /kater/ 'Qatar' - /'kahar/ 'sadness'. 
0000 

30. t/i as in /'Tata/ 'boy's name' - /'vaja/ 'sickness'. 

31. t/u as in Platir/ 'clever' - Pjauxr/`Whisper! ' 

(c) In*WbH4inal. position, /t/. enters into the following 

distinctive oppositions: 

1. (see section 12.4 above). 

2. t/m m/t (see section 12.5 above). 

3. ip/t (see section 12.6 above). 

4. t/t t/t (see section 12.7 above). 

5. t/d =. d/t (see section 12.8 above). 

6. t/O as 'in /hot/ 'he put, - Aae/ 'he encouraged. 

7. t/6 as in /lot/ 'river' - /lea/ 'he deviated from'. 

8. t/ý as in /x9t/ 'handwriting' - 'he shook'. 

9. V/k as in /let/ 'river' - /Jok/ 'suspicion'. 

10. VIg as in -ftot/ 'river' - llogl 'tear (n. )'. 

11. t/x as in /let/ 'river' - /Tex/ 'he urinated'. 

12. t/y as in /fat/ 'he became upset' - /lay/ 'he reacted 

emotionall y to bad news '. 

13. t/ý as in /hot/ 'he put '- /hak/ 'justice'. 

14. t/n as in /hot/ 'he put '-- /hen/ 'he longed for'. 
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15. t/. r as in /hat/ 'he put' - Aarl 'hot weather'. 
16. t/i as in /hat/ 'he put' - /haj/ 'solution'. 

17. t/I as "in /xq/ 'handwriting' - /xol/ ' vinegar'. 
18. t/s as in /xot/ 'handwriting' - /xas/ ' lettuce'. 

19. t/z as in /hot/ 'he put' - /hoz/ 'notch (n. )'. 

20. t/ý as in /xat/ 'handwriting' -, /xpq/ 'he specified'. 

21. t/c as in /Ipurat/ 'he disclosed inadvertently (a 

secreW - Ppuria'C/ 'brushes'. 

22.0 as in Aq/ 

, (to Mecca) 

23. t/I as in /x9t/ 

24. t/h as in ISq1 

25. as in /Sq/ 

26. t/7 as in /xat/ 

letter "x"'. 

'he put' - /hG)69/ 'he made the pilgrimage 

'handwriting' /xoS/. 'it or he entered'. 

'river' - /fah/ 'it became scarce'. 

'river' - ftsý/ 'it or he shone'. 

'he'stirred' - /xa? /- 'the name of the 

27. t/h as in /fat/ 'he became upset' -. /Iah/ 'Shah'. 

28. t/i as in /hot/ 'he put' - /hai/ 'alive'. 

29. t/u as in Aq/ 'he put' - /hau/ 'wild plant'. 

Summary: 

The phoneme is opposable to 27 consonant phonemes and 

2 vowel phonemes word-initially, 29 consonant phonemes and 2 

vowel phonemes word-medially, and 27 consonant phonemes and 2 

vowel phonemes word-finally; i. e. /t/ forms a total of 89 

different distinctive oppositions within the. SIA system of 

phonological oppositions. 
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12.10. * The'Oppotability of'/o/. 

The opposability of the phoneme /e/ within the SIA system 

of phonological oppositions is as follows: 

(a) In'wotd-ýinitial position, /e/ enters into the following 

distinctive oppositions: 

1. O/p p/0 (see section 12.2 above). 

2. O/b b/O (see section 12.3 above). 

3. e/f f/O (see*section 12.4 above). 

4. e/m m/0 (see section 12,5 above). 

5. (see section 12.6 above). 
"I 6. O/t t/O (see section 12.7 above). 

7. O/d d/O (see section 12.8 above). 

8. e/ý ý/e (see section 12.9 above). 

e/3 as in /'Oarue/ 'wealth' - /18arue[Ipeak (of power 

or success)'. 

10. -0/ý as in /O. ar/ 'revenge (n. )' 'harmful'. 

11. G/k as in 1'exrexpl 'he chopped' - 'he was generous'. 

12. e1g as in /Ourp/ 'garlic' - /gW/ 'stand up. '' - 
13. e/x as in /Oal/ 'he became confused' - /xal/ Imole'. 

14. E)/y as in /E)ar/ 'revenge (n. )I-/. yar/ 'he became jealous I. 

15.0/ý as in /'Oanz/ 'second (adj. ), - /lkeani/ 'light (colour)'. 

16. ()/n as in /ear/ 'revenge (n. )' - /nap/ 'fire (n. )'. 

17. o1r as in /O-Goba/ 'his shirt' - [Ircbo/ 'thick yoghurt'. 

18. O/S a. s in 10arl 'revenge (n. )' - /sar/ ýIhe walked'. 

19. O/z as in /Oar/Yevenge (n. )' - /zar/ 'he visited'. 

20. oh as in /ear/ 'revenge (n. )' - /ýar/ 'he became'. 
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21 .e /-c as in PE)ara hi s revenge "care sol uti on 

22. elg- as in learl 'revenge (n. ) /gar/ Ineighbour'. 

23. eft as in /Oal/ 'he became confused' - /jai/ 'he moved out'. 

24. O/h as in /ear/ 'revenge (n. )' - /har/ 'hot'. 

25. O/T as in /Oar/ 'revenge (n. )' - 1'ýarl disgrace (n. )'. 

26.0/7 as in /'0anx/ 'second (adj. )' - /'? an; */'I'. 

27o O/h as in leorl 'bull' - /hor/ 'marsh'. 

28. OA as in /09'min/ 'valuable' - /ia'min/ loath'. 

29o q/U as in IOubarl 'it or he bothered continually 

uubar / 'camel hair'. 

(b) 

distinct 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

In'wor&medial positioi 

ive oppositions:. 

O/b = b/O (see section 

e/f = f/e (see section 

0 /M = M/O (see section 

O/T = Ir/O (see section 

O/t = t/O (see section 

O/d = d/O (see section 

0/t = t/O (see section 

0/5 as in 1'qiOarl 'he 

n, /0/ enters into the following 

12.3 above). 

12.4 above). 

12.5 above). 

12.6 above). 

12.7 above). 

12.8 above). 

12.9 above) . 

stumbled' - /'Tiber/ 'he excused' 

9.0/ý as in /'xuOP9/-'curdling. agentI - llxuý. ral 'vegetables'. 

10. e/k as in /maý; Oana/-'(urinary) bladder' - /ma'kana/ 'his 

place'. 

11. G/g-as in Pniear/ 'he scattered' - 'it or he tapped'. 

12. O/x as in /79'eir/ 'ether' - /79'xit/ 'final'. 
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13. ely as in /? e'E)ar/ 'it or he aroused' - /? a'-yac/ 'I feel 

jealous'. 

14. e/t as in /'rroa/ 'he lamented' - /'rite/ 'he was promoted'. 

15. 
. 

e/n as in 179'oirl 'ether' 'I light up 

(the way)'. 

16. eIr as in /'Trorg/- 'bunch (of dates) /lq'rrrg/ 'root (n. )'. 

17.0/1 as in /ldiOu/ '(a contemptuous term) idiot' - 

/'driu/ 'simpleton'., 

- the'horsels) dung' - 18. ell. as in 1'rooal 'its (e. g. 

/'. roi9/`road-roller'. 

19. Ols as in 1? 9"eirl 'ether' /791. gir/'captive'. 

20. o/z as in /79"'Our/ 'I rebel' -. /? e'mv/ 'I visit'. 

21.0A as in /? 9"Oir/ 'ether' - /? a'qir/ 'I become'. 

22. O/CW as in Pne9irl 'scattering (n. )' PnP'cIr/ 'defiant'. 

23.0/6 as in Pnzeer/ 'he scattered' Pnigwar/ 'he chopped'. 

24.0/1 as in 1? 910irl 'ether' - 1? 9"firl 'I point to'. 

25. O/h as in PnrOar/ 'he scattered' - Pnihar/ 'he slaughtered'. 

26. O/T as in /79"eir/ 'ether' 'I lend. 

27.0/7 as in /mu'O9nn9/-- 'boy's name' - /mu'? 9nn9/- 'our provisions'. 

28. , e/h as in /179oal/ 'tamarisk' -- /I? ah; Dl/ 'one's home 

or family'. 

29. e/i as in /ma'eana/ 'bladder' - /ma'iane/, 'close 

friendship'. 

30. o/u as in /? em'oal/ 'proverbs' - /? em'ual/ 'wealth'. 

(c) In'Wotd-fihal-posi. tion, /0/ enters into the following 

distinctive oppositions: 
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1. o/f = f/9 (see section 12.4 above). 

2. o/m = m/e (see section 12.5 above). 

3. Ohp = IP/0 (see section 12.6 above). 

4. O/t = t/O (see section 12.7 above). 

5. O/dý= d/O (see section 12.8 above). 

6. O/t = t/O (see section 12.9 above). 

7.0/5 as in /'ni(k)aE)/ 'he brokeý(an obl. igation)' 

1nr (b)93/ 'he rejected'. 

8.0/ý as in /hoo/ 'he encouraged' - /hab/ 'luck'. 

9. e/k as in /hael 'he encouraged' - /hok/ 'he scratched'. 

10. eIg as in /Iboo/ 'broadc asting (n. )' - lbogl Imosquitoes'. 

11. e/x as in lbeel 'broadcasti. ng (n. )' - /box/ 'he sprayed'. 

12.0/y-as in /noo/ 'it rained l. ightly' - /nay/ 'he pinched 

(sb. ) for attention'. 

13. e/ý as in /hae/ 'he encouraged' - -/haý/ 'justice'. 

14. O/n as in /hae/ 'he encouraged' - /hen/ 'he longed for'. 

15. ete as in Aae/ 'he encouraged' - /her/ 'hot weather'. 

16.0/1 as in /hao/ 'he encouraged' - /hal/ 'solution'. 

17. e/I as in /-Yee/ 'he upset' - 'he poked'. 

18. *01s as in /h; aO/ 'he encouraged'-- /has/ 'he felt'. 

19. e/z as in /haO/ 'he encouraged' - /hez/. 'notch (n. )I. 

20. e/ý as in /-Yee/ 'he upset' - /-yes/ 'he choked'. 

21. e/6 as in /baO/ 'broadcasting (n. )' - /bo'C/'packing (n. )'. 

22. e/6 as in /hae/ 'he encouraged' - /bDg'/ 'he made the 

pilgrimage (to Mecca)'. 

23. eft as in /hae/ 'he encouraged' - /hol/ 'he mowed the 

lawn'. 
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24. e/h as in /bae/ 'broadcasting (n. ) I- /bah/ 'it (i. e. 

the voice) became husky'. 

25. O/Iz as in /baE)/ '(he) having broadcast' - /baT/ 'he sold'. 

26. E)/,? as in /bae/ '(he) having broadcast' - /ba? / 'the 

name of the letter "b"'. 

27. 
. 
0/i as in /haE)/ 'he encouraged' - /hei/ 'alive'. 

28. e/u as in /hao/ 'he encouraged' - /hau/ 'wild plant'. 

Summary: 

The phoneme is opposable to 27 consonant phonemes and 

2 vowel phonemes word-initially, 28 consonant phonemes and 2 

vowel phonemes word-medially, and 26 consonant phonemes and 2 

vowel phonemes word-finally; i. e. /e/ forms a total of 87 

different distinctive oppositions within the SIA system of 

phonological oppositions. 

12-. 
-11. 

- 'The'OppotAbility*of /ý/. 

The opposability of the phoneweý/5/ within the SIA system 

of phonological oppositions is as follows: 

(a) In Wdr&-initial position, /a/ enters into the following 

distinctive oppositions: 

1.3/p = p/8 ýsee section 12.2 above). 

2.8/b = b/5 (see section 12.3 above). 

-3.8/f = f/3 (see section 12.4 above). 

4.81m = m/3 (see section 12.5 above). 

5.8hp = ip/3 (see section 12.6 above). 

6.3/t = t/3 (see section 12.7 above). 
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7. ' 5/d d/8 (see section 12.8 above). 

8.8/t t/a (see section 12.9 above). 

9.6/0 o/S (see section' 12.10 above). 

10. a/O as in /ail/ 'humiliat. ion' - /ýil/ 'shade'. 

llo 8/k as in /'89119/ 'he humiliated him' - /! kolla/ 'header 

(in football)'. 

12.81g as in /laallef'he humiliated him' - I'golial 'he 

said to him'. 

13.3/x asAn /Iballa/ 'he humilioted him' - /'xalle/ 'he put'. 

14.6/y as-in /Ioalla[ 'he humiliated him' -/'-yolla/ 'he 

raised the price'. 
_ 

15.64 as in /'bibal/ 'it wilted' -, /'ýibol/ 'he. agreed. 

16.8/n as in /18ibah/. 'he slaughtered' - PnibaTi/ 'it 

(i. e. the dog) barked'. 

17o 81. r as in /'Bola/ 'these (people)' - /'. roleflroad-roller'o 

18. a/s-as in /'Ballaf'he humiliated him' - /'salla/ 'basket'. 

19.8/z as in /'ballef'he humiliated him' - /'z alla/ 'mistake (n. )'. 

20.8/1 as in /aar/ 'he threw or. scattered' /jar/ 'he- 

wrapped in a cloth bundle'. 

21.8/6 as in /Bak/ 'that (one)' - Acak/ 'base down, the 

winning position'. 

22.8/6 as in /'Bibal/ 'it wilted' - /'g"ibal/ 'mountain'. 

23.3/1 as in 1'aarral 'atom' - I'larral 'his wickedness'. 

24.8/h as in laorl 'he threw or scattered' /har/ 'hot 

weather'. 

25.6/1' as in /'Bella/, 'he humiliated him' 'he 

made (sth. ) higher'. 
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26.8/7 as in /3; a'xiv9/ 'ammunition' - 179'xiral 'final 

(f. sing. ) 

27.5/h as in /8ak/ 'that (one)' - /hak/ 'take! '. 

11 28.8/i as in /8am/ 'he spoke ill of' -*/iom/ near 

29.5/u as in /8el/ 'tail' - /uel/ 'distress (n. )'. 

(b) In-WOH-ýrbMial position, /a/ enters into the followi. ng 

distinctive oppositions: 

1.5/b b/O (see section 12.3 above). 

2.6/f f/3 (see section 12.4 above). 

3.8/m = m/5-'(see section 12.5 above). 

4.8/T = ip/a (see section 12.6 above). 

5.8/t = t/8 (see section 12.7 above). 

6.8/d = d/5 (see section 12.8 above). 

7.34 =0 (see section 12.9 above). 

8.8/0 = o/5 (see section 12.10 above). 

9.8/ý as in Pni5ar/ 'he warned' Pniýar/ 'he looked into'. 

10.8 /k as in Pnibarl 'he warned' Pnikar/ 'he denied'. 

11.6/g as in /'w3ar/ 

12. ' ). /x as in /bu lbur/ 

13.8/y as in /'Xabxl/ 

havi ng occupied'. 

14. as in /'Vabrl/ 

15.6/n as in /Ihxae/ 

ý'he warned' - Pnigar/ 'it or he tapped' 

. 
'seeds' - /bulxur/ 'incense (n. )'. 

'boy's name' - /'Tayzl '(he) 

lenemy' /'taýii/ 'sensible'. 

'shoe(s)' /'hina/ 'he bent forward'. 

16. as in /ba'ai? / 'obscene' /balri? / 'innocent'. 

17.8/1 as in J'hiba/ 'shoe(s)' /'hrl; a/, 'it or he became 

prettier'. 
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18. a/I as in /'-y95(6)9/ 'he fed' - /'-y9j(j)9/ 'he raised 

(the price)'. 

19. als as in Pnibir/ 'solemn pledge' Pnisir/ 'eagle'. 

20. O/z as in /"ýa3ii/ 'enemy' - /"Zazil/ 'insulator'. 

21.6/q as in /'ni8ar/ 'he Warned' - /'niqor/ 'he granted 

victory to'. 

22.8/6 as in Phi69/, 'shoe(s)_' /'hr'ca/-Ihe spoke'. 

23.5/6 as in /'hiba/ 'he talked irrationally' - /Ihiga/ 

'he satirized'. 

24. B/I as in Pnibert'he warned' - /'nifer/ 'he published'. 

25. o/h as in Pnibar/ 'he warned' - /lnxhar/ 'he slaughtered'. 

26.3 /T as in Pja5rof'turquoise' - P19Tra/- 'hair'. 

27.8 /h as in /Ijaari/ 'turquoise-coloured' /Ilahri/ 

'monthly'. 

28.5/i as in /'hiba/ 'shoe(s)' - /'hiio/-'he brought back 

to life'. 

29.5/u as in /'habi/ 'this one (f. )' - /'haui/ 'amateur'. 

(6) In*Woe&final position, /a/ enters into the following 

distinctive oppositions: 

1. a /f = f/a (see section 12.4 above). 

2.8/m = m/5 (see section 12.5 above). 

3.5/t* = t/3 (see section 12.7 above). 

4. a /A d/8 (see section 12.8 above). 

5. (see section 12.9 aboýe). 

6.8/0 0/5 (see section 12.10 above). 

7.8/ý as in /feb/. Ii. ngenious' - /f93/. Ihe got (it)over with'. 
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A. 8/k as in /fob/ 'ingenious' /fak/ 'he opened'. 

9. 81g as in ftaa/ 'he deviated from' - 11agl 'tear (n. ),. 

10. 8/x as in /f98/ 'ingenious' - /fox/ 'trap (n. )'. 

11. a /Y as in ft ab / 'eccentric' - /JaYP he* reacted emotionally to bad 

12. 8 /k as in JI ab / 'eccentric'- news' 
- /W 'difficult'. 

13. 8/n as -in /f 9ý /. Ii. ngenious' - /fan/ 'art'. 

14. B/r as in /faa/ 'ingenious' - /far/ 'he eloped'. 

15. 8/1 as in /lab/ 'eccentric' - ISall 'he moved out'. 

16. B/Z as in /fab/ 'ingenious' - /fez/. 'he was startled'. 

17. 8/ý as in PnibaB/ 'he rejected' --Pnibes/ 'he interfered 

unnecessarily'. 

18. 8A as in /fac)['ingenious' /fe'C/ 'jawbone'. 

19. 8/6 as in AaBtlthis one (m. )' /hag'/ 'it or he became 

furious'. 

20. 61s as in /Sab/. 'eccentric' - /SaS/. 'cheeseclothl. 

21. 5/h as in /sq3l 'he deviated from' ISahl 'it became 

scarce 

22. 8/ý' as in IS981 'he deviated from' ftaý'l 'it or he shone'. 

23. ' IS as in /Jac). /. 'eccentric' - ISa? l, lhe wanted'. 

24. 8/h as in ISabl 'eccentric' - /Sah/ 'Shah'. 

25. 8/i as in /faa/ 'ingenious' - /fai/ 'shade'. 

26. 8/u as in /habbab/ 'he pr eferred' - /Ihabbapi/'they liked'. 

The phoneme Atis opposable to 27 consonant phonemes and 2 

vowel phonemes word-initially, 27 consonant phonemes and 2 vowel 

phonemes word-medial'ly, and 24 consonant phonemes and 2 vowel 

phonemes word-finally, i. e. /8/ forms a total of 84 different 
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distinctive oppositions within the SIA system of phonological 

oppositions. 

12.12. ' 'TWOppotability'of 

The opposability of the phoneme /ý/ within the SIA system 

of phonological oppositions is as follows: 

(a) ln'Wr&ihitial, position, /0/ enters into the following 

distinctive oppositions: 

ý/p = p/§ (see section 12.2 above). 

2. ý/b = b/ý (see section 12.3 above). 

3. ý/f = f/ý ýsee section 12.4 above). 

4. ý/m = m/ý (see section 12.5 above). 

5. (see section 12.6 above). 

6. ý/t = t/ý (see section 12.7 above). 

7. ý/d = d/ý (see section 12.8 above). 

8. (see section 12.9 above). 

9.8/e = 0/ý (see section 12.10 above). 

. 
10.0/3 = 5/0 (see section 12 . 11 above). 

11.8/k as in /'Bife/ 'river bank' - /1kife/''it sufficed'. 00 
12. V6 as in /Oad/ 'he opposed' - /geci/ 'equal to'. 

13.6/X as in /'bubat/ 'he controlled' - /lxubat/ 'he mixed'. 

14. aby as in-/ýar/ 'harmful' - harl 'he became jealous'. 

15.04 as in /ýad/ 'he opposed' /ý6d/'perhaps'. 

16. ý/n as in /ýar/ 'harmful' - Aar/ 'fire (n. )'. 

17. V. 0 as in /ýad/ 'he opposed' - /. red/ 'reply (n. )'. 

18. Vs as in /§ad/ 'he opposed' - /sod/ 'dam'. 
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19. a /Z 

20. 

21. rc 

22. 

23.8/1 

24. 

25. 

26. 

27. /h 

28. 

29. b/u 0 

as in /ýar/ 'harmful' - /zap/ 'he visited'. 

as in /ýag'/ 'he became bored' /jaV Iteakwood'. 

as in /ýad/ 'he opposed' -C /'ad/ 'he worked hard' 

as in /ýar/ 'harmful' - /ýar/ 'ne. ighbour'. 9 

as in /ýad/ 'he opposed' - /led/ 'he'tied'. 

as in 1ýarl 'harmful' - /har/ 'hot'. 

as in 1ýarl 'harmful' - 1'ýarl 'disgrace (n. )'. 

as in /px/Ipumping (n. )' /? ex/ 'brother'. 

as in 1ýaal 'he opposed' /had/ 'he let go'. 

as in /ýad/ 'he opposed' /iod/ 'hand (n. )'. 

as in /ýO'd/ 'he opposed' /uad/ 'he liked'. 

(b) In'Wor&modial position, /ý/ enters into the followi. ng 

distinctive oppositions: 

1. b/ý (see section 12.3 above). 

2., f/V see section 12.4 above). 

3. O/M m/ý ýsee section 1Z. 5 above). 

4. (see section 12.6 above). 

-5. 
ý/t t/O ýsee section 12.7 above). 

6. ý/d d/ý (see section 12.8 above). 

7. (see section 12.9 above). 

8.8/0 0/ý (see section 12.10 above). 

9. ý/a (see section 12.11 above). 

10'. ý/k as in /'nioar/ 'he looked into' /'nikar/ 'he denied'. 

11. ýjg as in Pnzýar/ 'he looked into' /'nigar/ 'it or he 

tapped'. 
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12.8/x as in /Iba6at/ 'it (i. e. the hen) laid eggs' - 

Pbaxat/ 'it became insipid'. 

13.8/y as in /'babat/ 'it (i. e. the hen) laid eggs' /'bayeot/ 

'he took (sb. ) by surprise'. 

14.8A as in /T9'8: Lm/ 'great' /'Za'kim/ 'sterile'. 

15.8/n as in /Te"Oid/ 'backer or supporter' - N9nj. d/ 'stubborn'. 

16. c)/r as in Prabof 'he conciliated' 'it was 00 
transparent'. 

17.0/1 as in /xi89qj 'he bowed' Pxiia'ý/ 'he dislocated'. 

18. ý/j as in Pxaýa/ 'he went thro, ugh, it' - /'xale/- 

Imaternal aunt,. 

19.81s as in 'he conciliated', - /'. casa*/'his head. 

20. Vz as in /Itiioar/ 'he was present' - /'hizar/ 'he 

guessed (correctly)'. 

21. B/q as in /To'bidaf, 'his backer or supporter. ' - 

thi ck porri dge made of f1 our, oi 1, or butter, and sugar' 

22. arc as in /'hiba/ 'he witnessed' - /%xc'9/-Ihe spoke'. 

23. §/g' as in, /'hioar/ 'he was present', - /'hig'ar/ 'rooms'.. 

24.0/1 as in /'hxýor/ 'he was present' - /-'hijar/ 'it stuck'. 

25.3/h as in Pnic)ar/ 'he looked into' - Pniha-r/ 'he 

slaughtered'. 

26. as'in Praox/ 'in. agreement (with)' - Pra'W 

'shepherd'. 

27. as in 1'ribal 'he agreed' - 1'ri? el 'lung'. 

28.8/h as in Pne5ar/ 'eye sight' - /'nahar/ 'river'. 

29. ý/i as in /'haýir/ 'present (adj. )' - /'haiir/ 'bewildered'. 

30. ý/u as in Praýrl 'inagreement (with)', - /'. rauz/ from 

Rawa (a town)'. 
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(c) In word-final position, enters into the following 

distinctive oppositions: 

I. O/f f/ý (see section 12.4 above). 

2. m/ý (see section 12.5 above). 

3. zplý (see section 12.6 above). 

4. §/t t/O (see section 12.7 above). 

5. O/d d/ý (see section 12.8 above). 

6. ý/V t/o (see section 12.9 above). 

7.. 8/0 0/0 (see section 12.10 above). 

8. 5/5 6/ý (see section 12.11 above). 

9. §A as in AoV 'luck' - /hok/ 'he scratched'. 

10. 01g as in /hq/ 'luck' - /hog/ 'right (n. )'. 

11. 8/x as in /f98/ 'he sol ved' - /fox/ trap (n. )I. 

12. 8/y. as in /'fur oc)/ 'he imposed (sth. ) by force' 

11furayl 'it wa s empty' . 
13. ý/ý as in /hoý/ 'luck' - /haý/ 'justice'. 

14. a/n as in /haa/ 'luck' - /hen/ 'he longed for'. 

15. 5/. r as in /h93/ 'luck' - /her/ 'hot weather'. 

16. 6/1 as in /boa/ 'luck ' -/h; al/ 'solution'. 

17. as in /xaý/ 
-'he sho ok' - /xal/ 'vinegar. 

18. VS as in /xq/ 'he sho ok' - /xas/ 'lettuce'. 

19. 8/z as in /hoa/ 'luck'. - /hez/. Inotch (n. )'. 

20. 0/1 as in /xoV 'he sho ok' AeV 'he specified'. 

21. BA as in /faaf 'he sol ved' /fa'C/ 'jawbone'. 

22. 8/6 as in /h93/ 'luck' - /h 'he made the pilgrimage 99 

(to Mecca )'. 
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0 
23.8/1 as in /xaý/ 'he shook' /Waf/ 'it or he entered' 

24. ý/h as in /faý/ 'it exceeded the limit' - /fah/ 'it 

(i. e. odour) spread'. 

25. a/, z as in /beB/ 'egg(s)l - /beT/ 'selling (n. )'. 

26. as in /ma' kiýl 'pati ent (n. pi? / I esophagus 

27. as in /hq/ 'luck' - /hai/ 'alive'. 

28. ý/uas in /hq/,. 'luck' - /hou/ 'wild plant'. 

SUmmary: 

The phoneme*-/*ý/As opposable to 27 consonant phonemes and 2 

vowel phonemes word-initially, 28 consonant phonemes and 2 vowel 

phonemes word-medially, and 26 consonant phonemes and 2 vowel 

phonemes word-finally; i. e. -/c)V. forms a total of 87 different 

distinctive cppositions within the SIA system of phonological 

oppositions. 

'-The*Oppotdbility'Of*/k/. 12.13. 

The opposability of the phoneme /k/ within the SIA system 

of phonological oppositions is as follows: 

(a) In-woiý&Jnitial position, /'k/'enters into the following 

distinctive oppositions: 

k/p ! -P/k (see section 12.2 above). 
2- kA: ) -: -b/k (see section 12.3 above). 

k /f 

5. k 

6. k /t 

7. k /d 

8. k/ý 

f /k 

M/k 

ip/k 

tA 

d/k 

t/k 

(see 

(see 

(see 

(see 

(see 

(see 

section-12.4 above). 

section 12.5 above). 

section 12.6 above). 

section 12.7 above) 

section 12.8 above). 

section 12.9 above). 
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9. k /0 e/k (see section 12.10 above). 

10. k 6/k (see section 12.11 above). 

11. k ý/k (see section 12.12 above). 

12. k/g as in /'kubba/ 'meatballs made from meat with rice-or 

cracked wheat'and spices' - /'gubba/ 'room'. 

13. k/x as in /ked/ 'he worked hard' -- /x9d/ 'cheek'. 

14. k/y as in /kar/ ' profession' - /yar/ 'he felt jealous'. 

15. k/ý as in Aas/ ' cup' - 4as/ 'he measured'. 

16. k/n as in Aas/ ' cup' - /nas/ 'people'. 

17. k/. r as in Aas/ ' cup' -'Irasl 'head (n. )'. 

18. k/s as in /kad/ ' he worked hard' - /sad/ '-dam'. 

19. k/z as in /kar/ ' profession' - /zar/ 'he visited'. 

20. k/I as in /kad/ ' he worked hard' - /ýýd/ 'he threw back'. 

21. kAc' as in /kak/ ' tap or'cock' - /cak/ 'base down, the 

winning position . 

-22. k/6 as in /kar/ ' profession' - /gar/ 'neighbour. 

23. k/I as in /kad/ ' he worked hard' - /led/ 'he tied'. 

24. k/h as in' /kad/ ' he worked hard' - /bad/ 'limit (n. )'. 

25. k/T as in Ikarl ' profession' - /qar/ 'disgrace (n. )'. 

26. k/? as in /kas/ ' cup' -. /? as/ lace'(in*a. game of cards)'. 

27. k/h as in /kad/ ' he worked hard' - /had/ 'he let go'. 

28. k/i as in /kas/ 1CUp1 - /ias/ 'privet'.. 

29. k/u as in /kad/ 'he worked hard' - /uaci/ 'he liked'. 

(b) Ih'W6r&medial position, /d/ enters into the following 

distinctive oppositions: 
I 
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1. k/b = b/k (see section 12.3 above). 

2. k/f = f/k (see section 12.4 above). 

3. k/m = m/k (see section 12.5 above). 

4. k/T = T/k (see section 12.6 above). 

5. k/t -= t/k (see section 12.7 above). 

6. k/d = d/k (see section 12.8 above). 

7. k/ý = t/k (see section 12.9 above). 

8. k /0 = O/k (see section 12.10 above). 

9. k/3 = 8/k (see'section 12.11 above). 

10. k/ý" = ý/k (see section 12.12 above). 

11. k/g as in /'like/ 'he complained' /'Jiga/ 'he worked 

very hard'. 

12. k/x as in /'?; pku/, Ithere is' - /'? exu/ 'brother'. - 

13. k/y as in I`Sakirl 'boy's name' - /Ijayir/ 'vacant'. 

14. k/k as. in /'sikat/ 'he shut up' - /-'sikat/ 'she watered'. 

15. k/n as in /'kokla/ 'coke' - /'kona/ 'argument'. 

16. k/r as in /'Takua/ 'complaint' - /'Serua[lbuy (n. )'. 

17. k/1 as in /xaki/ 'khaki' - /'xali/ 'empty'. 

18. k/I as in /'xaki/ 'khaki' - /'xali/ 'my maternal uncle'. 

19. - k/s as in /lhikam/ 'maxims' - /'hisam/ 'he settled 

(a case)'. 

20. k/z as in Phakim/ 'judge (n. )' --Phazim/ 'decisive'. 

21. k/q as in /'htikar/ 'he monopolized' - /, 'htisar/ 'he 

became depressed'. 

22. k/wC as in /'bakir/ 'virgin' - /'bacir/ 'tomorrow'. 

23. k/9' as in 'he thanked' - 11.11glerl 'pumpkin (s)'. 
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24. k/I as in Pnikor/ 'he denied' - PwSor/ 'he published'. 

25. k/t, as in /sikor/ 'he became drunk' - /'sihor/ 'he 

fasci na ted '. 

26. k/v as 
27. k/? as 

headed 

28. k/h as 

stayed 

29. k/i as 

30. k/u as 

in /ljakarj 'sugar' - Pjear/ 'hair'. 

in /'. rik; as/ 'it or he went down' - /IriTas/ 'he 

or became Chairman'. 

in 11sikerl 'he became drunk' - /'sihar/ 'he 

up late. 

in Pmakil/ '(he) having eaten' - /'mairi/ 'bent' 

in /'Sakzr/, 'grateful' /'jaxiir/ 'whisper! ' 

(c) Ih'wbrdLfihal position, /k/ enters into the following 

distinctive oppositions: I 

1. k/f =f /k (see section 12.4 above). 

2. k/M = M/k (see section 12.5 above). 

3. k /qt = T/k (see section 12.6 above). 

4. k/t = t/k (see section. 12.7 above). 

5. k/d* = d/k (see section 12.8 above). 

6. k/ý = t/k (see section 12.9 above) . 
7. k/E) = O/k (see section 12.10 above). 

8. A/8 = BA (see section 12.11 above). 

9. k/ý 
.= 

ý/k (see section 12.12 above). 
10. k/g as in /X*k/`. 'suspicion' - 119gl 'tear (n. )'. 

11. k/x as in /fak/ 'he opened' - /fax/ 'trap (n. )'. 

12. k/y as in /Ifurak/ 'he rubbe d' - 11furayl 'it was empty'. 

13. k/ý as in /hak/ 'he scratche d' - /, haý/ 'j ustice'. 

14. k/n as in /hak/ 'he scratch ed' - /han/ ' he longed (for)'. 
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15. k/r as in /hak/ 'he scratched' - Ifiarl 'hot weather'. 

16. k/l as 
17. k /I as 
18. k/s. as 

19. k/z as 
20. k/q as 
21. k/c as 
22 k/g' as 

pilgrii 

23. k/I as 

a bed' 

in /hak/ 'he scratched' 

in /pk/ 'he squeezed' 

in /h; )k-/ 'he scratched' 

in lhak/ 'he scratched' 

in /'furak/ 'he rubbed' 

in /'furak/ 'he rubbed' 

in /fiak/ 'he scratched' 

mage (to Mecca)'. 

in Pfurak/ 'he rubbed' 

1hall 'solution'. 

/3.91/ 'it or he stayed'. 

/has/ 'he felt'. 

/haz/ 'notch (n. )' . 
l. 'fu. raql 'opportunities'. 

/'fura'c/ 'brushes (n. )'. 

A99V 'he made the 

Pfurall. 'he rode 

24. k/h as in /Tak/ 'suspicion' /Jah/ 'it became scarce'. 

25. k/'ý as in /Tak/ 'suspicion. ' /19ý/ 'it or he shone'. 

26. k/7 as in /hak/ 'he knitted' /ha? / 'the name of the 

letter '10'. 

27. k/h as in /jak/ ' (he) havi. ng suspected' - /Jah/ 'Shah'. 

28. k/i as in ^ak/ ' he scratched' - /hoi/ 'alive'. 

29. k/u as in /hak/ ' he scratched' - /hou/ 'wild plant'. 

Summary: 

The phoneme /k/ is opposable to 27 consonant phonemes and 2 

vowel phonemes word-initially, 28 consonant phonemes and 2 vowel 

phonemes word-medially, and 27 consonant phonemes and 2 vowel 

phonemes-word-finally, i. e., /k/ forms a total of 88 different 

distinctive oppositions within the SIA system of phonol. ogical 

oppositions. 
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12.14. The-Opposability of IgI. 

The opposability of the phoneme /g/ within the SIA system 

of phonological oppositions is as follows: 

(a) In W6r&ihitial position, IgI enters into the following 

distinctive oppositions: 

1. g/p = p/g (see section 12.2 above). 

2. g/b = b/g (see section 12.3 ab ove). 

3. g/f = f/g (see section 12.4 above). 

4. g/m = m/g. (ýee section, 12.5 above) 

5. ghp = ip/g (see section 12.6 above). 

6. g/t = t/g (see section 12.7 above). 

7. g/d = d/g (see section 12.8 above). 

8. g/t = t/g (see section 12.9 above). 

9. g/O = G1g (see section 12.10 above). 

10. g/5 = 81g (see section 12.11 above)., 

11. g/ý = ýlg (see section 12.12 above). 

12. g/k ='k/9 (see section 12.13 above). 

13. g/x as in /gas/ 'he touched"-- /xas/ 'it went bad or 

spoiled'-. 

'he cut off' - 1-yesl 'he choked'. 14. g/y as in Igas 

15. g/k as in /gas/''he touched' - &as/ 'he measured'. 

16. g/n as in /gas/ 'he touched' - /nas/ 'peopl, e'. 

17.. g/. r as in /gas/ 'he touched' - Irasl 'head (n. )'. 

18. g/S as in /gad/ 'he held'(sb. ) by the hand' - /sad/ 'it or 

he prevailed'. 

19. g/z as in /gad/ 'he held (sb. ) by the hand' --/zad/ 

'it increased'. 
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20. g/q as in /g. -q/ 'he stood up' - 1,. -. l ihe fasted'. 

21. g/c' as in /gal/ 'he said' - Aal/ 'he measured out'. 

22. g/6 as in /gad/ 'he held (sb. ) by the hand' - /'ad/ 

'conscientious'. 

23. g/I as in /gal/ 'he said' /jai/ 'he moved out'. 

24. g/h as in /god/ 'equal to' /h; ad/ 'limit (n. )'. 

25. g/v as in /gad/ 'he held (sb. ) by the hand' - /Tad/ 'he 

returned'. 

26. g/? as in /gas/ 'he touched' - /? as/ lace (in a. game of 

cards) '. 

27. g/h as in /god/ ' equal to' - /had/ ' he let go'. 

28. g/i as in /god/ ' equal to' - /ibd/ ' hand (n. )I. 

29. g/u. as in /god/ ' equal to' - /uad/ ' he liked'. 

(b) In*Wor&medial position, IgI enters into the following 

distinctive oppositions: 

1. g/b b/g (see section 12.3 above). 

2. g/f : Elg (see section. 12.4 above). 

3. g/m = m/g (see section -12.5 above). 

4. g/rp = ip/g' (see section 12.6 above). 

5. g/t = t/g (see section 12.7 above). - 

6. g/d = d/g (see section 12.8 above). 

7. g/t = VIg (see section 12.9 above). 

8. g/O = O1g (see section 12.10 above). 

9. g/3 = 81g (see section 12.11 above). 

10. g/ý = ýlg (see section 12.12 above). 

11. g/k = k/g (sýee section 12.13 above). 
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12. g/x as 

13. g /Y as 

14. g /k as 

15. g /n as 

16. g /. r as 

17. g /i as 

18. g/l as 

19. g /S as 

in /Isegi/ 'irrigation' - /'saxi/ 'generous'. 

in /Isigar/ 'eagle' - /'si-yer/ 'childhood'. 

in /"Zegid/ 'narrow street' - /"ý; Dýid/'contract (n. )' 

in /Isuga/ 'his market' /'suna/ 'boy's name'. 

in /'baga/' 'bunch' /'barO/ 'his drinking bar'. 

in /'baga/ 'bunch' /'bale/- 'his mind or brain'. 

in /baga/- 'bunch' - /'balef 'bale'. 

in /'bage/ 'bunch' - /'base/ 'he kissed him'. 

20. g/z as in /'bagaflbunchl - /'baza/''cotton fabric'. 

21. g/q as in /'nrger/ 'it or he tapped, 'he 

granted victory to'. 

22. g/Cw as in 

23. as in 

chopped'. 

24. g/i as in 

25. g/h as in 

slaughter, 

/ 'nog rc / 

ad' 

'tapping (n. ) /'n9Zc'xr/, 'defiant'. 

'it or he tapped' -, Pntg'uc/ 'he 

'tapping (n. )' /'nalir/lpublication' 

'it or he tapped' - Pnihar/. 'he 

I 

26. glq as in /Isiga/ 'he watered' - /Isiva/ 'capacity,. 

27. u/? as in-Psagat/ 'she drove or rode (an animal)'-- 

/'sa? at/, -'it or she became worse'. 

28. g/h as in /'siga/ 'he watered' - /'siha/''he Was inattentive'. 

29. g/i as in /' naga/ ' female camel' /naiaflhis lute'. 

30. g/u as in /' sage/ ' he drove it' /'saua/ 'it or he 

equal led'. 

(c) In'Wofd-4inal position,. IgI enters into the following 

distinctive oPpositions: 
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1. g/f = f/g, (see section 12.4 above). 

2. g/m = m/g (see section 12.5 above). 

3. g/T =ip/g (see section 12.6 above). 

4. g/t = t/g (see section 12.7 above). 

5. -g /d = d/g (see section 12.8 a bove). 

6. g/ý. = Ig (see section 12.9 above). 

7. g /0 =0 Ig (see section 12.10 above). 

8. g/8 = 81g (see section 12.11 above). 

9. g/ý = ýlg (see section 12.12 above). 

10. g/k = k/g (see section 12.13 above). 

11.9/x as in 119gl 'tear (n. )l /fox/ 'he urinated'. 

12. g/-y as in /dog/ 'he knocked' /day/ 'he'p'lnched (sb. ) 

for attention'. 

13. g/k as in /dog/ 'he knocked' /dak/. 'he sickened sb. 

(with irritation, etc., )'. 

14. g/n as in 1jagl 'tear (n. )'. - /Ion/ 'he launched (an 

attack)'. 

15. glr as in /ýag/ 'he tasted' - /ýar/ 'harmful'. 

16. g/1 as in /bog/ 'steali, ng'or robbi. ng' /bol/lurinel. 

17. g/I as in /bog/ 'stealing or robbing' /boj/ 'ill-mannered 

woman 9. 

18. g/s as in /bag/ 'he stole or robbed' - /bas/ 'he kissed'. 

19. g/z as in /dOg/ 'he knocked' - /daz/`. Ihe sent'. 

20. g/q as in /bag/ 'he stole or robbed' /baq/ 'bus'. 

21. g/c as in /dog/ 'he kno. cked' - /dac"/ packi. ng (n. )'. 

22. g16 as in /ýag/ 'he tasted' --/ýag'/ 'he became bored'. 
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23. g/I as in /hag/ 'right (n. )' /hulf'he mowed the lawn'. 

24. g/h as in /log/ 'tear (n. )' /Jah/ 'it became scarce'. 

25. g/T as in 119gl 'tear (n. )' /19T/ 'it or he shone. 

26. g/7 as in /bag/ 'he stole or robbed' - /ba? / 'the name 

of the letter 'b"'. 

27. g/h as in /jag/'(he) having torn' - /lah/ 'Shah'. 

28. g/i as'in /hog/ 'right (n. )' - /h; ai/ 'alive'. 

29. g/u as in /hag/ 'right (n. )' - /hau/ 'wild plant'. 

Sotmary: 

The phoneme IgI is opposable to 27, corsonant phonemes and 2 

vowel phonemes word-initially, 28 consonant phonemes and 2 

vowel phonemes word-medially, and 27 consonant phonemes and 2 

vowel phonemes word-finally;. i. e. IgI forms a, total of 88 

different distinctive oppositions within the SIA system of 

phonological oppositions. 

. 12,15. Tho*Opposability*of /x/. 

The opposability of the, phoneme /x/ within the SIA system 

of phonological oppositions is as follows; 

(a) In'Wbý&initial position, /x/. enters into the folTowing 

distinctive oppositions: 
1. x/p = p/x (see section 12.2 above). 

2. x/b = b/. ýc (see section 12.3 above). 

3. x/f = f/x, (see. section 12.4 above),. 

4. x/m = m/x (see section 12.5 above). 

5. x ip/x (see section 12.6 above). 
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6. x/t = t/x (see section 12.7 above). 

7. x/d = d/x (see section 12.8 above). 

8. xh = t/x (see section 12.9 above). 

9. x/O = E)/x (see section 12.10 above). 

10. X/a = 8/x (see section 12.11 above). 

11. X/ý = ý/x (see section 12.12 above). 

12. x/k = k/x (see section 12.13 above). 

13. X/j = g/x (see section 12.14 above). 

14. X/-y as in J; ý9ý/ 'he specified' - 1-yesl 'he choked'. 

15. X& as in /xas/ 'lettuce' - lkasl 'Priest'. 

16. x/n as in /xas/ 'it went bad or spoiled' - /nas/ 'people!. 

17. X/. r as in /xas/ 'it went bad or spoiled' - /ras/ 'head (n. )'. 

18. X/S as in /xal/ 'mole' - /sal/ 'it flowed'. 

19. x/z as in /xal/ 'mole' - /zal/ 'it disappeared'. 

20. xlq as in /xad/ ' cheek' /qad/ 'he threw back'. 

21. x/c as in /xal/ ' mole' /'cal/ 'he measured out'. 

22. x/' as in Ixerl 'it leaked' - 'he pulled'. 9 
23. x/I as in /xal/ 'mole' - /jai/ 'he moved out'. 

24. x/h as in /xas/ II ettuce - /h; Ds/ he fel t 1. 

25. x/T as in /xad/ 'cheek' Pad/ 'he counted'. 

26. x/7 as in /xas/ 'it went bad or spoiled' - /? as/ lace 

(in a garm of cards)'. 

27. 
. x/h as in /xad/ 'cheek' - /had/ 'he let go'. 

28. x/i as in /xas/ 'it went bad or spoiled' - Aas/ 'privet'. 

29. x/u as in /xad/ 'cheek' - /uad/ 'he'liked'. 

(b) In'Word-ýmedial position, /x/ enters into the following 
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distinctive oppositions: 

1. x1b ý b/x (see section 12.3 above). 

2. x/f = f/x (see section 12.4 above). 

3*. xhý = M/X (see section 12.5 above). 

4. x/IP = T/X (see section 12.6 above). 

5. X/t = t/x (see section 12.7 above). 

6. x/d ='d/x (see section 12.8 above). 

7. X4 = t/x (see section 12.9 above). 

8. X/O = O/X (see section 12.10 above). 

9. X/a = 8/x (see section 12.11 above). 

10. X/O = ý/x (see section 12.12 above). 

11. X/k = k/x (see section 12.13 above). 

12. X/g = g/x (see section 12.14 above). 

13. x /-Y as in 'he told' /'? aýbar/ 'dull'. 

14. X/ý as in /'saxi/ 'generous' /'Saki/ 'irrigation'. 

15. x/n as in /79'xir/ 'final' - /? o'nir/ 'I light up (the way)'. 

16. X/. r as in /Isrxa/ 'he was. generous' - Psira/ 'turn (n. )I. 

17. X/i as in /'sixa/ 'he was generous' - 11sx1al 'relation'. 

18. x/I as in /'qixa/- 'he was generous' 'he 

sprayed with* gunfire'. 

19. x/s as in Pa'xir/ 'final' - Pa"sir 'captive'. 

20. x/z as in /7a"xw/ 'I go to various places' /79'zur/ 

'I visit'. 

21. x/q as in /7a'xir/ 'final' -I become'. 

22. x/'c as in /Ietixa/ 'it became loose' /Irti-c9/-. Ihe 

leant back'. 
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23. x/gý as in I'lixerl 'he snored' 1'ji6arl 'pumpkin(sp. 

24. x/I as in Prixa/ 'it became loose' 'he bribed'. 

25. - x/h_as in /Isixar/ 'he ridiculed' - /'srhar/ 'he fascinated'. 

26. x/T as in I'lixerl 'he snored' /'jrT9p/'he felt'. 

27. x/? as in llr, xal 'it became loose' Proo/ 'lung'. 

28. X/h as in /11, xar/ 'he snored' - PlIharl 'he rode well- 

known'. 

29. x/i as in /'? axe/ 'he helped people to become friends' - 
P? aia / 'verse of the Koran'. 

30. x/u as in /'raxi/ 'loose' - /'raui/ 'from Rawa (a town)'. 

(c) In word-final position, /x/ enters into the following 

distinctive oppositions: I 

1. x/f = f/x (see section 12.4 above). 

2. x/m = m/x (see section 12.5 above). 

3. x/T = T/x (see section 12.6 -above). 

4. X/t = t/x (see section 12.7 above). 

5. x/d = d/x (see section 12.8 above). 

6. X/V = t/X (see section 12.9 above). 

7. ' x/e = O/x (see section 12.10 above). 

8. X/a = 8/x (see section 12.11 above). 

9. x/ý O/x (see section 12.12 above). 

10. x/k' k/x (see section 12.13-above). 

11. x/g =-g/x (see section 12.14 above). 

12. x/-y as in /lax/ 'he became self-important or pompous' - 

/Jay/, 'he reacted emotionally to bad news'. 
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13. x&, as in /lax/ 'he became self-important or pompous' - 

1W 'difficult'. 

14. x/n as in /fox/ 'trap (n. )' /fan/ 'art'. 

15. ' x/. r as in /fox/ 'trap (n. ) I Iforl ! he eloped'. 

16. x/1 as in /fax/ 'he became self-important or pompous' - 

/lal/ 'he moved out'. 

17. x/I as in /ýex/ 'pumping (n. )' 'it or he stayed'. 

18. x/s- as in /bax/ 'it became insipid' /bas/ 'he kissed'. 

19. x/z as in /fe. x/ 'trap (n. )' - /fez/. 'he woke up'. 

20. X/ý as in /Tux/ 'brain or mind' - /Tuq/ 'suck! '. 

21. x/, C as in /fox/ 'trap (n. )' - /fe'c/ 'jawbone'. 

22. X/6 as in /ýax/ %he) having pumped' - /ýaig/ 'he became 

bored'. 

23. x/I as in /fox/ 'trap (n. )' - Hal/ 'it or he deflated'. 

24. x/h as in /lax/ 'he urinated' - fiahl 'it became scarcel. 

25. 'x/q' as in ISexI 'he urinated' - /jav/ 'it or he shone'. 

26. x/7 as in /lax/ 'he became self-important or pompous' - 

/W-l 'he wanted'. 
27. x/h as in /lax/ 'he became self-important or pompous' 

/jah/ 'Shah'. 

28. x/i as in. /fox/ 'trap (n. )' - /fai/ 'shade'. 

29. x/u as in Pax/ 'brother' - /? au/ lorl. 

Summary: 

The phoneme /x/ is opposable to 27 consonant phonemes and 2 

vowel phonemes word-initially, 28 consonant phonemes and 2 
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vowel phonemes word-medially, and 27 consonant phonemes and 2 

vowel phonemes word-finally; i. e. /x/ forms a total of 88 

different distinctive oppositions within the SIA system of 

phonological oppositions. 

12.16. -The*OP'p sability'of /y/. 

The opposability of the phoneme /-y/ within the SIA system 

of phonological oppositions is as follows: 

(a) In Word-ýinitial position, /y/ enters into the. following 

distinctive oppositions: 

1. -Y/P p/-y (see section 12.2 above). 

2. -y1b b/ý (see section 12.3 above). 

3. -Y/f f/y (see section 12.4 above). 

4. -Y/M M/Y (see section 12.5 above). 

5. -Y/T T/-Y (see section 12.6 above). 

6. -Y/t t/-y (see section 12.7 above). 

7. -y /d d/y (see section 12.8 above). 

8. t/y (see section 12.9 above). 

9. -Y/O O/Y (see section 12.10 above). 

10. -Y/8 8/y (see section 12.11 above). 

11. -Y (see section 12.12 above). 

12. y/k = k/Y (see section 12.13 above); 

13. -ylg = g/Y (see section 12.14 above). 

14. Y/X = X/Y (see section 12.15 above). 

15a -YA as in /-yes/ 'he choked' - /ýas/ 'he narrated or told 

(a story)'. 
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16. -y/n as in /-yes/ 'he choked' 

17. -ylv as in /yad/ 'over there' 

18. -yls as in /-yad/ 'over there' 

19. -y/z as in /-Yad/ 'over there' 

20. -ylq as in /-yaq-/ 'it or he di 

21. -ylc' as in P-yaia / 'purpose' 

22. y/6 as in /-yad/ 'over there' 

23. -Y/x as in Pyebe/ 'absence' 

of grey hair'. 

24. -y/h as in /-yad/ 'over there' 

Aaý/ 'text'. 

Irad/ 'he wanted'. 

/sad/ 'it prevailed'. 

/zad/ 'it increased'. 

ved' - /qaý/ 'sauce'. 

- /"Caia/ 'his tea'. 

- /gad/ 'conscientious'. 

- Pjeba[ 'streak or touch 

- /had/ 'sharp (knife)', 

25. -y/T as in had/ 'over-there' /Tad/ 'he returned'. 

26. -y/? as in /'-yaia/-'purposel /'? ai-a/-Iverse of the 

Koran'. 

27. -y/h as in Pyaia/ 'purpose' - /lhaia/-Ithis one (f. )'. 

28. -y/i as in /'yeddef'he offered lunch (to sb. )' 

/'igdda/ 'handle (n. )'. 

29. -y/u as in /'-y9dd9/*'he offered lunch (to sb. )' 

/'u9dd9/*'he sent'. 

(b) In Word4hýdial, position, /y/ enters into the following 

distinctive oppositions: 

1. -f/p p/, y (see section 12.2 above). 

2. -y X bly (see section 12.3 above). 

3. Y/f f /Y (see section 12.4 above). - 
4. -y/m m/-y (see section 12.5 above). 

5. -y1j T/y (see section 12.6 above). 
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6. -y/t = t/-y (see section 12.7 above). 

7. -y/d = d/-y (see section 12.8 above). 

8. -y/t = tly (see section 12.9 above). 

9. Y/O = 0/-Y (see section 12.10 above). 

10. -Y/3 = 8/-Y (see section 12.11 above). 

11. -Y /-Y (see section 12.12 above). 

12. 'y/k = k/y (see section 12.13 above). 

13. -Ylg = g/y (see section 12.14 above). 

14. -Y/x = X/Y (see section 12.15 above). 

15. -Y4 as in /ba'ya? / 'prostitu tion' - -Jb9. 'ka? /- s, urvival'. 

16. -y/n as in /'bUyio/' 'desired object' /. 'bu; Ii9/-Iphysique'. 

17. -Y Ir as in /'ba- ye/ 'plastic' - /'ba-rat'his drinking bar'. 

18. Y/l as in /Ibaye/ 'plastic' - /'bale/ 'his mind or brain'. 

19. -Y/I as in /lba-ya/''plastic' - /'bale/ 'bale'. 

20. y/s' as in /lbaya/ 'plastic' - /'base/ 'he kissed him". 

21. -y/z as in /'baye/ 'plastic' - /'baze/ 'cotton-fabric'. 

22. -ylq as in /'qaya/ 'he worded it' - /'qaqa/ 'his sauce'. 

23. -yl'C as in /lbaya/ 'plastic' - /lba*c'a/ 'calf of the'leg'. 

24. y16 as in, /'Jx-y9r/ 'it was v acant' /Iji'ar/ 'pumpkin (s)'. 9 

25. y/I as in /'naya/-Ihe spoke softly' /1naJ9/'Ihe 

reached it or him'. 

26. -y/h as in /'qa-y9/-'he worded it' /Iqaho/ 'he called 

for him'. 

27. -y/lz as in /'baya/ 'plastic' - /baTe/ 'he sold it'. 

28. y/? 'as in /'Jayet/ 'she reac ted emotionally to bad news' 

/'Ia? et/ ' she wanted'. 
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29. -y/h as in /'bayu/ 'plastic' - /'bahe/ 'he boasted'. 

30. -y/i as in /Isa-yo/ 'he worded it' - Pqaia/ $smock'. 

31. -y/u as in /Ila-yir/ 'vacant' - Plauir/ 'whisper. '. 

(c) 
'In'W6rdLfinal 

position, /y/ enters into the'following 

distinctive oppositions: 

Y/f = fly (see section 12.4 above). 

2. -Y/m = m/Y (see section 12.5 above). 

3. -Y/T = Ip/-Y (see section 12.6 above). 

4. -Y/t = th (see section 12.7 above), 

5. y/d, = d/-y (see section 12.8 above). 

6. -Y/t = t/-Y (see section 12.9 above). 

7. -Y/O = O/-Y (see section 12.10 above). 

8. -Y/8 = 8/-Y (see section 12.11 above). 

9. (see. section 12.12 above)., 

10. -y/k = k/y (see section 12.13 above). 

11. ylg = g/Y (see section 12.14 above). 

12. Y/X = X/Y (see section 12,15 above). 

13. Y& as in /lay/ 'he reacted emotionally to bad news' 

'difficult'. 

14. y/n as in /qa-y/ 'he worded' - /qan/ 'he respected and 

protected'. 

15. -y/. v as in /qa-y/ 'he worded' - /qar/ 'he became'. 

16. -yll as in /fa-y/ 'he reacted emotionally to bad news' - 

/Ial/ 'he moved out'. 

17. yls as in /day/ 'he pinched (sb. ) for attention' - 

/des/ 'insinuation'. 
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18. -y/z as in /day/ 'he pinched (sb. ) for attention' - /daz/ 

'he, sent I. 

19. -f/ý as in /qay/ 'he worded' - /pý/ 'sauce'. 

20. -y/c' as in /do-y/ 'he pinched (sb. ) for attention' - 

I /doc/ 'packing (n. )'. 

21. -ylg' as in /ýay/ 'he worded' - /qa6/ 'teakwood'. 9 
22. -y/j as in /la-y/ 'he reacted emotionally to bad news. ' - 

/lal/. 'cheescloth'. 

23. -y/h as in /py/ 'he worded' - /jah/ 'he shouted'. 

24. -y/T as in /lay/ 'he reacted emotionally to bad news' - 

lSaý'l 'it became widespread'. 

25. -y/? as in /lay/ 'he reacted emotionally to bad news' - 

'he wanted'. 

26. * -y/h as-in Isayl 'he reacted emotionally to bad news' - Isahl 

'Shah'. 

27. y/i as in /qay/ he worded' - /pi/ 'piece (in a game 

of dominoes or. 'backgammon)'. 

28. -y/uýas in /'bilay'/it came to' - /lbilou/ 'they accused'. 

S Omma ry 

The phoneme /y/ is opposable to 27 consonant phonemes and 2 

vowel phonemes word-initially, 29 consonant phonemes and 2 

vowel phonemes word-medially, and 26 consonant phonemes. and 2 

vowel phonemes word-finally; i. e. 1-yl forms a total of 88 

different distinctive oppositions within the SIA system of 

phonological oppositions. 
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12.17. -Thd'Opp6tability of &/. 

The opposability of the phoneme &/ within the SIA system 

of phonological oppositions is as follows: 

(a) In)46rdLihitial poýition, &/ enters into the following 

distinctive oppositions: 

1- (see section, 12.2 above). 

2. t/b b/t (see section 12.3 above). - 

3. ý/f f& (see section 12.4 above). 

4. /rý m& (see section . 
12.5 above). 

5. k 
. 
/T T/t (see section 12.6 above). 

, 
6. t/t =, t/t (see section 12.7 above). 

7. ý/d = d& (see section 12.8 above). 

8. (see section 12.9 above). 

9 t/O 0/t (see section 12.10 above). 

10. (8/t (see section 12.11 above). 

11. ý/t, (see section 12.12 above). 

12. 
. 
/k k = k/t (see section 12.13 above). 

13. k/g = 9/t (see section 12.14 above). 

14. k/x =, X& (see section 12.15 above). 

15. 'Y/t (see section 12.16 above). 

16. ý/n as in 

17. as in 

18. ý/S as in 

19. ý/z as in 

20. t/I as in 

21., /'C as in 

/ps / 

/ýas / 

/ýad/ 

/ýad/ 

Aad/ 

'he measured' /nas/ Ipeople'. 

'he measured' -'/. ras/ 'head (n. ) 

'perhaps' /sod/ 'dam'. 

'he led' /zad/ 'it increased. 

'perhaps' /qad/ 'he threw back'. 

'perhaps' /69d/ 'he'worked hard' 
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22. ý16 as in /ýad/ 

23. k/I as in /ýad/ 

24. as in, /tad/ 

25. as in /ýad/ 

26. k/7 as in /ýas/ 

of cards)'. 

'he led' 

'perhaps' 

'perhaps' 

'perhaps' 

'he measu 

/9ad/ 'conscientious'. 

ISadl 'he tied'. , 

/had/ 'limit (n. )I. 

/Ted/ 'he counted$. 

red' - Paý/ lace (in a game 

27. ý/h as in &ad/ 'perhaps' - /had/ 'he let-go'., 

28. t/i as in /kad/ 'perhaps' - /iod/ 'hand (n. )'. 

29. t/u as in /kad/ 'perhaps' - /uad/ 'he liked'. 

(b) In'W6rd-ýmedial position, &/ enters into the following 

distinctive oppositions: 

1. ýlb = b& (see section 12.3 above). 

2. k/f = f/ý (see section 12.4 above). 

3. ý/m = M/ý (see section 12.5 above). 

4. (see section 12.6 above). 

5. ý/t = t/ý (see section 12.7 above). 

6. ý/d = d/ý (see section 12.8 above). 

7. (see section 12.9 above) 

8.0/ý (see section 12.10 above). 

9.3/ý (see section 12.11 above). 

10. k (see section 12.12 above). 

11. ý/k k/ý (see section 12.13 above). 

12. - ýlg g/ý (see section 12.14 above). 

13. ý/x X/ý (see section 12.15 above). 

14. (see section 12.16 above). 

15. k/n as in /'Tak; ad/ 'he signed a contract' /'Tanad/ 

'he was stubborn'. 
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16. ý/r as in 1'sqal 'he watered' -, /Isrra/ 'turn (n. )'. 

17. k/1 as in /'bake/ 'bunch' - /'bale/ 'his mind or brain'. 

18. k/I as, in /'bake/ 'bunch' - /'bale/ 'bale'. 

19. k/s as in /'hikad/ý'he begrudged' - /'hised/ 'he envied'. 

20. k/z as in /ý'a'kima/ 'sterile (f. sing. )' /Talzime/ 

'i nvi tati on 

21. k/q as in /'htiker/ 'he despised' - /%tiser/ 'he 
000 
became depresssd'.. 

22. k/6 as in /'bake/ 'bunch' /'ba*69/ 'calf of the leg'. 

23. k/6 as in /18akat/ 'it became narrow' - /18awst/ 'she 
0.09 

became bored'. 

24. ý/j as in /'bakor/ 'COWS' - /'bajar/ 'humans'. 

25. ý/h as in /lbator/ 'COWS' - /'boTiar/ 'sea'. 

26. k/'z As in /'Oaýat/ 'it became narrow' - 0a0 . 
/'ýa'zat/ 

or she was lost'. 

27. k/? as in /'bakat/ 'it became narrow' - Pba? at/ 'it lit 
00.0 
up 

28. ý/h as in*/ýo'ýil/ 'smooth' - /19'hil/ 'ne. ighi. ng (n. )'. 

29. ý/i as in /'T49d/ 'he. s. igned a contract' - /'Taied/ 

'he excha. nged greeti. ngs'. 

30. ý/u as in /'T49d/ 'he signed a contract' - /'Taued/ 

'he resumed'. 

(c) In'wof-d-final position, enters into the followi. ng 

distinctive oppositions: 

k/f f/ý (see section 12.4 above).. 

2. (see section 12.5 above). 
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3. ý/T 1- ip& (see section 12.6 above). 

4. ý/t t& (see section 12.7 above). 

5. ý/d d& (see section 12.8 above). 

6. (see section 12.9 above). 

7. t/d 0/ý (see section 12.10 above). 

8. t/a 8/t (see section 12.11 above). 

9. t/ý (see section 12.12 above). 

10. ý/k k/ý (see section 12.13 above). 

11. ý/g glý (see section 12.14 above). 

12. ý/x = X/ý (see section 12.15 above). 

13. ý/-y = ly/t (see section 12.16 above). 

14. ý/n as in /hot/ 'justice' - /, hen/ 'he lo. nged for'. 

15.. 'k/. r as in /heý/ 'justice' - /har/ 'hot weather'. 

16. t/i as in /haý/ 'justice' - /hai/ 'solution'. 

17. t/s as in /het/ 'justice' - /hes/ 'he felt'. 

18. k/z as in /hak/ 'justice' - /hez/ 'notch (n. )'. 

19. k/q as in /1ý9t/ 'it or he softened' lrasl 'he pressed 

together'. 

20. k/'C as in /daý/ 'it or he irritated' /da'c/ 'packing ('n. ). 

91. k/6 as in Aaý/ 'justice' - -/h; D'/ 'he made the pilgrimage 

(to Mecca)'. 

22. t/I as in ftaý/ 'd ifficult' - /Sai/. Icheesecloth'. 

23. k/h as in /Jq/ 'difficult' - /yah/ . '(it) having become 

scarcel. 
24. as in 'it became narrow' 'it was lost'. 

25. *as in 'difficult' - /Ja? / ' he wanted'. 
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26. ý/h as in /14/ 'difficult' - /jah/ 'Shah'. 

27. ý/i as in /hoý/ 'justice' - /hei/ 'alive' . 
28. ý/u as in /hq/ 'justice' - /hou/ 'wild plant'. 

SUmmary: 

The phoneme is opposable to 27 consonant phonemes and 2 

vowel Ohonemes word-initially, 28 consonant phonemes and 2 vowel 

phonemes word-medially, and 26 consonant phonemes and 2 vowel 

phonemes word-finally; i. e forms a total of 87 different 

distinctive oppositions within the SIA system of phonological 

oppositions. 

12.18. ''The'Opp6tability'of'/n/. 

The opposability of the phoneme /n/ within the SIA system 

of phonological oppositions is as follows: 

(a) In'Word-initial position, /n/ enters into the following 

distinctive oppositions: 

1. n/p = p/n (see section 12.2 above). 

2. n/b = b/n (see section 12.3 above). 

3. n/f = f/n (see section 12.4 above). 

4. n/m = m/n (see section 12.5 above). 

5. n/rp = ip/n (see section 12.6 above). 

6. n/t = t/n (see. *section 12.7 above). 

7. n/d = d/n (see section 12.8 above). 

8. n/t = t/n (see section 12.9 above). 

9. n/0 = O/n (see section 12.10 above). 

-10. n/6 = 8/n (see section 12.11 above). 
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11. n/O = Oh (see section 12.12 above). 

12. n/k = k/n (see section 12.13 above). 

13. n/g = g/r, (see section 12.14 above). 

14. n/x = x/n (see sectio, n'12.15 above). 

15. n/y = -y1n (see section 12.16 above). 

16. n/k = ý/n (see section 12.17 above). 

17. n /. c as in /nas/ 'people' - /. ras/ 'head (n. )'. 

18. n/s as in /nam/ 'he slept' - /sam/ 'Poisonous'. 

19.. n/z as in /nar/ 'fire (n. )' - */zar/ 'he-visited'. 

20. - n/ý as in /ri ar 'fire (n. )' /jar/. 'he became'. 

21. n /c' as in /'nadxc/ 'scarce' /`cadir/ 'tent'. 

22. n /9' as in /nar/ 'fire (n. )' /Uar/ 'neighbour'. 

23. n /I as in /nuq/ 'half' - /Xuq / 'fish-hook'. - 

24. n /h as in /nar/ 'fire (n. ) 1harl 'hot' 
. 

25. nf 'as An /nar/ 'fire (n. )' /Tar/ "disgrace (n. )'., 

26. -nP 'as in /nýs[ 'people' -- Pas/ lace (in a game of 

cards)'. `ý 

27 n/h as in /Inuua/ 'stones' - /. 'huua/ 'he loved'. 

28. n/i as in /hoý 'sleep (n. )' - Acý. n/ Idayl. 

29. n/u as in /niýad/ 'he re'scued' 99 'he found'. 

-(b) In' Wov; -&Ptdial position, /h/ enters into the following 

distinctive oppositions: 

1. n/p = p/h (see section 12.2 above). 

2. n/b =b/h (see section 12.3 above). 

3. n/f = fln (see section 12.4 above). 

4. nAn =m/h (see section 12.5 above). 
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5. n/T = T/n (see section 12.6 above). 

6. n/t = t/n (see section 12.7 above)., 

7. n /d = d/n (see section 12.8 above). 

8. n/t = t/n (see section 12.9 above). 

9. n A) = 0/n (see section 12.10 above 

10. n/6 = 8/n (see section 12.11 above). 

11. n/ý = ý/n (see section 12.12 above). 

12. n/k = k/n (see section 12.13 above). 

13. n/g = g/n (see section 12.14 above). 

14. n/x = x/n (see section 12.15 above). 

15. n/y = Wn (see section 12.16 above). 

16. n& = ý/n (see section 12.17 above). 

17. n/. r as in /'Oanz/ 'foldi. ng (n. )' /109. rx/ 'wealthy'. 

18. n/1 as in /`Zan-a/- 'he suffered' /"'aief 'burden 

19. n/I as in /'xana/-'he betrayed him' - Pxaje/ 'maternal aunt'. 

20. n/s as in Pfine/ 'he destroyed' /Iflsa/ 'he broke 

wind noise lessly'. 

21. n/z as in /'qan; a/ 'he suffered' P'zaze/ ln, ýed (n. )'. 

22. n/ý as in PTani/ 'from Ana (a town)' 'stuck'. 

23. n/'c as in /'binaf 'he built' - /'bx'q9/'Ihe cried'. 

24. n/6 as in /'ý'anaf 'he suffered' /'qag'e/-Ihis ivory'. 

25. n/I as in /? i*'nar-a/ 'lighting (n. )' - I? i, Saral 'signal (n. )'. 

26. n/h as in /'qanat/ 'she respected and protected' 

Psahat/ ' she shouted'. 

27. nP as in /binaf 'in us' - /'bi'z9f 'sell it! '. 

28. n/? as in Pfine/ 'he destroyed' /Ifi? e'/-. Igroup of 

people'. 
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29. n/h as in PZana/ 'he suffered' - O'aha/ 'defect'. 

30. n/i as in O'anad/ 'he was stubborn' Pqaiad/ 'he 

exchanged feast greetings'. 
31. n/u as in Pxana/ 'he betrayed him' /'xaua/ 'protection 

money I. 

(c) In'wbM-4inal position, /n/ enters into the following 

distinctive oppositions: 

1. n/f =f /n (see section 12.4 above). 

2. n/m = m/n (see section 12.5 above). 

3. n/T = ip/n (see section 12.6 above). 

4. n/t = t/n. (see section 12.7 above). 

5. n/d = d/n (see section 12.8 above). 

6. n/ý = t/n (see section 12.9 above). 

7. n/E) = O/n (see section 12.10 above). 

8. n/5 = 8/n (see section 12.11 above). 

9. n/ý = O/n (see. section 12.7.2 above). 

10. n/k = k/n (see section 12.13 above)., 

11. nk- g/n (see section 12.14 above). 

12. n/x = x/n (see section 12.15 above). ' 

13. n/y, = y/n (se-e section 12.16 above). 

14. n/ý =-ý/n (see section 12.17 above). 

15. n/. r as inlhen/ 'he longed for' - /har/ 'hot weather'. 

16. n/1 as in /hen/ 'he longed for' - /hai/ 'solution'. 

17. n/I as in'/x; Dn/ 'he spoke nasally' - /xal/ 'vinegar'. 

18. n/s as in /xan/ 'he spoke*nasally' - Ixesl 'lettuce'. 

19. n/z as in /ban/. 'he longed for' --/baz/ 'notch (n. )'. 
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20. n/ý as in /xan/ 'he spoke nasally' - /xas/ 'he specified'. 
21. n/c' as in Ifenfart' - /feýC/ 'jawbone'. 

22. n/6 as in /hen/ 'he longed for' - /hog'/ 'he made the 

pi. lgrimage (to Mecca)'. 

23. n/I as in /fan/ 'art' - /fol/ 'it deflated'. 

24. n/h as in /fan/ 'he launched (an attack)' - /Joh/. 'it 

became scarce'. 

25. n/T as in /ion/ 'he launched (an attack)' - lfaýl 'it 

or he shone'. 

26. n/7 as. in /xan/ 'he betrayed' - /xa? / 'the name of the 

letter "x"'. 

27. n/h as in /'JobboTi/ 'they (f. ) grew up' - /'Iebbph/ 'he 

compared'. 

28. n/i as in /fan/ 'art' - /fai/ 'shade'. 

29. n/u as in /hen/ 'he longed for' - /hou/ 'wild plant'. 

Summary 

The phoneme /n/ is opposable to 27 consonant phonemes and 2 

vowel phonemes word-initially, 29 consonant phonemes and, 2 

vowel phonemes word-medially, and 27 consonant phonemes and 2 

vowel phonemes word-finallY; i. e. /n/ forms a total of 89 

different distinctive oppositions within the SIA system of 

phonological oppositions. 

12.19. 
_' 

'TM'Opp6sabiliýy of 

The opposability of the phoneme Irl within the SIA system 

of phonological oppositions is as follows: 
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(a) In*Wordlinitial position, Irl enters into the following 

distinctive oppositions: 

1. r1p = p/. r (see section 12.2 above). 

2. r1b = b/. r (see section 12.3 above). 

3. r1f = fjr (see section 12.4 above). 

4. P/M = m/. r -(see section 12.5 above). 

5. r /rp = T/. r (see section 12.6 above). 

6. r/t = t1r (see section 12.7 above). 

7. -. r/d = d1r (see section 12.8. above). 

8. (see section 12.9 above). 

9. r1o elr (see section 12.10 above). 

10. r/8 6/. r (see section 12.11 above). 

11. rlý (see, section 12.12 above). 

12. r1k = k/. r (see section 12.13 above). 

13. r1g = cr/. r (see section 12.14 above). 

14. rlx = x1r (see section 12.15 above). 

15. rly = -ylr (see section 12.16 above). 

16. (see section 12.17 above). 

17. r/n n/r (see section 12.18 above). 

18. - rls as in [raci/ 'reply (n. ) I- /sod/ 'dam'. 

19. r/z as in /. cad/ 'he wanted' - /zad/ 'it increased'. 

20. rlq as in hah/ 'it or he went' - /jah/ 'he shouted'. 

21. r/'c as in /. cad/ ! reply (n. )' - /69d/ 'he worked hard'. 

22. r/6 as in /rad/ 'he wanted" - /6ad/ 'conscientious'. 

23. P/I as in /. red/ 'reply (n. )' - /led/ 'he tied'. 

24. ' c/h as in /. red/ 'reply (n. )I - /had/ 'limit (n. )'. 
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25. rllz as in /. red/ 'reply (n. )' - /qad/ 'he counted'. 

26. rl? as in tras head ' (n. ) Pas / lace (i na game of 

cards)'. 

27. r/h as in /. red / 'reply (n. ) - /had/ 'he let go. '. 

28. P/i as in lras/ 'head (n. )' -'Aaa/ 'privet'. 

29. r/u as in /. r6d/ reply (n. /uad/ he 1i ked'. 

(b) In* WMH-ýYh6dial position, Irl enters into the followi. ng 

distinctive oppositions : 

1. r/p = P/. r (see section i2.2 above). 

2. rlb = b/. r (see section 12.3 above). 

3. r1f = f/P (see section 12.4 above). 

4. r/m = m/. o (see section 12.5 above). 

5. (see section 12.6 above). 

6. r/t = t/. r (see section 12.7 above). 

7. ' r/d = d/. r (see section 12.. 8 above). 

8. (see section 12.9 above). 

9. r/G O1. r (see section 12.10 above). 

10. r18 5 Ir (see section '12.11 above). 

IL r/ý ý1-r (see section 12.12 ýbove). 

12. r/k = k/. r (see section 12.13 above). 

13. Clg = g1r (see section 12.14 above). 

14. V/x = x1r (see section 12.15 above). 

15. rly = -Y Ir (see section 12.16 above). 

16. rlý = t/. r (see section 12.17 above). 

17. r/n = litr (see section 12.18 above). 
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18. r/i as in I'viregl 'he sweated' - /Izjj9g/ 'he set on fire'. 

19. r/I as in /'bare/ 'his drinki, ng bar' - /'bale/ 'bale'. 

20. rls as in 1farul 'furl - /'fasu/ 'soundless breaking 

wind'. 

21., r/z as in /"Ziraf/ 'he knew' - /`ýizaf/ 'he played (a 

musical instrument)'. 

22. ' r/I as in /`Zair/ 'naked' - /'Taqi/ 'stuck'. 

23. 
. r/'c as in /Iquraf'picturel - Pqu'ca/ 'his fault'. 

24. rlg' as in P'a'rr/ 'naked' - Pz41/ livory(adj. )'. 

25. r1i as in I'vi]MI 'he sweated' - /'Txj9g/`he fell 

passionately in love'. 

26. r/h as in he'. rih/ 'frank' - /qa'hih/ 'correct (adj. )'. 

27. ' r/lz as in /WjAd/ 'mail (n. )' /be. 'Tid/ "far'. 

28. o/? as in /mal'-rw/ 'cleaved' /m9T'? uT/ 'unlucky'. 

29. r/h as in /'Varet'his disgrace' -. /'Taha*/ 'defect'. 

30. r1i as in /'narat'his fire' - Pnaia/ 'his lute'. 

31. r/u as in /iisra/-Ileft (adj. )' - /Iiisuaf'worthy'. 

(c) In*Wbf-d4inal position, /, r/ enters into the following 

distinctive oppositions: 

1. r/f = flr (see section 12.4 above).. 

2. r1m = m/. r (see secti on 12.5 above). 

3. T/P (see section 12.6 above). 

4. ' r/t t/. r (see section 12.7 above). 

5. r/d d/. r (see section 12.8 above). 

6. (see section 12.9 above). 
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7. rlo = elr (see section 12.10 above). 
1 

8. r1a = BIr (see section 12.11 above). 

9. r/ý = ý/. v (see section 12.12 above). 

10. r/k = k1r (see section 12.13 above). 

11. rlg = g/r (see section 12.14 above). 

12. r/x = xlr (see section 12.15 above). 

13. ' iky = -YIr (see section 12.16 above). 

14. ' r/ý = ýlr (see section 12.17 above). 

15. r141 = n/. r (see section 12.18-above). 

16. 
-V/1 as in /harf'hot weather' - /hal/ 'solution'. 

17. * -C/I as in /xar/ 'it leaked' - /xal/ 'vinegar'. 

18. - rls as in /dar/ 'house' - /das/ 'he trod (on)'. 

19., r1z as in 1harl 'hot weather' /haz/ 'notch (n. P. 

20. c, /q as in lkarl 'it leaked' - /xaq/ 'he specified. 

21. * r/'C as in Iforl 'he eloped' - /fa'c/ 'jawbone'. 

22., r19, as in 1harl Ut weather' - /hog/ 'he made the 

pilgrimage (to Mecca)'. 

23. P/T as in /xar/ 'it leaked' /x9j/ 'it or he entered'. 

24. -r/h as in /qar/ 'he became' /qah/ 'he shouted'. 

. 
25. r/T as in /'ar/ 'neighbour' /'aTf1he felt hungry'. 9 

26.. * rl? as in /sur/. 'fence' - /su? / 'evil (n. )'. 

27. r/h as in. /6ar/ 'neighbour' - /gah/ Idignity'o 

28. r/i as in /har/ 'hot weather' - /hei/ 'alive'. 

29. r/u as in /her/ 'hot weather' - /hou/ 'wild plant'. 
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Summary: 

The phoneme is opposable to 27 consonant phonemes and 2 

vcwel phonemes word-initially, 29 consonant phonemes and 2 vowel 

phonerms word-medially, and 27 consonant phonemes and 2 vowel 

phonemes word-finally; i. e. /r/ forms a total of 89 different 

distinctive oppositions within the SIA system of phonological 

oppositions. 

12.20. ''Th6*Opp6tAbility'6f'/l/. 

The opposability of the phoneme /i/ within'the SIA system of 

phonological oppositions is as follows: 

(a) In word-initial position, /i/ is not opposable to any 

of the SIA phonemes since it'neveroccUrs in this position. 

(b) In Wow; -d.; -rhedial position, /1-/ enters into, the followi. ng 

distinctive oppositions: 

I, 1/p = p/l (see section 12.2 above). 

2. Ilb = b/1 (see section 12.3 above). 

3. 1/f = f/l (see section 12.4 above). 

4. 1/m = m/l (see section 12.5 above). 

5. 1/T = T/1 (see section 12.6 above). 

6. 1/t = t/l (see section 12.7 above). 

7. 1/d = d/l (see section 12.8 above). 

8. 1/t = t/l (see section 12.9 above). 

9. 1/0 = 0/1 (see section 12.10 above). 

10. 1/8 = 8/1 (see section 12.11 above). 

11. 10 = ý/l (see section 12.12 above). 
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12.1/k ý k/1 (see section 

13.11g = g/i (see section 

14.1/x = x/i (see section 

15.11-Y = -Y/I (see section' 

16.14 = V1 (see section 

17.1/n =-n/l (see section 

18. r/1 (see section 

19.1/1 as irl /, Xq1E)f/ Sul 

20. i/s. as in /Iveia/ 'on' 

21. - 1/z as in /'; '919/ 'on' 

12.13 above). 

12.14 above). 

12.15 above). 

12.16 above). 

12.17 above). 

12.18 above). 

12.19 above). 

ccessor' - Px9isf/ 'boy's name' 

- Pvesýl 'I hope that'. 

- PV9z9/- 'mourning ceremony. 

22.1/q as in /'Vela/- 'on' - 1'1ýaqel, 'walki. ng stick'. 

23.1/'C as in /'bile/ 'he accused' /'br'ca/' 'he cried'. 

24.1/9 as in PTalomPflag' - Pqegam/ 'Persians'. 

25.1/1 as in /'Tela/ 'on' - /IT919Z 'supper'. . 
26. 

27. 

28. 

29. 

30. 

I/h as 

i/T as 

i/? as 

1/h as 

1/i as 

Koran' 

in 

in 

in 

in 

in 

Pýila/ 'relation' - /'qiha/-'he sobered up' 

balod/ 'country' - /lbaýad/ 'after'. 

Pmila/ 'he filled up' - /'mj? a/ 'hundred'. 

/'Tala/ 'burden'. '-'/,, zahq/ 'defect'. 

P? al-at'instrument' --/? aia/ 'verse of the 

31.1/u as in- /'? ala/- 'instrument' - /I? a, ua/ 'he sheltered'. 

(c) In*WbM-4inal position, /i/ enters into the following 

distinctive oppositions: 

1.1/f = f/1 (see section 12.4. above). 

_2.1/m 
= m/1 (see section 12.5 above). 
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3. i/T = T/1 (see section 12.6 above). 

4. 1/t = t/i (see section 12.7 above). 

5. 1/d = d/1 (see section 12.8 above). 

6. 1/t = t/i (see section 12.9 above). 

7. 1/0 = 0/1 (see section 12.10 above). 

8. 1/6 = 8/1 (see section 12.11 above). 

9. 1/ý = 0/1 (see section 12.12 above), 

10. 1/k = k/1 (see section 12.13 above). 

11. 114 = g/1 (see section 12.14 above). 

12. i/x = X/i (see section 12.15 above). 

13. i/-Y = -Y/i (see section 12.16 above). 

14. 1/k = k/1 (see section 12.17 above). 

15. 3. /n = n/i (see section 12.18 above). 

16. i/. r = V/1 (see section 12.19 above). 

17. 1/1 as in /xal/ 'mole' - /xaJ/ 'maternal uncle'. 

18. i/S as in /hai/ 'solution /has/ 'he felt'. 

19. 1/Z as in Aqi/ 'solution' /haz/ 'notch. (n. )'. 

20. i1q as in /xal/ 'mole' /xaq/ 'special'. 

21. 1/6 as in /fai/ 'he unwrapped' - /fa6/ 'jawbone'. 

22. 1/6. as in /hai/ 'solution' - /hgg'/ 'he made the 

pilgrimage (to Mecca)'. 

23. 1/1 as in /jai/ 'he moved out' - /fal/ 'cheesecloth'. 

24. 1/h as in IS911 'he paralyzed' - /1eh/ 'it became scarce'. 

25. i/T as in /lei/ 'he paralyzed' - ftalz/ 'it or he shone'. 

26. 1/7 as in /Yal/ 'he moved out' - /Ja? [Ihe wanted'. 

27. 1/h as in /jai/ 'he moved out' - /xah/''Shah. 
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28.1/i as in /hal/ 'solution' - /hei/ 'alive'. 

29.1/u as in /hol/ IsolutiOn' - /hau/ 'wild plant'. 

Summary: 

The phoneme /I/ is opposable to 29 consonant phonemes and 2 

vowel phonemes word-medially, and 27'consonant phonemes and 2 vowel 

phonemes woH-finally; i. e. /i/ forms a total of 60 different 

distinctive oppositions within the SIA system of phonological 

oppositions. 

The opposability of the phoneme within the SIA system of 

phonological oppositions is as follows: 

(a) In W6rdLihitial position, /I/ is, like /1/, not opposable 

to any of the SIA pho I nemes since it never occurs in this position. 

(b) In'Word-medial position., /I/ enters into the following 

distinctive oppositions: 

I/p = p/I (see section 12.2 above). 

2. 
. 
/b 1 = b/I (see section 12.3 above). 

3. 1/f = f/I (see section 12.4 above). 

4. (see- section 12.6 above). 

5. I/t = t/I (see section 12.7 above). 

'6. - 1/d = d/I (see section 12.8 above). 

7. (see section 12.9 above). 

8.. 0/1 (see section 12.10 above), 

9.1/8 = 5/1 (see section 12.11 above). 
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10. 1/ý = ý/l (see section 12.12 above). 

11. I/k ý k/I (see section 12.13 above). 

12. I/Gr = g1l (see section 12.14 abovE). 

13. I/X = X/I (see section 12.15 above). 

14. ! /Y = Y/I (see section 12.16 above). 

15. J/ý = ý/! (see section 12.17 above). 

16. I/n = n/I (see section 12.18 above). 

17. V. 0 = r/I (see section 12.19 above). 

18. 1/1 = I/! (see section 12.20. above). 

19. l/S as in /'bale/''bale' - /'base/ 'he kissed him'. 

20. 1/Z as in /'bale/ 'bale' - /'baze/ 'cotton fabric'. 

21. 1/1 as in '/Ixile/ 'it became empty' - 11xisel 'he castrated'. 

22. 1/6 as in /'bale/`bale' - /lba'ca/-Icalf of the leg. 

23. 1/9 as in /'. role/ 'road-roller' -, /IrO9'9/ 'wave (n. )'. 

24. 1/1 as in /. koj9/ 'road-roller' - /Irofe/'big crowd'. 

25. 1/h as in /'. role/. 'road-roller' - /Irdhb/lvisit (n. )'. 

26. I/T as in /'bale/, 'bale' - /'baTa/ 'he sold it'. 

27. I/h as in /'bale/ 'bale' - /'bahe/ 'he boasted'. 

28. 1/i as in /'bola/ '-ill-mannered woman'-- /Iboia/ 'paint (n. )'. 

29. ! /u 
0 as in -Pxale/-Imaternal aunt' - /Ixaua/-'protection 

0 
money'. 

(c) In'word-final position, /I/ enters into the following 

distinctive oppositions: 

I/f = f/I (see section 12.4 above). 

2. I/T = ip/I (see section 12.6 above). 

3. I/t = t/I (see section, 12.7 above). 
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4. I/d d/I (see section 12.8 above). 

5. I/t t/1 (see section 12.9 above). 

6.1/0 04 (see section 12.10 above). 

7.1/0 (see'section 12.12 above). 

8. I/k = k/j (see section 12.13 above). 

9. I/g = g/1 (see section 12.14 above). 

10. I/X = X/I (see section 12.15 above). 

I/n = n/1 (see section 12.18 above). 

12. (see section 12.19 above). 

13.1/1 14 (see section 12.20 above). 

14. I/S as in /x9j/ 'vinegarl - Ixesl 'lettuce'. 

15.1/q as in /xal/ 'vinegar' - Ixesl 'he specified'. 

16.1/6 as in /oal/ '(he) having stayed' /ýagw/ 'he became bored'. 

17. - 1/1 as in /X91/ 'vinegar' - /x9j/. 'it or he entered'. 

18.1 A as in hal/ 'it or he was cold to the touch' - 

/q*h/ 'correct (adj. )I. 

19.1/ý' as in /ýaj/ '(he) havi. ng stayed' /Oa'ý/ 'it or he 

was lost'. 

20.1/? as in /xaj/ 'maternal uncle' - /xa? /-Ithe name of the 

letter "x". 

21.1/i as in /ý91/ 'it or he stayed' /pi/ 
. 
'girl Is name'. 

22.1/u as in /xaj/ 'maternal uncle' /xau/ 'protection money'. 

'Summary: 

The phoneme /I/. is opposable to 27 consonant phonemes and 2 

vowel phonemes word-medially, and 20 consonant phonemes and 2 

vowel phonemes word-finally; i. -e. /I/Jorms a-total of 51 different 
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distinctive oppositions within the SIA system of phonological 

oppositions. 

12.22. '*The*ppposability of IsI. 

The opposability of the phoneme Isl within the SIA system of 

phonological oppositions is as follows; 

(a) In'Word-ýinitial position, Isl enters into the following 

distincti ve oppositions: 

1. s/p = p/s (see section 12.2 abov6). 

2. s/b = b/s (see section 12.3 above). 

3. S/f = f/S (see section ! 12.4 above). ' 

4. S/m = M/S (see section 12.5 above). 

5. S/T = ID/S (see section 12.6 above). 

6. S/t = t/S (see section 12.7 above). 

7. - s/d = d/s (see- section 12.8 above). 

8. S/V = V/S (see section 12.9 above). 

9. S/0 = O/S (see section 12.10 above). 

10.. S/3 = B/S (see section 12.11 above). 

11, -S/O = ý/S (see section *12.12 above). - 

12. s/k = k/s (see section 12.13 above). 

13. s/g = g1s (see section 12.14 above). 

14. s/x = x1s (see section 12.15 above). 

15. sly = -y/s (see section 12.16 above). 

16. slý = ýls (see section 12.17 above). 

17. ' s/n = n/s (see section 12.18 above). 

18. slr = rls '(see section 12'. -19 above). 
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19. s/z as in /sad/ 'it prevailed or dominated' - /zad/ 'it 

increased'. 

20. slq as in /sef/ 'sword' - /ýef/ Isummerl. 

21. src as in /sad/ 'dam' - /cod/ 'he worked hard'. 

22. s1g' as in Isarl 'he walked' - Aar/ 'neighbour'. 

23. s/I as in /sad/ 'dam' - /led/ 'he tied'. 

24. S/h as in /sad/ I dam' - '/had/ '1 imi t (n. )' . 
25. S /T as in /sad/ 'dam' -, 11zecY 'he counted'. 

26. SP as in /'sag'g'al/ 'he recorded' /'7egg'al/ 'he postponed'. 

27. s /h as in /sad/ 'dam' - /had/ 'he let go'. 

28. s/i as in /sad/ dam'. - Aad. / ' hand (n. )'. 

29. s/u as in /sad/ 'dam' - /uad/ ' he liked'; 

(b)- In*Word.; -medial position, Isl enters into the following 

distinctive oppositions: 
1. s/b b/s (see section 12.3 above). 

2. s/f f/s (see section 12.4 above). 

3. S/M = m/s (see section 12.5 above). 

4. S/lp = T/s (see section 12.6 above). 

5. s/t. = t/s (see section 12.7 above). 

6. s/d = d/s (see section 12.8 above). 

7. S4 = VIs (see section 12-. 9 above). 

8. S/O = Ols (see section 12.10 above)., 

9. S/5 = 51s (see section 12.11 above). 

10. S/ý = Ols (see section 12.12 above). 

11. s/k = k/s (see section 12.13 above). 

-12. SIg = g/s (see section 12.14 above). 
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13. s/x = x/s (see section 12.15 above). 

14. sly = -yls (see section 12.16 above). 

15. S& = ý/S (see section 12.17 above). 

16. s/n = n/s (see section 12.18 above). 

17. SIC, = C/S (see section 12.19 above). 

18. S/I = 1/S (see section 12.20 above). 

19. S/I = j/S (see section 12.21 above). 

20. S/Z as in Phisin/ 'beauty' - PhIzin/Imourning (n. )'. 

21. S/ý as in /'hisad/''he envied' - /'hisad/ 'he reaped'. 

22. S/*C, as in /'fisax/ 'he broke (his engagement)' - /Ifi'Cox/ 

'he hit (on the head)'. 

23. S/9 as in /'? usra/, 'family' 'fare or wage'. 

24. - S/I as in /'Tasa/ 'I hope tha t'. - /"z9jo/-1supperI. 

25. S/11 as in /? a'sir/ 'captive. - /791hir/ 'I become confused 

or undecided'. 

26. stz as in Pla'sid 'captive' - Pe"zir/ 'I lend'. 

27. sl? as in /'nasi/ '(hi) having forgotten' - /'na? il 'very far'. 

28. s/h as in Pnise/ 'he forgot' - Pniha/ 'he finished (sth. )'. 

29. s/i as, in /'Tasa/ 'I hope that' - /'Taiaflsickness'. 

30. sh as in /'tasa/ 'drinking bowl' - /'taua/lfrying pan'. 

(c) In*Word-4inal position,. Isl enters into the following 

distinctive oppositions: 

s1f f/s (see section 12.4 above). 

2. s/m m/s (see section 12.5 above). 

3. (see section 12.6 above). 

4. s/t t/ s (see section 12J 
I 

above). 
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5. s/d = d/s (see section 12.8 above). 

6. s/ý = t/s (see section 12.9 above). 

7. sle =-els (see section 12.10 above). 

8. -S/ý = §ls (see section 12.12 above).. 

9. s/k = k/s (see section 12.13 above). 

10. sIg = g/s (see section 12.14 above). 

11. SA = X/S (see section 12.15 above). 

12. S/Y = Y/S (see section 12.16 above). 

13. S/ý = t/S (see section 12.17 above). 

14. s/n = n/s (see section 12.18 above). 

15. 'S/. r = rls (see section 12.19 above). 

16. s/1 = 1/s (see section 12.20 above). 

17. S/I = 1/s (see section 12.21 above). 

18. S/Z as in /has/ 'he felt' - /haz/. 'notch (n. )I. 

19. S4 as in Ixasl 'lettuCel - Ixasl 'he specified 

20. s/, C as in /gas/ 'he touched'. - /gaý/ 'he came to you (f. sing. )'. 

21. S/9 as in /has/ 'he felt' - Aa'g/ 'he made the pilgrimage 

(to Mecca)1. 

22. s1f as in Ixesl 'lettuce' - /x9j/. 'it or he entered'. 

23. s/h as in /. ras/ 'head (n. )' - /. cah/ 'he went or left'. 

24. s/T as in /6as/ 'he touched' - /g'aT/ 'he felt hungry'. 

25. s/7 as in /sus/ 'licorice' - /su? / 'evil (n. ). 

26. s/h as in /gas/ 'he touched'. - /6ah/ 'dignity'. 

27. s/i as in /has/ 'he felt' - /hai/ 'alive'. 

28. sh as in /has/ 'he felt! - /hou/ 'wild plant'. 
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Summary 

The phoneme /s/ is opposable to 27 consonant phonemes and 2 

vowel phonemes word-initially, 28-. consonant phonemes and 2 

vowel phonemes word-medially, and 26 consonant phonemes and 2 vowel 

phonemes word-finally; i. e. Isl forms a total of 87 different 

. 
distinctive oppositions within the SIA system of phonological 

oppositions. 

12.23'. The'Oppotability-of /z/. 

The opposability of the phoneme /z/. within the SIA system of 

phonological oppositions is as follows: 

(a) In*WoN-ýihitial position, /z/. enters into the following 

distincti ve oppositions: 

Z/P = p/z (see section 12.2 above). 

2. z/b = b/z (see section 12.3 above). 

3. z/f = f/z (see section 12.4 above). 

4. z/m = m/z (see section 12.5 above). 

5. z/T = ip/z (see section 12.6 above). 

6. z/t = t/z (see section 12.7 above). 

7. z/a = d/z (see section 12.8 above). 

8. /z (see section 12.9 above). 

9. z/O =, O/z (see section 12.10 above). 

10. z/3 = B/z (see section 12.11 above). 

11. -Z/ý = ý/z (see section 12.12 above). 

12. z/k = k/z (see section 12.13 above). 
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13. z /9 =g /z (see section 12.14 above). 

14. z/x = x/z (see section 12.15 above). 

15. zly = TA (see section 12.16 above)'. 

16. z /k = ý/z (see section 12.17 above). 

17. z/n = n/z (see section 12.18 above). 

18. Z"lr =. rlz (see section 12.19 above). 

19. z/s s/z (see section 12.22 a bove). 

20. z/q as in /zar/ 'he visited' - 1jarl 'he became'. 

21. z/c' as in /zal-/. Iit disappear ed' - /cal/ 
. 
'he measured out'. 

22. z/g' as in /zar/ 'he visited' - /gar/ Ineighbourl. 

23. z/f as in /zal/ 'it disappear ed' - /jai/ 'he moved out'. 

24. z/h as in /zar/ 'he visited' - /har/ 'hot'. 

25. z 11z as in /zar/ 'he visited' - /Tar/ 'disgrace (n. )'. 

26. ZP as in /'zanx/ 'adulterer' - /'? ani/ 'P. 

27*. z/h as in /'zanr/ 'adulterer' - /'hanz/'boy's name'. 

28. z/i' as-in /'zaiag/ 'slippery' - Pialog/ 'waistcoat'. 

29. z/u as in /zen/ 'good or well '- /uen/ 'where? '. 

(b) In Word-modial position, /z/*, enters into the following 

disti. ncti ve oppositions: 

1. z/b 7 b/z (see section 12.3 above). 

2. Z/f = f/z (see section 12.4 above). 

3. Z/M = m/z (see section 12.5 above). 

4. Z/rp = ip/z (see section 12.6 above). 

5. z/t = t/z (see section 12.7 above). 

6. Z/d = d/z (see section 12.8 above). 

7. Z/t = t/z (see section 12.9 above): 
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8. z/o = e/z (see section 12.10 above). 

9. z/8 = B/z (see section 12.11 above). 

10. Z/ý = ý/z (see section 12.12 above). 

11. Z/k = k/z (see section 12.13 above). 

12. Z14 = g/z (see section 12.14 above). 

13. z/x = X/z (see section 12.15 above). 

14. Z/-Y = -Y/Z (see section 12.16 above). 

15. Z/ý = ý/z (see section 12.17 above). 

16. ZA = n/z (see section 12.18. above). 

17. ZIC = C/z (see section 12.19 above). 

18. ZA = 1/z (see section 12.20 above). 

19. Z/1 = 1/Z (see section 12.21 above). 

20. Z/S = S/Z (see section 12.22 above). 

21. Z4 as in PTozat'mourning ceremony' /'Taqa/ 'walking stick'. 

22. Z/, C as in /ýa'zii/ 'I remove' - /*? 9`65ii/ 'I measure out'. 

23. Z/9, as in PComi/ 'boy's name' - /IcagwMi/ 'Persian'. 

24. z/f as in /'q'eza/-'mourning ceremony' - /'cpla/ 'supper'. 

25. Z/h as in /'mzzne/ 'shower' Pmihna/ ' ordeal'. 

26. z/C as in /'6xzav/ 'carrots' 9 giq'ar/ 'it or he brayed'. 

27. z/? as in Plazman/ 'it became chronic' - /'? -a? raan/ 'safer'. 

28. z/h as in /'mizna/ 'shower' - /'mihnat' profession'. 

29. -Z/i as in /'? 9zm9n/'it became chronic' - /'? aiman/ 'right 

(adj. )'. 

30. z/u as in /ýa'zan/ 'cauldron' - /ý9'uan/ 'phonograph 

record(s)' .- 
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(c) In word-final position, /z/ enters into the following 

distinctive oppositions: 

1. Z/f 

2. Z /m 

3. Z /m 

4. Z /t 

5. Z /d 

6. Z/ý 

7. z /E) 

8. Z 

9. Z/e 

z /k 

Z Ig 

12. Z/x 

13. Z 

14. Z 

15. z/n 

16. Z/r 

17. z/i 

18. Z/s 

19. Z/2 

20. Z /C' 

21. Z/g, 

(to 

= f/z (see section 12.4 above). 

= m/z (see section 12.5 above). 

=rp/z (see section 12.6 above). 

= t/z (see. section 12.7 above). 

= d/z (see section 12.8 above). 

= t/z (see section 12.9 above). 

= G/z (see section'12.10 above). 

= B/z (see section 12.11 above). 

= ý/z (see section 12.12 above). 

= k/z (see section 12.13 above). 

= g/z (see section 12.14 above). 

= x/z (see sectfon 12.15 above). 

= -y/z (see section 12.16 above). 

= ý/Z (see section 12.17 above). 

= n/z (see section 12.18 above). 

= C/Z (see' section 12.19 above). 

= 1/Z (seesection 12.20 above). 

=. S/z (see section 12.22 above). 

as in /-yaz/. 'gas' - /-yaý/ 'it or he dived'. 

as in /fez/. 'he woke up /fe'c/ 'jawbone'. 

as i-n thaztnotch (n. )' /hog/ 'he wade the pilgrimage 

Mecca)'. 

22. z/f as in /fez/ 'he woke up' - IfeSI 'it deflated'. 

23. z/h as in /faz/, 'he won' - /fah/ 'it (i. e. odour) diffused'. 
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24. z/v as-in /gaz/ 'he quit' - /9'av/ 'he became hungry'. 

25. z/? as in /faz/ 'he won' - /fa? / 'the name of the letter 
lifil 1. 

26. zA as in /fez/. 'he woke up' - /fei/ 'sýadel. 

27. z/u as in /faz/, Ihe won' - /fau/ Taw (a town)'. 

SUmmary. - 

The phoneme /z/ is opposable to 27 consonant phonemes and 2 

vowel phonemes word-ini tially, 28 consonant phonemes and 2 vowel 

phonemes word-medially, and 25 consonant phonemes and 2 vowel 

phonemes word-finally; i. e. -/z/ forms a total of 86 different 

distinctive oppositions within the SIA system of phonological 

oppositions. 

12.24. ''The'Opposability*bf'/q/- 

The opposability of the phoneme /I/ within the SIA system 

of phonological oppositions is as follows': 

(a) In'WbrdLinitial position, /ý/. enters into the following 

distinctive oppositions: 

1. ý/p = p/ý (see'section 12.2 above). 

2. q/b = b/ý (see section 12.3 above). 

3. ý/f = f/q (see section 12.4 above). 

4. S/M = m/q (see section 12.5 above). 

5. S /M lp/s (see section 12.6 above). 

6. S/t th (see section 12.7. above). 

s/d = d/q (see section 12.8 above). 
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8. ý/t = t/ý(see section 12.9 above). 

9. l/o =, O/q (see section 12.10 above). 

10. qla (see section 12.11 above). 

11. (see section 12.12 above). 

12. 
. 
/k = k/q (see section 12.13 above). 

13. lIg = g/I (see section 12.14 above). 

14. l/x = x1q (see section 12.15 above). 

15. S/y = -Y/l (see section 12.16 above). 

. 
16. = ýlq (see section 12.17 above). 

17. l/n = n/q (see section 12.18 above). 

18. Or = r/q (see sec tion 12.19 above). 

19. l/s = sh (see section 12.22 above). 

20. q1z = z1q (see section 12.23 above). 

21. q1, C as in /lad/-'he threw back', - /'cad/ 'he worked hard'. 

22. q/9 as in lqarl 'he became' - /gar/ 'neighbourl. 

23. q1f as in /qad/ 'he threw back' - /led/ 'he tied'. 

24. s/h as in-/led/ "he threw back' - /had/ 'limit (n. )'. 

25. l1q as in /led/ 'he threw back' - /Ted/ 'he counted'. 

26. S/? as*in Psale/ 'room or hall' - P? ale/ 'instrument'. 

27. s/h as in /led/ 'he threw back' - /hadf'he let go'. 

28. as in /qad/ 'he threw back' - /iad/ 'hand (n. )'. 

29. q/U as in*/qod/ 'he threw back' - /uad/ 'he liked'. 

(b) ln'Word-ýmedial position, /q/ enters into the following 

distinctive oppositions: 

b/ý (see section 12.3 above). 

2. Of -flq (see section 12.4 above). 
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3. q/m = mlq (see section 12.5 above). 

4. S/M 0. =M/ý w 
(see section 12.6 above). 

5. ý /t =t (see section 12.7 above). 

6. q /d =d (see section 12.8 above). 

7. (see section 12.9 above). 

8. /0 0 (see section 12.10 above). 

9. /q (see section 12.11 above). 

10. (see section 12.12 above). 

11. /k =k Iq (see section 12.13 above). 

12. q Ig = g/q (see section 12.14 above). 

13. q /x =xh (see section 12.15 above). 

14. S/-Y =-y/q (see section 12.16 above). 

15. q/k = ýlq (see section 12.17 above). 

16. ý/n = n/q (see section 12.18 above). 

17. (see section 12.19 above). 

18. S/1 Vq (see section 12.20' above). 

19. (see. section 12.21 above). 

20. ý/S = S/I (see section 12.22 above). 

21. ý/z = z1q (see section 12.23 above). 

22. -q/, c as in Pneq%r/ 'victory' - /'no'cir/ldefiant'. 

23. ý16 as in /'naýrr/ 'victory' - /'na'gir/ 'chopping (n. )'. 

24. sly as in Pnaýir/. 'victory' - Pnafir/ 'publication. 

25. q/h as in Pe'iir/ 'I become' 'I become 

confused or undecided'. 

26. q/T. as in /? a! qir/ 'I become'- Pa'Tir/ 'I lend'. 

27. s/? as in /'nasp/ 'low' - /'na? i/ 'very. -far'. 
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28. ý/h as in /'naqi/ 'low' - Pnahi/ 'boy's name'. 

29. ý/i as in ' his sauce' - /'qai; a/ 'smock'. 

30. q/u as in Phaýil/ 'profit (n. )' Phauxl/ 'try! '. 

(c) In'Word-4inal position, /q/ enters into the following 

distinctive oppositions: 

S/f = f/e 0 
2. S/m =m 4 

3. 

4. e/t = th 

5. e/d = d/e 

6. e/ý = 1/2 

7. s /E) 0/1 

8. s /öý 

9. 

10. e/k = k/2 

12.2/x = x/e 

13. e ky -f /2 

14. 

15. e/n n/e 

16. 

17.2/1 14 

18. e /l 1/2 

19. /s sh 

20. e . 
/Z z/e 

21. S/, c as In 

(see 

(see 

(see 

(see 

(see 

(see 

(see 

(see 

(see 

(see 

(see 

(see 

(see 

(see 

(see 

(see 

(see 

(see 

(see 

(see 

/b al 

section 

section 

section 

section 

section 

section 

section 

section 

section 

section 

section 

section 

section 

section 

section 

section 

section 

section 

section 

s ecti on 

'bus' 

12.4 above). 

12.5 above). 

12.6 above). 

12.7 above). 

12.8 above). 

12.9 above). 

12.10 above). 

12.11 above). 

12.12 above). 

12.13 above). 

12.14 above). 

12.15 above). 

12.16 above). 

12.17 above). 

12.18 above). 

12.19 above). 

12.20 above). 

12.21 above). 

12.22 above). 

12.23 above). 

/ba'/ '(he) having packed' C 
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22. qrg as in /qaq/ 

23. q1l as in /xeq/ 

24. th as in /baq 

25. p as in /baý 

26. P as in /b a-ý 

27. ý/i as in /qaq/ 

dominoes or bacl 

28.1/u as in /xaj/ 
0a 

'sauce, - /qag'/ 'teakwood'. 

'he specified' - /x9j/ 'it or he entered'. 
'bus' - /bah/ 'he revealed (a secret)'. 
'bus' - /baT/ 'he sold'. 
'bus' - /ba? / 'the name of the letter %111 

'sauce' - /jai/ 'piece (in a game of 

kgammon)'. 

$special' - /xau/'protection money' 

The phoneme /q/ is opposable to 27 consonant phonemes and 2 

vowel phonemes word-initially, 28 consonant. phonemes and 2 vowel 

phonemes word-medially, and 26 consonant phonemes and 2 vowel 

phonemes word-finally; i. e. /I/ forms a total of 87 different 

distinctive oppositions within the SIA system of phonological 

oppositions. 

12_. 2_5_. ' The*Oppotability'of 161. 

The opposability of the phoneme /c/ within the SIA system of 

phonological oppositions is as follows: 

(a) In'WordLinitial position-, /65/ enters into the following 

distinctive oppositions: 

1. z/p = p/6 (see section 12.2 above). 

2. 'c/b = b/6 (see section. 12.3 above). 

3. -c/f = f/c- (see sectfon 12.4 above). 

4. -'c/m = m/'c (see section 12.5 above). 
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5ý -C/T. = TAC (see section 12.6 above). 

6. -C/t = t/-C (see section 12.7 above). 

7.6/d = d/6 (see section 12.8 above). 

8. Ut = t/6 (see section 12.9 above). 

9.6/0 = O/-C (see section 12.10 above). 

10. 'C/a = 8/'C (see section 12.11 above). 

11.6/0 = ý/C (see section-12.12 above). 

12. 'Cw1k = k/C' (see section 12.13 above). 

13. C, /g = g/6 (see section 12.14 above). 

14. 'C'/x = X/C' (see section 12.15 above). 

15. Z& = -Y/C (see section 12.16 above). 

16.65/ý = ý/'C' (see section 12.17 above). 

17. ch = n/C' (see section 12.18 above). 

18. Ur = C/%C (see section 12.19 above), 

19. ýCVS = SAC (see section 12.20 above). 

20. ýC/z = Z/65 (see section 12.21 above). 

21.65/ý = 1/6" (see section 12.22 above). 

22. -C/9 as in /C'ai/ 'tea' - Mai/. 'coming (adj. )'. 

23. CUS as in P'Carek/ 'a quarter' - I'Sarakl 'he participated'. 

24.6/h as in /"C"ibas/ 'he preserved' - /lbibes/ 'he imprisoned'. 

25. VC/T as in Am/ 'how many? ' - /Tem/ 'Paternal uncle'. 

'/7 as in /ha'c/ 'take! (f. sing. )' - /ha? / 'the name of 26. %C 

the letter "W". 

27. 'cwlh as in /69d/ 'he worked hard' - /had/ 'he let go'. 

28. 'c/i as in /cwad/ 'he worked hard' - /iod/ ' hand (n. )'. 

29. C'/u as in /wcz)d/ 'he worked hard' - /uad/ ' he liked'. 
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(b) In*W6rdLmedial position, /-C/ enters into the following 

distinctive oppositions: 

1.16/b = b/6 (see section 12.3 above). 

2. Uf = f/C' (see section 12.4 above). 

3. wc/m = mAc (see. section 12.5 above). 

4.6/t = t/wC (see section 12.7 above). 

5.6/d = d/vC (see section 12.8 above). 

6. wc/ý = VAC (see section 12.9 above). 

7.. -C/o = O/C*' (see settion 12.10 above). 

8. -C/8 = 8/6 (see section 12.11 above). 

9. -C/o = ý/Wc (see section 12.12 above). 

10.6/k = k/6 (see section 12.13 above). 

11. C/g = g/WC (. see section 12.14 above). 

12. 'C'/x = X/CW (see section *12.15 above). 

6 (see section 12.16 above). 13. 'C' /Y = -Y/'C 

14. %C'/ý = ý/C'* (see section 12.17 above). 

15. 'C" /n=n /C' (see section 12.18 above). 

16. *C"/. r = r1VC (see section 12.19 above). 

-17. VC/1 = 1/6 (see section 12.20 above). 

18. ZC/1 = 1/CW (see section 12.21 above). 

19. WC/S = S/65 (see-section 12.22 above). 

20. 'C/z = ZAC (see section 12.23 above). 

21. 'C'/ý = q/'C (see section 12.24 above). 

22. - WC1gW as in Pna'cir/ 'defiant' - /'n 'rrl 'chopping (n. )'. 

23. C'/j as in /'hawcx/ 'talking (n. )' - /'h9jx/ 'filling up 

with unnecessary stuff'. 
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24.6/h as in 

25. * -C/T as in 

'I treate 

26. wC/? as in 

27. Uh as in 

finished' 

Pno'cir/ 'defiant' 

/ra"cetg/ 'medical 

d him well'. 

/lbiwci. r/. 'first ch 

Pnti'co/ 'he leant 

- Pnehir/ 'slaughtering (n. )'. 

prescription' - /. va'I'eta/ 

ild' - /'bz? rr/ 'well (n. )ý. 

back' - /lntiha/' 'it was 

28. 'c/i as in /1pa'C8/ 'calf of the l. eg' - /lpaia/ 'stair'. 

29. Uu as in /raCets/-Imedical prescription' - tea'ueta/ 

'I showed him'. 

(c) In*w&-d4inal position, /C/ enters into the following 

distinctive oppositions: 

1. vC/f = f/vC (see section 12.4 above). 

2. Um = m/'C (see section 12.5 above). 

3. 'c'/V. = 1PAC (see section 12.6 above). 

4. VC/t = t/'C (see section 12.7 above). 

5. 'C/d = d/vC (see section 12.8 above). 

6 ZC = t/'C (see section 12.9 above). 

7. VC/0 =. O/-c' (see section 12.10 above). 

8. 'C/8 8/'C (see section 12.11 above). 

9. 'C/ý (see section 12.12 above). 

10. 'c/k = k/vc (see section 12.13 above). 
11. VC/g = g/VC (see section 12.14 above). 

12. 'C'/X = X/'C (see section 12.15 above). 

13. 'C/-y = -Y/CV (see section 12.16 above). 

14'. ýAc (see section 12.17 above). 
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15. Un '= n/6 (see section 12.18 above). 

16. Ur = rl-C (see section 12.19 above). 

17. '65/1 = 1/-c (see section 12.20 above). 

18. C/S = SA, (see section 12.22 above). 

19. C, /z = ZAC (see section 12.23 above). 

20. 6/1 = q/6 (see section 12.24 above). 

21. 6/6 as in /hac"/ Itake! '(f. sing. )' - /hag'/ 'he became 

excited'. 

22. 6/1 as in /fa"c/ 'jawbo ne' - IfeSI., he deflated'. 

23. 'C/h as in /ba'c/ '(he) having, packed' - /bah/ 'he revealed 

(a secret) '. 

24. -C/T as in /ga'c/ 'he came to you (f. sing. )' - /6aT/ 'he 

felt hungry'. 

25. 'C/? as in /hac/ 'take! (f. sing. )' - /ha? /-Ithe name of 

the letter "W". 

26. ýc/h as in /6a'c/ 'he came to you (f. sing. )' /gah/ 

'dignity'. 
. 

27. 6/i as in /fe'c/ 'jawbone' - /fai/ 'shade'. 

28. 6/u as in /'TriaU 'he chewed' - /Ilzriau/ 'they became 

higher (in rank)'. 

Summary: 

The phoneme /'C/ is 

vowel phonemes word-ini 

phonemes word-medially, 

phonemes word-finally; 

distinctive oppositions 

oppositions. 

opposable to 27 consonant phonemes and 2- 

tially, 27 consonant phonemes and 2 vowel 

and'26 consonant phonemes and 2 vowel 

i. e. /c/ forms a total of 86 different 

within the SIA system of phonological 
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12.26. 'The'Opposability of /9'/. 

The opposability of the phoneme /V within the'SIA system 

of phonological oppositions is as follows: 

(a) In'Word-Linitial posi, tion, /g-/ enters into-the following 

distinctive oppositions: 

I. 

2. 

3. 

4. - 

6. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

g'/p = P/W (see section 9 
gw/b = b/' (see section 9 

gw/f = f/6 (see section 
6/m = M/W (see section 

p9 /w, (see section 

t/w (see section 99 
gw/d = d/9"' (see section 

64 = V/g (see section 

gw/0 = 0/9 (see section 

gý'/a = 6/9w (see section 

gw /'** (see section 9 
g/k = k/9' (see section 

g/g = g/9" (see section 

g, /x = x/g, (see section 

g /-y = y1g (se e section 

(see section 
g/n = n/9' (see section 
gw/r = -r/9" (see section 

g*'/s = S/9" (see section 

gw/z = -z/9' (see section 
/9' (see section 

'12.2 above). 

12.3 above) 
,. 

12.4 above). 

12.5 above)l. ' 

12.6 above). 

12.7 above). 

12.8 above). 

12.9 above). 

12.10 above. ). 

12.11 above). 

12.12 above). 

12.13 above). 

12.14 above). 

12.15 above). 

12.16 above). 

12.17 above). 

12.18 above). 

12.19 above). 

12.22 above). 

12.23 above). 

12.24 above). 
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22. -g/-c = -c/g- (see section 12.25 above). 

23. -/1 as in 1-usl 'liTm' - /jus/ 'fish hook'-. 9g 

24. -/has in Aarl Ineighbour' Aar/ 'hot'. 99 

25. -/v as in Marl 'neighbour' /Tar/ 'disgrace (n. )'. 99 

I 26. g*/? as*in /gap/ 'weather' - /? 9u/ 'or 

27. - g/h, as in. '/gýad/ 'he worked very hard' /had/ 'he let go'. 

28.9/i as in /god/ 'he worked very hard' /iod/ 'hand (n. )'. 

29. -/u as in /-ad/ . 'he worked very, hard' /uad/ 'he liked'. 99 

(b) In wor&Medial position, -. /gw/ enters, into the following 

distincti ve oppositions: 

1. w/b b/g" (see section 12.3 above). 

2. 6/f f/9V (see section 12.4 above). 

3. g'/m =. M/" 9 (see section 12.5 above). 

4. g'/3P = IP/9 (see section 12.6 above). 

5. 9/t = t/9 (see section 12.7 aboveý- 

6. w/d 9 d/- 9 (see section 12.8 above). 

7. t/V 9 (see section 12.9 above). 

8. VO 9 O/V 9 (see section 12.10 above). 

9. Va 9 8/' 9 (see section 12.11 above). 

10. 9 9 (see section 12.12 above). 

11. g/k = k/9" (see section 12.13 above). 

12. 9"/g = g/9' (see section 12.14 abo. ve). 

13. Vx 9 = X/V 9 (see section 12.15 above). 

14. *'/. y = 9 -Y/W 9 (see section 12.16 above). 

15. (see section 12.17 above). 

16. g/n n/6' (see section 12.18 above). 
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17. g/. r = r/gý (see section 12.19 above) . 

18. V1 = 1/9 (see section 12.20 above). 9 

19. gý/j = 1/6 (see section 12.21 above). 

20. gý/s = s/6 (see section 12.22 above). 

21. g'/z = z/g' (see section 12.23 above). 

22.9, /ý = 1/9' (see section 12.24 above). 

23. g, /, C = 'c/g' (see section 12.25 above). 

24.9, /T as in /I? 9g'm91/ 'more beautiful' -/I? ajm91/ 'more detailed'. 

25.9'/h as in /? 9'9"id/, 'I do well' /? 91hid/ 'I deviate from'. 

26. G, r/q as in /'Ii6ar/ 'pumpkin(s)' /'Jiýar/ 'he felt'. 9 

27. g'/?. as in /nag'r/ 'boy's name' /na? i/ 'very far'. 

28.9/h as in /'jiger/opumpkin(s)l /'Jiher/ 'he made 

wel I -known'. 

29.6/i as in-/'ja69/. 'his teakwood' - 'smock'. 9g 

30. ý/u as in /lnai/ 'boy's name' --/'naui/ 'determined 99 

(to do sth. )'. 

(c) In*word4inal, position, 161 enters into the following distinctive 

oppositio ns: 

1. g'/f = f/g' (see section 12.4 above). 

2. 9' /M = M/9' (see section 12.5 above), 

3. q, /T = IP/9, (see section 12.6 above). 

4. 9"'/t = t/gý (see section 12.7 above). 

5. ý/d 9 = d/' 9 (see section 12.8 above). 

6. (see section 12.9 above). ' 

7. 9/0 = 0/9 (see section 12.10 above). 

8.. 9'/8 P 8/9' (see section 12.11 above). 
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9. ý/ý 9 = Org (see section 12.12 above). 

10. '9/k krg, (see section 12.13 above) . 
11. grg (see section 12.14 above). 

12. 69/x x/g' (see section 12.15 above). 

13. 6 /y 9 = -y Ig (see section 12.16 above). 

14. ' ýrg (see, section 12.17 above). 

15., g"/n = n/g' (see section 12.18 above). 

16. Vc = rlg' (see section 12.19 above). 

17. ' E'j/l = 11g' (see section 12.2Q above). 

18. (see section 12.21 above). 

1 19. U/S Gr = srg (see section 12.22 above). 

20. 9" /Z zrg (see section 12.23 above). 

21. ý/j srg (see section 12.24 above). 

22. g/C, crg (see section 12.25 above). 

23. 9, /T as in*/Ta'g/ 'ivory '- /Taf/. 'he lived'. 

24. as in /ýaJ4 ' 'teakwood' - /jah/ 'he shouted'. 

25. as-in 'he became bored' - /ýaT/ 'it or he was 

lost'. 

26. as in /hag'/ 'pilgrim' - /ha_? / the name of the-letter 

27.9'/h as in /4ag'/ Ichicken(s)' - /6ah/. Idignity'. 

28 -/i as in /ha'/ 'he made the pilgrimage (to Mecca)' - 99 
I- 

/hai/ 'alive'. 

29. g-'/u as in /beg'/ ' he rode the pi I grimage (to I*cca) 

/hou/ 'wild plant'. 
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Summary: 

The phoneme Ig-1 is, opposable to 27 consonant phonemes and 2 

vowel phonemes word-initiallyl, 28 consonant phonemes and 2 vowel 

phonemes word-medially, and 27 consonant phonemes and 2 vowel 

phonemes word-finally,; i. e. Ig'l forms a total of 88 different 

distinctive oppositions within the SIA system of phonological 

oppositions. 

12.27. * The*Opp6tability of'/I/. 

The opposability of the phoneme /j/. within the SIA system 

of phonological oppositions is as follows: 

(a) In'Wbrd-4nitial position, /I/ enters into the following 

distinctive oppositions: 

1. X/p = p/I (see section 12.2 above). 

2. fp: ) = b/I (see section 12.3 above). 

3.. I/f = f/I (see section 12.4 above). 

4. m/1 (see section 12.5 above). 

5. V/1 (see section 12.6 above) . 
6. I/t = t/I (see-section 12.7 above). 

7. J/d = d/I (see section 12.8 above). 

8. I/t = t/1- (see, section 12.9 above). 

9. 1/0 = oft (see section 12.10 above). 

10. 1/8 = 8/1 (see section 12.11 above). 

11. (see section 12.12 above). 

12. I/k = k/j' (see section 12.13 above). 

13. j1g = g/T (see section 12.14 above). 
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14. I/x = x/I (see section 12.15 above). 

15. J/y = -y/f (see section 12.16 above). 

16. M=0 (see section 12.17 above). 

17. - T/n =n /I (see section 12.18 above). 

18.1 Ir =r /j (See section 12.19 above). 

19. I/S = S/I (see section 12.22 above). 

20.1 /Z' = z/1 (see section 12.23 above). 

21.1/1 = ý/j (see section 12.24 above). 

22. IrC-=-'C1j (see section 12.25 above). 

23. Irg 6/1 (see section 12.26 above). 

24. I/h as-in /led/ 'he tied' - /had/ 'limit (n. )'. 

25. I/T as in /led/ 'he tied' - /Tad/ 'he counted'. 

26.1/7 as in /19x/ 'he urinated' - /'? ak/ 'brother'. 

27.1 /h as in /led/ 'he tied' - /had/ 'he let go". 

28. I/i as in /led/ 'he tied' - /iod/ 'hand (n. )'. 

29.1/u as in /led/ 'he tied' - /uad/ 'he liked'. 

(b) In'W6H-ýmedial position, /Itenters into the following 

distinctive oppositions: 

1. I/b b/I (see section 12.3 above). 

2. I/f f/I (see section 12.4 above). 

3. ilm m/1 (see section 12.5 above). 

4. rlip ip/I (see section 12.6 above). 

5. I/t t/i (see section 12.7 above). 

6. J/d d/I (see section 12.8 above). 

7. I/t t/T (see section 12.9 above). 
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8. I/e = oft (see section 12.10 above). 

9. I/a = 8/1 (see section 12.11 above). 

10. J/ý = ý/j (see section 12.12 above). 

11. J/k =k /I (see section 12.13 above). 

12. 1 /g =g /I (see section 12.14 above). 

13. J/x = X/I (see section 12.15 above). 

14. T/Y = -Y/j, (see section 12.16 above). 

15. (see section 12.17 above). 

16. I/n n/I (see section 12.18 above). 

17. (see section 12.19 above). 

18. 1/1 1/i, (see section 12.20 above). 

19. (see section 12.21 above). 

20. I/S S/I (see section 12.22 above). 

21. I/Z z /I (see section 12.23 above). 

22. I/q =q /I (see section 12.24 above). 

23. IAC = 6/1 (see section 12.25 above). 

24. 116 - 9/1 (see section 12.26 above). 

25. I/h as in Pnilar/ 'he published' - /'nihor/ 'he sla.. ughtered'. 

26. 1/ý as in Prali/ 'sesame oil' - Pravi/ shepherd'. 

27. 1/? as in /Ibulra/' 'girl Is, name' -- 1'bu?. ral 'focal 

po i nt'. 
28. I/h as in /'. rali/ 'sesame oil' - /Irahz/ 'ample'. 

29. I/i as in /'halzr/ 'stuck' - Phaixr/ 'bewildered'. 

30. i/u as in /'rair/ 'sesame oil' --/'zaui/ 'from Rawa (a 

town)'. 
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(c) In wof-d-final position, /I/ enters into the following 

distinctive oppositions: 
I. I/f =f /I (see section 12.4 above). 

2. T/m = m/1 (see section 12.5 above). 

3. -j/T = ipft (see section 12.6 above). 

4. Th; = t/I (see section 12.7, above). 

5. 1 /d d/f (see section 12.8 above). 

6. 1/ý t/I (see section 12.9 above). 

7. 1/0 O/T (see section 12.10 above). 

8. 1/3 8/1 (see section 12.11 above 

9. ý/j (see section 12.12 above). 

10. J/k = k/I (see section 12.13 above). 

11. Ild = g/I (see section 12.14 above). 

12. = X/I (see section 12.15 above). 

13. I/y = -Y/f (see section 12.16 above). 

14. (see section 12-17 above). 

15. T/n n/T (see section i2.18 above). 

16. ilr* = r1f (see section 12.19 above). 

17. I/l. = 1/1 (see section 12.20 above). 

18. 1/1 = 1/1 (see section 12.21 above). 

19. Ils = s/I (see section . 
12.22 above). 

20. I/Z ' ---z/1 (see section 12.23 above). 

ý1. q1l (see section 12.24 above). 

22. C I/W c/I (see 'section 12.25 above). 

23. x/6 g/l (see section 12.26 above). 

24. I/h as in */ril/. 'feaLther(s)' /rih/ 'wind (n. )'. 
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25.1/, z as in /jai/ cheesecloth' - /lav/ 'it became wide- 

spread'. 

26.1/7 asý in /Ial/ 'cheesecloth' -- /la? / 'he wanted'. 

27. j1h as in /jal/. 'cheesecloth' - /jah/ ' Shah'. 

28. Sli as in /faf/ 'it deflated' - /fai/ ' shade'. 

29.1 /u as in /hal /'he mowed (the lawn; -/hou/ VId PI ant I. 

SUmmAry: 

The phoneme ftfis opposable to 27 consonant phonemes and 2 

vowel phonemes word-initially, 28 consonant phonemes and 2 vowel 

phonemes word-medially, and 27 consonant phonemes and 2 vowel phonemes 

word-finally; i. e. /I/ forms a total of 88 different distinctive 

oppositions within the SIA system of phonological oppositions. 

_12_. 
28. ''The*Opp6tability'of'/h/. 

The opposability of the phoneme /h/ within the SIA system 

of phonological oppositions'is as follows: 

(a) In'w6M.; initial position, /h/. e nters into the following 

distinctive oppositions: 

h/p = p/h tsee section 12.2 above). 

2. h/b = b/h (see section 12.3 above). 

3. h/f = ýf/h (see section 12.4 above). 
4. h/m = m/h (see section 12.5 above). 

5. h/T = ip/h (see section 12.6 above). 

6. h/t = t/h (see section 12.7 above). 

7. 'h/d = d/h (see section 12.8 above). 
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8. h/ý = t/h (see section 12.9 above). 

9. h/O = O/h (see section 12.10 above). 

10. h/3 = 6/h (see section 12.11 above). 

11. h/ý = ýIh (see section 12.12 above). 

12. h/k = k/h (see section 12.13 above). 

13. h1g = g/h (see section 12.14 above). 

14. h/x = x/h (see section 12.15 above). 

15. h/y = -y/h (see section 12.16 above). 

16. h/ý = ý/h (see section 12.17 above). 

17. h/n = n/h (see section 12.18 above). 

18. hIr = r/h (see section 12.19 above). 

19. h/S = s/h (see section 12.22 above). 

20. h/z- = z/h (see section 12.23 aboVe). 

21. h/ý = ý/h (see section 12.24 above). 

22. h/, C = 'C/h (see section 12.25 above). 

23. h/6 = g/h (see section 12.26 abo've). 

24. h/j* = J/h (see section 12.27 above). 

25. h/T as in Aad/ 'limit (n. )' - /Ted/ ' he counted'. 

26. h/*? as in Phal e/ 'state or condition' - /'? ale/`instrument'. 

27. h/h as in /had/ 'limit (n. )` - /had/ ' he let go'. 

28. h/i as in /had/ 'limit (n. )' - /iod/ ' hand (n. )'. 

29. h/u as in /had/ 'limit (n. )' - /uad/ ' he liked'. 

(b) In Wbr&medial position, /h/ enters into the-following 

distinctive oppositions: 

1. h/b bAl (tee section 12.3 above)4 

2. h/f f/h (see section 12.4 above). 
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3. h/m = m/h (see section 12.5 above). 

4. h/T = ip/h (see section 12.6 above). 

5. h/t = t/h (see section 12.7 above). 

6. h/d = d/h (see section 12.8 above). 

7. h/t = t/-h (see section 12.9 above). 

8. h/O e/h (see section 12.10 above). 

9. 'h/3 8/h (see section 12.11 above). 

10. (see section 12.12 above). 

11. 'h/k- k/]ý (see section 12.13 above). 

12. h/g g/h (see section 12.14 above). 

13. ' h/-, ý x/h (see section 12.15 above). 

14. -y/h (see section 12.16 above). 

15. ý/h (see section, 12.17 above). 

16. h/n = n/h (see section 12.18 above). 

17. h/. r' = r/h (see section 12-19 above). 

18. h/l 1/h (see 'section. 12.20 'above). 

19. h/I . (see section 12.21 'above). 

20. '-'t-lh/s p/h (See section 12.22 
. above). 

21. 'h/z z/h 

22. hh Oh 

c 23. h/' c/h 

24. h/g' = g"/h 

25. h/S = J/h 

26. hlý' as in 

(see 

(see 
0 

(see 

(see 

(see 

/?; s I 

section 

section 

secti on 

section 

secti on 

ýid/ 

12.23 above). 

12.24 above). 

12.25 above). 

12.26 above). 

12.27 above). 

deviate from' 

repeat'. 
27. h/? as in /'sihal/ 'he dragged' - IlsOoll 'he asked'. 
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28. h/h as in Psihoi/ 'he dragged' - PsIhol/ 'it became 

simple'. 

29. h/i as in /Ivahe/ 'comfort (n. )' - Praia/ 'flag'. 

30. h/u as in /'rah6/ 'comfort (n. )' - Praua/ 'Rawa (a tqwn)I. 

(C) In Wotd-4inal position, /h/ enters into the following 

distinctive oppositions: 

1. h/f = f/h (see section 12.4 above). 

2. h/m = m/h (see section 12.5 above). 

3. h/qL = T/h (see section 12.6 above). 

4. 'h/t = t/h (see section 12.7 above). 

5. 'h/d = d/h (see section 12.8 above). 

, ---, 6. h/t = t/h (see section 12.9 above). 

7. -h/O = O/h (see section 12.10 above), 

8. h/6 x 6/h (seeýsection 12.11 above). - 
9. 'h/ý 8/h (see section 12.12 above). 

10. h/k k/h (see section 12.13 above). 

ll'-' h/g g/h (see section 12.14 above). 

12. h/)ý = X/h (see section 12.15 above). 

13. h/y = -y/-h (see section 12.16 above). 

14. h/ý = ý/h (see section'12.17 above). 

15. h/n = n/h (see section 12.18 above). 

16. h/r = r/h (see section 12.19 above). 

17. h/1 = 1/h (see section 12.20 above). 

18. h/1 = j/h (see section 12.21 above). 

19. h/S = s/h (see section 12.22 above). 

20. h/z = z/h (see section-12.23 above). 
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21. h1q = q/h 

22. b/'c = 'C/h 

23. 

24. i,: hft A 

25. as'in 

26. as in 

(see section 12.24 

(see section 12.25 

(see section 12.26 

(see section 12.27 

/bah/ 'he revealed 

/bah/ 'he revealed 

above) . 

above). 

above) . 

above) . 
(a secret) /ba'z/ 'he sold' 

(a secret) /. ba? / 'the 

name of the letter 'b"'. 

27. 'h/h as in /'Jabah/ 'ghost' - Plaboh/. 'resemblance'. 

28. h/i as in. /ýah/ 'he shouted' - /qai/ 'piece (in a game 

of dominoes or backgammon)'. 

29. h/u as in /'rubah/. 'he won' - Prubau/ 'they grew up'. 

summary: 
X- 

The phoneme /h/. is opposable to 27 consonant phonemes'and 2 

vowel phonemes word-initially, 28 consonant phonemes and 2 vowel 

phonemes word-medially, and 27 consonant phonemes and 2 vowel 

phonewes word-finally, i. e. /h/. forms a total of 88 different 

distinctive oppositions within the SIA system of phonological 

oppositions. 

.. 12.29_. "_ *_ * The'Opp6tabi 1i ty'of * /T /. 

The opposability of the phoneme /T/ within the SIA system of 

phonological oppositions is as follows: 

(a) Ih*W6rd-ýinitial position, P/ enters into the following 

distinctive oppositions: 

1.. T/p = p/ý (see section 12.2 above). 

2. T/16 != b/F (see section 12.3 above). 
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3. Iz /f =f /T 

4. -Z /M = M/T 

5. T /, ý =, T /'Z 

6. 'Z /t t/T 

7. 'z /d d/T 

t/T 

9. Iz /0 = *0 /q, 
10. C) /T 

11 

12. T /k k/Z 

13. 'ý Ig g/T 

14. 'Z /x X/T 

15. T /-y 

16. T 

17. TA n/T 

18. T 

19. TA SIq 

20. T/z Z/T 

21. T A, 

22. TAT C/ 

23. T Iq 

24. T /T 

25. TA h/T 

26. T /? as in 

27. T /h as in 

28. T/i as in 

(see section 12.4 abov. e). 

(see section 12.5 above). 

(see section 12.6 above). 

(see section 12.7 ýbove)- 

(see section 12.8 above). 

(see section 12.9 above). 

(see section 12.10 above). 

(see section 12.11 above). 

(see section 12.12 a Love) . 
(see section 12.13 above). 

(see section 12.14 above). 

(see section 12.15 above). 

(see section 12.16 above). 

(see section 12.17 above). 

(see, section 12.18 above). 

(see section 12.19 above). 

(see section 12.22 above). 

(see section 12.23 above). 

(see section 12.24 above). 

(s, ee section 12.25 above). 

(see section 12.26 above). 

(see section 12.27 above). 

(see section 12.28 above). 

/`ýani/ 'from Ana (a town)' /'? ani/ 

/'ýad/. 'he counted' - /had/ 'he let go. 

/Ted/ 'he counted' - /iad/ 'hand (n. )'. 
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29. T/u as in /Ted/ 'he counted' - /uad/ 'he liked'. 

(b) In* Wotd-Wdial position, /T/ enters into the following 

distincti ve o ppositions: 

1. ýVb b/'z (see section 12.3 above). 

2. T/f f/1Z (see section 12.4 above). 

3. T/M MP (see section 12.5 above). 

4. T 1ID IDIT (see section 12.6 above). 

5. V/t t/q (see section 12.7 above). 

6. V /d = C1 Iq (see section 12.8 above). 

7. T4 = Vz (see section 12.9 above). 

8.. T/O = O/T (see section 12.10 above). 

9. T/8 = 8/1Z (see section 12.11 above). 

10. (see section 12-. 12 above). 

11. 'ý/k k/'z (see section 12.13 above). 

12. Tlg g/T (see section 12.14 above). 

13. T /X. X/T (see, section 12.15 above). 

14. Th -Y/Iz (see section 12.16 above). 

15. T/ý ý/q (see section 12.17 above). 

16. 'Z/n n/'z (see section 12.18-above). 

17. Iz/. c (see section 12.19 above). 

. 18. T-A 11q (see section 12.20 above). 

19. T/I 1/T (see section 12.21 above). 

20. v/S S/IZ (see -section 12.22 above). 

21. T/z ZP' (see section 12.23 above). 

22. IZ/1 I/1z, (see *section 12.24 above). 

23. V/6 ZZ/1z (see section- 12.25 above). 
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24. '1/6 = 9'lq (see section 12.26 above). 

25. "/1 = TP (see section 12.27 above). 

26. T/h = h/z (see section 12.28 above)., 

27. T/7 ap in /Isilzai/ 'he coughed' - 11sx7all 'he asked'. 

28-- q/h as in /'silzai/ 'he coughed' - /'sihal/ 'it became 

simple'. 

29. T/i as in Pja'zii/ '(he) having lit' - /'Jaiii/ '(he) 

having moved out'. 

30. T/U as in. /'sa'z9/-watch'(n. )I. -- Ppaua[lhe equalled'. 

(C) ln'Wbfd4inal position, /T/ enters into the following 

distinctive oppositions: 

1. T/f = f/T (see section 12.4 above). 

2. TA m/T (see section 12.5 above). 

3. T11D T/T (see section 12.6 above). 

4. V/t t/T (see section 12.7 above). 

5. T/d- d/T (see section 12.8 above). 

6. Th =Vq, (see. section 12.9 above). 

7.1ý/O = e1q, (see. section 12.10 above). 

8. T/8'=. B/T (see section 12.11 above). 

9. (see section 12.12 above). 

. 10. T/k = k/q (see section 12.13 above). 

11. TIg = g/'Z (see section'12.14 above). 

12. lz/x = X/, Z* (see section 12.15 above). 

13. z /-y = -Y /T (see section 12.16 above). 

14. V4, = VT (see section 12.17 above). 

15. 'Z/n = nP (see section 12.18 above). 
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16. C Ic =r /C (see section 12.19 above). 

17. CA = l1q (see section 12.20 above). 

18. C /I (see section 12.21 above). 

19. CIS SIC (see section 12.22 above). 

20. C/Z z1q (see section 12.23 above). 

21. C Iq q /C (see section 12.24 above). 

22. T/, C = Clq (see section 12.25 above). 

23. q1g, = 9, /T (see section 12.26 above). 

24. C/I = T/T (see section 12.27 above). 

25. CA = h/T (see section 12.28 above 

26. TP as in ftaý/ 'it became wide-spread' - /Sa? /-'he, wantedl. 

27. T/h as in /lav/ 'it became wide-spread' - /Sah/ 'Shah'. 

28. - ý/i as in &T/ 'he felt hungry' - /ai/ 'coming (adi. )'. 9 

29. T/u as in /'brla'Z/ 'he swallowed' - /'bII9U/ 'they accused'. 

S umma ry: 
The phoneme /'ýfis'op 

' 
posable to 27 consonant phondmes and 2 

vowel phonemes word-initially, 28 consonant phonemes and 2 vowel 

phonemes word-medially, and 27 consonant phonemes and 2. vowel 

phonemes word-finally; i. e. ITI forms a total of 88 different 

distinctive oppositions within the SIA system of phonological 

oppositions. 

l2.30. 
_'The*Opp6sAbili-tX, 

of 

The opposability of the phoneme /? / within the SIA system 

of phonological oppositions is as follows: 

IWWM; -d-ýihitial position, /7/ enters into the following 
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distinctive oppositions: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5.. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

/p 
lb 

/f 

/t 

/d 

7/ý 

7/() 

7 /k 

,' Ig 

7 /x 

7/n 

7 /. c 

7A 
c 

? ffi 
9 

/h 

pr 

p/'? 

f 

mp 

mp 0. 

d/2 

E)/? 

k 

gP 

= x/? 

n/2 

= V. /7 

= sp 
= Z/? 

P 

c/? 

fl 

(see section 12.2 above). 

(see section 12.3 above). 

(see, section 12.4 above). 

(see section 12'. 5 above). 

(see section 12.6 above). 

(see section 12.7 above). 

(see section 12.8 above). 

(see'section 12.9 above). 

(see section 12.10 above). 

ýsee'section 12.11 above). 

(see section 12.12 above). 

(see section 12.13 above). 

(ýee section 12.14 above). 

(see section 12.15 above). 

(see section 12.16 above). 

section 12.1ý above). 

'ýsee section 12.18 above). 

(see section 12.19 above). 

(see section 12.22 above). 

(see section 12.23 above). 

(see section 12.24 above). 

(see section 12.25 above). 

(see section 12.26 above). 

(see section 12.27 above). 

(see section 12.28 above). 

'(see section 12.29 above). 
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27.7/h as in /I? i'i)/ 'he came' - /lhx'a/ 'he satirized or 99 

ridiculed (esp. in poetry)'. 

28. ? /i as in Pa'min/ 'safe' - Aa'min/ loath'. 

29. ? /u as in /1? adda/ 'he carried. out' - /'uadda/ 'he sent'. 

(b) In'Word-ýmedial position enters into the following 

distinctive oppositions: 

1. ? /b = b/7 (see section 12.3 above). 

2. ? /f = f/? (see section 12.4 above). 

3. ? /M = M/? (see section'12.5 abovL-).. 

4. ? /T = rp/? *(see section 12.6 above). 

5.7/t = t/? (see section 12.7 above). 

6. ? /d = d/? (see section 12.8 above). 

7. ?h=W (see section 12.9 above). 

8. ? /0 = 0/? (see section 12.10 above). 

9. (see s&ction 12.12 above). 

10. ? /k k/? (see section 12.13 above). 

11. ? lg gl? (see section 12.14 above). 

12. ? /x = X/? (see section 12.15 above). 

13. ? /-Y = -Y/? (see section 12.16 above). 

14. 
.? 

4 = V? (see*section 12.17 above). 

15. ? /n = n/? (see section 12.18 above). 

16. (see section 12.19 above). 

17. ? /1 = 1/? (see section 12.20 above). 

18. ? /S = S/? (see section 12.22 above). 

19. ? /Z* = Z/? (see section 12.23 above). 

20. ? /q = q/? (see section 12.24 above). 
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21 .? /CC 

22. 

23. ? /I 

24. ? /h h/? 

25. ? 

26. ? /h as in 

simple I. 

(see 

(see 

(see 

(see 

ýsee 

PS1 

section 12.25 above). 

section 12.26 above). 

section 12.27 above). 

section 12.28 above). 

section 12.29 above). 

791/ 'he'asked' - /sihol/ 'it became 

27. ? /i as in*/'sa? Il/ 'person who asks (questions)' - 

Psai-11/ '(it) having flowed'. 

28. ? /u as in /'sa? at/ 'it or she became worse' - /'sauat/ 

'it or she equalled'. 

(c) In'Word,; final position, enters into the following 

distinctive oppositions: 

1. 7/f = f/7 (see section 12.4 above). 

2. ? /m = m/? (see section 12.5 above). 

3. ? /T = fsee section 12.6 above). 

4. ? /t = t/? '(see section 12.7 above). 

5. 7/d = d/? (see section 12.8 above). 

6. = V/? (see section 12.9 above). 

7. = 0/? (see section 12.10 above). 

8.. 8/? (see section 12.11 above). 

9. (see section 12.12 above). 

10. ? /k' = k/? (see section 12.13 above). 

11. 71g = g/? (see section 12.14 above). 

12. ? /x = X/7 (see section 12.15 above). 

13. ? /-y = -Y/? '(see section 12.16 above). 
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14. ? /ý = ý/? (see section 12.17 above). 

15. ? /n = n/7 (see section 12.18 above). 

16. ? /. r = r/? (see section 12.19 above). 

17. = 1/7. (see section 12.20 above). 

18. ? /1 = 1/7 (see section 12.21 above). 

19. ? /S = SP (see section 12.22 above). 

20. ? /Z = z/? (see section 12.23 above). 

21. ?h=V? (see section 12.24 above). 

22. ? /, C = C/? (see section 12.25 above). 

23. ? /6 = V? (see section 12.26 above). 

24. ? /1 = S/? (see section 12.27 above). 

25. ? /h = h/? (see section 12.28 above). 

26. ? /T = T/7 *(see section 12.29 above). 

27.7/h as in Ptnabba? / 'he predicted' /`tnebbah/ 'he. 

became aware'. 

28. ? /i as in /ha? / 'the name of the letter "h" /hai/ 

'this one (f. ) 

29. ? /u as in /fa? / 'the name of the letter 'T" - /fau/ 

Taw (a town)'. 

SUmmary 

The phoneme. /? / is opposable to 27 consonant phonemes and 2 

vowel phonemes word-initially, 26 consonant phonemes and 2 vowel 

phonemes word-medially, and 27 consonaint phonemes. and 2 vowel 

phonemes word-finally; i. e., /? / forms a total, of 86 different 

distinctive oppositions within the SIA. system of phonological 

oppositions. 
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12.31 .__ The Opposabi 1i ty'of /h/. 

The opposability of the phoneme /h/ within the SIA system 

of phonological oppositions is as follows: 

. (a) In'wor&initial position, /h/ enters into the following 

distinctive oppositions: 

1. h/p = p/h (see section 12.2 above). 

2. h/b = b/h (see section 12.3 above). 

3. h/f = f/h (see section 12.4 above). 

4. h/m = m/h (see section '12.5 above). 

5. h/ý = lp/h (see section 12.6 above). 

6. h/t = t/h (see section 12.7 above). 

7. h/d = d/h (see section 12.8 above). 

8. h/V t/h (see section 12.9 above). 

9. h/O O/h (see section 12.10 above). 

10. h/5 o/h (see section 12.11 above). 

11. h/ý = &/h (see section 12.12 above). 

12. h/k = k/h (see section 12.13 above). 

13. h/g = g/h (see section 12.14 above). 

14. h/x = x/h (see section 12.15 above). 

15. h/y = -y/h (see section 12.16 above). 

16. h/ý = ý/h (see section 12.17 above). 

17. h/n = n/h (see section 12.18 above). ' 

18. h/. r = r/h (sýe section 12.19 above). 

19. h/s = s/h (see section 12.22 above). 

20. h/z = z/h (see section 12.23 above). 

21. h/q = j/h (see s'ection 12.24 above). 
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22. h/6 = 6/h 

23. h/6 = 6/h 

24. h/f = J/h 

25. h/h = h/h 

26. h/ý' = 'ý /h 

27. h/7 '= ? /h 

28. h/i as in 

29. h/u as in 

(see section 12.25 above). 

(see section 12.26 above). 

(see section 12.27 above). 

(see section 12.28 above). 

(see section 12.29 above). 

(see section 12.30 above). 

/had/ 'he let. go' - /iod/-'hand (n. )'. 

/had/ 'he let go' - /uad/ 'he liked'. 

(b) In"Wbt&medial position, /h/. enters into the following 

distinctive oppositions: 

1. h/b = b/h (see section 12.3 above). 

2. h/f = f/h (see section 12.4 above). 

3. h /m = M/h (see section 12.5 above). 

4. h/T = T/h (see section 12.6 above). 

5. h/t = t/h (see section 12.7 above). 

6. h/d = d/h (see section 12.8 above). 

7. h/ý = t/h (see section 12.9 above). 

8. h/0' = O/h (see section 12.10 above). ' 

9. h/8 = 5/h (see section 12.1l 
. 
above). 

10. h/O = ý/h (see 'section 12.12 above). 

11. h/k = k/h' (see section 12.13 above). 

12. h/9 = g/h (see section 12.14 above). 

13. h/x = x/h (see section 12.15 above). 

14. h/y" = ly/h *(see section 12.16 above). 

15. h/ý = ý/h (see section 12.17 above). 

16. h/n = *n/h (see section 12.1 8 above). 
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17. h/r = v/h (see section 

18. h/l = 1/h (see section 

19. h/I = I/h (see section 

20. h/s = s/h (see section 

21. h/z = z/h (see section 

2.2. h/I = ý/h (see section 

23. h/6' = C/h (see section 

24. h/9 = g"/h (see section 

25. h/I = J/h (see section 

26. h/h = 'h/h (see. section 

27. h/1' 'ý'/h (. s ee section 

28. h/? ? /h (see section 

29. h/i as in /'? ahe/ 'Sigl 

12.19 above). 

12.20 above). 

12.21 above). 

12.22 above). 

12.23 above). 

12.24 above). 

12.25 above). 

12.26 above). 

12.27 above), 

12.28 above). 

12.29 above). 

12.30 above). 

h- (n. ) - /'? aie/- 'verse of the 

K6ran'. 

30. h/u as in /I? ahe/- 's. igh (n. )' - /I? aua/, 'he sheltered'. 

(c) In*WoH. 4ihal position, /h/ enters into the following 

distinctive-oppositions: 

h/f = f/h (see section 12.4 above). 

2. h/m = m/h (see section 12.5 above)-. 

3. h/t = t/h (see section 12.7 above). 

4. h/d = d/h (see section 12.8 above). 

5. h/t = t/h (see section' 12.9 above). 

6. h/6 = 3/h (see section 12.11 above). 

7.. h/k = k/h (see section 12.13 above). 

8. h/g = g1h (see section 12.14 above). 

9. h/x, = x/h (see section 12.15 -above). * 
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10. h /-y -y /h 

11. h/ý ý/h 

12. h /n n /h 

13. h Ir r1h 

14. h/l 1 1h 

15. h Is s /h 

16. h rc 'C' /h 

17. h/6 = g"/h 

18. h /I =I /h 

19. h/h = h/h 

20. h/T = q/h 

21. h/7 = 7/h 

22. h/i as in 

(see section 

(see section 

(see section 

(see section 

(see section 

(see section 

(see section 

(see section 

-(see section 

(see section 

(see section 

(see section 

/6ah/. 'digni 

12.16 above). 

12.17 above). 

12.18 above). 

12.19 above). 

12.20 above). 

12.22 above). 

12.25, above). 

12.26 above). 

12, -. 27 above). 

12.28 above). 

12.29 above). 

12.30 above). 

ty' - /6ai/ 'coming (adjT 

Summary. 

The phoneme /h/ is opposable to 27 consonant phonemes and 2 

vowel phcnemes word-initially, 28 consonant phonemes and 2 vowel 

phonemes word-medially, and 21 consonant phonemes and I vowel 

phoneme-word-finally; i. e. /h/ forms a total of 81 different 

distinctive oppositions within the SIA system of phonol. ogical 

oppositions. 

... 
. 
(B)'*ThLs-sjA'Vowel*Phonemes 

12.32. 
_'_ 

Th6_*OppotAbility'of*/i/. 

The opposabilityof the phoneme /i/ within the. SIA system 

. 
of phonological oppositions is as follows: 
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(a) In Word-ýinitial position, A/ enters into the following 

distinctive oppositions: 

1. i/u as in /'iadda/ 'handle (n. )' - Puadda/ 'he sent'. 

2. i/ý = p/i (see section 12.2 above). 

3. i/b = b/i (see section 12.3 above). 

4. i/f = f/i (see section 12.4 above). 

5. i /rý = M/i (see section 12.5 above). 

6. ' i/T = Ip/i (see section 12.6 above). 

7. i/t = t/i (see section 12.7 above). 

8. i/d = d/i (see section 12.8 above). 

9. i/ý = t/i (see section 12.9 above). 

10. i/O = O/i (see section 12.10 above). 

11. i/a = 8/i (see section 12.11 above). 

12. i/ý = ý/i (see section 12.12 above). 

13. i/k = k/i (see section 12.13 above). 

14. i/g = g/i (see section 12.14 above). 

i5. 
-i/x = X/i (see section 12.15 above). 

16. ' i/y = Y/i (see section 12.16 above). 

17. i/ý = ]ý/i (see section 12.17 above). 

18. i/n = n/i (see section 12.18 above). 

19., i/. r r/i (see section 12.19 above). 

20. - i/S S/i (see section 12.2? above). 

21. i/z Z/i (see section 12.23 above). 

22. i/q ý/i . 
(see section 12.24 above). 

23. i/6 WC/i (see section 12.25 above). 

24. i/9w 9, /i (see section 12.26 above). 
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25. i/I I/i (see section 12.27 above). 

26. i/h h/i (see section 12.28 above). 

27. itz q/i (see section 12.29 above). 

28. 7/i (see section 12.30 above). 

29. i/h h/i (see section 12.31 above). 

(b) In*w6f-dLmedial, position, * /i/ enters into the following 

distinctive oppositions: 

1. i/u as in /'ýid/ 'religious feast' /'ýud/ 'matchstick'. 

2. i/i*as in /sim/ 'thin metal rod' 'poison (n. )'. 

3. i/u as in /trid/ 'she wants' - /trud/ 'she replies'. 

4. i/a as in /sim/ 'thin metal rod' - /sam/. Ihe poisoned'. 

5. i/e a's in /uil/ 'wheel' - /uel/ 'distress (n. )'. 

6. * i/O as in /iqiyq/ 'wordi. ng (n. ) /Ijaye / 'present (n. ) 1. 

7. i/a as in /Izid/ 'religious feast' --Pad/ "he returned'. 

8. i/b = b/i (see section 12.3 above). 

9. i/f = f/i (see section 12.4 above). * 

10. i/M = M/i (see section 12.5 above). 

11., VIP = T/i (see section 12.6 above). 

12. i/t = t/i, (see section 12.7 abov e). 

13. i/d = d/i (see section 12.8 above). 

14. i/ý = t/i (see section 12.9 above). - 
15. ' i/O = O/i (see section 12.10 above). 

16. i/3 = 6/i (see section 12.11 above). 

17. i/ý x 6/i (see section 12.12 above). 

18. i/k =_k/i (see section 12.13 above). 
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19. ild = g/i (see section 12.14 above). 

20. i/x = x/i (see section 12.15 above). 

21. i /-Y' = -y/i (see section 12.16 above). 

22. (see section 12.17 above). 

23. ihý = n/i (see section 12.18 above). 

24., i/i = r/i (see section 12.19 above). 

25. i/l = 1/i (see section 12.20 above). 

26. i4 = I/i (see section 12.21 above). 

27. i/s, = S/i (see section 1.2.22 above). 

28. i/z = zli (see section 12.23 above). 

29. i/q, = ý/i (see section 12.24 above). 

30. C i/ý = /i C (see section' 12.25 above). 

31. = -/i 9 (see section 12.26 above). 

32. = I/i (see section 12.27 above). 

33. = tVi (see section 12.28 above). 

34. ' i/q, = T/i (see section 12.29 above). 

35. = ? /i (see section 12.30 above). 

36. * = ý/i (see section 12.31 above). 

(c). In'W&44inal position, '/i/ enters into the following 

distinctive oppositions: 

1. . i/u as in /hei/ I al iW - /hau/ 'wi 1d pl ani I. 

i/i as in /79'uad'di/ 'I send it or him' - /? aluaddr/ 'I 

send'. 

i/u as in /uadldi/ 'send it or him! (si. ng. addressee), - 

luaddu/ "send! (pl. addressee) 
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4. i/9 as in /u9d8di/ 'send it or him! (sing. addressee)' 

/'uaddi/ 'send! (sing. addressee)'. 

5. i/a as in /uad'di/ 'send it or him! (sing. addressee)' 

/uad'da/ 'he sent,, it or him'. 

6. i/f = f/i (see section 12.4 above). 

7. i/m = m/i (see section 12.5,, above). 

8. i/T = ID/i (see section 12.6 above). 

9. i/t = t/i (see section 12.7 above). 
10. i/d = d/i (see section 12.8 above). 

11. i/t = t/i (see section 12.9 above). 

12. 1/0 = 0/1 (see section 12.10 above). 

13. * i/a = 8/i (see section 12.11 above). 

14. ' i/ý = O/i (see section 12.12 above). 

15. i/k k/i, (see section 12.13 above). 

16. i/g g/i ( see section 12.14 above). 

17. -i/x x/i (see section 12.15 above). 

18. i/-y = Y/i (see section 12.16 above). 

19. a4 = ý/i (see section 12.17 above). 

20. i/n = n/i (see section 12.18 above). 

21. ite = r/i (see section 12.19 above). 

22. i/l = 1/i (see section 12'. 20 above). 

23. i/I = I/i (see section 12.21 above). 

24. i/S = s/i (see section 12.22 above). 

25. ' i/z- = z/i (see section 12.23 above). 

26. i/q = q/i (see section 12.24 above). 

27. 1/6 = -'C/i (see section 12.25 above). 
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28. g/i (see section 12.26 above). 

29. I/i (see section 12.27 above). 

30. i/h 'h/i (see section 12.28 above). 

31. i/T (see section 12.29 above). 

32. i/7 ? /i (see section 12.30 above). 

33. iA fi/i (see section 12.31 above). 

Summary: 

The phoneme /i/ is opposable to 1 vowel phoneme and 28 

consonant phonemes word-initially, 7*vowel phonemes and 29 consonant 

phonemes word-medially, and 5 vowel phonemes and 28 consonant phonemes 

word-finally; i. e. '/i/ forms a total of 98 different distinctive 

oppositions within the SIA system of phonological oppositions. 

12! 33! '*Th6*Oppotabi]ity'df'/u/. 

The opposability of the phoneme /u/ within the SIA system 

of phonological oppositions is as follows: 

(a), Ifi'Wof-d-Linitial-position, /u/ enters into the following 

distinctive oppositions: 

1. u/i = i/u (see section 12.32 above). 

2. u/p =-p/u (see section 12.2 above). 

3. u/b = b/p (see section 12.3 above). 

4. U/f = f/u (see section 12.4 above). 

5. U/M = M/U (see section 12.5- above). ' 

6. ' u/rp = lp/u (see section 12.6 above). 

7. u/t. = t/u (see section 12.7 above). 
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8. u/d d/u (see section 12.8 above). 

9. U/t t/u (see section 12.9 above). 

10. U/0 O/U (see section 12.10 above). 

11. U/3 a /U (see section 12.11 above). 

12. U/ý = ý/u (see section 12.12 above). 

13. -u/k = k/u (see section 12.13 above). 

14. u1g =Wu (see section 12.1.4 above). 

15. U/x = x/u (see section 12.15 above). 

16. U/Y = -Y/U (see section 12.16 above). 

17. U& = ý/u (see section 12.17 above). 

18. u/n = n/u (see section 12.18'above). 

19. U/. r = C/u (see section 12.19 above). 

20. U/S, - S/u (see section 12.22 'above). 

21. U/z = z/u (see section 12.23 above). 

22. ulq = q/u (see section 12.24 above). 

23. ýU/Zc = 'C'/u (see section 12.25 above). 

24. U/6 = 9, /u (see section 12.26 above). 

25. U/I = Sh (see section 12.27 above). 

26. u/h = h/u (see section 12.28 above). 

27. UP = Th (see section 12.29 above). 

28. U/7 7/u see section 12.30 above). 

29. u/h h/u (see section 12.31 above). 

(b) WWM; -&mýdial position, /u/ enters into the following 

di s ti nc tive oppositions: 

U/i-= i/u'(see section above). 

2. u/i as in /'ýud/ 'm-atchstick' - /Tid/ 'count! ' 
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3. u/u as in /quf / 'wool '- /pf / 'arrange in rows! ' 

4. u/9 as in /ýuf/ 'wool' - /qaf/ 'class (n. )'. 

5. u/e as in-/quf/ "wool' - /qef/ 'summer'. 

6. u/. o as in /sug/ 'market' - /sog/ 'undignified (speech)'. 

7. u/a as in /Tud/ Imatchstick' - /Tad/ 'he returned'. 

8. u/b = b/u (see section 12.3. above). 

9. u/f = f/u (see section 12.4 above). 

10. u/m = m/u (see section 12.5 above). 

11. u/T = T/u (see section 12.6 above). ' 

12. u/t = t/u (see section 12.7 above). 

13. u/d = d/u (see section 12.8 above). 

14. u/t = t/u (see section 12.9 above). 

15. u/e = G/u (see section 12.10 above). 

16. u/8 = B/u (see section 12.11 above)., 
- 

17. U/ý = O/u (see section 12.12 above). 

18. u/k = k/u (see section 12.13 above). 

19. ulg = g/u (see section 12.14 above). 

20. U/x = x/u (see section 12.15-above). 

21. U/-y = -Y/U (tee section 12.16 above). 

22. U4 = ý/u (see section 
, 
12.17 above). 

23. u/n = n/u (see section 12.18 above). 

24. U/. r = r/u (see section 12.19 above). 

25. U/I = 1/u (see section 12.20 above). 

26. U/I = 1/u (see section 12.21) above). 

ý27. U/S = S/U (see section 12.22 above). 

28. uh, = z/u (see section 12.23 above). 
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29. u/ý = ý/u 

30. u/- c= -C/u 

31. U/- = Vu 99 

32. U/I = Th 

33. - u/h = h/u 

34. Utz q /u 

35. UP ? /u 

36. u/h h/u 

(see section 

(see section 
(see section 

(see section 
(see section 
(see section 

(see section 
(see section 

12.24 above). 

12.25 above). 

12.26 above). 

12.27 above). 

12.28 above). 

12.29 above). 

12.30 above). 

12.31 above). 

(c) In'W6H-4inal position, /u/-enters into the following 

distinctive oppositions: 

1. u/, ' = i/u (see section 12.32 above). 

2. u/i as in /uad'du/ 'send it or him! (pl. addressee)' - 

Puaddi/ 'send! (si. ng. addressee)'. 

3. u/u as in /uadldu/ 'send it or him! (pl. addressee)' 

/luaddu/ 'send! (pl. addressee)'. 

4. u/9 as in /uadldu/ 'send it or him! (pl. addressee)' 

/'uadde/''he sent'. 

5. u/a as in /uadldu/ 'send it-or him! (pl. addressee)' /uadlda/ 

'he sent it or him'. 

6. u/f = f/u (see section 12.4 above). 

-7. u/m = m/u (see section 12.5 above). 

8. u/, p = T/u (see section 12.6 above). - 

9. U/t = t/u (see section 12.7 above). 

10. u/d = d/u (see section 12.8 above). 

ll. ý U4 = Vu (see ýsection, 12.9 above). 

12. U/9 = 0/u, (see section 12.10 above). 
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13. u/a =, a/u (see section 12.11 above). 

14. u/0 ý/u (see section 12.12 above). 

15. U/k k/u (see section 12.13 above). 

16. u/jr g/u (see section 12.14 above). 

17. -u/x x/u (see section 12.15 above). 

18. u/-j = -y/u (see section 12.16 above). 

19. u/ý = t/u (see section 12.17 above). 

20. u/n = n/u (see section 12.18 above). 

21. u/. r = r/u (see section 12.19 above). 

22. u/1 = 1/u (see section 12.20, above). 

23. u/I = 1/u (see section 12.21 above). 

24. u/s = s/u (see section 12.22 above). 

25. u/z = z/u (see section 12.23 above). 

26. u/I = ý/U (see section 

27. u/c' = 'c/u (see section 

28. ulg' = g'/u (see section 

29. U/I = x/u (see section 

30. u/h h/u (see section 
31. u/lz. = q/U (see section 
32. - u/? - ? /u (see section 

12.24 above). 

12.25 above). 

12.26 above). 

12.27 above). 

12.28 above). 

12.29 above). 

12.30 above). 

Surmnary: 

The phoneme /u/ is opposable to I vowel phoneme. and 28 

consonant-phonemes. word-initially, 7 vowel phonemes and 29 consonant 

phonemes word-medially,, 5 vowel phonemes and 27 consonant phonemes 

word-finally; i. e. /u/ form a total of 97 different distinctive 

oppositioný within the SIA phonological oppositions. 
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12.34 'The*Opposability'of 

The opposability of the phoneme /i/ within the SIA system 

of phonological oppositions is as follows: 

(a) In'W6rd-ýinitial, position, /i/ is not opposable to. any 

of the-SIA phonemes since it never occurs in this position. 

, 
(b) In4ot&m6dial position, /z/ enters into the following 

distinctive oppositions: 

1. (see sec. tion 12.32 ib6ve). 

2., x/u u/i (see section 12.33 above). 

3. ilu as in /'ý'ibar/ 'lessons or warnings' - /'Tubar/ 

'he crossed over'. 

4.1/9 as in /'Tzbre/ 'lesson or warning' - /Iqeb-r9/-ItearsI. 

5. i/e as in lsl'. rl 'secret (n. )' - /ser/ 'watch strap'. 

6.1/0 as in /'si-ye 'he listened attentivel I- /'so-ye/ y 

'present (n. )'.. 

7. ý/a as in Isim/ 'poison (n. )' - /sam/ 'poisonous'. 

(c) In'WoHLfinal position, z/ enters into the followi. ng, 
distinctive oppositions: 

1 (see section 12.32 above). 

2. I/u uh (see section 12.33 above). 

3. I/U as in /Ihili/ la lady's ornaments' 

'sweet (adi. ) 

4. -x/9 as in /'Talz/ 'boy's name' - /'Tala[ 'on'. 
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5. x/a as in /'uaddi/ 'send! (sing. addressee)' - /ued'da/ 

'he sent it or him'. 

S umma ry. * 

The phoneme /i/ is opposable to 7 vowel phonemes word-medi ally, 

and 5 vowel phonemes word-finally; i. e. /i/ forms a total of 12 

different distinctive oppositions within the SIA system of 

phonological oppositions. 

_12.35. _*_* 
The -Oppbtdbi Ii ty 'Of Jul. 

The opposability of the phoneme. /u/ within the SIA system 

of phonological oppositions is as follows: 

(a) In*W6t&ihitial, position,. /u/ is, like /i/, not opposable 

to any-of the SIA phonemes since it never occurs. in this position. 

(b) In'Word-ýrhodial position, -/u/ enters into the'following 

distinctive oppositions: 

1. u/i = i/u (see section 12.32 above). 

u/u = u/u (see section 12.33 above). 

3. u/i = r/u (see section 12.34 above). 

4. u/9 as in Aur/ . 'free' - /har/. 'hot weather'. ' 

u/e as in, /Iuf/ 'arrange in rows! ' - /qef/ 'summer'. 

6. u/o as in /juT/ 'close (your hand)! ' - /jcý. n/ 'fasting (n. )'. ' 

7. u/a as in /hut/ 'free' - /har/ 'hot'. 

(c) In'Word4inal, position, /u/ enters into the followi. ng 

distinctive oppositions: 
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1. U/i = i/u 

2. U/U = U/U 

3. U/I = I/U 

4. u/; oý as in 

higher' . 
5. u/a as in 

(see section 12.32 

(see section 12.33 

(see section 12.34 

/11ýxlu/ 'height' - 

/luaddu/ 'send! (p 

above). 

above) . 
above). 

O'xia/ 'it or he became 

addressee)' - /uad'da/ 'he 

sent it or him'. 

Summary. - 

The phoneme, /u/ is opposable to 7 vowel phonemes word-medially, 

and 5 vowel phonemes word-finally; i. e.. /u/ forms a total of 12 

different distinctive oppositions within the SIA system of phonological 

oppositions. 

1-2.36_. -*The'Opp tability'ofle/. 

The opposability of the phoneme /a/ within the SIA system 

of phonological oppositions is as follows: 

(a) In'WordLinitial position, /9/'is, like /x/ and, /u/, 

not opposable to any of the SIA phonemes since it never occurs 

in this position. 

(b) In*WbrdLmedial position, /q/-enters into the followi. ng 

distinctive oppositions: 

1. (see section" 12'. 32 above). 

2.9/u u/9 (see section 12.33 above). 

3. (see section . 12.34 above). 

4. p/6 u/9 (see section 12.35 above). 
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5.9/e as in /hai/ 'solution' - /hel/ 'strength'. 

6.9/o as in /qeT/ 'handful' - /Icq/ 'fasting (n. )'. 

7. a/a, as in /had/ 'limit (n. )' - /had/ 'sharp'. 

(c) In*W6ed-4inal, position, /a/ enters into the* following 

distinctive oppositions: 

i/a (see section 12.32 above). 

2.9/u = u/9 (see section 12.33 above). 

3. = i/a (see section 12.. 34 above). 

4. alu = u/a (see sec . tion 12.35 above). 

5. -a/a as in /'uadde/ 'he sent' - /uadlda/ 'he sent it or him'. 

'SUmmary: 

The. phoneme is opposable to 7 vowel phonernes word-medially, 

and 5 vowel phonemes word-finally; i. e. /a/ forms a total of 12 

different distinctive oppositions within the SIA system of 

phonological oppositions. 

12.37. -The'OppotAbility'of /e/. 

The opposability of the phoneme /e/ within the SIA system 

of phonological oppositions isas follows: 

(a) IWW6rdLihitial position and'word-; final position, , /e/ 

is not opposable to any of the SIA phonemes since it never occurs 

in these positions. 

(b) In*w6r&medial position, on the other hand,. /e/ enters 

into the followi. ng distinctive oppositions: 
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1. e/i = Ve (see section 12.32 above). 

2. e/u = u/e (see section 12.33 above). 

3. e/r = i/e (see section 12.34 above). 

4. e/u = u/e (see section 12.35 above). 

5. e/9 = 9/e (see section 12.36 above). 

6. e/o as in /tef/ vision or phantasm' - /tof/ 
. 
'mud wall'. 

7. e/a as in /Tel/ 'carrying (n. )' - /Ial/ 'he moved out'. 

The phoneme /e/, is opposable to 7 vowel phonemes in word-medial 

position only; i. e. -/e/ forms a total of 7 different distinctive 

oppositions within the SIA system of phonological oppositions. 

12.38. 
_- 

The 

The opposability of the phoneme /o/ within the SIA system of 

phonological oppositions is as follows: 

(a) An*Wotd-ýinitial position and WOrd-ýfinal position, /o/ is, 

like /e/, not opposable to any of the SIA phonemes since it never 

, occurs in these positions. 

k 

(b) In'w6rd-ýfii&dial position, on the other hand, /e/ enters into 

the following distinctive oppositions: 

1. o/i = i/o (see section 12.32 above). 

2. -o/u = u/o (see section 12.33 above). 

3. o/z = x/o (see section 12.34 above). 

4. o/u u/o (see section 12.35 above). ý 

5. o/a, 9/oý(see section 12.36 above). 
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6. o/e = e/o (see section 12.37 above). 

7. o/a as in /xof/ 'fear (n. )' - /xaf/ 'he feared'. 

Summary. 

The phoneme /o/ is, like /e/, oppoýable to 7 vowel phonemes in 

word-nedial position only; i. e. /o/ forms a total of. 7 different 

distinctive oppositions within the SIA system of phonol. ogical 

oppositions. 

12.39. *_*The'Opp sability'of'/, a/. 

The opposability of the phoneme /a/ within the SIA system 

of phonological oppositions is as follows: 

(a) In-W6e&initial position, /a/ is, like lxl,. Iul, /9/, /e/ 

and /o/, not opposable to any of the SIA phonemes since it never 

occurs in this position. 

(b) In'Wof-&medialposition, /ý/ enters into the following 

distinctive oppositions: 

a/3. 

a/u 

ah 

ab 

a/9 

a/e 

a/o 

i/a 

u/a 

=-i/a 

= u/a 

= 9/a 

= e/a 

= io/a 

(see section 
(see section 
(see section 

(see section 

(see section 
(see section 

(see section 

12.32 above). 

12.33 above). 

12.34'above). 

12.35 above). 

12.36 above)., 

12.37 above). 

12.38 above). 

(c) In'w6rd-ifihal, position, -/a/ enters'into the followi. ng 

distinctive oppositions: 
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1. ah = i/a (see section 12.32 above). 

2. a/u = u/a (see section 12.33 above). 

3. a/i = i/a, (see section 12.34 above). 

4. a/u = u/a (see section 12.35 above). 

5. a/9 = 9/a (see section 12.36 above).. 

'Summary. 
The phoneme /a/ is opposable to 7 vowel phonemes word-medially, 

and 5 vowel phonemes word-finally; i. e. - /a/ forms a total of 12 

different distinctive oppositions within the SIA system of phonological 

oppositions. 

12.40. ' StAtittital 'ConClUtions. 

The above survey of the opposability (i. e. distinctive force) 

of the SIA phonemes yields the following statistical conclusions: 

(A) TheSlAtonsonantPhonemes 

(1) Each of the phonemes /f, t, d, t, n, r/ forms a total of 

83 distinctive oppositions with *SIA consonant phonemes and a total 

of 6 distinctive oppositions with SIA vowel phonemes, i. e. each 

of the above. consonant phonemes forms a sum total of 89 distinctive 

oppositions with the phonemes of the SIA phonological system. 

(2) Each of the phonemes /k, g, x, -y, g, forms a 

total of 82 distinctive oppositions with SIA consonant phonemes 

and a total of 6 distinctive oppositions with SIA vowel phonemes, i. e. 

each of the above consonant phonemes forms a sum total of 88 distinctive 
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oppositions with the phonemes of the SIA phonological system. 

(3) Each of the phonemes /m. 09ý, ý, s9q/ forms a total 

of 81 distinctive oppositions with SIA consonant phonemes and a 

total of, 6 disti*nctive oppositions with SIA vowel phonemes, ' 

i. e. each of the above consonant phonemes forms-a sum total of 

87 distinctive oppositions with the phonemes of the SIA phonological 

system, 

(4) Each of thp phonemes /ip, - z, 'c, 7/ forms a total of 80 

distinctive oppositions with SIA consonant phonemes and a total 

of 6 distinctive oppositions with SIA vowel phonemes, i. e. each 

of the above consonant phonemes forms a sum total of 86 distinctive 

oppositions with the phonemes of the-SIA phonological system. 

(5) The consonant phoneme /b/ forms a total of 78 distinctive 

oppositions with other SIA consonant phonemes and a total of 6 

distinctive oppositions with SIA vowel phonemes, i. e. /8/. forms a 

sum total-of 84 distinctive oppositions'with other phonemes of the 

SIA phonological system. 

(6) The consonant phoneme Afforms a total of 76 distinctive 

oppositions with other SIA consonant phonemes and a total'of 5 

distinctive oppositions with SIA vowel phonemes, i. e. /h/ forms 

a sum total of 81 distinctive oppositions with other phonemes of 

the SIA phonological system. 

(7) 'Each of the consonant phonemes /b, 1- / forms a total of 

56 distinctive oppositions with-SIA consonant phonemes and a total 
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of 4 distinctive oppositions with SIA vowel phonemes, i. e. each 

of the consonant phonemes /b/ and A/ forms a sum total of 60 

distinctive oppositions with the phonemes of the SIA phonological 

system. 

(8) The consonant phoneme /I/ forms' a total of 47 distinctive 

oppositions with other SIA consonant phonemes and a total of 4 

distinctive oppositions with SIA vowel phonemes, i. e. /I/ forms a 

sum total of 51 distinctive oppositions with other phonemes of the 

SIA phonological system. 

(9) The consonantphoneme /p/ forms a total of 39 distinctive 

oppositions with other SIA consonant phonemes and a total of 2 

distinctive oppositions with SIA vowel phonemes, i. e. forms a 

sum total of 41 distinctive oppositions with other phonemes of the 

SIA phonological system. 

Since the phonological system of SIA consists of 30 ýonsonant 

phonemes and 8 vowel phonemes (see further above), each of the 

SIA consonant phonemes is potentially opposable to 29 phonemes within' 

the consonant system and to a total of 37 phonemes 29 consonant 

phonemes +8 vowel phonemes) within the whole of the SIA phonological 

system. This is potentially the case in each of the three word 

positions investigated above, viz. word-initially, word-medially 

and word-finally. In all these three positions, therefore, each 

SIA consonant phoneme can potentially form a total of 87 (= 29 x, 3) 

distinctive oppositions within the consonant system, and 'a sum 

total of Ill (= 37 x 3) distinctive oppositions within the whole 
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of the SIA phonological. system. Thus, the functional load of /t/, 

for example, is worked out as follows: 

-83 x-100 95% within the SIA consonant system, and 
87 

89. x. 100 80% within the whole of the SIA phonological system. 
ill 

Applying this calculation to each of the SIA consonant phonemes 

gives us the following percentages: 
(') 

The consonant'phonemeý /f, t, d, t, n, rl have a functional 

load of 95% and 80%. 

(2) The consonant phonemes /k, Gr, x. -y, g", have 

a functional load of 94% and 79%. 

(3) The consonant phonemes /m, 0, ý, ý, s, ý/ have a functional 

load of 93% and 78%. 

The consonant phonemes /Ip, z, 'c, ? /. have a functional 

load of 92% and 77%. 

(5) The consonant phoneme /a/ has a functional load of 90% and 

76%. 

(6). The consonant phoneme /h/ has a functional load of 87% and 

73%. 

(7) The consonant phonemes /b, 1 / have a functional load of 

64% and 54% . 

(1) Throughout this section, percentages are, as in the previous 
example of /t/, given to the nearest whole number-and in descending 
order of func 

* 
tional load. For a given phoneme (or group of phonemes) 

two percentages are given; the first corresponds to the functional 
load of the given phoneme(s) within the consonant system (or. 
vowel system in the case of vowel phonemes) and the second corresponds. 
to thefunctional load of the same phoneme(s) within the whole of 
the phonological system of SIA. 
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(8) The consonant phoneme /I/ has a functional load of 54% and 

(9) The consonant phoneme /P/ has a functional load of 45% and 

, 
(B)''The'SIA Vowel Phonemes 

The vowel phoneme'/i/ forms a total of 13 distinctive 

oppositions with other SIA vowel phonemes and a total of 85 

distinctive oppositions with SIA'consonant phonemes, i. e.. */i/ forms 

a sum total of 98 distinctive oppositions with other phonemes of 

the SIA phonological system. 

(2) The vowel phonerm /u/ forrm a total of 13 distinctive 

oppositions with other SIA vowel phonemes and a total of 84 

distinctive oppositions with SIA consonant phonemes, i. e. /u/ 

form a sum total of 97 distinctive oppositions with other'phonemes 

of the SIA phonological system. 

(3) Each of the vowel phonemes /r, u, 9, a/ forms a total 

of 12 distinctive oppositions with SIA vowel phonemes but is not 

opposable to any of the SIA consonant phonemes, - i. e. each of the 

above vowel phonemes forms la sum total of 12 distinctive oppositions 

withithe phonemes of the SIA phonological system. 

(4) The vowel phonemes. /e, o / are only opposable to each other 

and the other SIA vowel phonewes; however, this is only possible 

in word-medial position since /e/ and /o/ never occur word- 

initially or word-finallyl(see-sections 12.37 and 12.38 respectively). 
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Thus, each -of ý them forms a sum total of 7 distinctive oppositions 

with the rest of the SIA phonemes. 

As stated further above, the SIA phonological system is 

composed of -8 vowel phonemes and 30 consonant phonemes. Therefore,, 

each of the SIA vowel phonemes is potentially opposable to a total 

of 7 phonemes Within the vowel system and to a total of 37 phonemes 

7 vowel phonemes + 30 consonant phonemes) within the whole of 

the SIA phonological system. This is potentially the case in each 

of the three word positions investigated above, viz. word-initially, 

word-medially and word-finally. In all these three positions, 

therefore, each SIA vowel phoneme can potentially form a total 

of 21 7 y. 3) distinctive oppositions within the vowel system, 

and a sum total of 111 37 x 3) distinctive oppositions within 

the whole-of the SIA phonological system. Thus, the functional 

load of /i/, for example, is worked out as follows: 

13 x 100 
........ 62% within the SIA vowel system, and 

21 

... 98. X. 100 
= 88% within the whole of the SIA phonological system. 

III 

Applying this calculation to each of the SIA vowel phonemes gives 

us the following percentages (see footnote (1) on page 464): 

(1) The vowel phoneme /i/ has a functional load of 62% and 

88%. 

(2) The vowel phoneme /u/ has a functional load of, 62% and 87%. 

(3) The vowel phonemes u, 9, -a/ have a functional load 

of 57% and 11%. 
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(4). The_vowel phonemes /e, o/ have a functional load of 33% 

and 6%. ' 

In order to give a tabular representation of the above 

-statistical survey of the opposability of the SIA phonemes, I 

shall use the following key: 

C: number of consonant phonemes that a given $IA phoneme is 

opposable to in a given word position, 

V: number of vowel phonemes that a given SIA phoneme is opposable 

to in -a given word po5ition, 

Tl: total number of distinctive oppositions that a. given SIA 

phoneme can form with SIA consonant phonemes word-initially, 

word-medially and. word-finally, 

T 2: total number of distinctive oppositions that a given SIA 

phoneme can form with SIA vowel phonemes word-ifiitially, ý 

word-medially and word-finally, - 

T 3: sum tota. 1 of distinctive oppositions that a given SIA phoneme 

can form within the whole of the SIA phonological system 

word-initially, word-medially and word-finally, 

P percentage of the functional load of a given SIA consonant 

or vowel phoneme within the consonant or vowel system, as 

the case my be, and 

P2: percentage of the functional load of a given SIA consO nant 

or vowelphoneme within the whole of. the SIA phonol. ogical 

system. 

Thus, the statistics of the opposability of the SIA phonemes 

and their functional load may be summarized by the following table: 
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Phoneme Initially Medially Finally 
T1 T2 T3 pI P2 

c v c v c v 

27 2 29 2 27 2 83 6 89 95% 80% 

27 2 29 2 27 2 83 6 89 95% 80% 

/d/ 27 2 29 2 27 2 83 6 89 95% 80% 

27 2 29 2 27 2 83 6 89 95% 80% 

/n/ 27 2 29 2 27 2 83 6 89 95% 80% 

......... 
27 

..... 
2 

.... 
29 2 27- 2 83 6 89 95% 80% 

-/k/ 27 2 28 2 27 2 82 6 88 94% 79% 

/g/ 27 2 28 2 27 2 82 6 88 94% 79% 

/X/ 27 2 28 2 27 2 82 6 88 94% 79% 

/Y/ 27 2 29 2 26 2 82 6 88 94% 79% 

27 2 28 2 27 2 82 6 88 94%' 79% 

27 2 28 2 27 2 82 6 88 94% 79% 

/h/ 27 2 28 2 27 2 82 6 88 94% 79% 

27 2 28 2 27 2 
.. 

82 
..... 

6 
..... 

88 
.... 

94% 
... 

79% 

/M/ -27 2 28 2 26 2. 81 6 8ý 93% 78% 

ý6/ 2-7 2 28 2 26 2 8.1 '6 87 93% 78% 

27 2 28 2 26 2 81 6 87. 93% 78% 

/k 27 2 28 2 26 2 81 6 87 93% 78% 

/s/ 27 2 28 2 26 2 81 6 87 93% 78% 

... 

27 

. .. 

2 

..... 

28 2 26 2 81 6. 87 93%. 78% 
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Phoneme Initially, Medially Finally 
T 1 T 2 Tp 31 p 2 

c v c v 

AD/ 27 2 28 2 25 2 80 
.6 

86 92% 77% 

/z/ 27 2: '. 28 2 25 2 80 6 86 92% 77% 

A/ 27 2 27 2 26 2 80 6 86 92% 77% 

27 2 26 2 27 2 80 6 86 92% 77% 

........ 
27 

.... 
2 27 . *2 

. 
24. 2 78. 

. 
6. 

. 
84. 

. 
90% 76% 

/h/ 27 2 28 2 21 1 76 81 86% 73% 

IbI 27 2 29 2 0 0 56 4 60 64% 54% 

A/ 0 0 29 2 27 2 56 4 60 64% 54% 

01 0 27 '2 20*- 2 47 4 51 54% 46% 

/p/ 27 2 12 0 0 0 39 2 41 45% 37% 

A/ 28 1 29- 7 28 5 85 13 98 62% 88% 

/u/ 28 1 29 7 27 5 84 13 97 62% 87% 

/1/ 0 0 0 7 0* 5 
.0 

12 12 57% 11% 

/U/ -0 
0 0 7 0 5 0 12 12 57% 11% 

0 0 0 7 0 5 0 12 12 57% 11% 

/a/ 0 0 0 .7 0 5 0 12 12 57% 11% 

/e/ 0 0. 0 7 '0' 0 0 7- 7* 33% 6% 

/0/ 0- 0 0 7 0 0 0 7 7 33% 6% 
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12.41 . -The* Position of *14aximum Differentiation in SIA. 

In addition to the above statistical account of the functional 

load of the SIA phonemes, it is also important to work out which 

of the three word positions is the 'position of maximum differentiation' 

in the phonology of SIA. By totalling the number of distinctive 

oppositions that can occur in each word position (as presented in 

the above statistical table) and dividing it by 2, we get the following 

results: 

(1) The number of different distinctive oppositlons that can 

occur in word-initial position in SIA is 435. 

(2) The number of different distinctive oppos-itions that can 

occur in word-medial position in SIA is 500. 

(3) The number of different distinctive oppositions that 

can occur in word-final position in SIA is 434. 
I This means that the total number of distinctive oppositions. 

which can occur in all the above three w. ord positions is 1369. 

Thus, a-percentage(') of the differentiability of each of the 

three word positions in SIA is as follows: 

(1) Word-initially: 

435. x. 100 31.78% 
1369 

(2) Word-medially: 

--500. x-ý100 36.52% 

..... ........ 1369 ..... . .... ... ....... ..... 

(1) Percentages in this section are, unlike those in the previous 
section, given-to the nearest second decimal number so as to preserve 
the very slight difference between the percentages of word-initial 
and word-final positions (see percentages further below). 
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(3) Word-finally: 

434. x. 100 
- 31.70% 

1369 

These percentages clearly show that word-medial position is the 

position of maximum differentiation in the phonological system of 

SIA. The same conclusion can be reached through the following 

method: 

Since the phonol. ogical system of SIA consists of a total of 38 

phonemes, the potential number of possible oppositions in each word 

position is equal to 38 x (38-1) i. e. 703. Therefore, a percentage 

2 

of'the differentiability of each of the three word positions in 

SIA is as follows: - 
(1) Word-initially: 

. 435. x. 100 
= 61.88% 

703 

(2) Word-n-edially: 

.. 500. x. 100 
- 71.12% 

703 

(3) Word-finally: 

.. 434. x 100 61.74% 
703 

In conclusion, word-medial position is the 'position of maximum 

differentiation' in the phonological system of SIA. 
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Chapter Thirteen 

NEUTRALIZATION AND FREE VARIATION ''IN SIA 

.. (A)''NeUtralization(l)- 

13A. -Inti-6doction. 

The non-occurrence of a given phonological opposition in 

one or more contexts is to be. considered as a case of nýutralization 

only if (a) the members of, -. the given opposition are in exclusive 

relation and (b) neither member can occur in the given context(s). 

In other words, a phonological opposition which meets both of 

these conditions is said to be neutralizable in the given context(s). 

As we have seen in Chapter Four, the notion of 'neutralization' 

is always connected with the notion of the 'archiphoneme'. 

Let us consider, for example, the opposition between SIA 

/p/ and Ibl. The SIA phonemes /p/ and /b/ are said to be in ' 

exclusive relation since they are distinguished froni each other 

by only one pair of relevant features (viz. "voiceless" vs "voiced") 

and, furthermore, they are alone in the SIA phonological system 

to share the relevant features "labial". "non-nasal", and "stop", 

(see sections 10.2 and 10.3 further above). Thus, SIA p/b meets 

condition (a) above. For SIA p/b- to be consi. dered as a neutralizable 

opposition, it'has to meet condition (b) as well. The SIA p/b opposition 

............... ............................. .... ..... 

(1) For a detailed account of the concepts of 'neutralization' 
and 'archiphonemel, see sections 4.3-4.13 furtheý above. 
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'does meet, condition (b) above since neither /p/ nor IbI occurs in 

word-final. position. Therefore, SIA p/b is said to be a neutralizable 

opposition. The, archiphoneme which occurs in word-final position 

(i. e. the position of neutralization) is, as we shall see later 

in this chapter, defined by the set of relevant features common 

to both /p/ and Ibl, viz. "labial", "non-nasal", and "stop". 

73.2_. ' 'Thd*Niýtite-aliziatibn, 6f, the'15/b 'Opposition An'S IA. 

As we have seen in the previous section, the p1b opposition is 

neutralizable in SIA since /p/ and /b/. are in exclusive relation 

and neither of them occurs in word-final position. In this position, 

i. e. the position of neutralization, an archiphoneme is said to 

occur. This archiphoneme is, according to the functionalist 

theory applied here, not to'be identified with either of the. 

respective opposition members, viz /p/ and /b/, Instead,, this. 

archiphoneme is,., Iike all archiphonemes, to be regarded as a 

separate phoneme in the SIA phonological system. Moreover, this 

archiphoneme is definable by the sum of the relevant features 

common to both /P/ and Ibl. Since /p/ is characterized by the 

relevant features "voiceless, labial, non-nasal, stop" and /b/ is 

characterized by the relevant features "Voiced, labial, non-nasal, 

stop", the archiphoneme occurring in the position where SIA p/b is 

neutralized (i. e. in word-final position) is definable by the 

relevant features "labial, non-nasal, stop". This archiphoneme 

may, according to my notational conventions presented in sectioq 

7.2 further above, be symbolized as /P/. The archiphoneme /P/ 

is phonetically realized as follows: (a) It is realized as 
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only in the SIA word for 'barrel', viz. [pýhi: p] (phonemically /piP/). 

(b) It is mostly realized as-[b], for example [d3a: b] 'he brought', 

thV Gý] 'he felt tired', etc. (phonemically /gaP/ and /'tiT*P/, 9 

respectively). 

(c) It is also realized asjý] in the vicin. ity of Tufýxxarna 

consonants, for example [16: ý] 'side or direction'jaAb: j 

'he tightened (sth. )', etc. (phonemically /ýO/ and /OaP/, 

respectively). 

To recapitulate, the oppositi. on'between SIA /p/ and /b/ is 

neutralized in word-final position where'an archiphoneme defi. nable 

as "labial, non-nasal, stop" and symbolized as /P/ is'phonetically 

realized as' [p], Jý]. orjb] (mostly as[ý] 

l3o3. ' 'The* Neutrzil i2ation'bf 'the m/fi-'Opp6sitibn: in'SIA. 

The m/n opposition is neutralizable in SIA since /m/ and /n/ 

are in exclusive relation (i. e. they are distinguished from each 

other by only one pair of relevant features,, viz. '; labial" vs. 

"non-labial" respectively, and*they are alone in the SIA 

phonological system to share the relevant, feature "nasal") and 

neither of them occurs before the labials /p, b,. f, mpp/. In 

this position, i. e. the position of neutralization, an archiphoneme 

is said to occur. This archiphoneme is not to be identified with 

either /m/ or /n/ but is to be considered as a separate phoneme in 

the SIA phonological system. Moreover, this archiphoneme is 

definable by the only relevant feature that is common to both 

and /n/, viz. "nasal". This "nasal" archiphoneme which occurs in 
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the posi ti on where S IA m/n is neutral i zed (i e. bef ore the I abial s 

/p, b, f, m, ip/) may be symbolized as /M/. (') The archiphoneme 

/M/ is phonetically realized as follows: 

(a) It is realized as a 'non-mufaxxam, bilabial I nasal, i. e. [m] 

when occurring before [p, b, m]. Examples: 

(1) [ýnpajjitj] (phonemically /'Mp9iii'c/) is, in 

the Arabic script, spelt with an Iml to mean 'slouchi. ng (adj,. )', but 

it is spelt with an 'n"to mean 'we slouch'. 

(2) [Imbellil] (phonemically is, in the 4rabic 

script, spelt with an Iml to mean '(he) having wet (sb. or sth. ) 

but it is spelt with an In' to mean 'we wet (sb. or sth. )'. 

(3) ['mmallih] (phonemically /'Mmallih/) is, in the Arabic 

ý script, spelt with an Iml to mean '(he) having added salt to', but 

it is spelt with an In' to mean 'we add salt to'. 

(b) It is realized as a 'rpufaxxom, bilabial' nasal, i. e. [T] 

when occurring before [p, ý, ip]. -Examples: 

(1) [Im FAWW ii], (phonemically PVP9uurT/) is, in the Arabic 

script, spelt with an W to mean '(he) having veiled (sb. or 

sth. )', but it is spelt with an W to mean 'we veil (sb. or sth*. )'. 

....... . .............. ..... ... 

(1) A-'given archiphoneme may, according to my notational 
conventions presented in section 7.2 further above, be symbolized 
by the capital letter of the symbol of one of the respective 
opposition members; the choice being arbitrary. In oth'er words, 
the archiphoneme occurring in the position where SIA m/n is 
neutralized may be symbolized as either /M/ or /N/. But /M/ is 
used in this thesis since the symbol 'N' has already been used to 
transcribe the 'uvular' realization of SIA /n/; see section 9.18 
further above. 
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[loAttil] (phonemically /'Mbaqil/) is, in the Arabic 

script, spelt with an Im' to man '(he) having left work', but 

it is spelt with an W to rman 'we leave work'. 

(3) [IrmnA53, ] (phonemically /'Mm933l/) is, 'in the Arabic 
0.. 

0.0. 

script, spelt with an Im"to mean '(he) havi. ng spent (time) I, but 

it is spelt with an W to mean 'we spend (time)'. 

(c) It is realized as a 'non-Tufaxxamý labio-dental, ', nasal, 

i. e. [rg] , when occurri. ng before the 'non-Tufoxxom, labio-dental' 

I 
fricative [f].. For example, ['rufattzh] (phonemically /'Mfettih/) 

is, in the Arabic. script, soelt with an Wlto mean 'open (adj. )', 

but it- is spelt with an In' to mean 'we open'. 

(d) It is also realized as a 'ipUfaxxam, labio-dentall nasal, i. e. 

when occurring before the '. mufaxxam, q labio-dentall fricative 

For example, [I 'fAwszi] (phonemically /'Mfa68r1/) is, in 

the Arabic script, -spelt with an W to mean '(he) having preferred 

(sth. to sth. else)', but it is-spelt with an In' to mean 'we 

'prefer (sth. to sth. else)'. 

To. recapitulate, the opposition between SIA /m/ and /n/ is 

neutralized before the labials / p, b, f, rn, T/ where a "nasall' 

archiphoneme symbolized as /M/ is phonetically realized as [m] or 

[qt] before /p, b /, as [m]before /m/, as[qL] before /ip/, and as 

[rq] or [ý] before /f/.. 

13.4. -The"Neutf-alization'of the 1/j*OppMition'in'SIA. 

The-3. /I opposition is neutraliz4ble in SIA since /l/ and 

are in exclusive relation (i. e. they are disti, nguished from. each 

othýr by only one pair of relevant features, viz. "non, 7, puf9xx9m" 
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vs. " Tuf axxae respecti vely, and they are al one in the SIA 

phonological system to share the relevant feature "lateral"), and 

neither of them occurs in word-initial position. In this position, 

i. e. the position of neutralization, an archiphoneme is said to 

occur. This archiphoneme is not to be identified with either /i/ or 

/I/ but is to be regarded as a separate phoneme in the S IA phonological 

system. Moreover, this archiphoneme-is definable by the only 

relevant feature that is common to both /i/ and /1/, vi-z. "lateral". 

This "lateral" archiphoneme whic4 occurs in the position where SIA 

I /I is neutralized, i. e. in word-initial position, may be symbolized 

as /L/. The archiphoneme /L/ is Always realized as a 'non-ipufoxxom" 

lateral, i. e. [1] For example, a native speaker of SIA pronounces 

the SIA'word for 'he blamed', i. e. /Lam/, as [lZ: m] and not 

and the SIA word for 'why? ', i. e. AW, as' [1e: j]-and not *[je: 1], 

and so on. 

To recapitulate, -the opposition between SIA /i/ and /I/ is 

neutralized in word-initial position where a "lateral" archiphoneme 

symbolized as /L/ is phonetically'alWays realized as[l] i 

13. 
_5_. 

'Th6'NeUtrAlization*of Ahe 6/o'Opposition'ih-SIA. 

The e/o opposition is neutralizable in SIA since /e/ and /o/ are 

in exclusive relation, (i. e. they are distinguished from each 

other by.. only one pair of relevant features, viz. "front" vs. 

"back" respectively, and they are alone in the SIA phonologi. cal 

system to share t. he relevant feature "fourth-degree aperture"), and 

neither of them occurs in final position in polysyllabic words. In 
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this position, i. e. the position of neutralization, an archiphoneme 

is said to occur. This archiphoneme is not to be identified with 

either /e/ or /o/ but is to be regarded as a separate phoneme in the 

SIA phonological system. Moreover, this archiphoneme is definable 

by the only relevant feature that is common to both /e/ and /o/. 

viz. "fourth-degree aperture". This archiphoneme occurs in the 

position where SIA e/o is neutralized, i. e. in final Position in 

polysyllabic words, and'it may be symbolized as /E/. The archiphoneme 

/E/ is phonetically realized as follows: 

(a) It is realized as 'front', i. e. as' [e:. ] or optionally je: 1D] , 
when occurring in final'Unaddented syllables; For exampl. e, a native 

speaker of SIA pronounces the SIA word for 'on it or him' i. e. 

as [ 'Valt: ] *(or optionally [ 'Tele: e]) and not *[ "alo: I or 
*['? 1o: a]T 

It is realized as 'back', i. e. as [o: 1 or'optionally [o: 91, 

when occurring in final'acd6nted syllables. For example, a native 

speaker of SIA pronounces the SIA word for 'they came to him', i. e. 
17x'gE/, as ['? i'd3O': ] (or optionally [71'd30: E)]) and not 

*[? i'd3e: ] or *[? x'd3e:; a]. 

To recapitulate, the opposýition between SIA /e/ and /o/ is. 

neutralized in final position in polysyllabic words where an 

archiphoneme definable by the one relevant feature "fourth-degree 

aperture" and symbolized as /E/ is phonetically realized as 

. 
[e: l or optionally [e: al)in final*iUnaccented 'front' (i. e. 1- 

syllables and as 'back' (i. e. ý. [o: ] or optionally' [o:; D]) in final 

Actented'syllables. 
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. '(B)'*Fre0*Variation 

1 '6*' Intf-6doCtion. 3. . 
Free variation is another phenomenon that plays an important 

role in the pholology of SIA. By -'free variation' I mean (a) 

the "speaker's erratic use of one or the other realization of one 

and the same: iphoneme without yielding different semantic units, 

or (b) the speaker's erratic use of one or the other phoneme 

without yie. 1ding different semantic units. 
(') An example of type 

(a) is the free variation that exists between-SIA [e: ] and [e: 91, which 

are free (i. e. optional) variants of /e/ as we have seen in 

sections 8.18 and 9.38 further above. For example*, native speakers 

of SIA erratically use [qe: fl or [qe: ef] (both phonemically trans- 

cribed as /qef/) to mean Isummer'. On the other hand, an example 

of free variation of type (b) is the free variation that exists 

between SIA'/g/ and For example, native speakers of SIA 9 

erratically use /'gidir/ or "/'grdxr/ to man 'sauce-pan'. 

Accordi. ng to my non-segmental notation presented in section 7.3 

further above, free variation is in. dicated by the symbol.. -, i. e. the 

above examples can be presented as follows: 

(a) [e: ] [e: a]and consequently [qe: fl [qe: 9f] 'summer'. 

(b)- and consequently /'gidrr/ /"*; xdir/ 'sauce-pan'. 9 

........................... 

(1) M. R. Key refers to example s of type (b) by the term '(phoneme) 
fluctuation' which she defines as "the optional'use of one phoneme 
or another in a given word or morpheme". See Key's article "Phonemic 
Pattern and Phoneme Fluctuation in Bolivian Chama, (Tacanan)" in 
La*linguistique 1968, pp. 35-48; the above quotation is found on 
p. 44 of this article. During a discussion I had with A. Martinet 
in March 1980,1 sensed Martinet's agreement with Key's views on 
the so-called 'phoneme fluctuation". 
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Since cases of free variation of type (a) have already been'dealt 

with in connexion with individual phonemes in Chapter Nine further 

above, the present Chapter will only deal with cases of free 

variation of type (b), e. g. IgI. - /g/. 

13.7. *'Th6*Fr6o'VAriation'between SIA*/ý/*and'/b/. 

Native speakers of SIA may erratically use the phoneme /p/ in 

free variation wi'th the phoneme /b/, without yielding, different 

semantic units. Examples of this are words like /paýj - /bas/, Ibus'; 

/pai'sikil/ - /bai'sikil/ 'bicycle'; and so on. Examples of 

free variation between SIA /p/ and /b/. are not many due to the 

very low functional load of /p/, which'mainly occurs in loan 

words, i. e. /p/ - /b/ is used in a limited number of words. 

_13.8. 
The' Free'VaHation between'SIA h/ and'/f/. 

In a very limited number of cases, native speakers of SIA may 

erratically use the phoneme /p/ in free variation with the phoneme 

/f/ without yielding different semantic, units. Examples of this 

are words like /Ip3rAc9/` 'brush (n. )'; /'pordo/ /'fordo/ 

'curtain'; and so on. Such examples of free variation are very 

rare in SIA due to, once again, the very low functional load of /p/. 

'13.9 'The*FroLi-Variation'b6tWeen SIA /m/' 

in some cases, native speakers of SIA may erra tically use 

the phoneme /m/ in free variation with the phoneme /ip/ (usually 

in the vicinity of other. TUfaxxamt, consonahtý)without yieldi. ng 

different semantic units. Examples of this are words like 
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/qaiD/ 'he fasted'; /dom/. - /dOT/ 'always'; and so on. Such 

examples indicate the occurrence of /m/. - /T/ in SIA. 

-13.10. 'Free 

In cases, native speakers of SIA my erratically use 

the phoneme /k/ in free variation with the phoneme /'C/ without 

yielding different semantic units. For example, /k/ may erratically 

be used in free variation with /'C C / in words like /kan/ - /'an/ 

'he was'; /kad/ --'/Zed/ 'he worked very hard'; and so on. Such 

examples are to be regarded as cases of free variation between 

SIA /k/ and rcl. Free variation between SIA /k/ and /c"/ occurs 

more frequently than between /p/ and /f/ for example, i. e. /k/ 

is more common than 

13.11 .- The'Fre6 Nariation between'SIA'/4/ *Lnjd /k/. 

In many cases, native speakers of SIA may erratically use 

the phoneme IgI in free variation with the phoneme without 

yielding different semantic units. For example, /g/, may erratically 

be used in. free variation with in words like /sag/ /saý/ 'he 

drove'; /'siga/ - /'sik9/'Ihe watered'; and so on. Such'examples 

are to be regarded as cases of free variation between SIA IgI and 

Examples of IgI are abundant in SIA., 

13.12. 'The'Fre'e'VAiý, izitioh'bLitw6L6n, SIA'/g /'and-* /9'/. 

In a'few cases, native speakers of SIA my erratically Use 

the phoneme /g/ in free variation with rgl without yieldi. ng different 
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semantic units. For example, SIA IgI may erratically be used in 

free variation with SIA rgl in words like /'gidTr/ 

sauce-pan /ba'gi lie/ /Iba "i lie/ broad beans and so 9 

on. - 
Such examples are to be regarded as cases of free variation 

between SIA IgI and 141. Examples of IgI - 
rul are not frequent 

in SIA. 

13.13. 'The-Fre6'Vati&tion'betWeen*SIAý/1/'and'/I/. 

In many cases, native speakers of SIA may erratically use the 

phoneme /i/ in free variation with the phoneme /I/ without yieldi. ng 

different semantic units. ' For example, SIA /i/ may erratically be 

used in free variation with /I/ in words like 

'it was empty'; /'buqal/. - /'bujaj/ 'onion'; and so on.. Such 

examples are to be regarded as cases of free variation between 

SIA A/ and /I/. The free variation between SIA /i/ and /I/ is 

very common. -I 

13.14. - The"Free'Vaticiti6n between SIA /s/*arid'/q 

Native speakers of SIA may, in sow cases, erratically use 

the phoneme Isl in free variation with the phoneme /I/ without 

yielding different semantic units. For example, SIA Isl my 

erratically be used in free variation with /V/ in words like 11sural 

Pqura/ 'complete piece of the Koranl; - /'h; 6sjra/ I helre[ 

'sigh (n. )'; and so on. Such examples are to be regarded as cases 

of free variation between SIA Isl and /q/-. Examples of are 

not very common in SIA. 
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phonemes that are involved in the above cases of free variation 

shows that the phonemes concerned in each case are somehow phonologically 

related to each other. The details are as follows: 

(1) The SIA phonemes /p/ and /b/ are phonologically related 

to each other in the sense that they share the relevant ýeatures 

"labial, non-nasal, stop"; they are kept apart on the basis that 

is "voiceless" while /b/ is "voiced". 

(2) The SIA phonemes /p/ and /f/ are phonologicallyrelated to 

each other in the sense that they share the relevant features 

"labial, non-nasal"; they a're kept apart on the. basis that /p/ 

is a "stop" while /f/ is a "fricative". 

(3) The SIA phonemes /m/ and /T/ are phonologically related 

to each other in the sense that they share the relevant feature 

"labial"; they are kept apart on the basis that, /m/ is 

"non-mufoxxam" whereas /ip/. -is "mufaxxam". 

(4) The SIA phonemes /k/ and /'c/ are phonologically related 

to each other in the sense that they, share the relevant features 

"voiceless, stop"; they are kept apart on the basis that /k/ is 

"dorsal" whereas /'C/ is a "hush". 

(5) The SIA phonemes IgI and are phonologically related 

to each other in the sense that they share the, relevant feature 

"dorsal%, they are kept apart on the basis that IgI is "non- 

mufaxxam" while /ý/ is "mufoxxom". 

(6) The SIA phonemes IgI and /V are phonologically related 

to each other in the sense that they share the relevant features 

"voiced, stop"; they are kept-apart on the-basis that IgI is 
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"dorsal" whereas /g/ is a "hush". 

(7) The SIA phonemes /i/ and /I/ are phonologically related 

to each other in the sense that they share the relevant feature 

"lateral"; 'they are kept apart on the basis that /i/ is "non- 

Tufaxxem" while /I/ iS 'ýufaxx8m"- 

(8) The, SIA phonemes Isl and /q/ are phonologically related 

to each other in the sense that they share the relevant feature 

"hiss"; they are kept apart on the basis that Isl is "non-mufoxxom" 

whereas /I/ is "rpfaxxom". 

(9) The SIA phonemes /i/ and. /u/ are phonologically related 

to each other in the sense that they share the relevant feature 

"second-degree aperture"; they are kept apart on the basis that 

/i/ is "front" while /u/ is "back". 

(10). The SIA phonemes /a/ and /a/ are phonol. ogically related 

to each other in the sense that each of them is-characterized by 

only one relevant feature: "third-degree aperture" in the case of 

/a/ and "fifth-degree aperture" in the case of /a/; they are kept 

apart on the basis of the "third-degree apertu're"/"fifth-degree 

aperture" distinction. 

In conclusion, the phenomenon of 'free -variation' in SIA 

takes place between "voiceless" and "voiced"phonemes that share the 

same distinctive property of localization in the case of /pj - /b/ 

(the distinctive property of localization being "labial"); 

between "stop" and "fricative" phonemes that share the same distinctive 

property of localization in the case of /p/. - Ifl (the distinctive 

property of localization being "labial"); between "non-mufoxxomO 
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and I'mUfoxxamd" phonemes that share the same distinctive property of 

localization in the case of /m/. - /T/ (the distinctive property 

of localization bei. ng "labial"), /g/ - (the distinctive property 

of localization being "dorsal"), -Jl/ - (the distinctive property 

of localization being "lateral"), and /s/ - /q/ (the distinctive 

property of localization being "hiss"); between "dorsal" and 

"hush" C 
. 
phonemes in the case of /k/ - /v/ (which share the relevant 

features "voiceless, stop") and IgI - /g/ (which share the relevant 

features "voiced,. stop"); between. "front" and "back" vowel 

phonemes that share the relevant feature "second-degree aperture" 

in the case of /ir/ -. Iul; and between a vowel phoneme of a 

"third-degree aperture" and another of a "fifth-degree aperture" in 

the case of /a/ - /a/jwhich share no relevant features). (') 

(1) M. R. Key expresses her views on the relation between the 
phonemes that are in free variation (i. e. fluctuation, in her 
terminology) as follows: 

"The fluctuation between phonemes follows certain 
patterns. Only certain exchanges are allowed within 
certain series and orders. The phonemes must be similar 
in some way, either by points or manner of articulation. 
For example, there is fluctuation between certain labials; 
between some of the stop series; between some of the 
fricafives; between central and front vowels, -etC., " 
[op., cit., p. 46]. 
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